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Abstract
In contrast to Information-Seeking Questions (ISQs) that elicit information from the
addressee, Rhetorical Questions (RQs) are usually defined as implying answers that are
already known to all interlocutors and as seeking the addressee's commitment with respect to
the underlying proposition. While ISQs can only be answered by the addressee, the answer to
an RQ is optional and may be given by both the speaker and the addressee. Unlike ISQs, RQs
are usually not realised out of the blue, but occur in specific contexts in which RQs can
function as a tool in order to criticise, challenge or persuade the addressee or to express
incredulity. In short, RQs are used in situations that are frequently characterised by the
attitude of the speaker. Given the close relationship between RQs and their contextual
embedding, context has been defined as an essential indicator for the identification of RQs
(compared to string-identical ISQs) in semantic and pragmatic literature. Hence, RQs are
discussed and treated as a context-bound phenomenon in this thesis. Furthermore, this thesis
addresses RQs and ironic utterances as what will be referred to as "nonliteral language" on the
basis of their prosodic similarities and conformities. As will be shown, both linguistic
phenomena are not independent from one another.
Starting from a semantic-pragmatic perspective, this dissertation primarily focuses on
the empirical investigation of phonetic and phonological characteristics in the production and
the perception of German RQs compared to string-identical ISQs. More specifically, it
investigates two different types of RQs: i) polar and wh-questions that are ambiguous between
ISQs and RQs (e.g., polar: Mag denn jemand Vanille? "Does anyone like vanilla?"; wh: Wer
mag denn Vanille? "Who likes vanilla?") and ii) wh-questions that are more inclined towards
a rhetorical interpretation (e.g., Wer mag denn Schlampigkeit? "Who likes sloppiness?")
which is caused by the contradiction between lexical semantics (predication: liking
sloppiness) and real-world knowledge (e.g., sloppiness is an ungrateful virtue).
In a production study, string-identical pairs of target interrogatives (i.e., every polar
and every wh-question in each of the two illocution types RQ and ISQ) were produced by
speakers and elicited on the basis of a preceding context triggering one of the two illocution
types. Results showed that polar RQs were mainly produced with a final H-% while polar
ISQs were most often realised with a final H-^H%. In contrast, wh-RQs usually end in final
L-% while there was more variation in the realisation of wh-ISQs (L-%, L-H%, H-^H%). RQs
were generally realised with a nuclear L*+H in both question types. Polar ISQs were
predominantly produced with a nuclear L* and wh-ISQs with a nuclear L+H*. Phonetically,
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RQs were realised with a breathier voice quality (particularly in the beginning of the produced
target interrogatives) and with longer durations (especially of the object noun) than ISQs in
both question types.
Based on these results, the analysis of perception focuses on the relevance of the most
specific nuclear pitch accent type of each of the illocution types in wh-questions (ISQ: H+!H*
(L-%) vs. RQ: L*+H (L-%)) and on voice quality (ISQ: modal vs. RQ: breathy) for the
interpretation of a given interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking. The findings of
two two-part perception studies (one two-part on-line identification study using an eyetracking system, one two-part off-line identification study using a button box) show that on
the basis of these characteristics, given interrogatives are reliably interpreted as conveying an
information-seeking or a rhetorical illocution, respectively. Additionally, the role of the
German modal particle denn – a particle that is defined as occurring in both illocution types –
is empirically analysed with respect to the interpretation of a given interrogative. Results
show that the presence of denn slightly strengthens RQ interpretations and participants show
faster mean click latencies with respect to the identification of the target stimuli compared to
when the particle is absent. Furthermore, the results indicate that a sentence-initial breathy
voice quality results in more RQ interpretations than a sentence-final breathy voice quality.
Given the close relation between RQs and context, a post-hoc analysis of the
production data allowed scrutinising the prosodic difference of RQs after contexts either
triggering a strong or a weak speakers' attitude. For polar RQs results show that the
distribution of the two most frequent boundary tones depends on the speakers' attitude that is
triggered by the context, since a final H-% occurs more frequently in strong-attitude RQs,
while a final H-^H% appears more often in weak-attitude RQs. In contrast, wh-questions
mainly differ with respect to phonetic results showing longer (relative and absolute)
durations, a slower speaking-rate and less intensity in strong-attitude RQs than in weakattitude RQs. Overall, depending on the contextual properties, results suggest a fine-grained
prosodic variation within the class of RQs. Therefore, this thesis discusses RQs with respect
to the interplay between context and the prosodic characteristics.
A subsequent perception study (i.e., a rating experiment using 7-point Likert scales)
analyses wh-RQs that are more inclined towards a rhetorical interpretation (e.g., Wer mag
denn Schlampigkeit? "Who likes sloppiness?") and the contribution of the prosodic realisation
(RQ prosody vs. ISQ prosody), context (triggering a strong attitude vs. weak attitude), and the
clash between lexical meaning and world knowledge (strong vs. weak) to the identification of
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RQs as compared to ISQs.1 Based on the similarities and conformities between RQs and
ironic utterances, this study makes use of irony as indirect identification of RQs. For this
reason, participants were asked to rate whether the auditorily presented stimuli express irony
in their respective context. Findings show that the combination of target interrogatives with an
RQ prosody (i.e., a nuclear L*+H (L-%) and a sentence-initial breathy voice quality) and
contexts with strong speaker attitude are crucial for high ratings in the prosody-fit task (i.e.,
when participants were asked to indicate how well a presented prosodic contour fits into a
given context). In the irony-rating task (i.e., when participants had to indicate how ironic a
given RQ is on the basis of its prosodic realisation in a given context), the RQ prosody plays a
crucial role, but achieves even higher ratings in combination with a strong lexis than with a
weak lexis. The results indicate that all factors and their interplay with respect to the matching
experimental conditions (i.e., RQ prosody, strong context, strong lexis vs. ISQ prosody, weak
context, weak lexis) have an impact on the perception and the identification of a target
interrogative.
Taken together, findings presented in this thesis suggest that i) RQs differ prosodically
(i.e., phonologically and phonetically) from ISQs in their production, ii) RQs can be
distinguished from ISQs and interpreted as such on the basis of nuclear pitch accent type (i.e.,
late peak) in combination with an often neglected phonetic cue such as voice quality (i.e.,
breathy voice), iii) that there is also prosodic variation within the class of RQs, and that iv)
the prosodic differences between RQs and ISQs cannot be exclusively based on the respective
illocution type alone, but also on the previous context, speaker's attitude, and the lexis of the
target interrogative.

1
In the following, the term "lexis" describes lexical information that is given in a target interrogative and
contrasts with world knowledge.
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Zusammenfassung
Informationssuchende Fragen (ISQs), werden in der Regel realisiert, um Informationen zu
elizitieren. Rhetorische Fragen (RQs) hingegen werden als Fragen definiert, deren Antwort
bereits allen Gesprächsteilnehmern bekannt ist und die Bestätigung der zugrundeliegenden
Aussage (die der implizierten Antwort entspricht) erwarten. Während ISQs ausschließlich
vom Adressaten beantwortet werden können, ist die Antwort auf eine RQ optional und kann
sowohl vom Sprecher selbst als auch vom Adressaten gegeben werden. Des Weiteren werden
RQs im Gegensatz zu ISQs in der Regel nicht ohne entsprechenden Kontext geäußert.
Vielmehr werden sie in ganz spezifischen Kontexten in Abhängigkeit ihrer Funktion
realisiert, wie z.B. der Funktion, den Adressaten zu kritisieren, herauszufordern, zu überreden
oder Skepsis auszudrücken. Demnach treten RQs vornehmlich in Situationen auf, die von
einer gewissen (unsachlichen) "Sprechergrundhaltung", wie sie im Folgenden bezeichnet wird,
gekennzeichnet sind. Aus diesen genannten Gründen wurde Kontext in der semantischen und
pragmatischen Literatur zu RQs als essentieller Indikator für die Identifikation von RQs im
Vergleich zu satzidentischen ISQs definiert. RQs werden daher in dieser Arbeit als
kontextabhängiges Phänomen betrachtet. Darüberhinaus thematisiert diese Dissertation RQs
und ironische Äußerungen als Phänomene der "nicht-wörtlichen Sprache" und diskutiert v.a.
deren prosodische Gemeinsamkeiten und Konformitäten. Die Einführung in beide
linguistische Phänomene zeigt, dass RQs und Ironie nicht unabhängig voneinander sind.
Ausgehend von einer semantisch-pragmatischen Perspektive auf RQs konzentriert sich
diese Arbeit hauptsächlich auf die empirische Untersuchung phonetischer und phonologischer
Eigenschaften sowohl in der Produktion als auch in der Perzeption deutscher RQs im direkten
Vergleich zu satzidentischen ISQs. Insbesondere werden zwei Arten von RQs genauer
analysiert: i) Polarfragen und w-Fragen, die sowohl als ISQs als auch als RQs gelten können
(e.g., polar: Mag denn jemand Vanille?, w: Wer mag denn Vanille?) und ii) w-Fragen, die
aufgrund der Widersprüchlichkeit zwischen der lexikalischen Information (Prädikation:
Schlampigkeit mögen) und allgemeinem Weltwissen (z.B. Schlampigkeit ist eine undankbare
Eigenschaft) tendenziell eher als RQ interpretiert werden können (z.B. Wer mag denn
Schlampigkeit?).
In einer Produktionsstudie realisierten Sprecher identische Paare von TargetInterrogativen (d.h., jede Polarfrage und jede w-Frage in den beiden Illokutionstypen RQ und
ISQ), die jeweils durch einen vorangehenden Kontext elizitiert wurden, der den jeweiligen
Illokutionstyp (also RQ oder ISQ) auslöst. Die Ergebnisse der Studie zeigen, dass rhetorische
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Polarfragen überwiegend mit einem finalen H-% realisiert wurden, während polare ISQs
meist mit einem finalen H-^H% produziert wurden. Rhetorische w-Fragen hingegen wurden
in der Regel mit einem finalen L-% realisiert, während in w-ISQs Variation zu finden war (L%, L-H%, H-^H%). RQs wurden generell mit einem nuklearen L*+H in beiden Fragetypen
(d.h., w und polar) realisiert, während polare ISQs überwiegend mit nuklearem L* und wISQs mit nuklearem L+H* geäußert wurden. Ergebnisse hinsichtlich der phonetischen
Eigenschaften zeigen, dass RQs generell mit einer behauchteren Stimmqualität produziert
wurden (v.a. satzinitial) und mit längerer Dauer (v.a. des Objektnomens) als in ISQs in beiden
Fragetypen.
Basierend auf diesen Ergebnissen konzentriert sich die Perzeptionsanalyse auf den
jeweils spezifischsten nuklearen Akzenttypen des jeweiligen Illokutionstyps in w-Fragen
(ISQ: H+!H* (L-%) vs. RQ: L*+H (L-%)) und auf Stimmqualität (ISQ: modal vs. RQ:
behaucht) und deren Relevanz im Hinblick auf die Interpretation eines Interrogativsatzes als
rhetorisch oder informationssuchend. Die Ergebnisse aus zwei Perzeptionsstudien (eine
zweiteilige on-line Identifikationsstudie unter Anwendung eines Eye-Tracking-Systems und
eine zweiteilige off-line Identifikationsstudie mit einer Buttonbox) zeigen, dass Hörer
aufgrund dieser beiden prosodischen Eigenschaften Interrogativsätze eindeutig entsprechend
als ISQ bzw. RQ interpretieren können. Zudem wurde die Rolle der deutschen Modalpartikel
denn – eine Partikel, die laut Definition in beiden Illokutionstypen im Deutschen auftreten
kann – hinsichtlich der Interpretation eines Interrogativs empirisch untersucht. Die Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass eine RQ-Interpretation durch die Präsenz von denn leicht verstärkt wird und dass
Hörer kürzere durchschnittliche Reaktionszeiten zur Identifikation der Zielstimuli aufweisen
im Vergleich zu Stimuli, in denen denn nicht enthalten ist. Die Ergebnisse zeigen zudem, dass
die Realisierung einer behauchten Stimmqualität satzinitial zu mehr RQ-Interpretationen führt
als eine satzfinale Realisierung.
Aufgrund der engen Relation zwischen RQs und Kontext wurde eine post-hocAnalyse der vorherigen Produktionsstudie durchgeführt, die eine eingehende Untersuchung
hinsichtlich potenzieller prosodischer Unterschiede von RQs aufgrund des vorangehenden
Kontextes erlaubt, der entweder eine starke oder schwache Sprechergrundhaltung auslöst. Für
Polarfragen zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass die Verteilung der beiden häufigsten Grenztöne, die
in RQs realisiert wurden, von der jeweiligen Sprechergrundhaltung abhängen, da H-%
häufiger in RQs mit starker Sprechergrundhaltung realisiert wird, während H-^H% häufiger
in RQs mit schwacher Sprechergrundhaltung geäußert wird. Im Gegensatz dazu unterscheiden
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sich w-RQs hauptsächlich hinsichtlich ihrer phonetischen Eigenschaften, wie z.B. längere
(relative und absolute) Dauer, eine langsamere Sprechgeschwindigkeit und geringere Lautheit
in RQs mit starker Sprechergrundhaltung als in RQs mit schwacher Sprechergrundhaltung. In
Abhängigkeit der kontextuellen Eigenschaften legen die Ergebnisse eine weitere, durchaus
feinere prosodische Variation innerhalb der Klasse der RQs in Abhängigkeit der jeweiligen
kontextuellen Eigenschaften nahe. Aus diesem Grund werden RQs in der vorliegenden Arbeit
als kontextsensitives Phänomen hinsichtlich des Zusammenspiels der kontextuellen
Eigenschaften und der prosodischen Merkmale diskutiert.
Eine weitere Perzeptionsstudie (eine Bewertungsstudie, die von 7-Punkte LikertSkalen Gebrauch macht) konzentriert sich auf die spezielle Analyse von w-RQs die
tendenziell eher als rhetorisch interpretiert werden (e.g., Wer mag denn Schlampigkeit?) und
analysiert den Beitrag von prosodischer Realisierung (RQ-Prosodie vs. ISQ-Prosodie),
Kontext (Auslösung einer starken vs. schwachen Sprechergrundhaltung) und dem Konflikt
zwischen lexikalischen Eigenschaften und Weltwissen (stark vs. schwach) hinsichtlich der
Identifikation von RQs im Vergleich zu ISQs. 2 Aufgrund der Gemeinsamkeiten und
Konformitäten zwischen RQs und ironischen Äußerungen macht diese Studie hinsichtlich der
indirekten Identifikation von RQs Gebrauch von Ironie. Zu diesem Zweck sollten
Studienteilnehmer angeben, ob die auditiv präsentierten Stimuli im jeweiligen Kontext Ironie
ausdrücken. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Kombination aus Zielinterrogativ mit RQProsodie (d.h., mit nuklearem L*+H (L-%) und satzinitial behauchter Stimmqualität) und
Kontexten mit starker Sprechergrundhaltung von großer Bedeutung für die Bewertungen in
der Prosodie-Passungsaufgabe sind, in der die Versuchsteilnehmer angeben sollen, wie gut
eine präsentierte prosodische Kontur in einen bestimmten Kontext passt. Die IronieBewertungsaufgabe, in der Versuchsteilnehmer angeben sollen, wie ironisch eine bestimmte
RQ aufgrund ihrer prosodischen Realisierung in einem bestimmten Kontext wahrgenommen
wird, zeigt, dass die RQ-Prosodie eine zentrale Rolle spielt und in Kombination mit einer
starken Lexik noch höhere Bewertungen erzielt als in Kombination mit einer schwachen
Lexik. Die Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass alle Faktoren und deren Zusammenspiel in den
jeweils passenden experimentellen Bedingungen (d.h., RQ-Prosodie, starker Kontext, starke
Lexik vs. ISQ-Prosodie, schwacher Kontext, schwache Lexik) die Perzeption und
Identifikation eines Zielinterrogativs beeinflussen.

2

Im Folgenden bezeichnet der Begriff „Lexik" die lexikalische Information, die in einem Zielinterrogativsatz
vorgegeben ist und mit Weltwissen kontrastiert.
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Zusammenfassend kann festgehalten werden, dass die Ergebnisse, die in dieser Arbeit
vorgestellt werden, zeigen, i) dass sich RQs prosodisch (d.h., phonologisch und phonetisch)
von ISQs unterscheiden, ii) dass RQs von ISQs unterschieden werden können und jeweils
aufgrund des nuklearen Akzenttyps in Kombination mit einem feineren und weniger salienten
prosodischen Merkmal wie behauchte Stimmqualität entsprechend interpretiert werden, iii)
dass sich auch innerhalb der Klasse der RQs prosodische Variation finden lässt, und, iv) dass
die prosodischen Unterschiede zwischen RQs und ISQs nicht ausschließlich auf die beiden
Illokutionstypen zurückgeführt werden können, sondern auch auf den vorhergehenden
Kontext, der mit der attitudinalen Grundhaltung des Sprechers und den lexikalischen
Eigenschaften des Zielinterrogativs einhergeht.
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Preface
This thesis has its origins in Project 6, focussing on "The Production and Perception of
Rhetorical Questions in German" as part of the research unit "Questions at the Interfaces"
(FOR 2111) funded by the DFG. The PIs of this project are Prof. Dr. Bettina Braun and Prof.
Dr. Nicole Dehé and my fellow PhD students were Daniela Wochner and Katharina Zahner.
Much of the work presented in the following thesis is part of this project and was done in
cooperation with members of P6. The basic research question of P6 is the investigation of the
prosodic (i.e., phonological and phonetic) differences between German rhetorical and stringidentical information-seeking questions with respect to both production and perception. That
is, the prosodic characteristics that are identified as being relevant for the production of RQs
are in turn examined with respect to the perceptual relevance for the interpretation of a given
interrogative. Furthermore, the relevance of the German modal particle denn is investigated.
In addition to these basic questions of P6, this thesis starts by giving an overview of
various types of RQs because it is assumed here that RQs differing in syntax behave
differently with respect to the prosodic realisation regarding both their production and
perception. More specifically, this thesis investigates the interplay between prosody, context,
speaker's attitude and the choice of lexical elements with respect to the perception of RQs.
Additionally, given the close relation between RQs and context that is especially emphasised
in semantic and pragmatic literature, this thesis focuses on the question whether there are – in
addition to the prosodic differences between RQs and ISQs – further prosodic gradations
within the class of RQs depending on the attitude that is signalled in the previous context. To
be able to analyse the prosodic characteristics of German RQs in detail, they are compared
with string-identical ISQs. Additionally, (ironic) RQs are specifically addressed in this thesis
since both RQs and ironic utterances are overlapping linguistic phenomena that have not been
combined with respect to their prosodic characteristics so far.
Part I (Background, see Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5) is the theoretic part of this thesis that
results in the central research questions (see Chapter 5). The background includes
investigations addressing RQs from a semantic and a pragmatic perspective. This is useful
due to several aspects: First of all, most of the research addressing RQs so far is based on
semantics or pragmatics. Hence, an understanding of how RQs have been investigated so far
shall be provided for phoneticians and phonologists in order to have the complete picture of
the state of the arts regarding RQs. Secondly, the semantic and pragmatic background is
mainly introduced in this thesis since first assumptions with respect to i) the intonation of
XXV
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RQs, ii) the link between RQs and irony, and iii) the relation between RQs and context have
their origin in semantic and pragmatic literature. Since the present thesis is an empirical
contribution to how RQs are realised and perceived on the basis of their prosodic
characteristics, it needs to be highlighted here that i) to iii) above build the inspiration for this
thesis. Hence, thoughts that can be found in the semantic and pragmatic literature are
embraced and implemented in empirical analysis. Therefore, this thesis supports semantics
and pragmatics in so far as it provides empirical evidence for ideas that have been (carefully)
thematised in these disciplines.
Part II of this thesis (Production & Perception of Rhetorical Questions, see Chapters 6,
7 and 8) addresses the production and perception of RQs compared to string-identical ISQs on
the basis of their prosodic characteristics. The respective research questions are mainly based
on those formulated in P6. Moreover, Part II forms the basis for Part III of this thesis (The
Role of Context and Attitude in Rhetorical Questions, see Chapters 9 and 10) which
investigates RQs and their prosodic markers as what it has been described: a context
dependent phenomenon. Another issue Part III focuses on is the interplay between prosody,
context and the choice of lexical elements in an RQ. Hence, in order to motivate the
perception side, it is necessary to begin with the production of German RQs (see Chapter 6).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

All human languages allow speakers to ask questions (Chisholm, Milic, & Greppin, 1982:
278). Moreover, they are very frequent in everyday communication. This is also illustrated in
the cartoon below. In Figure 1, the policeman seeks information from the driver by asking
"Do you have any idea how fast you were driving?" since he does not know the answer,
whereas in Figure 2, the policeman uses the same question to make an ironic remark since he
does not expect an answer. In contrast to Figure 1, the answer to the question in Figure 2
seems to be obvious because of the disambiguating context and the world knowledge
suggesting that policemen usually stop drivers who are too fast. Taken together, the cartoons
illustrate two different contexts, two different speaker intentions, but the same (hence stringidentical) question having a different function.

Figure 1: The usage of an information-seeking question in everyday communication
(DenBleyker, 2012).

Figure 2: The usage of a rhetorical question in everyday communication (based on the comic
designed by DenBleyker, 2012).
1
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The question in the first cartoon is an Information-Seeking Question (ISQ) whereas the
question in the second cartoon is a Rhetorical Question (RQ). The present thesis addresses
the properties of RQs by investigating their prosodic characteristics with respect to
production and perception in adult native speakers of German. More specifically, the
prosodic characteristics that distinguish RQs from string-identical ISQs, i.e., on whose basis
speakers convey a rhetorical illocution and addressees understand and interpret a given
interrogative as rhetorical, are of central importance for this thesis. Therefore, prosody, in
terms of both phonological (i.e., intonational phonology) and phonetic properties (e.g.,
duration, voice quality, intensity), is the first central component of this thesis. Since RQs have
been defined as "emotive interrogatives" (Maynard, 2002: 256) based on the attitudinal
stances that are usually observed with respect to RQs, this thesis suggests to investigate RQs
in consideration of their context and the respective attitude of the speaker.
Generally, it is known that a speaker's attitude towards what is said and why, in which
particular context, and to whom, can interact with an utterance's prosodic realisation.
Bolinger, for instance, argues that intonation directly conveys a speaker's feelings and
indirectly conveys a speaker's intentions (Bolinger, 1989: 98). Intonation furthermore does
not only support but also override syntactic arrangements (Bolinger, 1989: 98) and can
contribute to the meaning of an utterance (Bolinger, 1978: 484). Thus, a speaker's attitude is
the second important factor that is analysed in this thesis.
When investigating prosodic features of a specific type of utterance, it is just normal to
begin with the analysis of the utterance as such, mostly in isolation. In order to get the big
picture and to understand an utterance in its entirety, however, researchers need to step back
and pay heed to other factors, such as context. This is especially important with respect to
RQs since they have been defined as being context dependent (e.g., Frank, 1990: 737; see also
Špago, 2016: 105). Therefore, context is the third central component of this thesis.

Compared to RQs, the definition of ISQs is concise and straightforward: ISQs request
information from the addressee with the goal of closing a speaker's knowledge gap
(e.g., Athanasiadou, 1991: 108; Bach & Harnish, 1979: 40; Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1984: 26;
Haan & van Heuven, 2003: 59; Meibauer, 1986: 77). By uttering an ISQ, the speaker signals
that they3 do not know the answer to the question that is posed and that they believe that this
3
For the remainder of the thesis, the gender-neutral forms they or them are used. From now on, those forms will
refer to speaker, addressee, participants, interlocutors, listener, hearer, etc.
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lack of information can be filled by the addressee (e.g., Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1984: 211).
In contrast, RQs are defined as utterances with an interrogative form that do not seek or elicit
an answer from the addressee (e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017: 305; Caponigro & Sprouse,
2007: 121; Meibauer, 1986: 2f.; Špago, 2016: 103). Instead, RQs serve the purpose of
providing information or referring to information that is provided in the RQ (e.g.,
Athanasiadou, 1991: 108; Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Freed, 1994: 631; Špago, 2016: 102).4
More specifically, RQs imply answers that are already known to all interlocutors – or are at
least inferable – and seek the addressee's commitment with respect to the underlying
proposition and hence an RQ feels like an assertion (Caponigro & Sprouse 2007: 121; Biezma
& Rawlins 2017: 305). That is, the speaker considers that the propositional content that is
uttered is well-known and that the answer is known to all interlocutors (e.g., Athanasiadou,
1991: 108; Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007: 7f.; see also Sadock, 1971; Sadock, 1974). In
contrast to ISQs, the answer to an RQ is optional and may be given by both the speaker and
the addressee. As opposed to the assumption that RQs only feel like assertions, they have also
been characterised as having an assertive force and as indirect assertions that can be inferred
from the interrogative form (e.g., Jung & Schrott, 2003: 360; Meibauer, 1986: 75f., 32ff.;
Sadock, 1971: 224). These much stronger assumptions, however, are debated controversially
because it is not entirely clear why speakers should prefer to realise an RQ instead of a
straightforward statement if they do not expect the listener to respond.
A possible answer for the use of RQs in daily communication is that it enables
speakers to express criticism (e.g., Frank, 1990: 725; Ilie, 1994: 26), incredulity (e.g., Cohen,
2007), their personal opinion to which the interlocutor may provide agreement or
confirmation (e.g., Rohde, 2006), ironic remarks (e.g., Frank, 1990: 725; Gibbs, 2000: 6; Ilie,
1994: 199) or they are used as a persuasive device (e.g., Anzilotti, 1982: 297; Egg, 2007: 73;
Oraby et al., 2017: 310; see also Petty, Cacioppo, & Heesacker, 1981). Moreover, it has also
been shown that RQs differ from assertions with respect to their response pattern for
(dis)agreement (Biezma & Rawlins, 2017) and that RQs are frequently defined as being more
memorable and mnemonic (Ilie, 1994: 144f.), but also more effective, powerful and
convincing than a straightforward statement (Špago, 2016: 103). Additionally, RQs have been
characterised as a complex and contradictory phenomenon just like irony (Grésillon, 1980:
273). Taken together, there seems to be no independent definition of RQs (e.g., Bechmann,
2010: 12; Ilie, 1994: 42; Lee-Goldman, 2006: 1). Instead, all of the commonly used
4

Note, however, that Rohde (2006) characterises RQs as "redundant interrogatives" that neither seek
information like genuine questions nor provide information like statements.
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definitions of RQs usually rely on a comparison with string-identical ISQs and partly on
irony, but none of the definitions can cover the most relevant characteristics of RQs (Ilie,
1994: 42; see also Lee-Goldman, 2006).
As already mentioned, RQs have mainly been investigated with respect to their
semantic and pragmatic properties so far. In contrast, the investigation of the prosodic
realisation of RQs is still in the early stages of development, not least because of their
diversity. More specifically, besides the two question types wh- and polar questions, as shown
in examples (1) and (2), there are still kinds of RQs with different functions that have
received no or hardly any attention in the literature (Schaffer, 2005: 433), and even less is
known about RQs from an empirical angle. This highlights the need for an extensive
empirical investigation of the prosodic features that characterise RQs.

(1)

"Who likes lavender?" / "Does anyone like lavender?"

(2)

"Who likes sloppiness?" / "Does anyone like sloppiness?"

Similar to the example shown in the comic above (see Figure 1 and Figure 2), the examples in
(1) can be prosodically realised as ISQ or RQ. That is, a speaker can either literally mean
what they say (i.e., in terms of an ISQ), or intend to convey another meaning that is going
beyond what is literally said (i.e., in terms of an RQ). This, however, is different with respect
to the example given in (2). The example in (2) expresses a contradiction caused by a clash
between the choice of the lexical elements (predication "linking sloppiness") and world
knowledge (i.e., sloppiness is an annoying trait of character) and is thus more inclined
towards a rhetorical interpretation than the example in (1). Additionally, it creates an ironic
overtone. Hence, it is much easier for the example given in (1) to be realised as both RQ and
ISQ, depending on the context.
It is assumed here that prosody, context, attitude and the lexical information of a
question help addressees to correctly identify RQs and to distinguish them from stringidentical ISQs in order to arrive at the speaker's intended meaning.

The main aim of this thesis is to make a contribution to the empirical investigation of both the
prosodic realisation and the perception of RQs in German. Given the diversity of RQs, it is
important to narrow down the various kinds of RQs and to start with the introduction of the
4
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particular RQs that are analysed in this dissertation. With respect to production, this thesis
focuses on the question whether RQs are realised with different prosodic characteristics than
string-identical ISQs. A follow-up perception experiment investigates whether listeners can
identify a given interrogative as RQ or ISQ on the basis of specific prosodic cues. It
furthermore explores if a potential variation of the prosodic realisation within the class of the
investigated type of RQ can be caused by its previous context. A further aim of this
dissertation is to analyse the potential interplay between the prosody of RQs, context, attitude
and lexis.
The thesis consists of three parts. Part I (Chapter 2 to Chapter 4) addresses the state of
the art concerning RQs and ISQs. More precisely, Chapter 2 presents the state of the art
concerning the semantic and pragmatic perspective on RQs since those two linguistic
disciplines have mainly focused on RQs so far. Both perspectives are covered in this thesis
since the first assumptions regarding the prosodic characteristics of RQs as well as first
indications implying a link between RQs and irony and their relation to context and attitude
can be found in semantic and pragmatic literature. Hence, since the present thesis is based on
phonetics and phonology, one of the main functions of Part I is to give an overview of how
RQs can be regarded from a semantic and pragmatic point of view. Additionally, Chapter 2
discusses the importance of context and its close relationship with RQs since the role of
context was first addressed in semantic and pragmatic literature.
In the beginning of Chapter 3, the diversity of RQs is discussed and the RQs that are
investigated in this thesis will be defined. For this purpose, German modal particles are
introduced and discussed in this chapter with special focus on denn, which is characterised as
a modal particle that can occur in both illocution types (i.e., RQs and ISQs). Furthermore, the
chapter takes a closer look at RQs with respect to context, attitude and its relation to voice
quality, and irony. In literature on irony and RQs, irony has been described as a function of
RQs, and RQs in turn have been defined as a type of irony (e.g., Gibbs, 2000; Korobov, 2005;
Kreuz, 2000; Leggitt & Gibbs, 2000, see also Hancock, 2004). Similar to RQs, irony is a
phenomenon whose correct identification is mainly based on prosodic characteristics, context,
attitude and contradiction. Consider, for instance, the utterance "Isn't that super?", which can
be realised by a speaker either to express an honest compliment or to express criticism in the
form of an ironic statement. The overlappings between RQs and ironic utterances will be
discussed in this thesis in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 4 discusses the prosodic characteristics of ISQs – and also RQs as far as
possible – in different languages. Phonologically, this chapter specifically focuses on the final
contour of wh- and polar questions in order to establish a point of departure for the
investigation of RQs and their intonational structure. The second part of Chapter 4 discusses
the phonetic characteristics – such as duration and voice quality – with respect to the phonetic
make-up of ISQs and RQs. Chapter 5 concludes Part I and summarises the central research
questions of this thesis.
The empirical investigation of this thesis consists of two main parts (i.e., Part II and
Part III). Part II addresses differences in the prosodic realisation and the perception of RQs in
comparison with string-identical ISQs. Part III focuses on potential variation of the prosodic
realisation within the class of RQs in consideration of context as a central factor (see Chapter
9), but also on the interplay between prosody, context, a speaker's attitude and lexis for the
interpretation of a given target interrogative (see Chapter 10).
Chapter 6 deals with a production study investigating the prosodic features that are in
play during the realisation of RQs in contrast to string-identical ISQs (both polar and whquestions) that were presented in particularly designed contexts. On the basis of the findings
presented in this chapter, two subsequent two-part identification tasks investigate the
perception of RQs and ISQs. The first perception study (Chapter 7) is an on-line experiment
using an eye-tracking system. The study specifically focuses on the interpretation of whquestions in consideration of the nuclear pitch accent type (early peak vs. late peak), the
modal particle denn (presence vs. absence) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy). The twopart identification task (using a button-box) presented in Chapter 8 is a further development of
the eye-tracking study (Chapter 7) and provides participants with a third answer option. As
before, both experimental parts specifically focus on the identification of RQs and ISQs with
respect to pitch accent and the role of voice quality placement in two different positions
(sentence-finally vs. sentence-initially).
Part III of this thesis investigates the influence of context, the respective attitude
triggered therein, and lexis on the prosodic realisation and the perception of RQs. In Chapter
9, a post-hoc analysis of the production study (Chapter 6) analyses the potential influence of
context and its respective attitudinal strength (weak vs. strong) on the prosodic realisation of
RQs. The main aim of Chapter 9 is to analyse whether there is an additional fine prosodic
variation within the class of RQs and whether a speaker's attitudinal stance (triggered by the
previous context) might be responsible for a potential variation. In Chapter 10, a further
6
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perception study is presented. This study builds on the previous post-hoc analysis and focuses
on the interplay between the lexis of specifically designed target interrogatives (i.e., strongly
inclined towards an RQ interpretation vs. not inclined towards an RQ interpretation), context
(i.e., triggering a strong speaker attitude vs. triggering a weak speaker attitude) and the
prosodic realisation. Chapter 11 concludes the thesis by referring back to the hypotheses that
were presented in Chapter 5.

7
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PART I
BACKGROUND
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Chapter 2

The semantics and pragmatics of RQs

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the state of the art concerning the semantic and pragmatic perspective
on RQs as a starting point since those two linguistic disciplines have mainly focused on RQs
so far. The importance of context and its close relationship with RQs was also first addressed
in semantic and pragmatic literature. Hence, even though this thesis analyses the phonetic and
phonological properties of RQs, it is important to give an overview with respect to how
researchers of those two areas have addressed and investigated RQs so far. Furthermore, first
remarks concerning irony can be obtained from this chapter. Additionally, several terms such
as context, illocution type and interrogative will be addressed in the present chapter since they
are crucial for the remainder of this thesis.
Based on a semantic-pragmatic account, the present chapter sheds light on the
question why RQs are usually associated with the definition stating that, in contrast to ISQs,
RQs are not eliciting an answer from the addressee or asking for information (e.g., Banuazizi
& Creswell, 1999; Han, 2002; Hudson, 1975; Ilie, 1994; Quirk et al., 1985). Dealing with
questions also means to deal with their set of possible answers, which is the characteristic Han
(2002) associates with the prosodic realisation of RQs. This thesis will specifically address
Han’s approach.

2.1.1 Question vs. interrogative
All human languages allow speakers to ask questions (Chisholm et al., 1982: 278). The
speech act (see Section 2.1.2.1) of questioning licenses a variety of lexical-semantic (i.e., the
choice of words), syntactic and prosodic characteristics. Asking questions in terms of ISQs is
an effective way and also the prevailing method of gathering any kind of information, e.g.,
about people's attitudes, personal beliefs, values or states of affairs (e.g., Flammer, 1981:
407). According to Berlyne's concept of "epistemic curiosity" (1954: 180), the phenomenon
of asking questions and the "need to know" in human communication is attributable to an
underlying motivation: the quest for knowledge. ISQs request information from an addressee
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with the goal of closing the speaker's knowledge gap (e.g., Bach & Harnish, 1979: 40;
Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1984: 26; Haan & van Heuven, 2003: 59; Meibauer, 1986: 77).
Zillmann and Cantor (1973: 172f.) argue that the addressee has an innate impulse to respond
to a genuine question. This kind of information exchange between speaker and addressee and
the concomitant acquisition of information is what Stalnaker (2002: 703) has defined as the
principal reason for communication. More specifically, Maynard (1995: 525) argues that the
processes that are involved in the question-answer interaction provide the basis of every
single human interaction. On the basis of these assumptions, the question that arises is
whether RQs do not ask for but instead provide information. This question is in turn linked
with the assumption that RQs imply more than is actually said (Frank, 1990: 737).

Before addressing RQs in comparison to ISQs, it is essential to stipulate how the term
"question" is generally used in formal semantics and what this term exactly refers to.
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1997: 1055) show that the term "question" actually distinguishes
between three different uses.
First, the term "question" is usually used in order to refer to a certain type of
sentences,

namely

"interrogatives",

describing

a

category

of

grammatical

form

(e.g., Huddleston, 1994: 411). Interrogatives are usually characterised by a particular word
order, such as the subject-auxiliary inversion in polar questions in some languages such as
English or German (e.g., Baker, 1970: 197), by a specific intonation or by the occurrence of
interrogative pronouns, such as wh-pronouns (Braun et al., 2018). With respect to the German
clause type system, they contrast, for example, with exclamatives, declaratives and
imperatives.
Secondly, the term "question" is also used to refer to the speech act that is performed
when a speaker utters an interrogative sentence. That is, by uttering an interrogative, a
speaker raises an issue requesting information from the addressee with the goal of being
provided with information answering the question (Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1997: 1055).
The third way of using the term "question", as pointed out by Groenendijk and
Stokhof (1997: 1055), is to refer to the semantic content or the sense of an interrogative. More
specifically, the term refers to an object that is semantically a question, i.e., an object which
denotes a choice of answers (in one way or another) and may be (at least partially) answered.
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1997: 1055) emphasise that questions are neither bound to the
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speech act of asking a question nor to interrogative sentences. Similarly, Gunlogson (2001:
10) states that the syntactic sentence type does neither determine the illocutionary force or the
speech act category of an utterance nor its intonational contour. That is, not all interrogatives
are mandatorily used in order to ask questions, i.e., requesting information from an addressee
to close a knowledge gap. This is what is commonly observed for RQs.
Likewise, it is not mandatory to realise the speech act of asking a question by using an
interrogative sentence. For instance, the declarative sentence "It is Friday" with a final fall is
the canonical way to state the fact that it is Friday (Gunlogson, 2001; i.e., an assertion in
pragmatic terms). However, exactly the same sentence produced with a final rising intonation
might be prosodically realised as a question and also interpreted as such. Furthermore, neither
the falling nor the rising declarative sentence is inherently questioning (Gunlogson, 2001: vi).
Instead, Gunlogson (2001: vi) assumes that the questioning function of a declarative sentence
arises through the interplay between intonation, sentence type and context.
Since the prosodic realisation and the perception of RQs compared to (string-identical)
ISQs is the main focus of this thesis, the term "question" following the semantic account
serves as the most appropriate term. Therefore, the thesis differentiates between wh-questions
and polar questions to denote the two question types that are under investigation.
Furthermore, the term "target interrogative" is used in order to refer to the target stimuli in
both question types (wh-question and polar question), each of them in the two illocution types
(RQ vs. ISQ).

Gutiérrez-Rexach (1998) stresses that RQs constitute a challenge for a mere semantic
approach concerning the meaning of questions. As a matter of fact, the main purpose of the
semantic approaches introduced and discussed in this section is to account for the mismatch
between the interrogative form of RQs on the one hand and their communicative function,
which is often described as assertive (e.g., Sadock, 1971, 1974; see also Han, 2002: 215f.;
Meibauer 1986: 75; Gutiérrez-Rexach, 1998: 142), on the other hand. In contrast, several
pragmatic approaches do not share the opinion that RQs have an assertive function
(e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007) and will also be discussed in the
following. Instead, pragmatic accounts are rather based on the communicative characteristics
of RQs. In order to correctly locate the analysis of RQs with respect to both linguistic
disciplines, it is necessary to acquaint oneself with the areas of discourse analysis and the
respective terms.
12
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2.1.2 Discourse analysis
Discourse analysis focuses on meanings that arise due to the relationship between sentences.
Charles Fillmore stated that the meanings of two separate sentences can vary heavily from the
meaning they can convey together as a single discourse (Tannen, Hamilton, & Schiffrin,
2015: 10). He illustrates this train of thought by asking the reader to imagine two different
signs in front of a swimming pool. One sign announces: "Please use the toilet, not the pool",
while the other one says: "Pool for members only". If those two signs are regarded as being
independent from one another, each one of them seems to be reasonable. However, if both
signs are considered together as a single discourse, they make the reader revise the overall
meaning.
The following sections will focus on speech act types and discourse context, which are
both essential to the interpretation of RQs.

2.1.2.1 Speech act type
In speech act analysis (e.g., Searle, 1969), researchers address the issue that speakers'
utterances do not only carry meaning, but that their utterances actually perform real actions
(e.g., enacting a marriage: "I now pronounce you husband and wife."). The theory of speech
act types is a part of discourse analysis and describes the intentional action that is caused by
the interplay of the situational and the social environment, the language faculty as well as
further cognitive processes (e.g., Tannen et al., 2015). The concept of speech act is usually
associated with pragmatics (Levinson, 2017: 199), but only a multidisciplinary approach and
perspective can allow for an encompassing analysis of speech acts. This includes the
pragmatics realm by covering areas such as grammar, philosophy of language, social
interaction and human cognition (e.g., Tannen et al., 2015). It is only in the recent decades
that researchers have started to investigate the relation between what an utterance really
means (i.e., semantic area), and what an utterance can actually be used for in conversation
(i.e., pragmatic area; see also Escandell-Vidal, 2012: 630).
Austin (1962: 99) canonicalised the communicative interaction between speaker and
addressee. He described the act of realising an utterance as a "locutionary act", while the act
that is performed in realising an utterance in terms of asking or commanding is termed
13
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"illocutionary act". Additionally, a speaker's intention is called "illocutionary force" (Austin,
1962: 99). In contrast, effects that are obtained on the part of the addressee by realising an
utterance (i.e., effects, such as persuading, amusing, saddening) are referred to as a
"perlocutionary act" (Austin, 1962: 101). These basic notions introduced by Austin are
relevant for the remainder of this thesis since the term "illocution type" will be used to refer to
both RQs and ISQs.
Languages provide particular structures in order to encode various types of illocutions.
More specifically, declaratives are usually used in order to make an assertion (or statement,
according to Escandell-Vidal, 2012: 631), interrogatives are typically used to express a
question and imperatives commonly issue a direction (Meibauer, 1986: 19). RQs, however, do
not follow this matching principle between the form of the sentences on the one hand and the
communicative function on the other hand. For instance, the syntactic form of all three
Spanish examples in (3) is identical, but their functions differ. Two main constituents can be
identified in these examples, namely the propositional content of the sentence and its mood
indicator. Please note that the Spanish examples given in (3) are similar to those presented by
Escandell-Vidal (2012). These examples help to illustrate a long-standing observation.

(3)

Carmen duerme.
"Carmen is sleeping."

(4)

¿Carmen duerme?
"Does Carmen sleep?"

(5)

(Carmen,) duerme!
"(Carmen,) sleep!"

The first example in (3) might be roughly explained as "the predication that is expressed"
(i.e., Carmen + sleep; cf. Escandell-Vidal, 2012: 631). In addition to their form-function
relation, all examples have in common that they have the same propositional content but they
differ in their mood (Escandell-Vidal, 2012: 631). The mood indicator can be explained as
consisting of various linguistic elements determining the sentence type, such as prosodic,
syntactic, and morphological characteristics that help to distinguish an interrogative from a
declarative and an imperative and vice versa (Escandell-Vidal, 2012: 631). Hence, EscandellVidal indicates that among others, prosody is one of the strategies by which different
illocutions can be encoded.
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As follows from the previous discussions, there is no one-to-one mapping between
illocutionary force and sentence type. Instead, depending on the situation, a string-identical
utterance can be associated with different illocutionary forces (Escandell-Vidal, 2012: 631).
Therefore, especially with respect to RQs, Escandell-Vidal (2012: 639) argues that the
illocutionary force is not a matter of decoding which explains why the author suggests taking
other factors such as context and prosody into account. For instance, by uttering an RQ, a
speaker realises an interrogative clause, which does not accomplish the act of asking a
question itself; a contradiction also known as a "form-function" mismatch (a.o. Ilie, 1994: 46;
Meibauer, 1986; Rohde, 2006).
Several authors describe RQs as indirect speech acts which are characterised by the
duality of the illocutionary force (a.o. Bartels, 1999: 257; see also Meibauer, 1986: 32;
Anzilotti, 1982: 290) since they have been characterised as not eliciting an answer or asking
for information (Ilie, 1994: 32), but instead imply more than is actually said (Frank, 1990:
737) by providing a conversational overtone, such as expressing commentary or giving an
order (Anzilotti, 1982: 301). More concretely, RQs have been characterised as indirect
requests asserting a state of affairs. In turn, this assumption has shaped the notion of
characterising RQs as having an assertive function. However, this is controversially
discussed, as will be shown in the following sections. Additionally, since RQs have been
defined as serving as a linguistic device to give orders or to criticise people (Anzilotti, 1982:
301), RQs have been commonly defined as being action-eliciting, instead of answer-eliciting
as ISQs are. This distinction, however, is problematic since there is hardly any question that
can exclusively be associated with one or the other type (Ilie, 1994: 72).

2.1.2.2 Discourse context
Discourse context also belongs to discourse analysis and is defined as a conceptual world that
is constructed by the so-called "discourse construction process", according to Polanyi (2015:
266), who summarises the long-standing traditions within discourse analysis. Generally,
discourse context can be linguistically (e.g., verbal or in written form) or paralinguistically
encoded (e.g., eye movements, facial gestures, head nods, deictic hand gestures). It describes
a specific state of affairs or a general event "in some spatiotemporal location, involving some
set of (defined or as of yet undefined) participants" (cf. Polanyi, 2015: 266). Discourse
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context shapes up during the course of a conversation between interlocutors that have certain
intentions and beliefs (Stalnaker, 1978: 315) and on the basis of the interlocutors' interaction
(Frank, 1990: 735). It is structured by the organisation and the form of utterances as they are
realised in a conversation, the actual state of knowledge of the interlocutors and the
relationship between interlocutors. During the course of a conversation, interlocutors
constantly update each other's beliefs with each utterance.
The term "discourse context" is in fact rarely used. Instead, authors mainly tend to
refer to the term "context" (e.g., Stalnaker, 1978; see also Frank, 1990 and Couper-Kuhlen,
2015) which explains why it is sometimes difficult to get the nuanced meaning of context
(e.g., in terms of a real situation or as co-text) as it is actually intended by the author. This
observation is supported by Clark who states: "Most accounts don't say what context is"
(cf. Clark, 1996: 92). Context in the sense of written information on a textual level can also be
regarded as discourse context (Frank, 1990: 735) since a written text can also influence and
update an actual conversation. For the remainder of this thesis, the term "context" will be used
in order to refer to written situations at a textual level presented previously to the realisation
or perception of a target interrogative (i.e., RQ or ISQ). Such situations include the
knowledge of the interlocutors, the social relationship between interlocutors, world
knowledge and cultural conventions (e.g., in Germany, lilies are flowers that are usually
associated with funerals).
Of central importance is the assumption that context – on the basis of world
knowledge or cultural conventions – can determine linguistic choices and that an utterance
can be regarded as being a consequence of the previous utterance (Escandell-Vidal, 2012:
643). This interleaving emphasises the dependency between context and the realised utterance
in the course of an actual context.
It is important to note that in experimental situations it is hardly possible to reconstruct
the mental reality, the experiences and the world knowledge of every single speaker or
listener (i.e., what their actual attitudinal stance towards the proposition is that is expressed in
a target interrogative). Therefore, the designed contexts for the production study in Chapter 6
and the perception study in Chapter 10 served as a framework for the studies, ensuring that all
participants are faced with the same input given by the context.
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At any time in a discourse, there is a Common Ground (CG) that entails facts and entities that
are part of the interlocutors' discourse model (Stalnaker 2002). According to Stalnaker, the
discourse model is a representation of the discourse with CG as its major component and its
associated context set. This includes that interlocutors, following a social interactive situation,
take care of the interlocutors' ability to understand a specific utterance. Hence, the language,
the choice of the topic and the way the speaker addresses their interlocutors (e.g., child vs.
adult) are essential factors playing a role in the CG. CG is often described as mutual
knowledge or shared knowledge between interlocutors or what interlocutors "take for
granted" (Stalnaker 2002: 702):

"The common beliefs of the parties to a conversation are the beliefs
they share, and that they recognize that they share: a proposition φ is
common belief of a group of believers if and only if all in the group
believe that φ, all believe that all believe it, all believe that all believe
that all believe it, etc."
(cf. Stalnaker, 2002: 704)

Being aware of the fact that speakers can pretend facts or beliefs and that some assumptions
are only temporary, he adds a further specification:

"It is common ground that φ in a group if all members accept (for the
purpose of the conversation) that φ, and all believe that all accept that
φ, and all believe that all believe that all accept that φ, etc."
(cf. Stalnaker, 2002: 716)

For the remainder of this thesis, it is sufficient to assume that CG is a conditio sine qua non
for every kind of interaction between people (Clark, 1996: 92). During an interaction, with
every action between interlocutors, they add to the CG. Therefore, the CG of two
interlocutors can be described as the sum of their (background) knowledge that is mutually
believed.
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2.2 The semantic perspective on RQs
2.2.1 Dealing with sets of answers
In contrast to ISQs, RQs are often defined as not eliciting an answer from the addressee.
Hence, dealing with the semantics of RQs and ISQs also means dealing with possible
answers. In order to understand the semantics of RQs, it is first of all important to establish
what semantic objects questions are.
There are mainly three influential approaches that attribute a central role to answers in
determining the meaning of a question. The approach suggested by Hamblin (1973) classifies
questions with respect to their possible answers (see Section 2.3), i.e., a set of propositions
(p), each of which are an answer to the question (e.g., Huddleston, 1994: 416). The second
approach by Karttunen (1977), based on Hamblin's analysis, suggests regarding questions as
denoting their sets of true answers. The main difference between the approaches established
by Hamblin and Karttunen is that Hamblin's analysis focuses on interrogatives in isolation,
whereas Karttunen's analysis mainly focuses on embedded interrogatives. A third way of
analysing the semantics of questions is established by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1997),
whose analysis is based on partition semantics, considering questions as denoting their sets of
complete answers.
Following the first approach, wh- and polar questions can be assigned to two kinds of
interrogatives (Huddleston, 1994: 411; see also Hamblin, 1973), namely open interrogatives
(such as wh-questions) and closed interrogatives (such as polar questions) referring to
questions with a open or closed set of answers, respectively (Huddleston, 1994: 419; see also
Beyssade, 2006: 38). According to Hamblin (1973), the set of possible answers to a question
forms a partition of the set of all possible worlds (see also Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1997). In
formal semantics, the term "proposition" (p) generally refers to the truth-conditional content
of an utterance and the meaning of an utterance depends on its truth conditions (e.g., effects
of context on an utterance's truth-conditional content can be due to the linguistic material –
such as morphemes or context-sensitive words that trigger the search for contextual values,
e.g., Recanati, 2010: 1f.). The meaning of a question can be regarded as a set of propositions,
where proposition can be standardly modelled as a set of possible worlds, constituting the
possible answers to the question (e.g., Han, 2002).
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Wh-questions have a propositional content that contains a variable and are therefore
also called variable questions. A wh-question denotes a set of propositions that are derived by
the substitution of a particular value for this specific variable. The propositional content of the
question shown in (6) can be represented by using x for this variable and the answers
providing an alternative for this variable x (Huddleston, 1994: 416).

(6)

Open interrogative: Who gave her a book?
Propositional content: x gave her a book.
Possible answers: Anna gave her a book. / Ben gave her a book. / etc.

In other words, the respondent is presented with a set of several alternatives for x, i.e., with
several responses, from which the addressee is expected to select one. In contrast, closed
interrogatives, such as polar questions, are taken in the classic Hamblin proposal to denote a
set of only two possible answers. That is, for the polar question "Did they give her a book?" in
(7), the set of possible answers contains the proposition that they gave her a book and the
proposition that they did not give her a book (van Rooy & Šafářová, 2003: 292).

(7)

Closed interrogative: Did they give her a book?
Propositional content: They gave her a book. / They did not give her a book.
Possible responses: Yes (they did)./ No (they didn't). / They gave her a book. / etc.

Following Huddleston (1994: 416), all the possible response options listed in (7) have in
common that they can express the same content and are therefore regarded as the same
answer. In other words, for giving an appropriate answer to a polar question, the respondent
has to select a response from a finite set of limited possibilities.
The second approach introduced above suggests regarding questions as denoting their
set of true answers (e.g., Karttunen, 1977). In contrast to questions, the meaning of a
declarative utterance is described in relation to its truth conditions, that is, which part needs to
be true for the whole declarative utterance to be true (Meibauer, 1986). Following Meibauer
(1986: 85f.), it is usually assumed that only closed propositions have truth-values as in the
case of assertions. Questions, however, denote open propositions and can therefore not be
characterised as being true or false (Meibauer, 1986: 85f.). According to Meibauer (ibid.),
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truth-values can only be assigned to the answer of a question. For instance, the utterance
Peter spielt Fußball. ("Peter plays soccer.") is only true (in relation to a current world of
evaluation) if it is the case that Peter does play soccer and false if he does not play soccer
(Meibauer, 1986: 85f.). Following Karttunen's (1977) analysis, an interrogative, such as the
one in (8), denotes the set that consists of propositions being true in a world w which states
that some individual is coming to the birthday (see (9) following Groenendijk & Stokhof,
1997: 1106f.; see also Gutiérrez-Rexach, 1998: 140). These propositions are mutually
compatible since they "jointly constitute a true and complete answer" (cf. Karttunen, 1977:
10). In other words, the answers to a question denoted by Karttunen's analysis are also
mutually compatible.

(8)

Who will be coming to your birthday?

(9)

λp(∃x p = λw come − to − birthday w x

∧p w )

The third account is presented by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1997) and is called partition
theory. The basic assumption of this theory is that questions partition the logical space (i.e.,
the set of all possible worlds) into various ways the world could be like. Groenendijk and
Stokhof (1997) claim that individual answers can be exhaustive since propositions that count
as possible answers to a question can logically exclude one another. That is, for each of the
possible answers that is true, the falsity of the other answers is implied. For instance, it was
shown above that in the case of polar questions, the set of possible worlds is bipartitioned for
worlds in which the proposition is true and those in which it is not true. According to this
approach, each single proposition corresponds to a cell in the partition and contains the
worlds of evaluation for which the proposition is true. The acceptance of one of the cells
automatically causes the rejection of all other cells. For instance, the answer to the question
"Who was at the party?" involves not only the knowledge about which individuals were at the
party, but also which individuals were not at the party. Thus, Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984,
1997) claim that a listener who provides a true and complete answer to a question
simultaneously evaluates all the possible answers to a question.
In this regard, this approach is closely related to the account suggested by Hamblin
(1973), who argues that the basic denotation of a question includes both true and false
propositions. Answering a question can therefore be regarded as stating that only a single
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proposition is true while the answerer simultaneously claims that all the other propositions are
false (Hamblin, 1973). The partition corresponds to the number of cells of possible answers to
the question. As indicated above, a polar question as in (7) shows a bipartition, while a whquestion, such as "Who helps?", returns an n-fold partition where n is the number of all
possible denotations of the objects having the property of HELP(x) (Groenendijk & Stokhof,
1984). More specifically, if we assume a set of (human) individuals consisting of Anna, Ben
and Carmen, the partition looks like the one in (10). While the upper cell shows the set of all
worlds in which all individuals help, the lower cell shows the empty set (Caponigro &
Sprouse, 2007).

(10) ⟦Who helps?⟧ =

(11) ⟦Does Anna help?⟧ =

{w: ⟦help⟧w = {Anna, Ben, Carmen}}
p = Anna, Ben, Carmen are the ones who help.
p = Everybody helps.
{w: ⟦help⟧w = {Anna, Ben}}
p = Anna and Ben are the ones who help.
{w: ⟦help⟧w = {Anna, Carmen}}
p = Anna and Carmen are the ones who help.
{w: ⟦help⟧w = {Carmen, Ben}}
p = Carmen and Ben are the ones who help.
{w: ⟦help⟧w = {Anna}}
p = Anna is the one who helps.
{w: ⟦help⟧w = {Ben}}
p = Ben is the one who helps.
{w: ⟦help⟧w = {Carmen}}
p = Carmen is the ones who helps.
{w: ⟦help⟧w = {∅}
p = Nobody helps.
{w: ⟦help(1)⟧w = 1}
p = Anna helps.
{w: ⟦help(1)⟧w = 0}
p = Anna doesn't help.

According to the literature, the denotation of the wh-question "Who helps?" shown in (10) is
the proposition that indicates the complete and true answer to this question. For example, if it
comes to an evaluation of the question "Who helps?" in a world w1, the denotation of the
question would be the proposition Anna, Ben and Carmen are the ones who help if w1 is
within the uppermost cell. In contrast, the polar question "Does Anna help?" returns the
bipartition shown in (11) which in turn contains all possible worlds in which the proposition
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"Anna helps" is true in the upper cell (i.e., positive answer) and all worlds in which this
proposition "Anna helps" is false in the lower cell (i.e., negative answer; Han, 2002: 210f.).

2.2.2 RQs and the opposite polarity
RQs are often associated with an assertive force (Han, 2002: 215) as they do not really ask for
information in contrast to ISQs. In this respect, one of the most often discussed and criticised
approaches is the one presented by Han (2002), who argues that the assertive force determines
the final contour of an RQ. This section deals with the specific approach presented by Han
(2002) and alternative suggestions by Caponigro and Sprouse (2007) and Biezma and Rawlins
(2017), who contradict Han's approach.
RQs have been defined as a hybrid utterance type since they are often defined as being
a mixture of question and statement (e.g., Schmidt-Radefeldt, 1977: 378). Sadock (1971,
1974), who fundamentally characterised the semantic approach to RQs (called "queclaratives"
in his terminology), argues that RQs behave "like underlying assertions of the opposite
polarity" (cf. Sadock, 1974: 83). Han's analysis of RQs (2002) represents an account that is
best described as a semantic, pragmatic and syntactic approach. Based on Sadock's
assumption, Han defines RQs of both question types as generally having the formal
characteristics of an assertion rather than those of a question: "In general, a rhetorical question
has the illocutionary force of a strong assertion of opposite polarity from what is apparently
asked" (cf. Han, 2002: 202). More specifically, Han proposes that "a rhetorical positive
question has the illocutionary force of a negative assertion and a rhetorical negative question
has the illocutionary force of a positive assertion" (cf. Han, 2002: 237; see also EscandellVidal et al. 2012: 638). For polar questions, Han (2002: 215) explicitly states that due to the
assumption that RQs have an assertive force, RQs are realised with a falling intonation,
similarly to declarative sentences that express an assertion. In contrast, Han defines polar
ISQs as having a final rise, but she makes no clear statement with respect to wh-questions.
Han (2002: 217) claims that the contour of a wh-question can be regarded as a cue that
expresses an assertion. Overall, Han's assumption is based on the partition semantics
suggested by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) introduced above. Han (2002) makes use of a
boolean algebraic structure in order to explain the polarity reversal for RQs of both question
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types which was originally motivated in Gutiérrez-Rexach (1997) and Szabolcsi and Zwarts
(1993). It is based on the assumption that a wh-word, such as who or what in wh-questions,
includes an empty set (∅ , corresponding to a negative quantifier), and whether for polar
questions includes a negative polarity (0, corresponding to sentential negation, Han, 2002:
213). In wh-questions, the wh-word who refers to individuals (e.g., Anna, Ben and Carmen in
(12) below), which are in turn part of a boolean algebra structure shown in Figure 3 below.

(12) {{Anna, Ben, Carmen}, {Anna, Ben}, {Anna, Carmen}, {Carmen, Ben}, {Anna},
{Ben}, {Carmen}, ∅}

Han (2002) describes the "power set" as a mini universe containing the three individuals
Anna, Ben and Carmen (see (12)) representing all possible values (individuals or
combinations of individuals) for the wh-word who, including both the unit set and the empty
set. Based on the power set, Han explains the polarity reversal for RQs of both question types,
as will be shown below. She describes its structure as a lattice that is closed if and only if a
certain operation in terms of union, intersection and complement is defined for every single
element in this power set. For example, the union of {Anna} and {Ben} is {Anna, Ben}, the
intersection of the set {Anna, Ben, Carmen} and of {Anna, Ben} is {Anna, Ben}, whereas the
intersection of {Anna} and {Ben} is {∅ }. The complement of {Anna} is {Ben, Carmen}
(Han, 2002: 211). This approach allows for a reorganisation of the partition set presented in
(10) as demonstrated in Figure 3 – corresponding to the question "Who helps?".

Figure 3: An example representation of the power set of a boolean algebraic structure of a
wh-question representing a mini universe containing the three individuals Anna, Ben and
Carmen (Han, 2002: 212). The set of individuals on top shows the unit set, while the set at the
bottom shows the empty set.
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Similarly to the previous partition in (10), the denotation of the wh-word who involves an
empty set. Following Han (2002), the empty cell at the bottom in (10), stating that "nobody
helps", as well as the empty set in Figure 3 (here corresponding to the negative quantifier
"nobody" represented as

∅)

are both regarded as representing negation. Furthermore, the

single individuals on the second layer (read from bottom) or combinations of individuals,
represent intersections resulting in subsets, complements and unions.
Han's approach may be applied to both wh- and polar questions. She assumes that
polar questions contain a covert wh-word, having the semantics of whether. This claim is
originally based on Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) who state that whether is considered as a
variable that ranges over a positive as well as a negative polarity. Hence, either the positive
polarity – here considered as truth (1) – or the negative polarity – considered as falsity (0) –
are potential values for the wh-word whether. Thinking in terms of a set {0, 1}, the set for a
polar question is closed under the operations conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨) and complement
(´), resulting in an algebraic structure with two poles, which Han calls "two algebra"
(see Figure 4, Han, 2002: 213). Such a two algebra consists of the six-tuple shown in (13).
Note that 1 corresponds to truth, whereas 0 corresponds to falsity. Moreover, 2 is the
combination of truth and falsity {0, 1},

(13) < 2, 1, 0, ∧, ∨, ´ >

Figure 4: An example representation of a two algebraic structure of a polar question
illustrating the positive (bottom element, referred to as truth) and the negative polarity (top
element, referred to as falsity; Han, 2002: 213)

Now recall that Han suggests that the empty set in wh-questions (Ø, corresponding to a
negative quantifier, see Figure 3) and the negative polarity in polar questions (0,
corresponding to a sentential negation, see Figure 4) both contribute to negation. Han
proposes that this contribution is responsible for the reversal of polarity with respect to the
interpretation of RQs.
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So far, for genuine wh-questions Han (2002) suggests that wh-phrases are considered
as "a variable ranging over a powerset of a set of individuals structured as a boolean algebra"
structure (see Figure 3). When it comes to the interpretation of wh-RQs, Han (2002) proposes
that the boolean algebra collapses down to the bottom element. Hence, the wh-word, which
Han claims to be isomorphic to a negative quantifier, ends up denoting the empty set, with the
wh-phrase (mapping onto a negative quantifier) taking scope over the whole sentence. As
previously indicated, with respect to polar questions, Han (2002) assumes a covert wh-word
corresponding to whether. In genuine polar questions, whether ranges over both positive
polarity (top element) and negative polarity (bottom element), structured as a two algebra (see
Figure 4 above). Similarly to wh-RQs, Han suggests that for polar RQs, the two algebra
collapses down to the bottom element due to the pragmatic principle of informativeness
introduced earlier. Hence, whether is expected to denote the negative polarity, which is
isomorphic to negation taking scope over the whole sentence (Han, 2002: 218f.). Taken
together, Han (2002) suggests that when it comes to the interpretation of a rhetorical whquestion, on the basis of "the principle of informativeness", the algebraic structure collapses
down to the element at the bottom. The wh-phrase hence denotes the bottom element that
corresponds to the negative quantifier and constitutes the only possible value (Han, 2002:
220). The question therefore returns a partition consisting of a single cell, namely with the
equivalent denotation of an assertion. For polar RQs, the negative polarity is the only possible
value for whether to range over the entire sentence. Polar RQs return a partition consisting of
a single cell that represents the negative answer to the question, which in turn results in the
same denotation as the associated negative assertion.

Caponigro and Sprouse (2007) argue that Han's approach (2002) has several problems in that
it neither meets the requirements regarding the differences between RQs and statements on
the one hand, nor the similarities between RQs and ISQs on the other hand. Rohde (2006:
137f.) remarks that Han's analysis does not hold for all kinds of RQs. In the RQ given in (14)
realised by a mother talking to her son (Han, 2002: 218), the empty set is not part of the set of
possible answers denotable by the interrogative. Instead, the wh-phrase denotes a unit set,
while the question denotes a single and very specific answer, namely "I fed you and gave you
a proper education".

(14) Who has fed you and given you a proper education?
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As a possible explanation for RQs of this type, Han (2002: 218) mentions the role of
discourse context, which might result in RQs that do not denote the empty set. She suggests
that such a type of RQ can be used in discourse contexts in which they have an existential
presupposition, meaning that "there is someone who fed you and gave you a proper
education". Bartels (1999: 182) discusses a similar example to the one given in (14) and
defines it as an indirect speech act. Similar to Han (2002), Bartels assumes that the
proposition that is asserted is dependent on the context and "cannot be syntactically derived
from the utterance as given" (cf. Bartels, 1999: 182).
Other authors also remark that there are several problems with Han's approach and
disagree about the definition stating that RQs have an assertive force. For instance, Biezma
and Rawlins (2017: 302) argue that RQs only "feel" like assertions. Similarly, Caponigro and
Sprouse (2007) claim that RQs "feel" semantically equivalent to "a statement that does not
assert anything new because both the Speaker and the Addressee know the statement that
could be uttered as the true complete answer to the RQ, and they also know that the other is
aware of that" (cf. Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007: 131). It is important to note, however, that
Caponigro and Sprouse (2007) present an analysis showing that RQs differ from ISQs not
only in terms of their semantics, but also in terms of their pragmatics.

2.3 The pragmatic perspective on RQs
The approach presented by Caponigro and Sprouse (2007) is mainly of a pragmatic nature,
since they claim that RQs allow for answers and that the range of answers are similar for RQs
and ISQs. More specifically, they assume that questions are interpreted as being rhetorical
when both the speaker and the addressee know the answer to the question. In contrast, a given
question is interpreted as purely information-seeking (they use the term "ordinary question")
when the speaker does not know the answer. In contrast to Han's account, Caponigro and
Sprouse present a mitigated definition of the mismatch between form and function of RQs.
The authors characterise RQs as being semantically and syntactically equivalent to ISQs, but
pragmatically different. They claim that the difference between RQs and ISQs arises due to
the knowledge and the beliefs of both the speaker and the addressee regarding the answer to
the question. Following Caponigro and Sprouse (2007: 127), the situations in which RQs can
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be used – which differ from those where ISQs are used – are characterised by mutual
knowledge between the speaker and the addressee. Answers to ISQs are obligatory and can
only be given by the addressee. In contrast, Caponigro and Sprouse (2007: 124) – who show
how RQs differ from negative statements, which do not allow for an answer – argue that RQs
do not necessarily have to be answered. Instead, answers are optional and can be given by
both the speaker and the addressee. With respect to the semantics of RQs and ISQs,
Caponigro and Sprouse (2007: 130) state that both RQs as well as ISQs return a partition of
possible answers and denote the proposition that is their complete and true answer in a given
world as in Karttunen (1977). The analogy between the semantics of RQs and ISQs is
formally represented as shown in (15) (Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007: 130).

(15) ⟦RQ⟧w = ⟦ISQ⟧w = p: p is the true complete answer to RQ and ISQ in w.

As implied above, Caponigro and Sprouse (2007: 132) generally claim that the difference
between RQs and ISQs is purely of a pragmatic nature. In order to elaborate this pragmatic
difference, the authors use the notion of Stalnakarian CG to model the speaker's and
addressee's individual and mutual belief. They introduce the CG as a set of propositions that
represent what the interlocutors in a certain discourse take to be mutually believed or at least
mutually assumed for the purpose of a specific discourse (Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007: 130).
The notion of CG they use is based on Stalnaker (1978) and an amplification of
Stalnaker's account presented by Gunlogson (2001), which enabled Caponigro and Sprouse
(2007) to take into account the individual knowledge of both speaker and addressee (referred
to as "speaker's and addressee's belief") in order to be able to cope with contexts in which the
answer to a specific question is not in the CG of the discourse participants. The authors define
the speaker's belief (referred to as SB) and the addressee's belief (referred to as AB) as
consisting of a set of propositions that represent what the speaker or the addressee assumes or
believes for the purpose of a certain discourse. The three notions of CG, SB and AB allow
Caponigro and Sprouse to model the pragmatic difference between RQs and ISQs. For ISQs,
they assume that the answer to the question is not among the SB. Consequently, the answer is
not in the CG. If the answer, however, is given by the addressee, the proposition constituting
the true complete answer is added to the CG and the CG is updated (Caponigro & Sprouse,
2007: 130f.). In contrast, they assume that if the answer is already part of the CG, i.e., the
answer is part of both the speaker's and the addressee's beliefs, then no new proposition is
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added to the CG. That is, if interlocutors mutually believe the complete true answer to a
question, the question is an RQ. On the basis of their assumptions they conclude that,
compared to ISQs, the purpose of realizing RQs is not to increase the mutual knowledge.
Instead, RQs are intended for the purpose of highlighting a proposition that is already part of
the CG – a circumstance that might explain why RQs feel " 'semantically equivalent' to a
declarative clause" (cf. Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007: 121). However, Caponigro and Sprouse
(2007) do not further explain how a speaker can be sure about whether the answer to a
question is already part of the CG and is hence mutually believed by all interlocutors. They
take it for granted that a speaker knows the answer and that they know that the addressee
knows the answer, too. Caponigro and Sprouse (2007) indicate that they are aware of cases
where the speaker knows the answer but does not know if the answer is also known by the
addressee, such as in the case of examination questions or quiz questions.
In contrast, Biezma and Rawlins (2017: 306) remark that the CG generalisation is not
sufficient to predict when a question is interpreted as being rhetorical. They suggest that an
interrogative has to indicate the speaker's attitude regarding the answer in order to be
interpreted as an RQ. RQs are interrogatives with the speaker's signalling that the answer is
already entailed by the utterance's context and hence is also available to the addressee
(Biezma & Rawlins, 2017). Thus, RQs are questions triggering the presupposition that the
answer to the question is not only already known by the interlocutors in a certain context, but
also mutually accepted. In contrast, ISQs are interrogatives that do not trigger such a
presupposition, which in turn results in an ISQ interpretation requiring an answer even if the
answer to the question is already part of the interlocutors' CG. Biezma and Rawlins (2017:
308f.) argue that there are several ways of signalling rhetoricity in using strategies that trigger
the presupposition that the answer to the question is already part of the interlocutors' CG.
The first strategy is the prosodic realisation of an RQ in order to signal that the answer
to the question is already available to all interlocutors and hence part of the CG. Interestingly,
the authors state that the way of how RQs are realised often sounds sarcastic (see Section
3.3.5) and refer to the importance of context for the interpretation of a certain intonation.
There is no detailed description of the prosodic features associated with signalling rhetoricity,
but the authors mention exaggerated pitch contours and focus shift (Biezma & Rawlins, 2017:
306). Furthermore, they use the term " 'neutral' interrogative prosody" without giving any
indication about how the "neutral" prosody is exactly characterised. As a second strategy,
Biezma and Rawlins (2017: 313) list strong negative polarity items (NPIs, e.g., "lift a finger",
a.o., Borkin, 1971; Krifka, 1995). However, they also state that whether heavy NPIs in
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questions render an RQ interpretation or not depends on the context. In contrast, van Rooy
(2003) suggests that the interpretation of a question as being rhetorical is caused by lexicalsemantic items entailed in the question, such as strong NPIs. As a third strategy, they mention
the use of modal particles, such as schon in German (e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017: 311f.;
see also Thurmair, 1989; Thurmair, 1991a). It is generally claimed that the presence of schon
unambiguously signals that a question has to be interpreted as being rhetorical (see Meibauer,
1986).

2.4 Summary and conclusion
By uttering an RQ, a speaker realises an interrogative clause, which does not actually express
a genuine question; a contradiction also known as form-function mismatch. Based on Austin's
(1962: 99) definition of the locutionary act, the term "illocution type" was introduced to refer
to RQs and ISQs. With respect to questions and based on the form-function relation,
researchers started to focus on the relationship between illocutionary force and its function on
the one hand and the final intonation contour of an utterance on the other hand. Especially
with respect to RQs, however, illocutionary force is not a matter of decoding. Therefore, in
order to identify and interpret an utterance in the way it is intended by the speaker, the
importance of prosody, context, modal particles (such as schon) and NPIs (such as "lift a
finger") was emphasised with respect to RQs. Moreover, the dependency between context and
utterance was highlighted since the preceding context can determine linguistic choices, i.e., an
utterance can be regarded as being a consequence of its previous utterance.
In contrast to ISQs, RQs have also been discussed as indirect speech acts. This is often
assumed because RQs do not elicit an answer or ask for information, but imply more than is
actually said by providing a conversational overtone. Regarding RQs as indirect speech acts
led researchers to assume that RQs behave like assertions. More specifically, Han (2002)
claims that RQs have the illocutionary force of an assertion of the opposite polarity from what
is actually asked (Sadock, 1971; 1974) and assumes polar RQs to be prosodically realised
with a final fall – similar to declaratives – expressing an assertion. In contrast, with respect to
wh-RQs, Han makes no clear statement.
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Furthermore, it has been shown that RQs differ from assertions (e.g., Caponigro &
Sprouse, 2007; Biezma & Rawlins, 2017). It was suggested that RQs are intended for the
purpose of highlighting a proposition that is already part of the CG – a circumstance that is
assumed to explain why RQs feel like an assertion (Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007: 121).
Additionally, Biezma and Rawlins (2017: 308f.) suggest to take prosody, context and also
irony as possible strategies into account that signal rhetoricity by triggering the presupposition
that the answer to the question is already part of the interlocutors' CG.
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Characterising RQs

3.1 Introduction
One of the basic claims in this thesis is that different RQs behave differently (e.g., Goldman
2006). In Chapter 2, it was already indicated that there is not one specific type of RQs that is
commonly investigated and that semantic as well as pragmatic approaches have difficulties to
account for all types of RQs (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Instead, different studies have
analysed different kinds of RQs with various syntactic structures. Since it has to be assumed
that varying syntactic structures go together with different prosodic realisations, it is essential
to keep the sentence structure constant. Given that hardly anything is known about the
prosody of German RQs and given the variety of syntactic structures RQs can have, it is
necessary to specifically define the RQs that are investigated in this thesis.
The present chapter focuses on specific characteristics of RQs, such as context and the
pure lexical appearance of a question signalling that a given interrogative is intended as
rhetorical. More specifically, based on previous literature, it is assumed that these features
interact with the production and the perception of RQs. For instance, in the semanticpragmatic sections, the importance of context was already emphasised by several authors (see
Chapter 2; e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Sadock, 1974; Stalnaker, 1970). More precisely,
context has been discussed as the most salient and ultimate indicator of whether a given
interrogative is rhetorical or not (e.g., Frank, 1990: 737; see also Špago, 2016: 105) – an
assumption that is complemented by the observation that RQs cannot be raised out of the blue
(a.o. Frank, 1990: 716, 737; Gunlogson, 2001: 2; see also Ilie 1995; Koshik 2003; Schaffer
2005; Meibauer 1986). Additionally, RQs are frequently restricted to specific contexts with
clear speaker intentions, for example, to express incredulity (e.g., Cohen, 2007), to criticise,
challenge (e.g., Koshik, 2003: 71) or persuade (Frank, 1990: 737) the addressee, and to attack
or defend specific viewpoints (Ilie, 1994: 39). Therefore, this chapter discusses RQs as a
context-bound phenomenon (see Section 3.3.3), which also includes speakers' intention and
attitude.5

5

Please note that, among other authors, Bates (1976) characterises RQs as a politeness strategy of the speaker
since the addressee has the opportunity to disagree. However, RQs as a politeness strategy will not be addressed
in this dissertation.
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In this respect, the term "attitude" is specified in this chapter. Given that RQs are
defined as "emotive interrogatives" because of their "attitudinal colouring" (Maynard, 2002:
256), it is shown that the prosodic realisation of RQs is inevitably linked to a speaker's
attitude and the function the RQ is intended to fulfil in a specific context. Hence, RQs – or
more precisely: the prosodic realisation of RQs – will be introduced as being context-sensitive
(see Section 3.3.4). Regarding their contextual and lexical properties, it will be shown that
some questions tend to be "more inclined" towards a rhetorical or an information-seeking
interpretation than others (e.g., Špago, 2016: 105).
Furthermore, with respect to prosodic, contextual and lexical properties, common
features between RQs and ironic utterances are discussed in the present chapter. More
specifically, an often observed and stable prosodic characteristic for irony in German is a
longer duration and a breathy voice quality (e.g., Niebuhr, 2014). According to first
observations, the same prosodic features can be found in German RQs, which can, similarly
to irony, signal a contrast or contradiction between what is said and what is actually meant,
e.g., by referring to mutually believed knowledge between the speaker and the addressee.
Hence, both phenomena should be investigated in more detail.

3.2 Diversity: Different syntactic types of RQs
As already shown in Chapter 2, it is assumed that interrogatives can be marked as rhetorical
on the basis of an exaggerated pitch contour (Biezma & Rawlins, 2017: 306), strong NPIs
(e.g., "lift a finger", e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Borkin, 1971; Krifka, 1995; van Rooy,
2003) and modal particles, such as schon in German (e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017: 311f.;
see also Thurmair, 1989; Thurmair, 1991a). These features, however, do not necessarily have
to be part of every single RQ. Additionally, RQs are not bound to a specific syntactic
structure (e.g., Jung & Schrott, 2003: 360; Lee-Goldman, 2006). For instance, Conrad (1978:
131f.) remarks that it is not possible to characterise RQs on the basis of any regularities.
Instead, Conrad suggests that RQs can only be analysed in terms of investigating general
human language behaviour. Similarly, Grésillon argues that rhetorical questions can appear in
very different surface forms and that explains why they cannot be captured by systematic
descriptions (Grésillon, 1980: 274). This in turn might explain Schaffer's (2005: 433) remark
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that there are still RQs (in terms of RQs with different functions) that have received no or
hardly any attention in the literature, such as so-called "RQs-as-retorts". Generally speaking,
the variety of RQs has resulted in introspective (e.g., von Essen, 1964; Bartels, 1999; Han,
2002) or empirical investigations based on corpora (e.g., Banuazizi & Creswell, 1999;
Hedberg et al., 2010) that summarise various syntactic types of RQs under the umbrella term
"rhetorical question". Hence, there is no investigation so far that focuses on polar and whquestions with a consistent syntactic structure. This is problematic, since RQs can have
different syntactic structures. In turn, each of these syntactic structures has their own prosodic
realisation (see diversity of RQs illustrated by the examples presented in (16) to (21)). Hence,
the question that inevitably arises is: To what extent are the results of different studies
comparable with one another? This issue, however, has not been addressed so far, but
provides the basis for an extensive investigation of the prosodic characteristics of RQs. For
this reason, the present thesis will mainly focus on wh-questions but also on polar questions,
each of them with a specific syntactic structure.
The following set of examples illustrates the variety of RQs (in terms of different
functions) that all have the syntactic structure of an interrogative. The examples from (16) to
(19) show wh-questions, while examples given in (20) and (21) show polar questions,
including negation in example (21).

(16) "Who likes vanilla?"
(17) "Who likes sloppiness?"
(18) "Who has ever lifted a finger to help the old lady?"
(19) "Who has fed you and given you a proper education?" (A mother to her son) (cf.
Han, 2002: 218)
(20) "Is the Pope Catholic?" (cf. Sadock, 1974: 138, also cited in Han, 2002)
(21) "Isn't Danish beautiful?" (cf. Sadock, 1974: 134)

The fact that target interrogatives should be ambiguous between RQs and ISQs already
narrows down the number of eligible candidates that are investigated in this thesis. Since
strong NPIs, such as "lift a finger", are defined as characterising RQs only (e.g., Biezma &
Rawlins, 2017: 313; see also van Rooy, 2003), the example in (18) makes an interpretation as
ISQ unlikely. As stated by Han (2002: 218), an example like (19) is dependent on context
information in order to allow for an RQ interpretation. Instead of denoting the empty set, the
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contexts in which such RQs tend to be used have an existential presupposition. This means
that in fact there is someone (a specific person) who has fed the addressee and gave them a
proper education (i.e., "I have fed you and given you a proper education", compare Han,
2002: 209). So far, there are no extensive investigations focussing on RQs like the one in
(19); as they primarily seem to convey reproach and are very complex, they are not the
preferred candidates for a basic investigation of RQs and are thus not addressed in this thesis.
Similarly, the "RQ-as-retort" in (20) also belongs to a marginal group, as has been
pointed out by Schaffer (2005: 433). She defines this kind of RQ as being used "in response
to a preceding question and whose answer is to be recognised as precisely the same as the first
question's" (cf. Schaffer: 2005: 433). Hence, the RQ-as-retort type is based on world
knowledge and used as a reminder (i.e., "You should know") to imply that the answer to the
previous question actually should have been apparent to the speaker. Another example of this
kind is "Do pigs fly?" which causes an ironic overtone and conveys that the content of the
question is unrealistic leading to the conclusion that this is not a genuine question. Following
Schaffer (2005: 433), "RQs-as-retorts" can create humour, are often perceived as impolite and
are mainly used among intimates, since they require familiarity. Since it is difficult to
generate contexts in which such RQs can be realised as a genuine question, they were also
excluded from the investigations presented in this thesis.
The example in (21) is a polar question involving a negation, which has been defined
as "queclarative" by Sadock (1974). He characterises them as consisting of an assertion with a
subsequent question of the opposite polarity (Sadock, 1974: 134). In contrast to the example
given in (21), Sadock states that a sequence consisting of an assertion which is followed by a
question of the opposite polarity with the same proposition (i.e., "Danish is beautiful. Isn't
Danish beautiful?"), would denote a speaker's uncertainty. However, before turning to RQs
including negation, non-negated RQs should be investigated (see also Romero & Han, 2004
for Negative Yes/No Questions).
With respect to the investigation of the prosodic properties of RQs compared to ISQs,
the example given in (16) is eligible. More precisely, depending on context, the structure can
easily be defined as rhetorical or information-seeking in both question types (i.e., wh- and
polar question), as shown in Table 1.
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ISQ context

RQ context

"You cooked a dish with celery. You would like to know
which of your guests like this vegetable and would like
some of it. You say to your guests:"

"In the canteen, they have casserole with celery on the
menu. However, you know that nobody likes this disgusting
vegetable. You say to your friends:"

"Who eats celery?" / "Does anyone eat celery?"

Table 1: Example of two different contexts triggering an information-seeking (left) and a
rhetorical interpretation (right).

Examples like the one given in (17) are eligible to investigate the interplay between prosody,
context, the attitude of the speaker and lexis. In contrast to (16), the example in (17) is
strongly related to world knowledge, since sloppiness is usually associated with bad character
traits. For instance, Rudanko (1993: 29) argues that a question is not only recognised and
interpreted as an RQ on the basis of its context, but also on the basis of an addressee's
knowledge. This is exemplified by Hudson (1975: 4), who lists the three different types of
knowledge addressees make use of (see (22)) when listening to a speaker during conversation
(see also Grice, 1975).

(22) a. knowledge concerning the constraints on the use of sentences
b. knowledge concerning the constraints on conversation or social interaction
c. knowledge of the universe, particularly of the speaker and of the preceding
discourse

Hudson points out that these types of knowledge are especially important for questioning,
since speakers make use of a variety of contextual, lexical-semantic and prosodic means (e.g.,
Hudson, 1975; see also Haan & van Heuven, 2003). Based on world knowledge, examples as
the one given in (17) are more likely to be interpreted as rhetorical (e.g., Špago, 2016: 105)
since the predication "liking sloppiness" causes contradiction to what people assume the
world to be like. Hence, real-world or cultural knowledge are important features in order to
recognise the implicature of obviousness in RQs. According to this assumption, the addressee
in (17) is able to retrieve from their (world) knowledge that sloppiness is not desirable.
Hence, it is more likely for the addressee to arrive at a rhetorical interpretation. Given that
some questions are (marked as being) more inclined towards a rhetorical interpretation than
others, it is not clear whether context or prosody nevertheless have to underpin a rhetorical
interpretation or whether these factors become less important if the lexis already strongly
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indicates whether the interrogative is intended to be interpreted as an RQ. Hence, the relation
between lexis, context, attitude and prosody of RQs needs to be investigated since it might
also explain diverging results of different studies investigating RQs of inconsistent syntactic
structures that appeared in disparate contexts. However, this discussion is not a new one. The
relation between prosody and context was also addressed by Cutler (1974: 117) with respect
to irony, stating that if a context is unambiguously marked, no additional intonational marking
of the ironic utterances is necessary. Nevertheless, context as well as attitude is often
disregarded, since they tend to overcomplicate things according to many researchers.

3.3 Specification: The RQs investigated
In German, both wh- and polar questions can be realised as RQs (Castelli, Betke, & Neidle,
2005: 2; Karagjosova, 2004: 43; see also Kiefer, 1980), which are both investigated in this
thesis. Genuine wh-questions are also known as "question word questions" (e.g., Haan & van
Heuven, 2003: 59) or as "constituent questions" (e.g., Mycock, 2007: 192), while genuine
polar questions are also called "yes-no questions" (e.g., Gunlogson, 2001: 1; Huddleston,
1994). German wh-questions are characterised by the syntactic structure of an interrogative
pronoun, followed by the verb and the subject or object. Following Baker (1970: 197), polar
questions, on the other hand, are characterised by a subject-auxiliary inversion.
Examples in (23) and (24) below illustrate the RQs that are investigated in this thesis. In
order to allow for a comparison with string-identical ISQs (Chapter 6), only wh- and polar
questions with the syntactic structure presented in these two examples will be addressed.

(23) wh-question:
Wer

mag

denn

Vanille?

Who

likes

PRT

vanilla?

"Who likes vanilla?"
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(24) polar question:
Mag

denn

jemand

Vanille?

Likes PRT

anyone

vanilla?

"Does anyone like vanilla?"

Syntactically, all wh-questions begin with the wh-word wer ("who") followed by a finite verb
in second position. The finite verb was followed by the German modal particle denn
(abbreviated as PRT in (23) and (24)). Each wh-question had a polar counterpart with the
finite verb in first position followed by the modal particle denn, and the indefinite subject
jemand ("anyone", see (24)). Additionally, target interrogatives of both question types
contained a mostly sonorous sentence-final object noun (e.g., Vanille "vanilla") consisting of
two to four syllables with lexical stress on the penultimate or on the antepenultimate syllable.
Stimuli of the same structure but only with trisyllabic final object nouns and lexical stress on
the second syllable were designed for the purpose of two perception studies presented in
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
In this thesis, only wh-questions with the wh-word wer ("who") are investigated because
only wer opens a set of possible answers with concrete referents of the same type compared to
any other wh-word (e.g., why; Biezma, personal communication). More specifically,
Caponigro and Sprouse (2007) suggest that the type of wh-word occurring in a question in
turn affects the type of possible answers, which are more restricted in the case of RQs. The
wh-word who given in the ISQ in example (25) basically allows for two answers: the definite
NP which describes the people and the numeral NP giving some indication of the number of
people (Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007: 127).

(25) SPEAKER: "I heard your party went well. Who was there?"
ADDRESSEE: "The people I actually like." / "More than fifty people."

In contrast, the string-identical RQ given in (26) does not allow for a numeral as an answer.

(26) SPEAKER: You should stop saying that your party was not a success. After all,
who was there?
ADDRESSEE or SPEAKER: The people I actually like. /#More than fifty people.
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As discussed above for example (17) (replicated as (27) below), the second kind of RQ
investigated in this thesis is more inclined towards a rhetorical interpretation. These target
interrogatives were designed in such a way that they addressed common stereotypes or
entailed a morally unacceptable or at least questionable content, as illustrated in (27).

(27) Wer mag denn Schlampigkeit?
Who likes PRT sloppiness?
"Who likes sloppiness?"

Their predications (e.g., liking sloppiness) create a contradiction, which is based on the
combination of the predicate (i.e., liking) and a semantically negatively connoted target word
(i.e., sloppiness), which in turn clash with world knowledge. The predication can also cause
an ironic overtone (see Section 3.3.5; e.g., Landgraf, 2014). This type of RQ is specifically
analysed in the perception study in Chapter 10, which investigates if target interrogatives that
are marked with respect to their lexical semantics as RQs need additional supporting features
signalling the respective interpretation in terms of a rhetorical prosody and/or a respective
context.
Having identified the RQs that are investigated in this thesis, the following section
addresses the German modal particle denn in more detail.

3.3.1 The German modal particle denn
As is shown in the examples (23), (24) and (27) above, the German modal particle denn
(related to the English "then"; Bayer & Obenauer, 2011: 450) was included in the target
interrogatives. The particle denn is the only German modal particle that will be investigated in
more detail in this thesis. More specifically, the role of denn and its potential influence on the
interpretation of a given interrogative as RQ or ISQ will be addressed in more detail in the
perception study presented in Chapter 7.
In German, denn can occur as a modal particle, conjunction, and as an adverb (mainly
temporal, e.g., Thurmair, 1991b: 377). Etymologically, denn is a variant of the purely
temporal dann (lit. "then") according to Rattler (1943: 385). There are two reasons why the
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particle was included in the stimuli. The first reason is that German modal particles, such as
schon (lit. "already", e.g., Bayer & Obenauer, 2011; Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Grésillon,
1980; Thurmair, 1991a), auch (lit. "also", e.g., Dittmann, 1980; Thurmair, 1991a) or the
combination of two modal particles, such as denn schon (lit. "then already", e.g., Meibauer,
1986: 142; Thurmair, 1991b: 386), are explicitly associated with an RQ interpretation (e.g.,
Thurmair, 1991b: 377; see also Bayer & Obenauer, 2011). In contrast, the German modal
particle denn is frequently described as an element that can occur in both illocution types
(RQs and ISQs) indicating that it does not bias either one of the two possible readings (e.g.,
Bayer & Obenauer, 2011; Meibauer, 1986; Rattler, 1943; Thurmair, 1991b). 6 Meibauer
(1986: 155) defines denn as an element that does not cause rhetoricity on its own, but which
can intensify an already existing rhetorical reading or understanding of an interrogative.
Thurmair (1991b: 386) defines denn as being facultative in standard German polar questions
and as an almost obligatory question marker in standard German wh-questions. She
furthermore states that wh-question can also occur in RQs and even together with schon, bloß
or nur (Thurmair, 1991b: ibid.). Rattler (1943: 386) also argues that denn can occur in both
RQs and ISQs, but also in exclamations or statements. Rattler (1943, ibid.) furthermore
illustrates that the occurrence of denn in many sentences might be explained by the fact that
denn constitutes a vestigial remainder of a complete denn-clause which is simply dropped in
lively conversation, since its content is too obvious and does not need to be further amplified.
For instance, the particle denn frequently occurs in ISQs if the true interest in the reason is
signalled for something that is a known fact. The particle can also appear in order to signal an
animated or lively interest in the reality of facts that are possible but cannot be identified by
the speaker, neither on the basis of their previous information, nor on the basis of the
prevailing circumstances (Rattler, 1943: 386). In RQs, denn can signal that the speaker
controverts the reasons or the foundation of an interlocutor's statement. Taken together, since
denn seems to be frequently occurring in both illocution types, no bias towards one of the
possible interpretations (rhetorical vs. information-seeking) is expected to arise from the
particle.
The second reason for using stimuli with denn is that such particles create familiarity.
German modal particles, such as denn, are described as "a quite ordinary and general element
of the German sentence" (cf. Rattler, 1943: 378). Furthermore, they have been defined as
occurring most often in associative, personal and informal contexts that show a higher level of
6
This is similar for eigentlich, etwa, nur, bloß, überhaupt and wohl (lit. "actually", "about", "only", "barely", "at
all", "well", respectively).
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familiarity with the topic and/or the interlocutor and contribute to the liveliness of a
conversation (Hentschel, 2011: 238f.). Hence, denn is expected to support the naturalness of
the stimuli, by conveying and evoking a more casual speaking style in perception and
production studies. So far, there is hardly any empirical investigation testing the claim
whether denn is equally acceptable in RQs and ISQs. First results of a Magnitude Estimation
task by Viesel and Freitag (2018) indicate that RQs with and without denn are equally
acceptable (see also Czypionka, Bayer, & Eulitz, 2016).

3.3.2 Defining the term "attitude"
Given the examples (16) to (21) in Chapter 3.2 illustrating the diversity of RQs, the term
"attitude" inevitably becomes relevant with respect to the investigation of RQs because of
lexical and contextual properties that might interact with the production and the perception of
RQs. RQs have been defined as "emotive interrogatives" based on the observed attitudinal
stances that are usually conveyed when speakers realise RQs (Maynard, 2002: 256).
Previous literature seems to agree on the fact that in conversation, speakers convey
meanings – simply by how they say something – that differ from (or go beyond) what is
actually said (a.o. Knowles, 2014; Ladd, 1978; Wichmann, 2000; 2002; for irony see Cutler,
1974 and Niebuhr, 2014). In this respect, Winkler (1959: 599f.) argues that especially
intonation primarily serves as a possibility for the expression of emotions and attitudes.
Bolinger has formulated a similar observation:

"[I]ntonation manages to do what it does by continuing to be what it
is, primarily a symptom of how we feel about what we say, or how
well we feel when we say."
(cf. Bolinger, 1989: 1)

Bolinger's quotation indicates that speakers can have different intentions for speaking, for
instance, in order to express one's opinion towards a specific state of affairs either in terms of
agreement or contradiction towards what was said before, for example, by other interlocutors.
These messages (i.e., what we say) are usually accompanied by attitudinal stances or "inner
states" expressing the attitude towards one's own words (i.e., how we feel) which are
expressed in the speaker's intonation (see also Chen, 2005; Prieto, 2015). Bolinger's (1989)
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furthermore implies that the mental or cognitive state (i.e., how well we feel) can also be
reflected in a speaker's intonation, which is not necessarily related to the actual conversation.
Following Wichmann (2000: 143), the decoding of "different nuances of meaning
which we intuitively feel can be conveyed by intonation", the so-called "attitudinal function",
belongs to an old tradition and to a central but also elusive function of prosody. Wichmann
furthermore describes attitudes as functions of opinions, beliefs and knowledge and refers to
the term "propositional attitudes" (Wichmann, 2000: 145, see also Fodor, 1978). This thesis,
however, deliberately refrains from using the term "propositional attitudes" since the term is
too biased to be used for the investigation of the prosody of RQs which is still in its infancy.
Hence, for a first investigation addressing the relation between RQs and attitude, the
"attitude" term will be used in a broader sense and can be translated as "unobjective speaker's
stance", including emotional stances that are triggered by the immediate context or lexicalsemantic make-up of the target interrogative.7
In this respect, it is useful to discuss that in literature on emotive prosody, there is no
clear-cut distinction between attitudes on the one hand (e.g., indignation) and emotions on the
other hand (e.g., joy). According to Wichmann (2002: 2), literature on emotive prosody
usually differentiates between physiological aspects (e.g., depressed, excited, a bit down) and
the cognitive aspects that constitute the reason for the state of a speaker rather than the
emotional state itself (e.g., disappointed, convinced, scornful). Nevertheless, there are
problems with attitudes, such as disgust, which can describe both the actual physiological
state (e.g., shivering, goosebumps and the feeling of sickness, e.g., due to mouldy food or
arachnophobia) in terms of reactions that can be physiologically measured on the one hand
and the cognitive aspect that is the reason for the actual state on the other hand. Most studies
that address emotive intonation focus on the emotional state of a speaker rather than on the
physiological impact, since most experimental investigations work with contexts that are
designed to trigger specific emotions, such as joy, anger or fear. The terms "emotion" or
"emotional behaviour" are usually used to describe different notions, such as the speaker's
"intention" or "attitude" (e.g., Mozziconacci, 1998: 3; see also Ladd et al., 1986: 125).
According to Bolinger (1989: 1), the term "attitude" describes a speaker's stance
towards what is said (i.e., a particular topic or state of affairs), towards how it is said (i.e., the
prosodic characteristics driven by any kind of pathos) and towards whom8 it is said (i.e., the
7

The term "emotion" is only used when the authors that are referred to explicitly use the term "emotion".
It is important to note that the speaker-addressee relationship is an interesting object of investigation for future
research, which is not further discussed in this thesis.
8
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speaker-addressee relationship (e.g., Cruttenden, 1994: 114; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Ilie,
1994: 5). It is assumed here that the cognitive aspects are the origination for a speaker's
physiological state and for a speaker's behaviour – both the expressive verbal behaviour and
the behaviour towards other people (e.g., interpersonal stances). Since this thesis does not
focus on the distinction between any emotional labels – a task that has not been solved in the
past 70 years – the term "attitude", following Bolinger (1978: 484), is adapted as the most
suitable in order to describe different kinds of affect and was found to be sufficient for the
purpose of the studies that are reported in this thesis and the variety of contexts that are used
in the production study (see Chapter 6).
Crystal (1969: 62ff.) provides an extensive overview why attitude and emotional terms
found their way into linguistics. According to Crystal, psychologists became interested in
personality traits, voice quality and the relation between vocal effects and the subsequent
behavioural responses. Since then, literature on emotive prosody in different disciplines, such
as (social) psychology, speech engineering, sociolinguistics or clinical linguistics has pursued
two basic approaches to consider and investigate emotions. The first approach regards
emotions as discrete categories separating contrasting emotions, such as joy from anger, and
has mainly focused on so-called "basic emotions" (Ekman, 1971; Plutchik, 1984, 1991, 2001).
The second approach considers emotions as dynamic, scalar dimensions comparing
(dis)similarities, for instance, cold anger and hot anger, and investigates different shades of
the same emotion. It is generally assumed that the "tone of voice" in terms of prosody
crucially contributes to the meaning of an utterance (e.g., Culpeper, Bousfield, & Wichmann,
2003; Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Gussenhoven, 2002; Kohler & Niebuhr, 2007; Ladd,
Scherer, & Silverman, 1986; Ohala, 1983; Rodero, 2011; Scherer, Ladd, & Silverman, 1984;
Wichmann, 2000, 2002; Wichmann, Dehé, & Barth-Weingarten, 2009).
Ladd and colleagues state that even though most phoneticians and linguists would
prefer to ignore the influence of attitude on intonation, "intonation is often considered a prime
carrier of affective information" (cf. Ladd et al., 1986: 125). This is similar to the assumption
by Brown and colleagues who claim that "[t]he overriding use of intonation is to allow the
speaker to give notice of how he views the topic under discussion" (cf. Brown, Currie, &
Kenworthy, 1980: 136). Bolinger furthermore reveals that when listeners report their
impressions about intonations of other speakers, they usually do so by using attitudinal or
emotive terms (Bolinger, 1989: 63) whereby he does not rule out the possibility that a higher
pitch may signal "some emotive side-effect" (cf. Bolinger 1978: 501). Pike (1972: 22ff.)
claims that a listener is even more interested in a speaker's attitude and in a speaker's
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emotional stances than in the information that is entailed in the speaker's message. The author
states that: "The distinctiveness of meaning […] must not be defined by the grammatical
sentence type in which the intonations occur, but by the attitude of the speaker at the time the
utterances are given" (cf. Pike, 1972: 10). O'Connor and Arnold (1961: 4f.) highlight the
important role of the expression of a speaker's attitude. They assume that a speaker's words as
well as the grammatical structure of the utterance can express attitude, but compared to
wording and grammatical structure, the authors state that intonation gives additional
information about a speaker's attitude. Crystal (1969: 254) assumes that intonation always
marks attitudinal aspects in an utterance and claims that in turn intonational meaning is
marked by the speaker's attitude (see also Cruttenden, 1994: 10f.; Ladd et al., 1986).
A speaker's attitude does not only play a role in production but also in perception as
highlighted by Gumperz (1992). Gumperz (1992: 231) subsumes prosody (e.g., intonation,
stress and pitch register) and paralinguistic signs (e.g., tempo, and expressive characteristics
of "tone of voice" and pausing) as "contextualisation cues". He claims that the paralinguistic
signs affect participants' perception and thus influence the interpretation of an utterance as
such (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000; Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Laukkanen et al., 1997;
Mozziconacci & Hermes, 1997; Murray & Arnott, 1993). However, far less information
concerning perception can be found in the literature (but see Murray & Arnott, 1993; Arvaniti
et al. 2016), even though attitude is mainly understood as meaning that is inferred by the
addressee and not by the speaker (Wichmann, 2002).

Taken together, especially with respect to RQs and contrary to ISQs, previous literature
strongly suggests taking attitude into account (see also Section 4.2.3). In order to meet these
requirements, the role of attitude can only be analysed in consideration of context. Hence, this
thesis will investigate both, the production of RQs and their perception in consideration of
context and the respective attitudes that are triggered therein. More specifically, the prosodic
realisation of RQs will be analysed (i.e., independent from the addressee) in a post-hoc
analysis of the production study (presented in Chapter 9) and with respect to the listener (i.e.,
depending on a speaker's prosodic realisation) in a perception study that investigates the
relevance of (but also the interplay between) the prosody of a given target interrogative, its
context and lexical-semantic make-up for the interpretation as RQ or ISQ (see Chapter 10).
For this purpose, the following sections will discuss RQs as a context-dependent phenomenon
(since RQs are usually not realised out of the blue, but instead occur in contexts where
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attitude plays a crucial role) and their prosody as context-sensitive (i.e., the potential interplay
between the prosodic realisation of RQs and context; see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4).

3.3.3 RQs as a context-dependent phenomenon
The semantic and pragmatic sections (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3) have already highlighted the
importance of context for the correct interpretation of a question as being rhetorical. Indeed,
context has been widely studied in the fields of semantics and pragmatics with Grice (1975:
50) leading the way to research on implicit as well as inferential aspects of the interaction in
human communication (see also Prieto, 2015). Grice distinguishes between "conventional
implicatures" and "conversational implicatures". The first type of implicatures refers to
inferences that a listener makes about the meaning that is intended by the speaker through the
analysis of the proposition that is expressed, without any access to the conversational context.
Conversational implicatures, on the other hand, assume a listener who compares the
propositional meaning that is expressed against the utterance's context in order to understand
the meaning intended by the speaker. Implicatures cannot be inferred on the basis of the
conventional meaning of the proposition alone, since they heavily depend on features of the
context of a conversation (Prieto, 2015: 374). In the seventies, Merritt already stated that there
is a huge interest in the semantic and pragmatic interpretation of language in the literature and
that such "pragmatic interpretations depend heavily on context and 'knowledge of the world' "
(cf. Merritt, 1976: 315). Rudanko (1993: 29) shares this opinion and points out that a given
question is recognised and identified as rhetorical either from the context in which it appears
or from a specific knowledge an addressee has (see Section 3.2; Hudson, 1975: 4).
As stated earlier, the first type of target interrogatives that is investigated in this thesis
is ambiguous between RQs and ISQs and heavily relies on context. More precisely, context is
the only indication that allows participants to imply the interpretation of a given target
interrogative of the type shown in examples (23) and (24) on page 36 and 37 as either
rhetorical or information-seeking. There are several authors who argue that RQs usually do not
appear out of the blue in everyday conversation (a.o. Frank, 1990: 716, 737; Gunlogson, 2001:
2; see also Ilie 1995; Koshik 2003; Schaffer 2005; Meibauer 1986). Instead, the context in which
they are realised facilitates the "understanding of the question as not doing questioning" (cf.
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Koshik, 2003: 55) and that "[i]t is the contextual factors that make possible the distinction
between a rhetorical and a non-rhetorical reading of a question" (cf. Ilie, 1994: 3).
A similar observation has been reported by Beun (1989), who focuses on declarative
question acts. Beun states that "[t]he recognition of questions […] is of crucial importance for
a proper continuation of the dialogue" (cf. Beun, 1989: 313), especially in cases where the
utterance itself does not carry clear indicators (in terms of intonation). More specifically,
Beun (1989) indicates that more than 50% of the questions that are realised in spoken
dialogues cannot be unambiguously identified as questions without taking their contextual
characteristics into account. Frank states that in many cases where questions are isolated from
their contexts, they "can be considered either as informational questions or as rhetorical
questions" (cf. Frank, 1990: 736). Her data indicates that "context may be the most salient
determiner of frequency and function of RQs" (cf. Frank, 1990: 737).
Jung and Schrott (2003: 360) reveal that RQs are not bound to a particular linguistic
structure in terms of a single and consistent syntactic structure and, furthermore, whether a
given question has to be interpreted as being rhetorical depends on the context in which it
appears. This is also in line with Grésillon (1980: 285), who emphasises that the
characteristics that turn a question into an RQ can partly be found in the interrogative itself
(e.g., such as modal particles or NPIs) and partly in its context. Grésillon (1980: 281) reveals
that examples, such as Wer will denn Krieg? ("Who wants war?") cannot be identified as
either being rhetorical or information-seeking without any context.
This claim postulated by Grésillon (1980) is crucial for this thesis, as it further
strengthens the importance of context with respect to RQs and highlights why RQs are
considered to be context-dependent in this thesis. It is nevertheless argued here that there are
questions that are more inclined towards a rhetorical interpretation than others per se (e.g.,
Wer mag denn Schlampigkeit? "Who likes sloppiness?", Ist der Papst katholisch? "Is the
Pope Catholic?", Können Schweine fliegen? "Do pigs fly?"). Of course there might be a
situation in which a child honestly wants to know if pigs can fly, but it is assumed here that
such questions are more likely to be interpreted as RQs than others since they refer to cultural
knowledge, real-world knowledge, social knowledge, are morally questionable or simply
unrealistic (see Section 3.3 and Section 3.3.5 on RQs and irony). Note that even though this
type of question is more inclined to be interpreted as an RQ, these RQs are nevertheless
unlikely to be realised out of the blue. Given this close relation between context and RQ, they
are assumed to be a context-dependent phenomenon.
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The investigation of RQs as a highly context-related linguistic phenomenon is also
highlighted by Mozziconacci (1998: 43) in combination with attitude (see Section 3.3.2). The
author assumes that particular attitudes can be expressed in many different ways depending
on the context. The close relationship between attitudes expressed in the utterance and the
immediate context was also remarked by Ladd and colleagues who assume that together with
its suprasegmental structure, the context of an attitudinal utterance constitutes a crucial factor
for a pragmatic effect of the utterance (Ladd et al., 1986: 128). This strongly refers to
Bolingers citation earlier (1989: 1), indicating that attitude is assumed to be triggered by
context, which is in turn closely related to a speaker's mind-set with respect to what is said
and a speaker's intention to realise an utterance at all. Accordingly, both context and the
attitude that is indicated in the context play a central role for the production and the
perception of RQs and are hence investigated in this thesis.
In this thesis and with respect to the empirical data collection, the term "context" will
be used to refer to context at a textual level (compare Frank, 1990: 735) preceding the target
interrogative. The purpose of these written contexts used in the production study (see Chapter
6) was to create particular situations in which participants can easily empathise with a speaker
in the context and to realise target interrogatives (i.e., RQs and string-identical ISQs) as
naturally as possible on the basis of a given context (e.g., Frank, 1990: 735). With respect to
perception (see Chapter 10), contexts allow to investigate if an auditory target interrogative
fits into a particular context and to analyse the interplay between the prosodic realisation and
context for the interpretation of an RQ.

3.3.4 RQ prosody as a context-sensitive phenomenon
So far, it was suggested that context is an essential factor for the identification of RQs and
that, unlike ISQs, RQs are usually not raised out of the blue. Hence, there is good reason to
assume a close relation between context and the prosodic realisation of RQs. For instance,
Niebuhr et al. (2010: 340) investigated German enquiries and compared them with stringidentical statements. The authors state that phonetic characteristics, such as speech rate and
voice quality are context-sensitive, which in turn is reflected in differences concerning the
prosodic realisation of RQs. Kohler (2017: 37) suggests that the communicative function of
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RQs compared to ISQs ''is a speaker-centred expression rather than a listener-directed appeal''
– a claim which is again closely related to the attitude of the speaker.
Following Prieto (2015: 371), researchers agree that intonation signals several
communicative functions, such as a speaker's affective stance (see Section 4.2.3). For
instance, among others, Wichmann (2000) suggests that there are prosodic characteristics in
speech which contribute to the impression of attitude and argues that the perceived meaning
should be treated as a pragmatic implicature which can only be explained by contextual
features, such as the text itself and the relationship between interlocutors (see also
Athanasiadou, 1991).
Following Gussenhoven's (1984) and Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg's (1990)
assumption, every instance of a particular tune is assumed to convey an inherent meaning
which applies across utterances. They claim that the interpretation of any token of a particular
type of tune may vary along other dimensions, such as pitch range, voice quality or even nonintonational features. In a later publication, Hirschberg (2005) emphasises that the
interpretation of variation in intonation depends on contextual factors. In the past years,
empirical research has addressed the importance of context in relation to the prosodic
interpretation of an utterance and showed how important it is to analyse context when
attempting to investigate the relation between prosody and meaning (e.g., Armstrong &
Prieto, 2015; see also Gunlogson, 2001; Prieto, 2015). Yet, there are only few studies that
have empirically investigated how intonational meaning is affected by context, as remarked
by Armstrong and Prieto (2015).
In contrast to ISQs, RQs tend to be realised in contexts where speakers have clear
intentions or purposes (e.g., Oraby et al., 2017). For this reason, the prosodic characteristics
of RQs should not be analysed independently of their contextual embedding. For instance,
they are realised in order to criticise or challenge the addressee (e.g., Koshik, 2003), to
express incredulity (e.g., Cohen, 2007), wonder or reproach (e.g., Athanasiadou, 1991), to
contradict the addressee (e.g., Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Cantor, 1979; Gibbs, 2000; Ilie, 2015;
Oraby et al., 2017; Swasy & Munch, 1985), to attack or defend specific viewpoints (Ilie,
1994: 39), and they are also used as a persuasive device (Frank, 1990; e.g., Petty et al., 1981).
Furthermore, RQs are known to express attitudinal states, such as anger or surprise
(e.g., Andueza & Gutiérrez-Rexach, 2010: 22, for RQs in Spanish), and to create humour and
irony, as pointed out by several authors (Frank, 1990; Freed, 1994; Hudson, 1975; Ilie, 1994;
Meyer, 1990; Oraby et al., 2017; Schaffer, 2005).
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Taken together, previous literature strongly suggests that the prosodic realisation of
RQs should not be investigated by analysing them in isolation in contrast to ISQs since they
can be realised out of the blue. Hence, the investigation of RQs in isolation is possible but
would not reflect every day language use, since especially their non-neutral contexts where
speakers have clear intentions and purposes and express their attitude towards a specific state
of affairs (e.g., Oraby et al., 2017) are crucial indicators signalling the correct interpretation.
Given the attitudinal character of RQs, which is based on the functions mentioned above
(e.g., criticising, challenging, persuading or expressing incredulity), and given the close
relationship between RQs and context, prosodic variation of the cues that signal rhetoricity is
expected depending on different contextual settings.
Another observation that was made in previous literature that is also closely related to
attitude and context is that the way RQs can be realised often sounds sarcastic or ironic
(e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017). This indicates that there might be a specific link between
these linguistic phenomena. This issue will be addressed in the following section.

3.3.5 Nonliteral language: The link between RQs and irony
In previous literature, there are often statements connecting RQs and irony with one another.
For instance, Cruttenden (1994: 105) argues that when nothing is in question and a speaker
realises a questioning tone, irony is strengthened even more. In other words, Cruttenden
assumes that a questioning tone as in ISQs might strengthen irony if it is clear (e.g., due to
context) that the realised question is not intended as information-seeking. In this respect,
Landgraf (2014) argues that irony occurs when a prosodic intensification in terms of a
prosodic highlighting or weakening of an accent is combined with semantically positive target
words and vice versa. So far, however, there is neither an investigation combining RQs and
irony with one another nor addressing their prosodic similarities. There is, however, good
reason to look at both linguistic phenomena on the basis of their prosodic point of view, since
RQs and ironic utterances are not independent from one another.
The aim of this section is to point out their interfaces with respect to their usage, their
functions and their prosodic characteristics. Even though irony is usually defined as the
umbrella term for sarcasm (e.g., Gibbs, 2000; Nakassis & Snedeker, 2002; Niebuhr, 2014),
previous research on irony and sarcasm showed problems in offering a clear and reliable
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definition differentiating between these two terms. Meanwhile, it seems to be widely accepted
to use the term "irony" and "sarcasm" interchangeably (Attardo et al., 2003: 243). For the
remainder of this thesis, the term "irony" is used.9

3.3.5.1 RQs as a type of irony and irony as a function of RQs
It was already mentioned that RQs, such as "Do pigs fly?", create an ironic overtone. In other
words, RQs and irony can coincide. Such examples are often observed in previous literature
on RQs and emphasised by several authors who define RQs as a type of irony (e.g., Gibbs,
2000; Korobov, 2005; Kreuz, 2000; Leggitt & Gibbs, 2000, see also Hancock, 2004). There
are also statements considering irony as a major function of RQs (e.g., Freed, 1994; Hudson,
1975; Oraby et al., 2017) or defining RQs as being used to express ironic remarks
(e.g., Frank, 1990; Gibbs, 2000; Ilie, 1994; Meibauer, 1986). This is not farfetched since both
RQs and ironic utterances are rhetorical figures (a.o., Corbett & Connors, 1965), and can
express something else than the literal meaning. More specifically, RQs are often defined on
the basis of a contradiction stating that RQs are assertions of the opposite polarity
(see Section 2.3, Gutiérrez-Rexach, 1998; Han, 2002; e.g., Sadock, 1971). Similarly, irony is
often considered "as literally saying one thing and figuratively meaning the opposite"
(Sperber & Wilson, 1981: 295).
Schaffer defines irony as not being a speech act on its own like questioning or
asserting, but "different speech acts can be used ironically" (cf. Schaffer, 1982: 7). This is in
line with the observation that irony frequently appears in question form (e.g., Brooks, 1951;
Bryant & Fox Tree, 2005; Gibbs, 2012). Ilie (1994: 223) also assumes that RQs can be used
ironically and states that positively phrased RQs generally allow for both a negative or a
positive answer while negatively phrased RQs primarily presuppose a positive answer, but a
negative answer when they are used ironically, as shown in the following example (Ilie, 1994:
33).10

(28) Well, isn't John a most reliable friend?
implication: John is surely not a very reliable friend
9

The term "sarcasm" is only used when the authors that are referred to explicitly use the term "sarcasm".
The example given in (28) expresses an ironical remark about a friend who disappointed the speaker, and
shows the respective implication.
10
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The example illustrates not only that an RQ and irony can coincide, but also that contradiction
plays a crucial role in both phenomena (e.g., Grésillon, 1980: 273). More specifically,
Grésillon's assumption is based on the observation that RQs are contradictory since
affirmative sentences evoke refusal, while negated sentences evoke agreement, similar to the
irony example given in (28) above. Hence, both RQs and ironic utterances are phenomena
that are frequently explained by showing an inherent contradiction (see also Bryant & Fox
Tree, 2005; Cutler, 1974; Preminger, Warnke, & Hardison Jr, 2015: 407ff.; Rockwell, 2000).

3.3.5.2 The addressee's part
Contradiction is often associated with additional mental effort on the part of the addressee,
which has been described as being characteristic for both RQs and ironic utterances. For
instance, with respect to the role of the addressee, Schaffer (2005: 440) states that inference as
well as background knowledge are relevant characteristics in order to correctly interpret an
RQ. With respect to irony, Kotthoff (2007: 2) postulates two basic requirements that are
mandatory in order to be understood as ironic. The first requirement states that an addressee
must infer what the speaker really thinks. The second requirement says that an addressee has
to infer the process of thinking the speaker attributes to the addressee. In this respect, Kreuz
and Roberts (1995: 22) stress the discrepancy between ironic utterances and the reality, which
must be recognised by the addressee in order to identify and correctly interpret an ironic
utterance as it is intended by the speaker. Hence, in general terms, with respect to both RQs
and irony, the contrast between what is said and what is actually meant is intentional. In order
to be aware of the speaker's actual intent and to perceive RQs and ironic utterances
accurately, a listener must first infer what the speaker actually thinks; otherwise, the
interpretation is infelicitous. In this regard, Kreuz (2018) suggests the so-called "principle of
inferability" with respect to sarcasm stating that in a conversation, a speaker only makes use
of sarcastic or ironic utterances if they feel certain and have no doubts that the addressee will
interpret the utterance correctly (see also Kreuz & Caucci, 2007: 1). This principle might also
be relevant for the realisation of RQs in conversation, since it helps to minimise the risk of
misunderstandings of such complex speech acts and to get the intended meaning of the
message across to the addressee.
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Another important factor that can identify both an RQ and an ironic utterance is the
addressee's world knowledge. Originally initiated by Sperber and Wilson (1981),
psycholinguistic studies have supported the approach that irony rests upon reminders or
echoes of preceding propositions, which are either implicit, such as shared cultural or
conventionalised knowledge, or explicitly mentioned in the previous context (e.g., Gibbs,
1986; Jorgensen, Miller, & Sperber, 1984; Kreuz & Glucksberg, 1989). A similar definition is
provided by Schmidt-Radefeldt (1977: 381ff.), who use the term "implicative RQs". Her
definition of implicative RQs refers to RQs whose answer can be extrapolated by both general
and cultural knowledge and an interlocutor's experiences.
To sum up, previous literature shows that there are even similarities between RQs and
irony with respect to the part of the addressee.

3.3.5.3 The role of context in RQs and ironic utterances
The importance of context for RQs was stressed, for instance, by Grésillon (1980: 277), who
pointed out that the characteristics that turn an interrogative into an RQ can partly be found in
the interrogative itself and partly in its context (see also Frank, 1990; Koshik, 2005). A
similar observation has been made with respect to ironic utterances and their literal
counterparts. For instance, Sperber and Wilson (1981) argue that irony is signalled by three
different features: by the lexical choice of words (i.e., lexically), by a speaker's tone of voice
(e.g., questioning, approving, scornful, doubtful), and by the immediate context. The process
of choosing the correct interpretation of an ironic utterance is, according to the authors, "a
function of the context" (cf. Sperber & Wilson, 1981: 298). Furthermore, the authors suggest
that the correct identification is based on external information, such as contextual knowledge
or any other kind of background assumptions or world knowledge (Sperber & Wilson, 1981:
301). This is similar to what Cutler (1974: 117) claims, suggesting that if a context is
unambiguously marked, no additional intonational marking of the ironic utterances is
necessary. Cutler (1977: 110) furthermore distinguishes between the intonational effect in
ironic utterances and context-specific effects. In ironic utterances, the intonational effect
cannot be seen as supplemental, since intonation profoundly modifies the literal meaning of
an utterance, which in turn results in the revision of the literal meaning that is obtained from
the context. In contrast, in context-specific effects, the contour is supplemental in so far as it
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does not affect an utterance's propositional content. In a perception experiment with native
speakers of Puerto Rican Spanish, Armstrong and Prieto (2015) investigate the interplay
between context and the intonation of a subsequently realised polar question. They report that
participants of the study indicated to perceive irony when there was a contradiction between
the contextual evidence that was provided and a speaker's belief.
Taken together, context as such became an important – if not the most important –
indicator for both RQs and irony.

3.3.5.4 The expression of attitude in RQs and ironic utterances
Another feature of RQs pointed out earlier is that they are frequently defined as enabling
speakers to express their personal opinion (e.g., Rohde, 2006; Špago, 2016), complaint and
criticism (e.g., Brown & Levinson, 1978; Frank, 1990; Ilie, 1994). This is also known for
irony, hence the often-used term "ironic criticism" that can be found in previous literature
(e.g., Colston, 1997; Glenwright & Pexman, 2010; Jorgensen, 1996; Kumon-Nakamura,
Glucksberg, & Brown, 1995). Additionally, both RQs and ironic utterances are known to be
used to create humour (e.g., Attardo et al., 2003; Freed, 1994; Meyer, 1990; Schaffer, 2005).
Hence, and in line with the addressee's part in understanding both RQs and irony, it is the
speaker's attitude that is mainly understood as meaning that needs to be inferred by the
addressee (Wichmann, 2002).
In this respect, research on both RQs and irony came across the question why speakers
should prefer to realise an ironic utterance in order to criticise another person instead of
couching their criticism in a different and potentially more straightforward way (Jorgensen,
1996: 614). The answer to this question is similar for both phenomena: it was argued that in
contrast to the rather attenuated presentation of information in form of a statement, RQs
constitute a dynamic oral presentation (Zillmann & Cantor, 1973: 173), they are more
memorable (Ilie, 1994: 136), and more effective, powerful and convincing than a
straightforward statement (Frank, 1990: 726). Similarly, Gibbs (1986) shows that sarcasm is
remembered much better than the literal use of the same expressions of non-sarcastic
equivalents indicating that it also serves as a more effective and powerful device in
comparison to a straightforward statement.
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3.3.5.5 The role of prosodic features in ironic utterances and RQs
Since irony, similarly to RQs, is particularly defined as a device to express criticism,
complaint or humour, the acoustically measurable "ironic tone of voice" (e.g., Bryant & Fox
Tree, 2005; Clark & Gerrig, 1984; Prieto, 2015) is assumed to correlate with a speaker's
attitude. Researchers seem to agree that the subtle nuances of a speaker attitude in terms of
"tone of voice" are not conveyed by intonation alone, but rather by the combination of several
prosodic parameters.
The two prosodic features that frequently occur with both RQs and irony in the
literature are duration and voice quality. For instance, with respect to irony in read speech in
English, Rockwell (2000) reports that compared to literal statements, the productions of the
same sentences as ironic utterances were characterised by a slower tempo, but also by a lower
pitch level and a greater intensity. Cutler (1974) suggests that if a context does not
unambiguously mark irony, it is possible to identify an ironic utterance based on a slower
speech rate. Similar results are reported for a semi-spontaneous production task in French by
Lœvenbruck et al. (2013). Their results suggest that participants produced an utterance with
sarcastic irony about one third longer than their string-identical literal counterparts. For irony
in German, Niebuhr (2014) reports that average sentence durations were approximately 25%
longer in ironic realisations than in neutral productions.
Interestingly, concerning duration, similar findings have been made regarding the
realisations of RQs compared to string-identical ISQs. Results of a previous pilot production
study by Wochner et al. (2015) (see Chapter 4) show that RQs were realised with statistically
significantly longer sentence durations than their information-seeking counterparts. This was
especially true for the absolute mean duration of the sentence-final object noun, which was
significantly longer in RQs than in ISQs.

As mentioned above, with respect to both RQs and irony, voice quality is a further factor that
is frequently mentioned in the literature. Generally, the term "voice quality" can either be
used in a broad sense or in a narrow sense. In the broader sense, the term can describe the
auditory "colouring" that is characteristic for a specific speaker's voice. This includes
descriptions such as velarised, dentalised or nasalised voice or voice qualities that are
produced if a speaker varies their length of the vocal tract or of the hypopharyngeal area
(e.g., Kitamura, Honda, & Takemoto, 2005: 17). Here, the term "voice quality" will be used
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in the narrow sense, describing voice quality or voice quality settings as being derived from
laryngeal activity. More specifically, this laryngeal activity describes different phonation
types of the vocal cords, such as a modal, breathy, creaky or whispery voice (e.g., Ishi,
Ishiguro, & Hagita, 2008: 532; see also Laver, 1980). Especially the non-modal voice
qualities are those that are often observed in utterances of expressive speech and hence might
be relevant for attitudinal stances expressed in terms of RQs and ironic utterances. For
instance, a breathy voice (as well as a whispery voice) is realised by minimal laryngeal
tension (Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003: 195) and characterised "by the perception of a turbulent
noise" (cf. Ishi et al., 2008: 532). The vibration of the vocal folds is inefficient; they do not
completely come together, which in turn results in a perceptible friction noise caused by
airflow escaping at the glottis (Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003: 195).
But what do RQs and ironic utterances have in common that might explain why a
breathy voice quality is frequently associated with both phenomena? Voice quality is
described as a phonetic parameter that is known to cause global changes in the meaning of an
utterance and to result, for example, in irony (e.g., Creel, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2008: 634).
Gibbs, who defines RQs as a type of irony, states that speakers often tend to use "various
special tones of voices with each type of ironic utterance, especially with […] rhetorical
questions" (cf. Gibbs, 2000: 23). Muecke (1978: 370) states that a softened voice is usually
associated with a variety of irony. For the production of ironic utterances in German, Niebuhr
(2014) has shown that irony is not signalled by a specific intonational contour itself. What can
be said, however, is that irony is realised with a breathier voice quality than neutral
(i.e., sincere) utterances.
Bryant and Fox Tree (2002: 101) argue that the marking of the incongruity by using
vocal markers, such as voice quality does not only signal a speaker's intention and attitude.
According to the authors, it furthermore signals that a speaker disregards the Gricean maxim
of quality (Grice, 1975: 53 for irony)11 in that the speaker does not say what they actually
mean (Bryant & Fox Tree, 2002). Similarly, Brown and Levinson (1978: 323) hold the
opinion that using RQs and being ironic belong to conversational off-record politeness
strategies since they both violate the maxim of quality. This leads to the assumption that a
breathy voice quality – most likely in combination with other prosodic features – in RQs and
ironic utterances might signal what will be called "prosodic air quotes" in the following. The

11

The maxim of quality consists of a supermaxim with two additional specific maxims: "Try to make your
contribution one that is true [...] 1. Do not say what you believe to be false. 2. Do not say that for which you lack
adequate evidence." (cf. Grice, 1975: 46)
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proposal of prosodic air quotes in this thesis is also based on Bryant and Fox Tree (2002) who
suggest that voice quality is used to mark incongruity and signals a speaker's intention or
attitude (e.g., Landgraf, 2014; Muecke, 1978; Niebuhr, 2014; Rockwell, 2000). These
prosodic markers seem to signify that what is literally said diverges from what is actually
meant suggesting that both the speaker and the addressee must have the same mutual
knowledge. Kotthoff (2007: 3) even strengthens the suggestion of prosodic air quotes by
revealing that irony wants to be recognised by the interlocutors and hence needs to be marked
prosodically, since the aim of using irony is that the addressee detects the ironic meaning. In
line with Kotthoff, Bryant and Fox Tree claim that speakers have to provide additional
information in order to make their ironic utterance clear for listeners and to allow them to
understand such complex speech acts. Hence, even if both the production and the processing
of disambiguation cues involve certain costs, these additional features are necessary to
minimise the risk of misunderstandings (Bryant & Fox Tree, 2002: 100).
Taken together, RQs and irony cannot only coincide, but there are also prosodic
similarities they have in common. This explains, on the one hand, why they constitute a
perfect object of investigation and, on the other hand, raises the question why RQs and irony
have not been examined before. Please note, that it is not the objective of this thesis to
explain, define or understand both phenomena from a pragmatic point of view. The central
issue here is that their conformities are leading us to assume similar prosodic characteristics
(i.e., longer duration and breathy voice quality) that have not been specifically investigated so
far. Based on and motivated by studies on irony, the basic assumption of this chapter is that
breathy voice quality and longer duration may serve as (a combination of) phonetic cues that
speakers make use of in order to signal RQs and irony as nonliteral language. More
specifically, these cues might be used by speakers as invisible prosodic air quotes signalling
that what they are saying is not what they actually mean (see Section 6.5).

3.4 Summary and conclusion
Given the diversity of RQs in German, there is no specific type of RQs that might be called
"prototypical". For this thesis, two types of RQs were chosen that are suitable for both the
investigation of the production and the perception of RQs in German. For the purpose of the
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production study and the subsequent perception studies, target interrogatives as shown in (29)
were designed in such a way that they were pragmatically ambiguous between a rhetorical
and an information-seeking interpretation and are only disambiguated from one another on the
basis of their particular context.

(29) Wer mag denn Vanille? / Mag denn jemand Vanille?
"Who likes vanilla?" / "Does anyone like vanilla?"
(30) Wer mag denn Schlampigkeit?
"Who likes sloppiness?"

In order to specifically investigate attitude and context in a further perception study, RQs
addressing common stereotypes and previous (world) knowledge were designed as shown in
(30). In contrast to the examples given in (29), the choice of their lexical elements marks them
as being more inclined towards a rhetorical interpretation given the contradiction caused by
the choice of lexical elements, or more specifically, by their predication.
There are two central findings for this thesis that distinguish RQs from ISQs. First,
RQs have been defined as being not realised out of the blue (hence the assumption that RQs
are context-bound). Second, in contrast to ISQs, RQs are primarily associated with specific
functions, such as creating humour, criticizing, challenging, contradicting or persuading the
addressee. All those functions are strongly related to the attitude of the speaker. Therefore, it
is assumed that there is a close relationship between RQs and context, since it indicates the
attitude of a speaker. This supposes that RQs, which have been defined as "emotive
interrogatives", possibly show a strong interplay between context, attitude and the prosodic
realisation. In other words, it is assumed that the prosody of RQs is context-sensitive. Since
RQs are mainly observed in contexts where attitudinal stances come into play, it is possible
that the prosodic features that are presented to characterise RQs compared to ISQs (see
Chapter 6) are not exclusively based on the illocution type itself. Instead, it is assumed that
the speakers' realisation of RQs contains an additional "attitudinal colouring" since speakers
usually express their meaning or attitude towards a state of affairs prosodically. This interplay
is especially investigated with respect to wh-questions in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10.
The present chapter also discussed the interface between RQs and ironic utterances. It
was established that both phenomena are closely related to one another, not only with respect
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to their definition, but also regarding their prosodic characteristics. It was assumed that
specific prosodic characteristics that both phenomena have in common (i.e., longer duration
and breathy voice quality) function as prosodic air quotes signalling a non-literal meaning
(i.e., what is said diverges from what is actually meant, thus minimising the risk of
misunderstandings) and help the addressee to detect such complex speech acts.
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Chapter 4

Prosodic characteristics of RQs and ISQs

4.1 Introduction
In previous literature, there is a general consensus that the prosodic realization, in terms of
phonological as well as phonetic properties, contributes to the meaning of an utterance but
also to its illocutionary force (e.g., Bartels, 1999; Gunlogson, 2001; Searle, 1969; van Heuven
& Haan, 2002). With respect to RQs, however, the contribution of the different prosodic
elements is not clear yet. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to link the contents of the
previous two chapters addressing context and attitude with the prosodic characteristics of whand polar questions and their intonational meaning. This includes the interpretation of the
nuclear pitch contour (rise vs. fall) and other prosodic characteristics, such as duration and
voice quality.
Regarding the investigation of attitudinal meaning, researchers (mainly those
following the British tradition) have primarily studied the realisation of attitudes with respect
to phonological choices (i.e., the pitch contour). This is because there was a lack of analytical
techniques at the time explaining why the phonetic properties played a subsequent role in this
research area (Wichmann, 2002: 2). Therefore, research on attitudinal meaning was mainly
assumed to be a consequence of the (nuclear tone) contour in the British tradition (Wichmann,
2002: 2). In contrast, Scherer et al. (1984) have studied the perception of speaker affect in whand polar questions. In order to test and evaluate the validity of what the authors called the
"covariance view" and the "configuration view" (both based on statistical notions),
participants were asked to listen to recordings of questions that were realised in spontaneous
speech and to rate the attitudinal force they perceived. The term "covariance" refers to the
assumption that nonverbal cues can function independently from the verbal content that is
realised, while "configuration" was mainly related to the final contour in terms of rise and fall
of the presented questions in this study. The findings indicate that the emotional message that
was entailed in the utterance was both non-phonological as well as of a phonological nature
(see also Ladd, 2008: 22). The authors conclude from their results that it is important to
address both continuous acoustic parameters as well as the phonological structure in order to
understand how prosody conveys attitudinal stances (Ladd, 2008: 23). Note, however, that it
is assumed here that there is no one-to-one mapping between the attitudinal meaning of an
utterance and their prosodic realisation (e.g., Prieto, 2015: 374; Wichmann, 2002: 12).
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In order to get acquainted with how wh- and polar RQs and ISQs are usually realised
in German, the present chapter discusses what is already known about their phonological and
phonetic features. Other (partly related) languages are also taken into account.

4.2 Bringing linguistic disciplines together
4.2.1 British School and Autosegmental-Metrical framework
As previously indicated, literature on question intonation has especially focused on the final
intonation pattern of an utterance and its contribution to the overall meaning of an utterance.
Basically, there are two main approaches with respect to the description of phonologically
distinctive contours: the British School and the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) framework.
Within the framework of the British School, researchers usually focus on pitch contours or
tunes (a.o., Crystal, 1969; Cruttenden, 1994; Halliday, 1967; O'Connor & Arnold, 1973;
Bolinger, 1989, 1998; Kohler, 1991), while researchers within the AM framework work with
pitch levels (e.g., Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986; Ladd, 2008; see also Pike, 1972, who can
be seen as pioneer of the AM theory).
In the tradition of the British School, intonation is characterised by dynamic pitch
contours described by configurations consisting of "rise" and "fall". Some authors
additionally differentiate between low and high falls, low and high levels and low and high
rises (e.g., Cruttenden, 1994; Kingdon, 1958; O'Connor & Arnold, 1973). The "nuclear tone"
is the most important and the only mandatory part of the contour of the "tone group". The
nuclear accent can be described as fall, rise, fall-rise, rise-fall, rise-fall rise and level (high,
mid and low) for English (Gut, 2009: 201). The nucleus divides the contour into what follows
it (i.e., tail) and into what precedes it (i.e., head) starting at the first accented syllable of the
intonational phrase (IP) and the pre-head preceding the head of the contour.
The AM-framework is one of the most influential standard models of intonational
analysis (Prieto, 2015: 372). The term "autosegmental-metrical" was originally coined by
Ladd (2008) referring to the approach that was developed by Pierrehumbert (1980). Within
the tradition of American structuralism, Pike (1972) presented an early level-based approach
referring to intonation in terms of distinct pitch levels. Pike used four different pitch levels
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(i.e., low, mid, high, extra-high) arguing that "four levels are enough to provide for the
writing and distinguishing of all of the contours which have differences of meaning so far
discovered" (cf. Pike, 1972: 26). Grice, Baumann and Benzmüller (2005: 58) state that within
the AM-theory, more recent level-based approaches make use of two (H, L) or three (H, L,
M) relative levels for the description of intonation. Intonational pitch contours are described
as sequences of a pitch accent and a boundary tone. These pitch accents are described as tonal
movements that associate with the stressed syllables of an utterance and are represented by
H(igh) and L(ow). If they are prominent or accented, they are marked by an asterisk (*),
which indicates that they are associated with the prominent syllable (e.g., monotonal: H*, L*;
bitonal: L+H*, H+!H*). Boundary tones are also represented by H and L; the association with
the edges of phrase boundaries is marked by an additional percentage sign (e.g., L%, H%).
They can be subdivided into phrase accents and boundary tones that are associated with the
ends of prosodic phrases.
Two major developments within traditional intonation theories can be observed. The
first one is called "compositional approach", according to which the contour is regarded as
being composed of independent meaningful units (e.g., Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990),
while the other approach focuses on a "holistic approach" regarding the contour as a whole
meaningful unit (e.g., Liberman & Sag, 1974: 373). Following Prieto (2015), the
compositional approach is still regarded as standard within the AM model. There are,
however, results suggesting that the nuclear configuration (holistic) approach might be the
better choice in explaining why certain combinations of pitch accents and boundary tones are
more commonly used than others and that the last pitch accent in the final intermediate phrase
constitutes a strong predictor for the following boundary tone (Dainora, 2002). More
specifically, the results of a corpus study concerning standard American English show that
"pitch accents and boundary tones are not chosen independently" (cf. Dainora, 2002: 107). A
similar finding is reported by Steedman (2014), who has shown that final boundary tones
contribute to the meaning of an utterance but need the additional impact of the nuclear pitch
accent type. Following Steedman (2014: 13), the choice of the pitch accent type denotes if a
current information is added to the CG, while the final boundary tone distinguishes whether
the speaker or the addressee is the one who succeeds/fails in causing/supposing the
theme/rheme to be added to the CG (called "agency" in Steedman, 2014).
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Excursus: the ToBI system
As the literature discussed in this thesis refers to findings of different intonation traditions, it
is necessary to give a short introduction to ToBI. Since several authors use MAE ToBI
("Mainstream American English Tones and Break Indices") to report findings that are also
relevant for the remainder of this dissertation, the respective labels will be introduced. With
respect to the empirical part of this thesis, the "German Tones and Break Indices" system
(GToBI) will be used throughout. 12 The AM framework constitutes the basis for ToBI
("Tones and Break Indices"), i.e., annotation conventions that follow the principles of AM
theory and are used in different languages (Grice et al., 2005 for German; Beckman &
Pierrehumbert, 1986; Grice et al. 1996 for MAE ToBI).
GToBI describes a set of labelling conventions that is used in order to describe
German intonation (Grice & Baumann 2002; Grice et al. 2005) and was developed by Grice et
al. (1996). It assumes three different transcription levels called "tiers": On the tone tier, the
pitch contour is transcribed in terms of tonal events (i.e., pitch accents, boundary tones). The
second tier, a break index tier, allows to label the boundary strength. The text tier allows for
an orthographic transcription of the words that is realised in the signal (Grice et al., 2005: 63).
Pitch accents are either H(igh) or L(ow) and can occur as monotonal (L*, H*) or as bitonal
pitch accents (L+H*, L*+H, H+L*, H+!H*). If they are prominent or accented they are
marked by an asterisk (*), which indicates that they are associated with the prominent
syllable. Boundary tones can mark the intermediate phrase (ip, H-, L-) or the IP (L%, H%).
IPs are usually determined by pauses and can be made up of one or even more ips. An ip in
turn contains one or more pitch accents.
In contrast, MAE ToBI has five pitch accent types for accented syllables (L*, H*,
L*+H, L+H* and the downstepped H+!H*), two boundary tones (H-, L-) marking the ip, an
optional initial boundary tone (%H) and two final boundary tones (H%, L%) marking the IP.
ToBI is well suited for the phonetic analysis of prosody, since the phonological representation
is mapped onto a phonetic realisation. Hence, ToBI combines both phonological as well as
phonetic parameters to describe tones as abstract phonological concepts that are represented
by actual phonetic values in terms of, e.g., measurable F0-changes.

12

Please note that the new consensus annotation system for German intonation called DIMA ("Deutsche
Intonation: Modellierung und Annotation"; German Intonation: Modelling and Annotation; Kügler et al. 2015;
Kügler et al. 2019) offers the possibility to include fine-grained differences in the annotation compared to
GToBI (e.g., disfluencies, three prominence levels for pitch accents, comment tier e.g., for specific emotions).
However, the inter annotator-agreement was bigger if GToBI was used.
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The following section will focus on how researchers working in the fields of prosody,
semantics and pragmatics have started to investigate intonational meaning, and will give an
overview of specific contours and their respective meaning.

4.2.2 Intonational meaning
It is well known that human communication does not only involve the bare expression of
propositional content in terms of realised words and utterances. An essential aspect in daily
communication is that speakers are able to express their personal beliefs and intentions, their
commitments and their attitude with respect to the realised proposition by producing pitch
contours and other prosodic characteristics (Prieto, 2015: 371). Prieto defines pitch contours –
often in combination with other prosodic features – as "key contributors to the modus aspects
of sentences" (cf. Prieto, 2015: 371). That is, a sentence can convey several nonpropositional
meanings solely depending on how an utterance is produced by the speaker, as illustrated in
(31) with some of its possible nonpropositional meanings in (32).

(31) "I am cold."
(32) "Can you please close the window?"
"I believe you should know."
"I am contradicting you."
"I am surprisingly/uncomfortably cold."

The example above indicates that intonation has various communicative functions ranging
from a speaker's attitude (e.g., Pike 1972; Ladd et al., 1986; O'Connor & Arnold, 1973) to a
pragmatic perspective regarding different speech act types (e.g., Sag & Liberman, 1975) and
to grammatical meanings associating particular tones with specific syntactic structures, such
as interrogatives and declaratives (e.g., Halliday 1967; Sag & Liberman, 1975; Prieto, 2015;
Haan, 2002). A number of investigations have focused on the analysis of intonation with
respect to discoursal meanings in terms of the relationship between particular intonation
contours and the propositional content on the one hand and mutual beliefs of interlocutors in a
current discourse on the other hand (e.g., Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990), the speaker's
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expectations (or bias) towards a particular answer to the question (e.g., Asher & Reese, 2007),
and the relationship between (original) speaker belief and contextual evidence
(e.g., Domaneschi, Romero & Braun, 2017).
However, the collaboration between intonation and formal semantics and pragmatics
is very recent (Prieto, 2015: 372) since previous investigations primarily focused on
intonational form, and not the meaning of intonation. The assumption was that the meaning of
intonation is systematic and that a particular tone usually relates to a particular meaning
(e.g., Cruttenden, 1994: 98). However, these meanings have mainly been discussed without
taking other factors (e.g., such as context or attitude) into account.
Researchers working in the field of prosody have focused on suprasegmental features,
such as tone, intonation, duration and speed. The AM-framework of intonation has supported
the idea to regard intonation as a phonological property of the linguistic system, giving rise to
the expression of "intonational phonology" (Prieto, 2015: 372). Researchers working on
intonational phonology have mainly focused on the question how linguistically relevant
movements in pitch can be encoded in a systematic and thorough way without ignoring the
phonetic properties. For English, Hirschberg and Ward (1992) state that neither propositional
attitudes nor speech acts provide sufficient characterization of certain tunes. They suggest that
tunes specify a particular relationship between the propositional content of the realised
utterance and the mutual beliefs of interlocutors in a discourse. These studies already
highlighted the importance of the nucleus of the tune (i.e., the stressed syllable that occurs in
the last accented word) and its tail (i.e., all syllables that follow the nucleus until the end of
the phrase, e.g., O'Connor & Arnold, 1973: 13ff.).
This is also true for the nuclear configuration (nuclear pitch accent type plus final
boundary tone) within the AM theory with respect to the final configuration in polar and whquestions. In contrast, prenuclear pitch accents are still insufficiently investigated with respect
to intonational meaning (see Baltazani, 2006; Petrone & Niebuhr, 2014 for investigations with
respect to prenuclear pitch accents).
Back then, however, intonation was still a "half-tamed savage" (Bolinger, 1978: 475),
as researchers had hardly taken the semantic and pragmatic perspective into account (Prieto,
2015: 371f.). It is important to note that one half of the untamed savage is usually associated
with the gradience of phonetic variation conveying differences with respect to paralinguistic
meaning concerning attitude. In contrast to research on intonation, semantics and researchers
working in the fields of Gricean or post-Gricean pragmatics have (although cautiously)
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addressed intonational meaning, for instance, to show how it contributes to the analysis of
conventional and conversational implicatures (e.g., Krifka, 2017; Potts, 2007; Prieto, 2015;
Ward & Hirschberg, 1985). Recent multidimensional and dynamic semantic models of
meaning have in part investigated the meaning of intonation (Prieto, 2015: 372). Additionally,
the past decades have shown that the meaning of intonation is also essential for other
linguistic disciplines, such as language acquisition dealing with the acquisition of tones at a
particular age, or with the cognitive processing of prosody (Prieto, 2015: 372).

4.2.3 The role of intonation in consideration of context and attitude
Cruttenden claims that the interpretation of an utterance always depends on its context
(Cruttenden 1994: 157). One of the possible factors determining the meaning of intonation is
the speaker's attitude, which is why researchers started to focus on the speaker's attitude (and
hence the previous context) in relation to the realised utterance (e.g., Crystal, 1969). In this
respect, Crystal argues that every single utterance is restricted by the context of situation.

"At any particular time and place, an individual communicates by
making use of behavioural events which he feels to be relevant to his
message […] but his ability to do this will be restricted […] by the
pressures which are a part of his immediate context of situation, i.e.
the restricted environment within which he makes or receives a
communication."
(Crystal, 1969: 97)

Hence, context and attitude (see also Halliday, 1966; Pike, 1972; Ladd et al., 1986: 125)
influence the intonational meaning since a speaker tends to convey their attitudinal
(or emotional) state in daily conversation. Daily conversation in turn depends on the
communicative context, as emphasised by Crystal (1969) and as previously suggested for
RQs (see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4). Batliner (1989) investigates the interaction between the
intonation of a target sentence and the addressee's expectation that is triggered by the context
sentences (see also Bishop, 2012). In one of Batliner's studies, the target sentence was
presented with a final rise that was resynthesised along a rise-fall continuum. Results indicate
that the expectation triggered by the context sentence can override the intonational form
(Batliner, 1989: 107f.). He furthermore states that the feature of intonation often tends to be
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associated with specific interpretations but that intonation itself has no proper meaning.
Instead, intonation receives meaning in a certain context (and in combination with other
features; Batliner, ibid.).
In contrast to the commonly assumed form-function relation between sentence type on
the one hand and intonation on the other hand, Geluykens (1987) argues that it is rather
unlikely that there are simple relationships between the prosodic form and the pragmatic
function. Geluykens (1987: 491) therefore suggests that it is most likely to assume "a number
of other factors [that] contribute to an utterance having question-status in actual discourse."
This assumption is based on the findings of his perception study concerning "queclaratives" in
British English (i.e., utterances with the form of a declarative and the function of requests for
information). Geluykens investigates whether a rising intonation can turn a declarative
utterance into a queclarative. The results suggest that a rising intonation pattern does not
inevitably result in question interpretations. Therefore, Geluykens (1987: 491f.) highlights the
importance of the preceding linguistic context as an obvious marker of questions and
furthermore points at loudness and tempo as being further relevant prosodic cues as
contributing to the interpretation of questions (Geluykens, ibid.).
Similarly, another recent study that highlights the importance of context with respect
to the final contour is presented by Petrone and Niebuhr (2014). They investigate the
perception of lexically and syntactically unmarked questions in Northern Standard German
using the indirect-identification paradigm, where participants were asked to judge whether or
not a given stimulus was compatible with the presented context. Their results suggest that
target utterances with a final falling nuclear pitch accent contour can be perceived and
interpreted as a question and that a final rise does not necessarily have to mark an utterance as
a question. However, if there is no clear pragmatic context, listeners tend to interpret the
rising and not the falling nuclear tune as a question tune.
Cutler (1977: 110) uses the term "intonational effect" and claims that the actual effect
that is exercised by the intonation of an utterance heavily depends on the context in which the
respective utterance appears. She furthermore assumes that intonational meaning is only
entirely accessible in interaction with context (see also Grice & Baumann, 2002: 286f. and
Michalsky, 2017: 50 for German).
Researchers have also addressed the question whether the meaning of a certain
intonation pattern is conventionalised and appears to be stable across different kinds of
contexts or whether they depend on the context in which they appear. In this respect, Prieto
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(2015) claims that there are some aspects of tunes with a specific meaning that appear to be
stable across contexts which is why those meanings can be considered as propositional in
nature, while others seem to be more context-dependent (e.g., speakers may signal multiple
layers of meaning by using a specific intonation contour). For instance, Armstrong and Prieto
investigate "the relative semantic weight of intonation and context on the hearer's
interpretation of the speaker's belief" (cf. Armstrong & Prieto, 2015: 82), and more
specifically, how listeners use context and intonation in order to make conclusions and
inferences about the speaker's state of belief. They empirically studied the effect of five
different types of bias (unbiased, mild positive bias, strong positive bias, mismatch bias – all
triggered by the context) on two intonation contours that are known to be used for the
realisation of polar questions in Puerto Rican Spanish. Participants were first presented with a
written context (i.e., a conversation between two interlocutors) followed by a response
participants listened to. Their task was to rate the auditory stimulus in the given context on a
seven-point Likert scale. The results indicate that contexts can affect intonational meaning to
different degrees depending on the type of contextual bias. More specifically, the findings
show that for strongly biased contexts, the mean rating of the perceived belief did not reflect
the meaning that was actually conveyed by the intonation contour. Instead, it reflected the
bias that was triggered by the context.

In literature on attitude, authors generally agree on the fact that in conversation, speakers
convey meanings (simply by how they say something) that differ from (or go beyond) what is
actually said (Knowles, 2014; Ladd, 1978; Wichmann, 2000; 2002; for irony see Cutler, 1974
and Niebuhr, 2014). Context and attitude are closely related in everyday language as previous
situations or utterances trigger verbal reactions on the part of the listener (Escandell-Vidal,
2012: 643). Production studies usually make use of that when participants are asked to realise
target sentences on the basis of previously presented contexts. It remains to be seen whether
the prosodic realisation of an RQ – as an emotive interrogative occurring in strongly
attitudinally and expressively coloured contexts with clear speaker intentions and attitudes –
is influenced by a specific attitude that is triggered by the context. This question will be
addressed in Part III of this thesis.
Similar to the relation between intonation and meaning, it has been claimed that
specific intonation patterns convey particular attitudes (e.g., Fónagy & Magdics, 1963), but
this assumption is mainly based on single examples rather than empirical analyses. In
contrast, Wichmann (2002) assumes that prosody constitutes a unit together with the event,
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the prior knowledge of interlocutors, and their relationship, which helps interlocutors to
interpret an utterance correctly. Wodarz (1960: 80) states that several attitudinal aspects may
change the common (or unmarked) use of intonation, e.g., questions can also be realised with
a falling pattern instead of the expected rising intonation. For German, Scherer et al. (1984:
1354) show that nonverbal cues entailed in the speech signal clearly contribute to the
conveyance of a speaker's attitude. The authors suggest that features, such as voice quality,
can function in parallel with, but also independently of any information in the (con)text that is
of affective nature. Similarly, von Essen (1964: 60f.) assumes that for leading questions with
a final fall in German, the expected final rise can be overwritten by an emotional stance, such
as being harsh and overbearing.
Cruttenden (1994: 96f.) shows that different descriptions of intonation in the past have
highlighted the grammatical meaning, the discoursal meaning or the attitudinal meaning.
Approaches that highlight the grammatical meaning propose that specific tones (in the
tradition of the AM model) or tunes (in the British tradition) are typically associated with
certain syntactic structures, such as declaratives and questions (Cruttenden, 1994: 97). The
discoursal approach focuses on intonational meaning with regard to the mutual knowledge
that is shared between speaker and addressee and the expectation a speaker has with respect to
an addressee's reply. Cruttenden (1994: 97) furthermore emphasises that it is not possible to
draw a clear distinction between the discoursal approach and the attitudinal approach,
especially not for attitudinal labels, such as interested, protesting or impressed. He claims
that these labels as well as joy, anger or fear are reflected in prosody by (combinations of)
features, such as a speaker's accent range, register, tempo, and loudness. Similarly, Ladd and
colleagues remark that the absence of successful analyses regarding the intonational
realisation of speaker attitudes might be explained by the fact that "attitude is inextricably
linked with grammatical and discourse-related intonational function [which are both in turn]
part of the more general problem of pragmatic inference and interpretation" (cf. Ladd et al.,
1986: 127). Hence, an approach regarding attitude as being independent from discoursal or
attitudinal functions might result in different analyses and results.
With respect to RQs, Frank (1990: 723) states that not only the traditional speech act
theory has its limitations, but also particular concepts, labels and methods taken from
discourse analysis are not sufficient in order to identify and describe the communicative
functions of RQs. For instance, in the context of intonational meaning, there is no advantage
in insisting on specific labels as being either discoursal or attitudinal as far as nuclear tones
and their meanings are concerned (Cruttenden, 1994: 97).
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According to Wichmann et al. (2009), speech variations are affected by an emotional
stance or attitudinal state that is additionally expressed and perceptible in a speaker's prosodic
realisation (see also Wichmann, 2002; Winkler, 1959). Consequently, pragmatic effects can
be regarded as the product of the combination of what a speaker says and how they say it
(Wichmann et al., 2009: 1). For instance, the same phonological choice can change a question
into a command or it can change an utterance from a declarative into a question depending on
the context (Wichmann et al. 2009: 1; see also Ladd et al., 1986). Wichmann et al. (2009: 2)
differentiate between the choice of a specific intonational contour on the one hand and the
production of an individual contour on the other hand, which can be realised with specific
pitch range characteristics that convey paralinguistic functions. The authors suggest that any
prosodic realisation that diverges from a default in terms of a general norm automatically
suggests an implied meaning similar to textual implicatures. Interpreting the implied meaning
of an utterance requires the understanding of how such speech variations are produced and
perceived. This issue can be accomplished by, e.g., investigations in terms of a speaker's
attitudinal or emotional behaviour (e.g., Wichmann et al., 2009) or research into intonation
terms like strident or dynamic and their corresponding acoustic correlates.
With respect to context and attitude, voice quality soon became a central feature of the
investigation of emotional prosody. Scherer, for instance, claims that "although fundamental
frequency parameters (related to pitch) are undoubtedly important in the vocal expression of
emotion, the key to the vocal differentiation of discrete emotions seems to be voice quality"
(cf. Scherer, 1986: 145). Mozziconacci states that "it is clear that high recognition
performance of emotions cannot be obtained through pitch manipulation only, and that other
aspects, such as duration and voice quality must also be taken into consideration"
(cf. Mozzionacci, 1995: 181).
For instance, in a series of judgement studies, Scherer et al. (1984: 1354) show for
German that nonverbal cues that are entailed in the speech signal clearly contribute to the
conveyance of a speaker's attitude. For English, Murray and Arnott (1993) suggest that a
breathy voice quality is generally associated with the positive emotion happiness, but also
with anger or fear (see also Gobl & Ní Chasaide 2003 for Southern Irish English).
Furthermore, also for English, breathy voice is characteristic for intimacy, while a whispery
voice is often realised in confidential situations (e.g., Laver, 1980).
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Having defined the important factors for the remainder of this thesis, Figure 5
illustrates the different components working together at the interface between prosodic
realisation and meaning in a conversation.13

Figure 5: A simplified illustration of the assumed interplay between context, prosodic
realisation, lexis and attitude of an utterance in a conversation.

More precisely, with respect to the realisation of RQs in daily conversation, Figure 5 shows
that depending on whether the realised utterance in a specific context is a question or a
statement. Additionally, the lexical-semantic characteristics as well as a speaker's
(im)politeness or (un)sureness give shape to the prosodic realisation of an RQ and in turn
allow listeners to infer if an utterance is intended as RQ. As illustrated, different types of
attitudes of the speaker (i.e., towards what they say, towards the addressee and towards a
speaker's actual physical attitudinal state; e.g., Haan, 2002: 9)14 may interact with each other
as indicated by the vertical arrow.
Other potential factors that could be included in Figure 5 are temporal information in
terms of a potential chronology (e.g., A influences B, which in turn influences C) as well as
the possible predominance of one factor over another, or the appropriateness of an utterance
in a particular social setting (see Vaissière, 2004). However, these issues go far beyond this
thesis and will thus be left for further research. Instead, this thesis assumes that all factors,
i.e., context, lexis, and attitude, are crucial factors for the prosodic realisation of RQs. More
specifically, based on the findings of previous research, this thesis assumes that RQs are
13

Note that the syntactic structure will not be discussed in this thesis. Its potential influence on the prosodic
realisation was controlled by keeping the target interrogatives' syntactic structure similar.
14
It is not the purpose of this thesis to differentiate between the attitude towards what is said and attitude that
arises due to the relationship between speaker and addressee.
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context-sensitive in so far as their prosodic realisation is not exclusively based on what may
be attributed to prosodic characteristics of RQs, but rather on a combination of prosodic
characteristics of RQs and a speaker's attitude that is triggered by the preceding context. That
is, prosodic characteristics may not exclusively convey the mere and abstract meaning that a
given interrogative is an RQ, but also additional attitudinal features that almost always
resonate a fine-grained function of a particular RQ in the current discourse.

4.3 Phonological properties of wh- and polar RQs and ISQs
The empirical investigations presented in this thesis are primarily concerned with the
(post-)nuclear contour of RQs, i.e., the nuclear tune. In what follows, the (post-)nuclear pitch
movement corresponds to what is usually understood as final pitch movement of an utterance.
The final rise or final fall of an utterance is usually associated relative to the nuclear pitch
accent level (e.g., Gunlogson, 2001: 12).
Question intonation (especially the final pitch movement) has been in the focus of
numerous investigations and debates, especially with respect to the basic division between
rising and falling nuclear tunes (i.e., the nuclear accent with the subsequent pitch movement
until the terminus, e.g., Gunlogson, 2001: 12). Researchers furthermore focused on the
relationship between grammar, on the one hand, and intonation on the other hand, placing
special emphasis on the division between questions and statements, since it seemed that they
could easily be mapped onto the use of rising and falling nuclear tunes (Cruttenden, 1981:
78). In that respect, assumptions based on introspection will be reported first before empirical
investigations will be addressed in the following.
Languages such as English and German show a close relationship between the
syntactic form on the one hand and intonation on the other hand (e.g., Halliday, 1967; von
Essen, 1964). References to this relationship can be found, e.g., in literature on language
teaching of German and also in early investigations of German intonation, which address the
intonational contrast between questions and non-questions. Griesbach (1991: 212), for
instance, states that questions can be recognised in verbal conversation by their question
intonation, however, without specifying what the term "question intonation" concretely
means.
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According to Hirst and di Cristo (1998: 1), it has been observed for many languages
that a raised pitch (either final or non-final) rather than a lower pitch is used in order to signal
that an utterance is intended as a question or a statement. Batliner (1991: 147) supports this
claim by stating that the model of question intonation can be summarised by saying that
questions have a high F0 at the end of the utterance, while non-questions show a low F0 at the
utterance end. Isačenko and Schädlich (1964: 43) suggest that a final tonal break (rising vs.
falling) alone is important to identify the syntactic character of a sentence as interrogative or
non-interrogative. The authors assume that in this binary opposition, the final rising tonal
break constitutes question intonation (marked case), while declarative sentences are produced
with a falling (or rising-falling) final tonal break (unmarked case). This tendency is also
supported by the frequency of occurrence of questions with a final rise, as a final rising
intonation occurs more often in interrogative sentences than in any other sentence types
(Stock & Zacharias, 1973: 138).
So far, the reported observations show the tendency to classify a final rise primarily as
the prototypical intonational feature of genuine questions. Empirical studies, however, have
shown that with respect to question types such as polar and wh-questions, the binary
distinction is much too simplistic and does not depict how ISQs of both question types are
actually produced by speakers in everyday language. Gósy and Terken (1994) note that
although the realisation of the final rise is prevailing for questions, it is not a universal
phenomenon from a cross-linguistic perspective, as, e.g., a high final pitch in Hungarian polar
questions does not signal interrogativity. This is also true for polar questions in African Gur
languages. Findings for 18 African Gur languages show that the realisation of polar questions
is mainly characterised by a falling intonation, a deceleration of the speaking rate and a low
word tone (Rialland, 2004).
In contrast, for German, von Essen (1964: 64) suggests three different forms of
intonation types and postulates a difference between polar and wh-questions: the terminal
intonation type with a final fall, the continuation intonation type with a raised voice and the
interrogative intonation type with a distinctive high final voice, such as in polar questions
facing the addressee with a yes/no decision. For wh-questions, von Essen states that they are
primarily produced with a terminal intonation, but that they can also be realised with an
interrogative intonation. Pheby claims that in neutral German polar questions, the final pitch
rises, while wh-questions are realised with a final fall (Pheby, 1975: 154f.). Stock and
Zacharias state that German polar questions are more frequently characterised by a final rise
than wh-questions, which are lexical-semantically marked (Stock & Zacharias, 1973: 138).
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Most of the investigations reported so far are of an introspective nature rather than
based on empirical data. In contrast, with respect to empirical investigations, Ultan (1969: 45)
analysed 79 randomly selected languages (both tone and intonation languages); he also comes
to the conclusion that a "widespread contrast between a terminal falling and a terminal rising
contour" is given and associates finality and conclusiveness with a falling contour and
questioning, doubt and suspension with a rising contour. Nearly all polar questions (i.e., in 50
out of 53 languages that have polar ISQs) were produced with a higher pitch. Thirty-eight of
those 53 languages also show a terminal rise, while only 9 out of 16 languages that have whquestions show a final rise for wh-questions and the remaining 7 languages show a final fall
for wh-questions.
In contrast, results of the study presented by Hirst and di Cristo (1998) show that in
none of the 20 investigated languages wh-questions were produced with a final rise. In
Bolinger's (1978) investigation of wh-questions, there are only 3 out of 17 languages that
predominantly show a final rise in wh-questions. In literature on the intonation of English,
wh-questions also seem to be primarily associated with a final fall (e.g., Cruttenden, 1981:
78ff.; Bolinger, 1989; 106ff.; Halliday, 2015: 25f). In contrast, unmarked polar questions are
characterised as being realised with a terminal rise as shown by Bolinger (1989: 106ff.),
whose findings indicate that only four out of 41 languages show no final rise for yes/no
questions (see also Cruttenden 1981: 84). For spontaneous speech of various everyday
situations in English, Geluykens (1988), however, shows that turn-final polar questions were
most frequently realised with a final fall. Bolinger (1978) also shows that in 32 out of 36
languages, polar questions are realised with a final rise.
In a corpus study regarding polar questions in American English, Hedberg and Sosa
(2011) show that polar questions are most often realised with rising intonation (see also
Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990). Gussenhoven (1984: 209), presenting an investigation of
the prosody of English and Dutch, claims that the tendency that falls are more often observed
in wh-questions than in polar questions is based on the assumption that speakers who produce
a wh-question might or at least pretend to know which specific information they are interested
in (in contrast to when they ask a polar question). In other words, Gussenhoven suggests that
speakers might be less doubtful that this specific information they are interested in is relevant.
This is in line with the observation that a high final rise in wh-questions sounds interested
and concerned in terms of speaker involvement (e.g., Jarman & Cruttenden, 1976; Gibbon,
1998: 88f.; Kohler , 1995: 197; see also Section 4.7).
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With respect to German RQs, von Essen (1964: 66) states that they can be realised
with both, a final continuation rise (i.e., with a raised voice) as well as an interrogative
intonation (i.e., with a distinctive high final voice).15 Bartels (1999) defines RQs as intended
indirect requests or assertions of a state of affairs thus shaping the notion of assertiveness.
According to this account, assertiveness is not attributed to the final boundary tone, but rather
to the phrase tone of an utterance. If intonational contours have a rising phrase tone and an
additional rising boundary tone, the utterance is assumed to be non-assertive, while a fallingrising contour is assumed to be assertive. Bartels states that the intonational characteristics of
English RQs depend "on the grammaticalized attitude 'assertiveness' per se, which in turn
affects questionhood" (cf. Bartels, 1999: 253).
In contrast to von Essen, Bartels (1999: 144) claims that RQs are not always rising in
intonation but are usually produced with a final fall. This is especially true if RQs are used as
exclamations (e.g., "Are you crazy?"), where the intonation they are produced with
corresponds to the intonation of the underlying speech act which is of an assertive nature.
Bartels (1999: 255f.) states that polar questions with a high-rising boundary tone (H-H%) can
be interpreted as an RQ or as an ISQ, whereas polar questions that end in a final low
boundary tone (L-L%) are more likely to be interpreted as an RQ than an ISQ. The falling
(either rise-fall or less frequently a simple final fall, e.g., Quirk, et al., 1985: 826) intonation
pattern assumed to be the default for wh-questions allows for both, an RQ and an ISQ
interpretation. In contrast, a wh-question with a rising contour can only be associated with an
ISQ interpretation (Bartels, 1999: 256). This, however, does not mean that the L- indicates
non-questionhood per se: Bartels (1999: 257) points at nontonal cues, such as context, that are
necessary in order to arrive at the intended interpretation (see Part III of this thesis).
In contrast to Bartels' assumption with respect to polar questions, Geluykens (1988:
467) states that speakers do not use intonation in order to distinguish genuine polar questions
from interrogatives that do not have question status, such as RQs. In his corpus-based analysis
of English, he found 11 polar RQs from which 7 were produced with a non-rising pattern and
4 ended in a rise. Note, however, that the dataset is very small which might explain why the
author makes no further comments on RQs.
In contrast to Geluykens (1988), Han (2002: 215) claims that speakers do use
intonation in order to distinguish polar ISQs from RQs. Unlike polar ISQs, which Han (2002:

15
It is important to note, however, that von Essen (1964) does not further differentiate between rhetorical polar
and wh-questions.
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215) characterises as being realised with a rising intonation, polar RQs are produced with a
final fall. This assumption is based on Han's claim that RQs are assertions (see Section 2.2)
and that the falling intonation in polar RQs expresses assertiveness similar to declarative
sentences, which are also assumed to have a falling intonation (see also Gunlogson, 2001). In
contrast to polar questions, Han makes no concrete claim about the intonational contour of
wh-RQs and only states "that the intonational contour serves as a cue that a wh-question is a
rhetorical question that expresses an assertion" (cf. Han, 2002: 217). However, as mentioned
in Section 2.3, assertiveness does not necessarily have to play a role with respect to RQs (e.g.,
Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007).
In a corpus study, Hedberg and Sosa (2011) investigate non-canonical questions in
American English and the correlation between the pragmatic function and their prosodic
realisation. Their results for wh-RQs show that 21 from 26 wh-RQs were realised with a kind
of fall (i.e., 10 high-falls, 8 rise-falls, 3 low-falls). However, the pragmatic category of RQs
set out by the authors subsumes all questions that are "not-information-seeking", such as RQs,
questions to self and back-channel questions. Hence, it might be possible that the 5 different
rising contours that were found for the category of non-ISQs were caused by the diversity of
question types that were subsumed in the class of non-ISQs.
In a further corpus study, Banuazizi and Creswell (1999) analyse the intonational
realisation of polar questions in the English SWITCHBOARD corpus, a body of telephone
conversation recordings between strangers. Overall, the authors analyse 2106 polar ISQs and
102 polar RQs, leaving aside the backchannel questions. Results show that polar ISQs were
predominantly realised with a final rise (89.7%), but 44.1% of the 102 RQs ended in a final
fall (L-L%), while 55.9% were produced with a final rise (H-H%).
Given the data situation and the contradicting findings with respect to corpus studies
on the one hand and introspective observations on the other hand, an extensive and systematic
experimental investigation of the intonation of string-identical RQs and ISQs is needed
(Chapter 6).
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4.4 Phonetic properties of wh- and polar RQs and ISQs
This section addresses the phonetic properties with respect to duration, voice quality – as the
fourth prosodic dimension – and intensity, since, for German and English, there are only few
insights from investigations on the phonetic realisation of questions (e.g., Wichmann, 2002:
12; Michalsky, 2017: 88). Following Cruttenden (1994: 2), pitch, duration and loudness are
the three phonetic characteristics that are usually analysed for linguistic purposes. For
instance, for Dutch, there are indications that the phonetic implementation contributes more to
the question intonation than phonology does (Haan, 2002: 224f., see also Uldall, 1962: 781ff.;
Geluykens, 1987: 491 for English). Additionally, Uldall (1962: 783) remarks that, apart from
the final contour, gesture, facial expression, tempo and voice quality can also contribute to the
correct identification of questions. This is supported by Mozziconacci and Hermes (1997),
who state that it is likely that the prosodic information on the attitude conveyed by the
speaker's utterance is not necessarily exclusively present in the global features of an utterance
(e.g., pitch level, pitch range), but also in more local characteristics.

Duration
Cruttenden (1994: 2) defines duration as a complex phonetic parameter, since there are
frequently influences of different nature that need to be taken into account, such as the innate
length of vowels. In previous production studies, duration has been shown to function as an
essential marker of sentence mode in different languages. More precisely, van Heuven and
van Zanten (2005: 90), who compare polar questions with declaratives, have shown for
Manado Malay (an Austronesian language) and the two Germanic languages Orkney English
and Dutch that overall sentence durations are shorter in ISQs than in corresponding
statements in those languages. For all three languages, the authors report a faster speech rate
(i.e., syllables per second) for polar questions compared to the corresponding statements
(van Heuven & van Zanten, 2005: 87). Based on their results, the authors regard duration
(or speech rate) as a secondary correlate to convey interrogativity (van Heuven & van Zanten,
2005: 96). For German, Niebuhr et al. (2010: 330) show similar findings revealing that
declarative questions were realised with shorter overall sentence durations and faster speaking
rates than corresponding statements.
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Various perception studies have shown that participants are able to disambiguate
questions from statements by using duration as prosodic cue in different languages, e.g., for
the distinction between echo-questions and statements in English (Srinivasan & Massaro,
2003), and in Dutch for the distinction between whispered declarative questions and
statements (Heeren & van Heuven, 2009). Heeren and van Heuven (2009: 2411) found that
duration in the perception of Dutch declarative questions in whispered speech (i.e., in the
absence of F0) was more important than in phonated speech. This indicates a shift of the
importance of the cues listeners pay attention to in the absence of F0 (see also Ho, 1977; Ma,
Ciocca, & Whitehill, 2011). In contrast, results concerning the perception of segmentally
identical polar questions and statements in Neapolitan Italian showed no durational
differences with respect to the modality of the sentence (Cangemi & D'Imperio, 2013).

Voice quality
In contrast to the quite well established parameter duration, voice quality (as a vocal
mechanism) might serve as a more fine-grained cue in the investigation of RQs. This was
already discussed with respect to attitude in Section 3.3.5. At present, the relevance of voice
quality – as the fourth prosodic dimension (see Campbell & Mokhtari, 2003) – for the
production and the identification of RQs in German is not well established.
Having Chapter 3 in mind, an argument why voice quality might play a role in the
production and the identification of RQs is that the vocal expression of so-called "basic
emotions" is an often involuntary behaviour (Yanushevskaya, Ní Chasaide, & Gobl, 2011:
2208). It is closely linked to distinct physiological changes, such as muscle tension on the one
hand and sympathetic arousal on the other hand (i.e., the so-called fight-or-flight response).
Not least because of this assumption, voice quality is often regarded from a paralinguistic
perspective, stating that it is well known that the so-called "tone of voice" constitutes an
essential part in the prosodic signalling of a speaker's attitude as described in Section 3.3.5
(e.g., Bänziger & Scherer, 2005; Brown & Prieto, 2017; Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Kohler &
Niebuhr, 2007; Ohala, 1996; Yanushevskaya et al., 2011). Voice quality is generally known
to globally change the meaning of an utterance (e.g., Creel et al., 2008), such as a
conspiratorial meaning as suggested by Cruttenden (1994: 179) and Crystal (1969: 63). Pike
argues that different voice qualities are seen as "socially significant gradations […] which
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affect the meaning of utterances, but are not organised into a rigidly limited set of contrastive
units" (cf. Pike, 1972: 99).
For English, Schourup (1982: 66) states that an exasperated attitude may result in a
breathy voice quality. Crystal assumes that "[the] general context of situation includes the
personal physical setting [and] particularly 'voice-quality' " (cf. Crystal 1969: 98, see also
Wichmann, 2002). He furthermore argues that different voice qualities (e.g., voice vs.
whisper) are correlated with particular contexts, such as a modal voice "is related to 'normal'
or 'unmarked' context, whisper to what may be termed 'conspiratorial' context" (cf. Crystal,
1969: 63; see also Cruttenden 1994: 179). Hence, since RQs are hardly imaginable to be
realised in a neutral (i.e., unemotional and factual) fashion, voice quality might play a role in
the realisation of attitude in RQs.
A specific investigation of voice quality in perception will give insights in the question
whether voice quality serves as a cue that helps interlocutors to identify a given interrogative
as rhetorical or information-seeking. Moreover, it will shed light on the question whether
voice quality is a prerequisite for the correct interpretation of an interrogative as being
rhetorical or not. In this context, it shall be stressed, however, that the analysis of voice
quality is based on the assumption that there is no one-to-one mapping between different
voice qualities and attitudes or voice qualities and illocution type (RQ vs. ISQ). Instead, it is
more likely that a given voice quality is associated with a cluster of different attitudes or
affective attributes as shown by Gobl and Ní Chasaide (2003). Moreover, getting empirical
evidence in order to answer the question whether the realisation of breathy voice quality in
the production of RQs is caused by speakers' attitude and whether the vocal characteristic
might hence be seen as an epiphenomenon in the realisation of RQs needs a more fine-grained
analysis of different attitudes. This issue is addressed in the post-hoc analysis in Chapter 9,
which has never been done before.

Intensity
Loudness, with its acoustic correlate intensity16, concerns the relative loudness of several
subsequent syllables in a speech signal or the loudness within a single syllable of an utterance
(e.g., Cruttenden, 1994: 2f.). Similarly, some vowels, i.e., open vowels, are acoustically
16
It is important to note that in literature on attitude, researchers prefer the term "loudness" instead of intensity,
since intensity in this context is preferred as describing the strength of the attitudinal stance.
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realised with a higher intensity than closed vowels. Physiologically, there is an inverse
relationship between breathiness and intensity (e.g., Cruttenden, 1994: 3; Gordon &
Ladefoged, 2001: 397). That is, the stronger the breathiness the lower the intensity, since a
breathy voice, which is characterised by egressive airflow escaping at the glottis (Gobl & Ní
Chasaide, 2003: 195), cannot reach a high intensity (see also Simpson, 2009b).
With respect to questions, Niebuhr (2015) investigates German wh- and V1-questions
showing that wh-questions are realised with a higher mean intensity (i.e., louder) than polar
questions. Liscombe, Venditti, and Hirschberg (2006) show that intensity helps listeners
(together with a final rise) to detect the turn in a student-computer tutor scenario.
Nevertheless, intensity can only be measured if the distance between the source (i.e., the
speaker) and the microphone remains constant.

4.5 Speaker- and gender-specificity
It is important to note that all prosodic characteristics that have been discussed so far are
likely to be used speaker or even gender specifically. For instance, for Greek, Arvaniti,
Baltazani, and Gryllia (2016) found empirical indications in a perception study that female
speakers were perceived as more polite if they realised wh-questions with a final !H%, and
that final rises are more often realised by female speakers than by male speakers. For English,
Lakoff (1973: 55f.) stated that women tend to frequently use a final rise in order to express
that they seek confirmation, but at the same time want to signal that they know the requested
piece of information. Lakoff (1973: 56) argues that this specific question intonation is what
makes women's speech more polite than that of men. He describes tag-questions as they tend
to be realised by women as polite statements which signal that they leave decisions open
without influencing the addressee. Jiang (2011) also found indications that female native
speakers of English use a high final boundary tone more frequently compared to men,
especially in polar questions.
Following Lakoff (1973: 55ff.), those findings are most likely based on learned or
acquired gender roles and cannot be reduced to anatomical differences. For instance,
concerning voice quality, Moore (1939) suggests that participants with a breathy voice quality
tend to be lower in dominance, but higher in introversion (see also Crystal, 1969: 66). Klatt
and Klatt (1990) report that female speakers tend to have a breathier voice than male
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speakers. Compared to male speakers, the breathier voice quality of female speakers in turn
influences their mean intensity, since breathiness results in a higher spectral tilt and hence in a
lower intensity level (e.g., Simpson, 2009b). Niebuhr (2015: 820) investigates gender specific
characteristics in the realisation of German lexical-semantically and syntactically marked
questions. He reports that the findings for participants' speaking rate and intensity suggest that
during the realisation of questions, male speakers are generally more oriented towards the
addressee in so far as they are more amenable and polite than female speakers. This
observation contrasts with the claim stated by Lakoff above, who argues that women's speech
is more polite than that of men. Moreover, Niebuhr (2015) found that men's mean intensity
level was higher than that of women and explains those findings with anatomical differences
between the female and male phonation process in particular with respect to the larynx.
Van Heuven and van Zanten (2005) also show gender specific effects for duration and
speaking rate for Orkney English. According to their results, the effect of clause type (polar
question vs. statement) on both syllable duration and word duration is larger for female
participants compared to male speakers and that questions are generally realised with a faster
speaking rate than statements. For Dutch, however, no such findings were reported, which
might be explained by the differing number of speakers per language (Orkney English: 11
male and 7 female; Dutch: 5 male and 5 female). Additionally, male speakers show a faster
speaking rate in the realisation of wh-questions. In contrast, female speakers have a faster
mean speaking rate in the production of polar questions.
It is important to note that the main focus of this thesis is to study and analyse the
prosodic realisation and the perception of German RQs. For this reason, the samples of
participants that took part in each of the studies were not especially balanced with respect to
gender. Note, however, that the gender-specific realisation and perception of RQs generally
constitutes a very interesting topic for future investigations.

4.6 Pilot study: Prosodic properties of German RQs and ISQs
In order to investigate the phonological properties of German RQs and ISQs, a pilot
production study was conducted (reported in Wochner et al. 2015). In this study, participants'
realisations of polar and wh-target interrogatives were recorded while participants interacted
in pairs, one of them as a speaker, the other one as an addressee. They were seated in a sound79
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attenuated booth facing each other and each of them had a notebook on a table. The speaker's
task was to silently read a given context on screen and to realise the subsequent target
interrogative aloud (e.g., polar: Sind wir denn in Belgien? "Are we in Belgium?", wh: Wer
spielt denn Domino? "Who plays Domino?"). The context either triggered a rhetorical or an
information-seeking interpretation and hence resulted in the realisation of an RQ or an ISQ.
The addressee's task was to silently read a given context on the screen (i.e., a short
version of the speaker's context containing less information). Additionally, the addressee was
presented with two possible answers from which one had to be chosen as a reaction to the
speaker's produced RQ or ISQ. One of the answer sentences was compatible with an ISQ in that
the addressee could give the information the speaker was asking for. The other answer option
was compatible with an RQ interpretation and allowed the addressee to agree with the
speaker.
Results concerning the intonational realisation of the nuclear tune (i.e., nuclear pitch
accent type and final boundary tone) in RQs and ISQs showed that both polar RQs and ISQs
were predominantly realised with a final high rise, but more often in ISQs than RQs (H-^H%,
ISQs: 80%, RQs: 51%). Furthermore, polar RQs were more often produced with a high
plateau (H-%, 39%) than polar ISQs (13%). For wh-questions, results showed that target
interrogatives of the two illocution types were mainly realised with a final fall
(L-%, ISQs: 92%, RQs: 99%).
The results for the nuclear pitch accent types for wh-RQs showed that they were most
frequently realised with a nuclear L*+H (44%) which only occurred in 12% of wh-ISQs. In
contrast, polar questions were equally often realised with an L* as the prevailing nuclear pitch
accent in both illocution types (RQs: 56%, ISQs: 56%). Furthermore, findings for both
question types indicate a tendency for ambiguous nuclear contours across illocution types,
i.e., L* H-^H% in polar questions and L+H* L-% in wh-questions, which suggests that the
same contours may signal different meanings. The two most frequent nuclear contours for whquestions were L*+H L-% for RQs, and L+H* L-% and H* L-% for ISQs. Grice, Baumann
and Benzmüller (2005: 72) characterise the H* L-% as being most frequent in neutral whquestions and L* H-^H% as most common for neutral polar questions in German, which is in
line with the results reported by Wochner et al. (2015).
In contrast, the two most specific nuclear contours in wh-questions, i.e., the nuclear
pitch accent types that clearly occurred more in one illocution type than in the other without
too much overlap, were the nuclear early peak (H+L*/H+!H*) in ISQs and the nuclear late80
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peak (L*+H) in RQs, both followed by a low boundary tone (L-%). Grice, Baumann and
Benzmüller (2005) list the early peak H+L* L-% configuration as being used for polite
requests. Besides H+L*, GToBI assumes a second early peak contour, viz. the nuclear
H+!H* (Baumann, 2006: 162; Grice et al., 2005: 65f.). Similar to H+L*, there is a higher
pitch previous to the accented syllable in H+!H*. The accented syllable, however, is rather in
the middle between the H-peak and the baseline of a speaker instead of being low as in the
H+L*. If a low boundary tone follows the H+!H*, a fall can be observed starting from the
preaccented syllable (Grice et al., 2005: 65f.). Depending on the segmental material, the fall is
either continuous or incremental.
Kohler's (1991: 160) early-peak for German is translated as H+L*/H+!H* in GToBI
(e.g., Baumann, 2006: 162). The early-peak, according to the Kieler Intonationsmodell
(KIM), is assumed to signal established facts. Note that for German, Rathcke and Harrington
(2006: 533) do not assume two distinct phonological categories for H+!H* and H+L*. Grice,
Baumann, and Jagdfeld (2009) also suggest to combine both early peaks into an H+!H*. It is
assumed that both early peaks signal givenness and that they are primarily used to refer to a
mutually believed predication (e.g., Baumann, 2006: 162; Baumann & Grice, 2006: 1641;
Baumann, Röhr, & Grice, 2015: 19). Based on the suggestion to regard both H+L* and
H+!H* as one category (e.g., Baumann, 2006: 162; Baumann, Röhr & Grice 2015: 19;
Baumann & Grice, 2006: 1641; Rathcke & Harrington, 2006: 533), the early peak will be
referred to as H+!H* in the following.
In contrast, the late peak L*+H (L-%) is associated with self-evident assertions and
with emotionally committed or sarcastic assertions (Grice et al. 2005: 39; see also Lommel
& Michalsky, 2017). Féry (1993) associates the L*+H with indignation and uncertainty.
Kohler's late-peak is associated with a speaker putting "emphasis on a new fact and contrast to
what should exist or exists in the speaker's or hearer's idea" (Kohler, 1991: 160f.), while the
late-peak in English has been associated with incredulity and uncertainty (Ward &
Hirschberg, 1985).
The pilot study by Wochner et al. (2015) also focused on phonetic characteristics of
RQs and string-identical ISQs. Findings with respect to duration showed that RQs were
realised with significantly longer overall sentence duration (on average 39.9ms) than ISQs in
both questions types (i.e., wh- and polar questions). Duration results were most noticeable for
the sentence-final object noun in wh-questions showing a significantly longer normalised
duration in RQs compared to ISQs.
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Voice quality was measured in the target sentences only in the first constituent
(i.e., the wh-word in wh-questions and the verb in polar questions). For the investigation of
voice quality, spectral tilt (i.e., the difference in amplitudes between H1 and A3) was analysed
in the middle of the first stressed vowel. Results showed that RQs of both question types were
realised with a steeper spectral tilt than ISQs indicating that RQs were realised with a
breathier voice quality than their string-identical counterparts. Based on these findings, it
might be expected that RQs that are produced with a breathier voice quality also show a lower
intensity compared to ISQs with a modal voice quality. This issue is analysed in Chapter 9.

4.7 Semantic and pragmatic properties of ISQs: final rise and final fall
As previously reported, many studies work with listeners' hearing impressions in order to
associate particular contours with specific meanings (Wichmann, 2002: 11). A listener's
hearing impression and the mapping onto categories that characterise the impression is what
most studies presented here rely on. For the current section, it is important to keep in mind
that the majority of polar ISQs are assumed to be produced with a final rise and wh-ISQs with
a final fall (albeit other patterns occur as well). Based on these assumptions, the focus now
lies on the question as to which attitudinal stances are perceived by the listener if the
prototypical contours are changed.
Following Cruttenden, approximately since the second half of the 20th century, the
"speakers' attitude has often been taken as most important" (cf. Cruttenden, 1981: 77; see also
Pike, 1972), which resulted in new forms of question analysis that was detached from the
standard definition assuming a final rise in questions in contrast to statements. Hence, the
meaning of intonation was increasingly discussed in consideration of speakers' attitude as for
instance by Halliday (1966) in the British tradition, who observed that speakers tend to "go
down when [they] know whether something is positive or negative [and, in contrast, speakers
tend to] go up when [they] don't know" (cf. Halliday, 1966: 131). Halliday and Matthiessen
(2004: 142) state that polar questions with a final fall sound peremptory, while wh-questions
that are realised with a final rise sound tentative. A similar observation has been reported by
O'Connor and Arnold (1973), who found that polar questions with a final fall and whquestions that were produced with a final rise were rated as less polite and less agreeable
than questions showing the reversed pattern in their final contour.
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Results of the listeners' ratings in the study by Scherer et al. (1984; see also Section
4.1), showed strong interactions of question types and contour types. For instance, polar
questions that were realised with a final fall were strongly rated as challenging (see also
Ladd, 2008: 22f.). Results for rising polar questions and falling wh-questions showed high
ratings with respect to agreeable and polite. In contrast, the reversed pattern (i.e., falling
polar questions and rising wh-questions) showed low ratings on the same scales.
A very concise description of the meaning of the final contours can be found in Ohala
(1983: 1). He assumes that a high pitch generally conveys politeness, while a low pitch
signals assertiveness (see also Bartels, 1999; Hirst & di Cristo: 1998: 415). Ohala (1983;
1984) established the so-called Frequency Code, which associates high frequencies with a
smaller person (and thus a lack of threatening intent) and low pitch with speaker's largeness
and dominance (and thus with a threat). Ohala bases his hypothesis on the assumption that
high pitch is cross-linguistically associated with smaller larynxes which contain smaller and
lighter vocal folds and can thus achieve faster vibration rates.
Gussenhoven (2002), focussing on the relationship between phonetics and phonology
with respect to intonational meaning, also uses the attribute asserting, but contrasts it, unlike
Ohala, with questioning and expands Ohala's frequency code by two more biological codes:
the Effort Code and the Production (Phase) Code. Basically, the Effort Code describes the
variation of the energy effort and assumes that more effort results in a precision of the
articulation process and a wider overall pitch range. The Production Code suggests that the
energy generation is available in phases since it is incorporated into the exhalation phase of
the respiration process. More precisely, according to this code, a high pitch is expected at the
beginning of the utterance, while a low pitch is associated with the end of an utterance. The
author claims that all three codes together "explain what is universal about the interpretation
of pitch variation" (cf. Gussenhoven, 2002: 47) and that they can furthermore convey
affective meanings that are related to the speaker's actual state. Gussenhoven furthermore
distinguishes between phonetic and phonological properties in the speech signal and
associates universal meanings of language with the phonetic implementation, while language
specific meanings are associated with the intonational morpho-phonology of a language. He
also shows that in many languages of the world, a higher pitch is associated with uncertainty
and questioning, while a lower pitch is usually associated with certainty and asserting.
Gussenhoven (2002) assumes that specific aspects of the phonetic realisation can be
grammaticalised and are reflected in tonal categories over time. With respect to questions,
Gussenhoven suggests to regard the final rise as a language-specific feature due to the
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phonological properties, which in turn can simultaneously be considered as a grammaticalization of phonetic parameters.
Hirschberg (2002) proposes to extend the Gricean approach (1975) by further Maxims
of Cooperative Conversation in order to capture intonational meaning and the biological
codes as suggested by Gussenhoven (2002). More specifically, she proposes to translate the
Frequency Code into what she calls the "Gricean maxim of pitch". This maxim states that
speakers should "[t]ry to match the rise or fall in the pitch of utterances to the degree of
confidence [a speaker wishes] to convey. [Speakers should let their] pitch rise to convey
uncertainty and fall to convey certainty" (cf. Hirschberg, 2002: 67). She furthermore suggests
that the meaning conveyed by variation in intonation is a type of conversational implicature
that arises from the Maxim of Pitch. Speakers can either obey this maxim when they are
indeed uncertain, "but they may also exploit the shared knowledge of the maxim to different
effect" (cf. Hirschberg, 2002: 67). Regarding intonational meaning as context-dependent and
non-truth functional allows Hirschberg to assume that not every final rising contour signals
uncertainty as suggested by the Maxim of Pitch and earlier by Gussenhoven (2002). Instead,
Hirschberg (2002: 67) claims that realising a rising contour can create another effect, e.g., an
RQ or an ironic utterance. For instance, depending on the previous context, a question like
Are we disturbing you, Mr. Smith? that is realised with a final rise, can have two meanings: a
meaning that conveys genuine uncertainty (context: A student who is waiting to see the professor) or an ironic flavour (context: In class said by a professor to a student who is sleeping).
Based on the results of an investigation with resynthesised stimuli taken from the
"Kiel Corpus of Spontaneous Speech" (cf. Kohler, Pätzold, & Simpson, 1997), Kohler (2004:
130) suggests that – in line with assumptions based on the Frequency Code – a rising pitch in
the final intonation pattern of questions signals subordination, a speaker's interest,
friendliness, and openness towards the addressee. For questions that are realised with a final
fall, Kohler suggests that the speaker signals dominance. The first observation is identical to
the one by O'Connor and Arnold (1973: 49f.). They suggest that a high final rise in whquestions sounds interested and concerned, which brings up the concept of interest and
involvement that was observed for English (e.g., Jarman & Cruttenden, 1976) and German
(e.g., Gibbon, 1998: 88f.; Kohler, 1995: 197).
In English, a falling final intonation pattern in polar questions is often described as
generating an expectation with respect to an answer (e.g., Crystal, 1969: 273; see also Han
2002: 219). For instance, on the basis of the results of a map-task in Upper Saxon German,
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Kügler (2003: 13) assumes that the meaning of the final intonation contour depends on a
speaker's expectation towards the possible answers to a question. With respect to positive
polar questions, his results indicate that participants usually realise them with L*+H accents
followed by a final fall in the case of questions seeking for confirmation and followed by a
final rise if they were realised as ISQs. Another type of expectation conveys a special kind of
emphasis and insistence and is commonly associated with a final fall in polar questions
(e.g., von Essen 1964: 48).
Another concept that often occurs in relation with interest and involvement is the
concept of politeness, which has been associated with a final rise in German polar questions
and was already mentioned above in the context of Ohala's frequency code (Kohler, 1977:
205). Von Essen (1964: 59) uses the term "Höflichkeitsmelodie" (free translation: politeness
melody) that is described by a rising contour and can be used in wh-questions in order to
sound more polite. In contrast, a falling final intonation pattern for polar questions is often
associated with assertiveness, aggressiveness (Ohala, 1983: 4), and with a commanding tone
(von Essen, 1964: 60) and is therefore mostly associated with impoliteness. Following Kohler
(2004: 130), a falling intonation pattern in German wh-questions conveys predictability and
routine and might therefore be associated with impoliteness. In contrast to rising polar
questions in German that have been described as signalling politeness, a falling final
intonation pattern in polar questions is often described as being suggestive in German
(von Essen, 1964: 60).
Hedberg and Sosa's (2011) argument structure established on the basis of their corpus
study also rests upon expectations towards the answer, or more specifically, on the
assumption that questions realised with a specific intonation are non-answer-seeking. They
investigate the meaning of English non-canonical wh-questions that are produced with a final
rise and polar questions that tend to fall. Their assumption concerning rising wh-questions is
based on a semantic account. They assume that context generally constraints the set of
possible answers to wh-questions and that a final rise on wh-questions signals "that the set of
possible answers actually under consideration is relatively small compared to the set that
could be assumed to be under consideration given the syntactic form of the question and the
context" (cf. Hedberg & Sosa, 2011: 7). They furthermore propose that the rising final part of
wh-questions signals that the realised question is non-inquisitive in contrast to a falling
intonation pattern of wh-questions which signals the opposite. Hedberg and Sosa (2011)
expand their idea of associating (relative) non-inquisitiveness with non-canonical intonation
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and conclude that this is also true for falling polar questions. Furthermore, they characterise
falling polar questions as being used for indirect announcements or requests for action.

4.8 Summary and conclusion
This chapter focussed on the junction between intonation, pragmatics and semantics in the
form of intonational meaning, especially with respect to the realisation of wh- and polar
questions, but also with first insights into RQs. It was shown that the meaning of question
intonation is systematic in so far as particular contours usually occur with an associated
meaning, the most fundamental one being that a majority of languages seem to realise whquestions with a final fall, while genuine polar questions are particularly produced with a final
rise. This difference in the prosodic realisation of question types serves as a baseline for the
analysis of the intonational realisation of RQs compared to string-identical ISQs. Concerning
phonetic properties, duration, voice quality and intensity have been introduced based on a
previous pilot study (Wochner et al. 2015).
The main purpose of this chapter was to show that linguists that are faced with the
complexity of intonational meaning cannot ignore potential effects of context and hence a
speaker's attitude. These factors are assumed to influence (and possibly override) aspects of
intonational meaning (a.o., Crystal 1969; Bolinger 1989; O'Connor & Arnold 1973). As RQs
tend to appear mainly in non-neutral contexts triggering the speaker's attitude and tend to
have specific functions (e.g., criticising, challenging, persuading), it is proposed that RQs are
closely related to both, context and attitude. The prosodic characteristics of a given RQ may
therefore not exclusively convey the mere and abstract meaning, but also additional attitudinal
features that are assumed to almost always resonate in the realisation of RQs. If the prosodic
realisation of RQs interacts with the previous context and with the attitude that is rooted in
this context, variation within the class of RQs should be detectable.
Earlier research also indicated that participants are able to distinguish questions from
statements by means of specific prosodic cues. So far, however, there are hardly any
perception studies in German that analyse the prosodic cues on whose basis addressees
understand and interpret a given interrogative as RQ (but see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8).
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In Chapter 5, the central research questions of this thesis are formulated on the basis of
the three background chapters.
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Chapter 5

Properties of RQs and research questions

Before the central research questions17 of this thesis are formulated, it is useful to summarise
the most important properties of RQs that have been discussed in the previous background
chapters so far.
First of all, in contrast to ISQs that have been defined as eliciting information from the
addressee (Groenendijk & Stokhof, 1984; Meibauer, 1986), RQs imply answers that are
already known to all interlocutors (e.g., Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007) – or are at least inferable
(Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007; Sadock, 1971, 1974) – and seek the addressee's commitment
with respect to the underlying proposition (Biezma & Rawlins, 2017). The answer to an RQ is
optional and may be given by both the speaker and the addressee (e.g., Banuazizi & Creswell,
1999; Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007; Han, 2002). Situations in which
RQs are used are characterised by mutual knowledge between speaker and addressee
(e.g., Biezma & Rawlins, 2017; Caponigro & Sprouse, 2007). A given interrogative can be
identified as RQ on the basis of its intonation, context, sentence type and NPIs
(e.g., Gutiérrez-Rexach, 1997). RQs are usually not realised out of the blue (a.o. Frank, 1990:
716, 737; Gunlogson, 2001: 2; see also Ilie 1995; Koshik 2003; Schaffer 2005; Meibauer
1986), but are strongly related to their context. They hardly appear in neutral contexts, since
attitudinal stances are a characteristic of emotive interrogatives such as RQs (Maynard, 2002:
256). Besides context, the "tone of voice", particles, the choice of the lexical elements as well
as world knowledge contribute to the interpretation of a given interrogative as being
rhetorical. The German modal particle denn is characterised as a particle that can occur in
RQs and ISQs (e.g., Bayer & Obenauer, 2011; Meibauer, 1986; Rattler, 1943; Thurmair,
1991b), indicating that it does not bias either one of the two possible readings.
Furthermore, particular similarities and conformities between RQs and ironic
utterances suggest that both phenomena are closely related to one another. Results concerning
RQs and irony have shown that voice quality and duration seem to be prosodic characteristics
that have been observed in both phenomena. Since it has been stated with respect to irony that
a speaker tries to minimise the risk of misunderstandings, it is assumed that specific prosodic

17

Based on previous literature, some of the research questions formulated in this chapter are based on P6 (i.e.,
Research questions 1, 2, and 4). Research question 3 is based on Research question 2, but specifically focuses on
voice quality as a fine-grained prosodic parameter. Research questions 5, 6, and 7 go beyond the research
questions of P6.
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characteristics in the signal help the addressee to detect complex nonliteral language, such as
RQs and irony.

In the previous chapter, it was shown that in various languages there is much more literature
on the prosodic characteristics of ISQs than on RQs. Hence, it is necessary to fill this gap. It
has been shown that there are intonation contours for genuine polar (final rise) and whquestions (final fall) that seem to be "preferred". Hence, Research question 1 focuses on the
phonological and phonetic differences between German RQs and string-identical ISQs of both
question types.

Research question 1
•

How do string-identical RQs and ISQs of the same question type (polar question
vs. wh-question) that are realised in specifically designed contexts differ
prosodically from each other with respect to their phonological and their phonetic
characteristics?

Research question 1 is investigated in the production study in Chapter 6. With the prosodic
characteristics that are identified for the realisation of German RQs and ISQs, it provides the
basis for all subsequent experiments reported in this thesis. On the one hand, results of the
production study will indicate whether the findings for German ISQs are consistent with the
final contours that are predominantly assumed. On the other hand, results will also give
indications about how RQs vary from the contours of German string-identical ISQs. Since
RQs have frequently been discussed against the background of their semantic and pragmatic
properties, a further unique feature of the study is the investigation of phonetic characteristics
that have hardly been investigated so far.
Research questions 2, 3 and 4 are investigated in the perception studies presented in
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. The previous chapter has shown that there are studies that
investigate the perception of questions, also for German. However, perception studies, which
are still less common than production studies, have mainly studied the disambiguation
between questions and string-identical statements.
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For instance, they have indicated that participants are able to identify questions based
on the usage of particular prosodic cues, such as duration. In previous production studies, it
has been shown that duration is as an essential marker of illocution type in different
languages, such as German, Orkney English, Manado Malay, and Dutch (e.g., van Heuven &
van Zanten, 2005; Niebuhr et al., 2010; Wochner et al., 2015). These findings are stressed by
results concerning the perception where it has been shown that participants are able to
disambiguate questions from statements by using duration as a prosodic cue in different
languages, such as English (e.g., Srinivasan & Massaro 2003) and Dutch (Heeren & van
Heuven, 2009; with the exception of Neapolitan Italian, see Cangemi & D'Imperio, 2013).
In contrast, there are only few insights from investigations on other phonetic features
with respect to questions (e.g., Wichmann, 2002: 12; Michalsky, 2017: 88). This highlights
the need for perception studies addressing the identification of German RQs on the basis of
prosodic characteristics that have been identified in the previous production study. For
instance, voice quality (as a vocal mechanism) might serve as a more fine-grained cue in the
perception and production of RQs, especially with regard to attitudinal stances. Since RQs
have been defined as emotive interrogatives (Maynard, 2002: 256), it is expected that RQs are
hardly realised in a neutral and factual fashion. Given that it is assumed here that attitude
plays a crucial role in the realisation of RQs, voice quality constitutes an interesting object of
investigation in this thesis since it has not been specifically investigated in German RQs so
far.
As a first step, the perception study solely focuses on wh-questions in order to
investigate both the breathy (associated with RQs) and modal (associated with ISQs) voice
quality. For this purpose, target interrogatives have to be realised and presented with an
appropriate phonological contour voice quality can be mapped onto. Following the results of
Wochner et al. (2015), the most specific nuclear pitch accents (i.e., pitch accents that clearly
occurred more in one illocution type than in the other without too much overlap) are
perceived as adequate candidates (i.e., early peak H+!H* (L-%) and late peak L*+H (L-%)) to
unambiguously associate one contour with only one of the illocution types.

Research question 2
•

Can phonological and phonetic characteristics in terms of nuclear pitch accent type
and voice quality contribute to the identification of RQs and ISQs?
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Moreover, if participants are able to interpret a given interrogative as RQ on the basis of a
breathy voice quality and the nuclear pitch accent type, it is crucial to analyse whether
breathiness helps participants to decide whether a given interrogative is an RQ independent of
where breathiness occurs in the utterance. Hence, the role of voice quality (breathy vs. modal)
is investigated in two different sentence positions (sentence-finally and sentence-initially) and
is addressed in Research question 3.

Research question 3
•

Does a breathy voice quality have to be realised sentence-initially or sentencefinally in order to contribute to the respective identification of RQs?

In Section 3.3.1, the modal particle denn was introduced. In contrast to other modal particles,
denn was characterised in the literature as a particle that can occur in both illocution types
(RQs and ISQs). Accordingly, denn should not bias either one of the two possible illocution
types. This issue, however, has not been empirically investigated so far and is addressed in
Research question 4.

Research question 4
•

Does the German modal particle denn contribute to the interpretation of RQs and
ISQs?

The production study (see Chapter 6) works with context-dependency in order to elicit the
realisations of RQs and ISQs. That is, contexts are designed such that participants'
interpretation as well as their prosodic realisation of the given target interrogative as RQ or
ISQ are exclusively based on the previous context. In a post-hoc analysis of the production
study, the potential interplay between the attitudinal strength that is triggered by the context
and the prosodic realisation of RQs is investigated (see Chapter 9). More specifically, based
on the literature, it is assumed here that prosodic variation can occur due to the attitude of a
speaker that is triggered by the context and results in affected prosody. In order to investigate
this issue, this thesis will analyse whether RQs show prosodic variation depending on the
context and the entailed speaker attitude, as is presented in Research questions 5 and 6.
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Research question 5
•

Does the previous context lead to prosodic variation within the class of RQs?

Research question 6
•

Do the prosodic characteristics of RQs differ from ISQs when attitude is taken into
consideration?

Considering RQs as a context-bound phenomenon and its prosodic characteristics as context
sensitive, Research questions 7 address the relevance of the interplay between the prosodic
realisation (RQ prosody vs. ISQ prosody), the lexical choice of elements (more vs. less
inclined towards an RQ interpretation) and of context (triggering a strong speaker attitude or a
speaker weak attitude) for the interpretation of a given target interrogative as RQ or ISQ.

Research question 7
•

Are given interrogatives identified as RQs on the basis of their prosodic
characteristics, their context or their lexical properties and do these features
interact with one another?

The following chapter introduces the empirical part of this thesis starting with the production
study that serves as the basis for all subsequent experimental investigations.
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Chapter 6

Production: The prosodic realisation of RQs

6.1 Introduction
Given that RQs have mainly been the subject of investigation within the disciplines of
semantics and pragmatics so far, few indications from empirical investigations with respect to
the prosody of RQs in German are available. Literature addressing the prosody of RQs in
related languages is mainly based on English and introspective observations (e.g., Bartels,
1999; Han, 2002; von Essen 1964) and only few studies focus on linguistic corpora
(e.g., Banuazizi & Creswell, 1999; Hedberg & Sosa, 2011). Therefore, a production
experiment was conducted18 focussing on the investigation of both phonological as well as
phonetic properties of polar and wh-RQs compared to string-identical ISQs. Target
interrogatives of the two illocution types (i.e., ISQs and RQs) and of the structure shown in
(33) and (34) were produced by native speakers of German.

(33) polar:
Mag denn jemand

Sellerie?

Likes PRT anyone

celery?

"Does anyone like celery?"

(34) wh:
Wer

mag denn

Who likes PRT

Sellerie?
celery?

"Who likes celery?"

Regarding the final contours for German polar ISQs, von Essen (1964), Stock and Zacharias
(1973) and Pheby (1975) report a terminal rise. For English, Bartels (1999), Hedberg et al.
(2010), Han (2002) and Banuazizi and Creswell (1999) – whose investigations are partly

18

This production experiment represents collaborative project work in which Daniela Wochner and I were
primarily responsible for the design of the stimuli and the execution of the experiment. This study has been
published in its entirety in Braun et al. (2018). The present chapter focuses only on the parts that are relevant for
this thesis. It is also important to note that values presented here might differ slightly from what has been
reported in Braun et al. (2018) due to rounding or different R versions. The discussion also diverges from Braun
et al. (2018) with respect to several issues.
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based on corpus studies – also assume a final rise for polar ISQs. The same authors state that
polar RQs are realised with a final fall. Additionally, Bartels (1999) and Banuazizi and
Creswell (1999) report findings that show that polar RQs can also be realised with a final fall
and a final rise. The observed pattern with respect to those findings is illustrated in Table 2.

Final contour
final rise
final fall

polar
ISQ, RQ
RQ

wh
ISQ
ISQ, RQ

Table 2: Summary of the findings with respect to the two illocution types in both English and
German polar and wh-questions based on introspective and corpus-based analyses.

For German and English wh-questions, a final fall has mainly been reported for both
illocution types (see von Essen, 1964; Stock & Zacharias, 1973; Pheby, 1975 for German;
Bartels, 1999; Hedberg et al., 2010; Han, 2002; Banuazizi & Creswell, 1999 for English).
Additionally, Bartels (1999), reports a possible final rise in wh-ISQs (see Table 2).
First empirical investigations concerning the final boundary tone of German RQs and
ISQs of both question types by Wochner et al. (2015) indicate a distinction between the rise in
polar ISQs and polar RQs. That is, while polar ISQs most often end in a high rise (H-^H%),
polar RQs predominantly show a high plateau (H-%). Wh-RQs and wh-ISQs most frequently
end in a final fall (L-%). Additionally, in wh-RQs there were more nuclear late peaks (L*+H)
than in their information-seeking counterparts – an accent type which is usually associated
with self-evident assertions and emotionally committed or sarcastic assertions (Grice et al.
2005: 39; Lommel & Michalsky, 2017), indignation (Féry, 1993) and incredulity (Ward &
Hirschberg, 1985).

Duration was shown to be a marker of sentence mode in different languages with respect to
both production and perception (Cruttenden, 1994: 2). In Dutch, Orkney English and Manado
Malay, polar ISQs show shorter overall durations and faster speech rates than in
corresponding statements, which is why van Heuven and van Zanten (2005: 87ff.) suggest to
regard duration (or speech rate) as a secondary correlate to convey interrogativity. This was
also found for German with declarative questions showing shorter overall sentence durations
and faster speaking rates than corresponding statements (Niebuhr et al., 2010: 330). With
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respect to perception in Dutch, results indicate that duration is a good predictor for the
identification of questions in whispered speech compared to duration in phonated speech
(Heeren and van Heuven, 2009: 2411; see also Srinivasan & Massaro 2003 for English),
while there is no effect of duration for Neapolitan Italian (Cangemi & D'Imperio, 2013).
Durational characteristics with respect to RQs, however, might also be based on the
assumption that they express an ironic overtone in specific contexts (see Section 3.3.5).
English, French and German ironic utterances are characterised by longer durations compared
to string-identical literal statements (see Lœvenbruck et al., 2013 for French; Niebuhr, 2014
for German; Rockwell, 2000 for English). Furthermore, it was suggested that ironic utterances
can be identified as such on the basis of a slower speech rate if the previous context is
ambiguous (Cutler, 1974).
Taken together, if shorter durations indicate interrogativity, shorter durations are
expected for ISQs than for RQs. However, given the results for Italian, it is not sure whether
duration is a robust prosodic feature in the realisation of RQs and string-identical ISQs. In
contrast, from an irony perspective and if longer durations are associated with an ironic
overtone, RQs are expected to show longer durations than ISQs, which seems to be a robust
cue based on previous research addressing irony.

Voice quality is a further and also fine-grained potential indicator for the distinction between
RQs and ISQs (see Section 3.3.5), which is so far not well established as prosodic
characteristic for the production as well as for the identification of RQs. It has been stated that
voice quality plays a crucial role in the prosodic signalling of a speaker's attitude
(e.g., Bänziger & Scherer, 2005; Brown & Prieto, 2017; Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Kohler &
Niebuhr, 2007; Ohala, 1996; Yanushevskaya et al., 2011). Furthermore, voice quality has
been defined as being closely connected with context (Crystal, 1969: 63) which can globally
change the meaning of an utterance (e.g., Creel et al., 2008: 634; see also Cruttenden, 1994:
179; Pike, 1972: 99). For instance, it was suggested that "voice" is correlated with a normal or
an unmarked context, while "whisper" can be associated with "conspiratorial context"
(cf. Crystal, 1969: 59; see also Cruttenden 1994: 179). Since RQs have been defined as being
hardly imaginable to be realised in neutral (i.e., unemotional and factual) contexts, voice
quality might play a role in the expression of a speaker's attitude in the prosodic realisation of
RQs. Given the previously mentioned design of the contexts (see Section 4.6), which trigger
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particular speaker attitudes, might be realised with a breathy voice quality (see also Landgraf,
2014; Muecke, 1978; Niebuhr, 2014; Rockwell, 2000).
A breathy or softened voice quality was also observed for ironic utterances compared
to neutral or sincere utterances (Muecke, 1978: 370; Niebuhr, 2014). It has been argued that
voice quality can be used to mark incongruity (Bryant & Fox Tree, 2002: 102) and to signal
that a speaker disregards the Gricean Maxim of quality (see Section 3.3.5.5), that is that the
speaker does not say what they actually mean (Grice, 1975: 53 for irony). Since both
phenomena have been defined as violating the maxim of quality (Brown & Levinson, 1978:
323) and since it is assumed here that, similar to irony, RQs want to be recognised by the
interlocutors (Kotthoff, 2007: 3), a changed voice quality might serve as a strategy to
prosodically mark the contradiction between what is said and what is actually meant to allow
the addressee to detects the intended RQ.
Additional evidence for the assumption of breathy voice quality in RQs comes from
the results of the phonetic analysis of the mentioned pilot production study (see Wochner et
al., 2015). Findings of the analysis of spectral tilt (H1-A3) have shown that RQs of both
question types were realised with a breathier voice quality than their information-seeking
counterparts.

6.2 Hypotheses
Based on the literature and previous findings by Wochner et al. (2015; see Section 4.6), the
following hypotheses19 can be formulated regarding the phonological properties of RQs
compared to ISQs.

Hypothesis 1: Polar ISQs and RQs differ with respect to their final boundary tone. Compared
to polar RQs, polar ISQs are predominantly realised with a H-^H%, while polar RQs end
more often in a final H-%.

19

It is important to note that Hypotheses 1 to 3 and 5 are mainly based on P6. Hypothesis 4 is also based on P6
but more specified and it includes an additional analysis that is not part of the analyses presented by Braun et al.
(2018).
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Hypothesis 2: Wh-questions of both illocution types predominantly end in a final L-%.
Hypothesis 3: Wh-RQs are more often realised with a nuclear L*+H pitch accent type than
wh-ISQs.

The phonetic properties duration and speech rate as well as voice quality are addressed in the
subsequent hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4: RQs are realised with longer sentence durations and with a slower speech rate
than ISQs.
Hypothesis 5: RQs are realised with a breathier voice quality than ISQs and this difference is
most obvious in sentence-initial position.

6.3 Methodology
6.3.1 Materials
For the experiment, 11 interrogatives for each question type (i.e., wh- and polar) were
designed (N = 22). Syntactically, all wh-questions were designed in such a way that they
started with the wh-word wer ("who") followed by a finite verb in second position. The finite
verb was followed by the German modal particle denn. All wh-questions had a polar
counterpart with the auxiliary in first position followed by the subject and the finite verb in
positions two and three, respectively. Target interrogatives of both question types contained a
mostly sonorous sentence-final object noun (e.g., Sellerie "celery"). Each object noun
consisted of two to four syllables with lexical stress on the penultimate or on the
antepenultimate syllable. Since each question occurred in a rhetorical and in an informationseeking context (N = 44), they are called (string-identical) interrogative pairs in the following
(see Table 3). Each context explicitly introduced the object noun in sentence-final position as
well as the verb (e.g., liking celery) to introduce the respective proposition. By making
referents context-given, newness marking and focal accents were avoided in participants'
realisations.
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RQ contexts for a wh- and a polar question were identical and contained a sentence that
triggered indignation by putting the speaker into the situation of reproving or reminding the
addressee of a fact that is (according to the context) self-evident (e.g., "everybody knows that
this tastes horrible") and that nobody would agree with the proposition (e.g., liking celery, see
Table 3 and Table A1 in the Appendix for all experimental items). In contrast, the ISQ
context versions of a wh- and a polar question differed from each other. While polar questions
contained the expression of uncertainty about the polarity (e.g., whether … will eat it or not),
wh-questions expressed uncertainty about the subject (e.g., which of your guests likes this
vegetable). Taken together, each target interrogative was presented in an ISQ and an RQ
context.

ISQ

RQ
wh-questions

Du hast ein Gericht mit Sellerie gekocht. Du möchtest
wissen, welcher deiner Gäste dieses Gemüse mag und
davon essen will. Du sagst zu deinen Gästen:

In der Mensa gibt es Auflauf mit Sellerie. Du weißt
jedoch, dass keiner so etwas Widerliches mag. Du
sagst zu deinen Freunden:

"You cooked a dish with celery. You would like to know
which of your guests like this vegetable and would like some
of it. You say to your guests:'

"In the canteen, they have casserole with celery on the menu.
However, you know that nobody likes this disgusting
vegetable. You say to your friends:"

Wer mag denn Sellerie? "Who likes celery?"
polar questions
Du hast ein Gericht mit Sellerie gekocht. Du willst
wissen, ob deine Gäste dieses Gemüse mögen und
davon essen wollen oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen
Gästen:

In der Mensa gibt es Auflauf mit Sellerie. Du weißt
jedoch, dass keiner so etwas Widerliches mag. Du
sagst zu deinen Freunden:

"You cooked a dish with celery. You would like to know
whether your guests like this vegetable and will eat it or not.
You say to your guests:"

"In the canteen they have casserole with celery on the menu.
However, you know that nobody likes this disgusting
vegetable. You say to your friends:"

Mag denn jemand Sellerie? "Does anyone like celery?"

Table 3: Original German contexts (with English translations) with both polar and whquestions in the two illocution types.

Filler items were also included into the two experimental lists that were constructed: six
interrogatives with structural ambiguities (PP-attachment) and 22 additional exclamatives
(i.e., N = 28) with V1 word order (as in polar questions) were used as fillers. Each of the filler
items was presented twice in two different contexts just as the experimental stimuli.
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6.3.2 Procedure
The experiment was created using the experimental software Presentation (NeurobehavioralSystems, 2000). The study took place in a sound-attenuated booth in the PhonLab at the
University of Konstanz using a headset-microphone (Shure SM10A) and a Tascam HD-P2
portable stereo audio recorder (44.1 kHz, 16 Bit) for the recordings.
Half of the stimuli in each of the two experimental lists consisted of polar question
pairs, the other half of wh-question pairs. Additionally, the 28 filler items were added to each
of the two experimental lists. For each participant, the order of the stimuli was randomised. A
pair of string-identical interrogatives was separated by at least four other trials. Each list
started with four training trials to make participants familiar with the experimental procedure.
The familiarization trials were followed by a short break which participants could use for
questions if anything was unclear. Illocution type (i.e., RQ vs. ISQ) was manipulated withinparticipants (i.e., each participant produced both the RQ and the ISQ of each interrogative
pair, but only in one question type). The experiment was self-paced and participants were
presented with an instruction before the actual experiment started (see original German
Instruction A1 provided in the Appendix).
In the beginning of each trial, participants were visually presented with a context on
the screen. They were asked to read them silently and to press a button as soon as they
finished the reading task. With this button press, they started the recording and the
simultaneous presentation of the target utterance (either target interrogative or filler) on the
next screen in blue font. Participants' task was to realise the target sentence presented on
screen aloud in such a way that they were suitable in the given context. After the production
of each target utterance, participants had to press a button to proceed to the next trial and to
terminate the recording process of the current target interrogative. In the case of
mispronunciation or other mistakes, participants were allowed to immediately repeat the
target sentence without pressing the button. During the actual experiment, which lasted about
25 to 30 minutes, no feedback was provided.
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6.3.3 Participants
Twelve monolingual native speakers of German (average age = 21.7, SD = 2.3; 10 female, 2
male) participated in the experiment for a small payment. All of them were students at the
University of Konstanz. They were unaware of the purpose of the study and none of them
reported any speaking, hearing or visual disorders. Participants were randomly assigned to
one of two experimental lists. Prior to the experiment, they were asked to fill in a
questionnaire regarding their personal background, such as foreign language skills, and
former experiences with phonetics and phonology (see Questionnaire A1 provided in the
Appendix). All participants who took part in the study signed a consent form (see Consent A1
provided in the Appendix).

6.3.4 Data treatment and analysis
In total, 528 target interrogatives were collected (12 participants x 22 target interrogatives x 2
contexts). Overall, 27 (5.1%) target interrogatives had to be excluded due to mispronunciation
(N = 14) and laughter (N = 3), audible pauses between the constituents (N = 8) and technical
errors (N = 2). Hence, the final dataset consisted of 501 target interrogatives, consisting of
249 polar questions (125 ISQs, 124 RQs) and 252 wh-questions (126 ISQs, 127 RQs). If
participants corrected their target utterances, the second recording was analysed.

6.3.4.1 Annotation
As a first step, target interrogatives were automatically segmented using MAUS (which is
based on an orthographic representation of each sentence, Kipp, Wesenick, & Schiel, 1996) to
facilitate the annotation at the segment level. Using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017), word
and syllable boundaries were manually corrected by one annotator using standard
segmentation criteria (Turk, Satsuki, & Sugahara, 2006).
In order to extract acoustic parameters for the analysis of voice quality, the middle of
the vowels was manually annotated in the stressed syllables in three words: v1 in the first
constituent (verb in polar questions, wh-word in wh-questions), v2 in the subject noun in polar
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questions and the verb in wh-questions, and v3 in the sentence-final object noun of both
question types. At these three points of interest, voice quality was manually analysed
(as modal, breathy or glottalised) according to the perception of three annotators. They
furthermore analysed the intonation of the target utterances (pitch accents and boundary
tones) according to the GToBI guidelines (Grice & Baumann, 2002; Grice, Baumann, &
Benzmüller, 2005). It is important to note that in addition to the standard criteria of GToBI, a
further principle was formulated by the annotators in order to differentiate between the two
rising bitonal accents L*+H and L+H*. This principle was necessary since it has been shown
that L*+H and L+H* frequently cause disagreement between annotators (e.g., Braun, 2005;
Grice et al., 1996). The two rising bitonal accents were distinguished on the basis of the
alignment of their low tone (L). If the perceptual impression of the stressed syllable was lowpitched and the L-tone was aligned with the stressed syllable's rhyme, the annotators labelled
the accent as L*+H. In contrast, if the auditory impression of the stressed syllable was highpitched and the L-tone was aligned with the stressed syllable's onset, i.e., acoustically at the
start of or even before the onset, annotators labelled the accent as L+H*. Generally, L*+H
accents are perceived as markedly lower than L+H* accents.

6.3.4.2 Interrater agreement
For both the intonational and the voice quality analyses, each of the annotators annotated one
third of the target interrogatives. For the reliability check between the three annotators, 20%
of each person's annotations (N = 100 target interrogatives, 48 polar (26 ISQs, 22 RQs) and
52 wh (25 ISQs, 27 RQs)) were annotated by one of the other two annotators in a rotation
system, i.e., the agreement between the annotators was calculated between the three possible
pairings of annotators. For voice quality, annotators showed an agreement of 89.7% (i.e., 269
out of 300 possible labels). The reliability was assessed by calculating Cohen's kappa (Cohen,
1960) using the irr package in R (Gamer et al., 2010). Results showed that the interrater
agreement was "substantial" with a kappa of κ = 0.71 (Landis & Koch, 1977). The labels
glottal vs. modal (N = 17), breathy vs. modal (N = 10), and breathy vs. glottal (N = 4) caused
most disagreement, especially on the initial word (verb in polar questions, wh-word in whquestions), regarding the manual analysis of voice quality (polar ISQ: N = 5, polar RQ: N = 4,
wh-ISQ: N = 9, wh-RQ: N = 13).
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Results concerning the labels of boundary tones and accent types of the target
utterances showed an "almost perfect" agreement of 87.1% (i.e., 526 out of 604 labels; Landis
& Koch, 1977), with a kappa of κ = 0.84. The most frequent disagreements (overall 12.9%, N
= 78) occurred between H* and "no accent" (N = 14) and L* and "no accent" (N = 6) in the
prenuclear region, and between L+H* and L*+H (N = 8) and L* and L*+H (N = 6) on the
object noun. Note that the labels and annotations of the first annotator were used for further
investigations, since the agreement between the annotators was very high which overall
suggests a reliable annotation.

6.3.4.3 Voice Quality
In addition to the perceptual analysis, voice quality was also measured in terms of HNR
(harmonics-to-noise ratio, expressed in dB) at the same three points of interest that were used
for the manual annotation (polar: verb, subject pronoun, sentence-final object noun; wh: whword, verb, sentence-final object noun). HNR expresses the amount of periodic noise
compared to the amount of irregular (i.e., aperiodic) noise in the signal (Styler, 2013), which
was first introduced and established as method for the analysis of hoarseness by Yumoto,
Gould, and Baer (1982).20 It is important to note that HNR values are higher in segments that
are realised with modal voice, whereas segments that are produced with breathy voice are
characterised by lower HNR values (e.g., de Krom, 1993; Teixeira, Oliveira, & Lopes,
2013).21 HNR was extracted via Voice Report in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2014) on the
basis of a forward cross-correlation analysis (sensitivity of 60 dB, time resolution of 12ms).
HNR is defined as a useful and reliable method for the analysis of voice quality (de Krom,
1993; Murphy, 2007). In comparison with HNR, other correlates, such as the "incompleteness
of closure" (IC, the first formant's bandwidth (B1) is normalised by the frequency of the first
formant (F1), Pützer & Wokurek, 2015; Schneider & Möbius, 2007), appeared as a more
conservative method to measure voice quality. More specifically, the error parameter that is
included in the analysis of the IC showed that 35% of the data should have been excluded
20

Calculation of HNR (Boersma, 1993): HNR (in dB) = 10 x log10(harmonic part/non-harmonic part).
It is important to note that the suggested normative data for HNR measurements with Praat is <20 dB, since
20 dB is considered to be a measure of noticeable hoarseness (see also Szklanny, Gubrynowicz, & TylkiSzymańska, 2018 for the pathologic threshold calue). However, vocal features of the speaker, the quality of the
recordings and the technical abilities of the microphone that is used can relativize such an absolute value for
spectral characteristics. Therefore, this absolute value of 20 dB has to be considered with caution.
21
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from the investigation since the calculated IC was not reliable. Furthermore, one of the most
commonly used methods to measure breathy voice includes the relative amplitudes of the first
(H1) and the second harmonics (H2), not only in relation to each other, but also to other
spectral measures (e.g., Keating & Esposito, 2007; Kreiman et al., 1992; Mooshammer,
2010). Simpson (2009a, 2012) questions the analysis of H1 and H2 as adequate measures of
spectral reference for the analysis of breathiness. He shows that due to the high likelihood of
nasality that is present in open vowels and due to sex-specific differences in harmonic
spacing, H1 and H2 constitute an untrustworthy measure for the analysis of (gender specific)
differences in breathy voice (Simpson, 2009a, 2012). This conclusion already excluded a
series of voice quality measures.

6.3.4.4 Statistical analyses
The statistical analyses were calculated with R studio (R Development Core Team, 2018,
R version 3.2.2). For the analyses of intonation labels (accent types and boundary tones),
logistic mixed effects regression models were used, while linear mixed effects regression
models were used for the analyses of the phonetic dependent variables. For both the
phonological and the phonetic analyses, interrogative type (polar vs. wh) and illocution type
(RQ vs. ISQ) were included into the models as fixed factors, while participants and items
were included as crossed random factors, allowing for random adjustments of intercepts
(Baayen, 2008). For both kinds of models, random slopes were added for the fixed factors to
the random-effects-structure. They were kept if the fit of the model was improved (Bates et
al., 2015; Matuschek et al., 2017). To compare models with one another, the anova()-function
in R was used. Data points whose residuals lay 2.5 standard deviations (SD) from the
regression line were removed and the model was refitted. In the report of the statistics, values
in square brackets indicate the 95% confidence interval of the estimate.
If a dependent phonological variable had more than two levels, one of the levels was
coded as 1 while all the others were coded as 0. Subsequently, the effects of the fixed factors
for the modified dependent variable were calculated (Agresti, 2002).
For the analysis of the phonetic parameters, the Satterthwaite approximation
(implemented in the R-library lmerTest) was used for the estimation of the degrees-offreedom (and to arrive at p-values; Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Furthermore, the final p-values
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were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) in
order to account for the fact that multiple variables were analysed. In the following, both the
raw and the adjusted values are reported. Note that the abbreviations RQ, ISQ, p (for polar
question), and wh (for wh-question) will be used in the figures that are shown in the
following.
With respect to the analysis of duration, HNR was included into the statistical model
as an additional binary predictor variable. For this purpose, mean HNR values of all three
positions mentioned above were analysed and calculated. For each of the three positions,
HNR was either coded as being lower than the calculated mean HNR (i.e., more breathiness)
or higher than the mean (i.e., less breathiness).

6.4 Results
Given the contradictory claims in the literature (see Table 2 on page 95) results of the final
boundary tones are reported first. Subsequently, the findings concerning the nuclear and
prenuclear pitch accents are reported followed by the results of the phonetic analysis. The
phonetic analysis focuses on durational aspects (overall utterance duration, absolute and relative
duration of the constituents), on the speech rate, and the voice quality of the target interrogatives. For each dependent variable, results for polar questions will be discussed first, followed
by the findings for wh-questions. Percentages given in the text are rounded in the figures.

6.4.1 Utterance-final boundary tones
The following analyses address Hypothesis 1 regarding polar questions. According to the
findings shown in Figure 6 polar ISQs were mostly realised with a H-^H% (87.9%,
N = 109). In comparison, polar RQs were only produced with the same final boundary tone in
29.0% (N = 36) of the cases and this difference was significant (β = 3.28 [2.54; 4.10],
SE = 0.40, z = 8.27, p = padjusted < 0.0001). In contrast, H-% was the most prevailing final
boundary tone in polar RQs (66.1%, N = 82), which was more frequent than in ISQs (< 1%,
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N = 1). This difference was also significant (β = 6.22 [4.50; 9.19], SE = 1.32, z = 5.51,
p = padjusted < 0.0001). The third most frequent boundary tone that was realised in polar
questions was L-%, however, there was no difference in the occurrence of the boundary tone
between the two illocution types (p = padjusted > 0.87). Moreover, Figure 6 shows that it was
not possible to calculate the effect of illocution type for the final L-H% due to the low
occurrence in RQs. It is important to note that the final !H-% occurred only three times and
H-L% only once. Hence, they were removed from Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Frequency of occurrence of the utterance-final boundary tones across question type
and illocution type.

With respect to Hypothesis 2, results for wh-questions show that they typically ended in a low
boundary tone (L-%) in both illocution types, but more often in RQs (93.7%, N = 118) than in
ISQs (44.4%, N = 56). This difference was statistically significant (β = 3.71 [2.80; 4.80],
SE = 0.51, z = 7.35, p = padjusted < 0.0001). Note that the two types of "rising" contours
(i.e., L-H% and H-^H%) were combined for the statistical analysis due to the small number of
L-H% realisations in wh-RQs of the sample. Results show that wh-ISQs were significantly
more often realised with a final rise (both L-H% and H-^H%) than wh-RQs (β = 4.61
[3.44; 6.06], SE = 0.66, z = 6.80, p = padjusted < 0.0001).
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In a next step, the distribution of the most frequent boundary tones that are shown in
Figure 6 was analysed and whether the distribution was caused by an interaction between
question type and illocution type. For H-^H%, the interaction was not significant
(p = padjusted > 0.51). This suggests that the high final rise H-^H% was more often realised in
ISQs independent of question type. There was no interaction for the combined rising
boundary tones (p = padjusted > 0.96). In contrast, the results for H-% and L-% boundary tones
showed a significant interaction between illocution type and question type indicating that H-%
was significantly more often realised in polar questions than in wh-questions, with more
realisations in RQs than in ISQs (β = 6.83 [3.76; 9.91], SE = 1.57, z = 4.35, p = padjusted
< 0.0001), whereas L-% was more often produced in wh-questions than in polar questions,
with more occurrences in RQs than in ISQs (β = 4.01 [2.30; 5.82], SE = 0.89,
z = 4.53, p = padjusted < 0.0001). Figure 7 illustrates the most common boundary tones in polar
ISQs (H-^H%) and polar RQs (H-%), both realised by the same speaker for the same item
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(i.e., one in a context triggering an ISQ and one triggering an RQ).
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Figure 7: Example of a polar question with the most common boundary tones in an ISQ
(upper panel) and an RQ (lower panel).
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6.4.2 Nuclear accents
As expected, the nuclear accent was generally realised on the sentence-final object noun of
the target utterances. For the sake of completeness, the distribution of all nuclear accent types
is illustrated in Figure 8. In polar ISQs, the most frequent nuclear accent associated with the
object noun was L* (80.8%, N = 101 compared to RQs: 25.8%, N = 32; see Figure 8,
percentages are rounded to save space).
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Figure 8: Frequency of occurrence of nuclear pitch accents associated with the sentence-final
object noun across question type and illocution type.

Results of the statistical analysis showed that L* occurred significantly more often in ISQs
than in RQs (β = 2.83 [2.16; 3.57], SE = 0.36, z = 7.93, p = padjusted < 0.0001). In RQs, the
prevailing nuclear accent type was the bitonal L*+H (57.3%, N = 71 compared to ISQs: 1.6%,
N = 2) showing significantly more occurrences in RQs than in ISQs (β = 5.01
[3.67; 6.94], SE = 0.81, z = 6.13, p = padjusted < 0.0001). In absolute terms, the bitonal L+H*
occurred more often in ISQs (8.8%, N = 11) than in RQs (4.0%, N = 5), but this difference
was not significant (p = padjusted > 0.10). In polar RQs (12.9%, N = 16), there were more object
nouns that were unaccented than in polar ISQs (5.6%, N = 7). This difference was significant
(β = 1.11 [0.10; 2.22], SE = 0.53, z = 2.07, p = 0.03, padjusted = 0.05).
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With respect to Hypothesis 3, results showed that L*+H was the most frequently
realised nuclear accent type in wh-RQs (57.1%, N = 72 compared to ISQs: 2.4%, N = 3; see
Figure 8) showing significantly more L*+H occurrences in RQs than in ISQs (β = 3.71
[2.76; 4.88], SE = 0.54, z = 6.92, p = padjusted < 0.0001). With respect to L*+H, there was no
interaction between question type and illocution type (p = padjusted > 0.35). The predominant
accent type for wh-ISQs was the bitonal L+H*, which occurred significantly more often in
ISQs than in RQs (ISQs: 46.8%, N = 58; RQs: 21.4%, N = 27; β = 1.34 [0.76; 1.98],
SE = 0.31, z = 4.37, p = padjusted < 0.0001). Similar to L*+H, there was no interaction between
question type and illocution type for the analysis of L+H* (p = padjusted > 0.51). A further
nuclear accent type which occurred significantly more often in ISQs than in RQs was L*
(ISQs: 24.2%, N = 30; RQs: 5.6%, N = 7; β = 1.83 [0.44; 3.21], SE = 0.70, z = 2.59, p = 0.01,
padjusted = 0.02). The interaction between question type and illocution type for L* approached
significance (p = padjusted > 0.06). A significant effect of question type showed that L* was
more frequent in polar questions than in wh-questions (β = 1.73 [0.93; 2.64], SE = 0.43,
z = 4.03, p < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0001). Additionally, for H+!H* results showed an interaction
between question type and illocution type that approached significance (p = 0.07,
padjusted > 0.1). Moreover, H+!H* occurred significantly more often in ISQs than in RQs
(β = 2.23 [1.07; 3.74], SE = 0.66, z = 3.37, p = 0.0007, padjusted = 0.002). The difference for H*
between illocution types was not significant (p = padjusted > 0.2). Since deaccentuation was
hardly present (overall in 1.6%, N = 2) in the data, no statistical analysis was possible.
For wh-questions, Figure 8 shows that the two bitonal accent types L*+H and L+H*
were the two most frequent accentuation patterns for the realisation of RQs. Wh-ISQs,
however, were mostly realised with a nuclear L+H*, whereas L*+H was hardly realised in
RQs. Since it is known that these two bitonal pitch accent types often cause difficulties during
the labelling process, the disagreement between them was analysed in a subset by comparing
the labels of two annotators. Out of these 71 cases, there were 8 disagreements (i.e., 11%)
between annotators. Both the L- and the H-alignment were calculated as a proportion of the
duration of the stressed syllable. The time of the onset of the stressed syllable was subtracted
from the time of the L or H target and then divided by the duration of the stressed syllable. In
other words, a value of 0.7, for instance, means that the respective tonal target was located
70% into this stressed syllable of the object noun. These differences can be ascribed to the
labelling convention presented in Section 6.3.4.1. Results of the analysis indicated that the L
target was aligned 23% later in nuclear L*+H than in nuclear L+H* (i.e., 0.45 vs. 0.21,
β = 0.23 [0.11; 0.25], SE = 0.03, df = 130.32, t = 7.44, p = padjusted < 0.0001). In contrast, the H
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target was aligned 7% later in nuclear L*+H than in nuclear L+H* accents (0.94 vs. 0.86,
β = 0.15 [0.04; 0.23], SE = 0.02, df = 125.4, t = 4.4, p < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0001). Results
showed no difference with respect to the F0-excursion of the rise (measured in semitones (st);
p = padjusted > 0.31) and no difference in the slope of the rise (measured in st per sec;
p = padjusted > 0.22). It is important to note that in 77% of the data, the H in L*+H accents was
aligned within the stressed syllable. In contrast, in the 23% in which H was aligned after the
stressed syllable, the difference in alignment with respect to the stressed syllable was low.
The average proportional H-alignment in these cases was 1.05. Examples of both the L+H* in
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wh-ISQs and the L*+H in wh-RQs are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Examples of an L+H* nuclear accent in ISQs (upper panel) and an L*+H nuclear
accent in RQs (lower panel). The nuclear accent is associated with the sentence-final object
noun Limburger.

6.4.3 Nuclear tunes
Table 4 gives an overview the most frequent nuclear tunes that were realised across question
types and illocution types. Nuclear tunes that occurred less than 10 times in one of the two
illocution types are not listed in the table which gives an overview without providing an
extensive statistical analysis (hence the numbers will not reach 100% in Table 4).
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Nuclear tune
L*+H H-%
L* H-^H%
L*+H L-%
L+H* L-%
L+H* L-H%
H+!H* L-%
H* L-%

polar
ISQ
2 (1.6%)
98 (79.0%)
NA
2 (1.6%)
NA
NA
NA

RQ
68 (54.4%)
31 (24.8%)
3 (2.4%)
2 (1.6%)
NA
NA
NA

wh
Sum
70
129
3
4
6
0
0

ISQ
2 (1.6%)
25 (19.7%)
NA
27 (21.2%)
29 (22.8%)
18 (14.2%)
1 (0.8%)

RQ
3 (2.4%)
3 (2.4%)
68 (54.0%)
28 (22.2%)
NA
2 (1.6%)
14 (11.1%)

Sum
5
28
68
55
29
20
15

Table 4: Absolute numbers of the most frequent nuclear contours across question types and
illocution types with more than 10 occurrences in one of the illocution types. Percentages
(rounded to one decimal place) are given in brackets.

For polar questions, the table shows that L* H-^H% was the most frequent nuclear tune in
polar ISQs (N = 98, 79.0%). The same nuclear tune occurred second most often in RQs
(N = 31, 24.8%). In contrast, the most frequent nuclear tune in RQs was L*+H H-% (N = 68,
54.4%), which in comparison hardly occurred in polar ISQs (N = 2, 1.6%). In wh-questions,
L*+H H-% was hardly present in either of the illocution types (ISQs: N = 2, 1.6%; RQs:
N = 3, 2.4%). Table 4 also shows that the most frequent nuclear pitch accent L*+H occurs in
both question types but with a different final boundary tone (polar: H-%, wh-: L-%). In
contrast to polar ISQs, wh-ISQs showed more variety regarding the distribution of the nuclear
tunes. The predominantly occurring nuclear tune in wh-ISQs was L+H* L-H% (N = 29,
22.8%), which did not occur at all in wh-RQs nor in polar questions. Moreover, the frequency
of occurrence of this tune was similar as for L+H* L-% (N = 27, 21.2%) in wh-ISQs – which
occurred almost equally as often in wh-RQs (N = 28, 22.2%) – and similar as for L* H-^H%
(N = 25, 19.7%) in wh-ISQs. The fourth most frequent nuclear tune in wh-ISQs was
H+!H* L-% (N = 18, 14.2%), which hardly occurred in wh-RQs (N = 2, 1.6%). In contrast, in
wh-RQs, the most specific contour was L*+H L-% (N = 68, 54.0%), which was not at all
realised in ISQs. The second most frequent nuclear tune in wh-RQs was L+H* L-% (N = 28,
22.2%). This nuclear tune in turn hardly occurred in polar questions. H* L-% was third most
often in wh-RQs and it was only produced once in ISQs.
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6.4.4 Prenuclear pitch accents
As can be seen in Figure 10, the verb in polar questions was mostly unaccented (ISQs:
N = 56, 45.2%; RQs: N = 40, 40.3%) showing no significant difference between the two
illocution types (p-value = padjusted > 0.54).

polar

wh

Frequency of occurrence (in %)

100

80
67.5%
57.9%

60

Illocution type
ISQ
RQ

45.2%
40.3%

40
27.4%

24.2%

23.8%
20.2%

20

16.9%

16.7%
11.1%
4.8%

4%

1.6%

8.7%

4.8%

0
H*

L*+H

L+H*

none
H*
L*+H
Prenuclear accent type (verb)

L+H*

none

Figure 10: Frequency of occurrence of prenuclear pitch accents associated with the verb in
both question types and illocution types.

The second and third most common prenuclear pitch accent types that were associated with
the verb were L*+H (ISQs: N = 21, 16.9%; RQs: N = 34, 27.4%) and H* (ISQs: N = 30,
24.2%; RQs: N = 25, 20.2%). For both prenuclear pitch accents, there was no significant
difference between illocution types (both p-values = padjusted > 0.45). The modal particle denn
as well as the subject pronoun jemand were hardly accented (denn: 99.2% in ISQs, N = 124;
100% in RQs, N = 124; jemand: 100% in ISQs, N = 125; 96.7% in RQs, N = 120) and showed
no difference between illocution types in both constituents (all p-values = padjusted > 0.19).
Similarly to polar questions, the verb in wh-questions was mostly unaccented
(ISQs: N = 85, 67.5%; RQs: N = 73, 57.9%; see Figure 10) with a difference between
illocution types that approached significance after the correction of the p-values (β = 0.63
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[0.03; 1.26], SE = 0.31, z = 2.05, p = 0.04; padjusted = 0.07) showing significantly more
deaccentuation in ISQs that in RQs. For the deaccentuation of the verb, there was no
interaction between question type and illocution type (p = padjusted > 0.30), but an effect of
question type showing significantly more deaccentuation of the verb in wh-questions than in
polar questions (β = 0.96 [0.57; 1.35], SE = 0.20, z = 4.79, p = padjusted < 0.0001). The next
two most common accentuation patterns associated with the verb were H* for RQs (N = 30,
23.8% vs. ISQs: N = 21, 16.7%) and L+H* for ISQs (N = 14, 11.1% vs. RQs: N = 11, 8.7),
both showing no significant differences between illocution types (both p-values = padjusted
> 0.26). For both H* and L+H*, there were no significant interactions between question type
and illocution type and no effects of question type (all p-values = padjusted > 0.11).

6.4.5 Duration
6.4.5.1 Absolute Duration
Table 5 shows the mean duration of the target sentences across question type and illocution
type.

ISQ

RQ

polar question

1204.48
(151.89)

1392.60
(202.75)

wh-question

1079.71
(153.66)

1270.64
(219.96)

Table 5: Absolute sentence duration (given in ms) of polar and wh-questions
in the two illocution types. SD is given in brackets.

Concerning Hypothesis 4, results for both question types indicate that the absolute mean
sentence duration was generally longer in RQs than in ISQs. This was confirmed by the
analysis of duration using a linear-mixed effects regression model showing a significant effect
of illocution type (β = 188.47 [131.04; 245.91], SE = 29.30, df = 18.20, t = 6.43,
p = padjusted < 0.0001). An additional effect of question type indicated that polar questions
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showed a significantly longer mean sentence duration than wh-questions (β = 120.32
[103.62; 137.02], SE = 8.52, df = 435.90, t = 14.12, p = padjusted < 0.0001). There was no
interaction between illocution type and question type (p = padjusted > 0.51).
Additionally, it was important to analyse whether longer absolute sentence durations
might be caused by breathiness. Hence, HNR values were additionally included as a binary
predictor variable (HNR above or below the mean, for each of the three vowel positions).
Results

of

the

first

vowel

position

showed

no

interactions

or

main

effects

(all p-values = padjusted > 0.14). For the second and the third position, results showed
significant effects of breathiness indicating significantly longer durations if the vowel of the
stressed syllable was realised with HNR values below the mean (indicating more breathiness)
compared to vowels that were produced with HNR values above the mean (indicating less
breathiness, v2: β = 48.47 [22.43; 74.78], SE = 13.33, df = 432.70, t = 3.64, p = 0.0003,
padjusted = 0.0006; v3: β = 28.94 [-1.39; 53.20], SE = 13.74, df = 434.30, t = 2.11, p = 0.03,
padjusted = 0.05). There were no interactions with illocution type or question type
(all p-values = padjusted > 0.23). An additional Pearson’s product-moment correlation test was
computed for each of the two question types to assess the strength of the relationship between
duration and breathiness in terms of HNR values in dB. Results for wh-questions showed a
negative correlation for each of the two mentioned vowel positions (v2: r(474) = -0.17,
t = -3.84, p = padjusted = 0.001; v3: r(474) = -0.13, t = -2.82, p = padjusted = 0.01).
In what follows, the duration of the individual constituents will be reported, beginning
with polar questions (see Figure 11). Results will be reported and illustrated in milliseconds
(ms) in order to display the finer temporal distinctions that are found in the data.
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Figure 11: Mean duration of each constituent (in ms) and of the target interrogative (on the
right) of polar questions in the two illocution types. Whiskers indicate standard errors (SE).

Possible interactions between question type and illocution type for constituents that allowed
for a comparison, i.e., the verb, the modal particle denn and the sentence-final object noun,
were also investigated. In RQs, the verb was realised with a significantly longer mean
duration than in ISQs (ISQs: 214.02ms vs. RQs: 252.39ms; β = 37.15 [18.79; 53.20],
SE = 0.01, df = 12.42, t = 4.24, p = 0.001, padjusted = 0.003). The absolute duration of the
following particle denn was also significantly longer in RQs than in ISQs (ISQs: 147.74ms vs.
RQs: 162.63ms; β = 12.31 [137.54; 160.34], SE = 3.80, df = 34.68, t = 3.24, p = 0.003,
padjusted = 0.007). Similar results were calculated for the absolute duration of the subject
pronoun showing a significantly longer duration in RQs than in ISQs (ISQs: 280.86ms vs.
RQs: 303.78ms; β = 27.60 [4.87; 19.75], SE = 5.42, df = 12.98, t = 4.86, p = 0.0003,
padjusted = 0.008). The sentence-final object noun in RQs was also realised with a significantly
longer duration than in ISQs (ISQs: 559.23ms vs. RQs: 675.73ms; β = 103.95
[69.60; 138.31], SE = 17.53, df = 17.85, t = 5.93, p = padjusted < 0.0001).
Figure 12 illustrates the mean duration of each constituent and of the mean duration of
the whole sentence of wh-questions in the two illocution types.
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Figure 12: Mean duration of each constituent (in ms) and of the target interrogative (on the
right) of wh-questions in the two illocution types. Whiskers indicate SE.

The absolute mean duration of the verb in wh-questions was longer in RQs than in ISQs
(ISQs: 226.09ms vs. RQs: 253.24ms; β = 29.39 [14.18; 44.60], SE = 7.76, df = 10.94,
t = 3.79, p = 0.003, padjusted = 0.007). There was no interaction between question type and
illocution type nor a main effect of question type (all p-values = padjusted > 0.21). The analysis
revealed similar results for the absolute duration of the particle denn and the sentence-final
object noun, both showing a significantly longer duration in RQs than in ISQs (particle: ISQs:
155.97ms vs. RQs: 173.11ms; β = 16.45 [7.03; 25.89], SE = 4.66, df = 21.49, t = 3.53,
p = 0.002, padjusted = 0.005; object noun: ISQs: 563.37ms vs. RQs: 689.60ms; β = 128.94
[83.83; 173.64], SE = 22.81, df = 14.29, t = 5.65, p < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0002). With respect
to the particle, there was neither an interaction between question type and illocution type nor
any main effect (all p-values = padjusted > 0.34). Regarding the object noun, the interaction
between question type and illocution type was significant and still approached significance
level after the p-value correction (β = 26.47 [1.55; 51.39], SE = 12.72, df = 434.30, t = 2.08,
p = 0.04, padjusted = 0.07). The analysis of the RQ subset indicates that the object noun was
realised with a significantly longer duration in wh-questions than in polar questions (β = 38.60
[19.15; 58.02], SE = 9.90, df = 210.05, t = 3.90, p = 0.002, padjusted = 0.004). In contrast, there
was no effect of question type in the ISQ subset (all p-values = padjusted > 0.12).
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6.4.5.2 Relative Duration
The relative duration of each constituent was calculated by dividing it by the duration of the
whole target utterance. In the following, results concerning the relative duration of each
constituent will be briefly addressed.
For polar questions, results showed no difference for the relative duration of the verb
(ISQs: 17.4% vs. RQs: 17.9%, p = padjusted > 0.40), but the relative duration of the particle was
significantly shorter in RQs than in ISQs (ISQs: 12.4%, RQs: 11.7%; β = -0.01 [0.005; 0.02],
SE = 0.002, df = 47.96, t = -3.12, p = 0.03, padjusted = 0.008). The relative duration of the
subject pronoun in polar questions was also realised with a significantly shorter duration in
RQs than in ISQs (ISQs: 23.4%, RQs: 22.4%; β = -0.01 [-0.02; -0.004], SE = 0.003,
df = 12.4, t = -3.5, p = 0.004, padjusted = 0.01). In contrast, the relative duration of the sentencefinal object noun was significantly longer in RQs than in ISQs (ISQs: 46.1%, RQs: 47.4%;
β = 0.01 [0.004; 0.02], SE = 0.005, df = 11.08, t = 2.90, p = 0.01, padjusted = 0.03).
In wh-questions, there was no difference regarding the relative duration of the whword (ISQs: 11.6% vs. RQs: 10.8%, p = padjusted > 0.08) and of the verb (ISQs: 20.9%,
RQs: 20.0%; p = padjusted > 0.05). The relative duration of the particle in RQs was significantly
shorter than in ISQs (ISQs: 14.7%, RQs: 13.8%; β = -0.01 [-0.02; -0.003], SE = 0.003,
df = 24.93, t = -2.95, p = 0.007, padjusted = 0.02). There was a significant interaction with
respect to the verb between question type and illocution type indicating that it was realised
with a significantly shorter relative duration in wh-questions, with shorter realisations in RQs
than in ISQs (β = -0.01 [-0.02; -0.0004], SE = 0.004, df = 425.00, t = -2.81, p = 0.006,
padjusted = 0.01). Concerning the particle, there was no interaction (p = padjusted > 0.71), but an
effect of question type showing that the relative duration of the modal particle was
significantly longer in wh-questions than in polar questions (β = 0.02 [0.02; 0.03], SE = 0.002,
df = 455.20, t = 11.32, p = 0.006, padjusted = 0.02). Results for the relative duration of the object
noun was significant (ISQs: 52.1%, RQs: 54.0%; β = 0.02 [0.002; 0.04], SE = 0.01,
df = 12.23, t = 2.18, p = 0.05, padjusted = 0.09). There was no interaction between illocution
type and question type with respect to the object noun (p = padjusted > 0.5), but an effect of
question type (β = 0.06 [5.10; 7.22], SE = 0.01, df = 466.20, t = 11.40, p = padjusted < 0.0001)
indicating a significantly longer relative duration of the final object noun in wh-questions than
in polar questions.
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6.4.6 Speech rate
Hypothesis 4 also addressed participants' speech rate. Table 6 shows participants' mean
speech rate (syllables per second) across illocution type and question type. It indicates that
participants realised less syllables per second if they produced an RQ compared to an ISQ.

ISQ
RQ

polar

wh (syll/sec)

6.0 (0.8)
5.2 (0.8)

5.7 (0.8)
4.9 (0.8)

Table 6: Mean speech rate (syll/sec) across illocution types and question types. SD is given in
brackets.

Speech rate was analysed for each question type by dividing the number of the syllables of the
whole utterance by the absolute sentence duration. Results indicate a significantly slower
mean speech rate in RQs than in ISQs (β = -0.80 [-0.88; -0.72], SE = 0.04, df = 465.10,
t = -19.70, p = padjusted < 0.0001) and a slower speech rate in wh-questions than in polar
questions (β = -0.38 [-0.37; -0.20], SE = 0.04, df = 465.10, t = -6.86, p = padjusted < 0.0001).
There was no interaction between illocution type and question type (p = padjusted > 0.41).

6.4.7 Voice quality
With respect to Hypothesis 5, voice quality was analysed as described in 6.3.4.3 above, and
for each question type, the respective three vowels of interest were labelled as breathy, modal
or glottalised. An overview of the proportion of the vowels with a breathy voice quality is
provided in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Proportion (in %) of all vowels that were labelled as breathy across question types
and illocution types.

It is important to note the frequency of occurrence in all three positions in Figure 13, which
made the calculation of a three-way interaction between vowel positions, illocution type and
question type impossible for breathy vowels. Therefore, vowels were analysed separately.
Those vowels were manually annotated in all 501 target interrogatives, resulting in 1503
vowels overall. For the analysis, the linear regression model was calculated with HNR as
dependent variable and the manual classification of the labels breathy, modal and glottalised
as predictor variable. For vowels labelled as breathy, results show a significantly lower HNR
value compared to modal voice labels (9.1 dB vs. 14.7 dB respectively, β = -5.68 [4.79; 6.57],
SE = 0.45, t = -12.51, p = padjusted < 0.0001). In contrast, the difference between vowels with a
breathy label and those that were labelled as glottalised was not significant (9.1 dB vs. 9.5 dB
respectively, p = padjusted > 0.44).
Results show a main effect of vowel position with decreasing breathy voice labels
toward the end of the target interrogative, with less breathy voice labels towards the end of
the realised target interrogative (as χ2(1) = 101.0, p = padjusted < 0.0001) and an additional
effect of illocution type (as χ2(1) = 25.3, p = padjusted < 0.0001) showing more breathy labels in
RQs than in ISQs. There was an additional interaction between question type and illocution
type (as χ2(1) = 5.4, p = 0.02, padjusted = 0.04), but no effect of question type (as χ2(1) = 3.5,
p = 0.06, padjusted = 0.1).
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Results for v1 show an effect of illocution type (β = 2.25 [-0.71; 0.31], SE = 0.56,
z = 3.99, p = padjusted < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0002), no effect of question type (p = padjusted
> 0.44), and no interaction between these factors (p = padjusted > 0.14) indicating that voice
quality was more breathy in RQs than in ISQs. Results for v2 reveal an effect of illocution
type (β = 1.85 [0.79; 2.92], SE = 0.54, t = 3.41, p = 0.0007, padjusted = 0.002) showing more
breathiness in RQs than in ISQs and an additional effect of question type (β = 1.76
[0.70; 2. 82], SE = 0.54, t = 3.24, p = 0.001, padjusted = 0.003) indicating more breathiness in
wh- than in polar questions. There is no interaction between illocution type and question type
(p = padjusted > 0.10). For v3, there was an effect of illocution type that approached
significance (β = 1.62 [0.05; 3.20], SE = 0.81, t = 2.02, p = 0.04, padjusted = 0.08) showing
more breathiness in RQs than in ISQs, no effect of question type (p = padjusted > 0.12) and the
interaction could not be calculated since no breathy vowels were present in wh-ISQ.

6.5 Discussion
This production study has analysed the prosodic differences between the realisations of
German RQs and string-identical ISQs with respect to both phonology and phonetics.
Hypothesis 1 predicted that polar ISQs are more frequently realised with a final
H-^H% than polar RQs, while polar RQs end more often in H-% than polar ISQs. This was
confirmed by the present results showing a predominant realisation of H-^H% in 87.9% of all
polar ISQs and a final high plateau (H-%) in 66.1% of the polar RQs, both showing a
significant effect of illocution type. Han (2002: 215) has argued that polar ISQs are assumed
to be realised with a final rise, while polar RQs were defined as being produced with a falling
intonation, due to the assumption that RQs have an assertive force (Han, 2002: 215). That is,
the present results for German have reinforced the assumption for polar ISQs, but have also
refuted Han's statement regarding polar RQs indicating that they do not necessarily have to be
realised with a final fall. Moreover, there is a finer distinction with respect to the final rise
showing a high plateau H-% (66.1%) and the final H-^H% (29.0%).
Hypothesis 2 predicted that wh-questions of both illocution types predominantly end
in a final L-%. This hypothesis was confirmed by the results with an occurrence of L-% in
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44.4% in ISQs and 93.7% in RQs. First of all, this result shows that ISQs do not necessarily
have to be realised with a final rise. Hence, the assumption that genuine questions generally
end in a rise (in contrast to statements, e.g., Brown, Currie & Kenworthy, 1980: 30) was not
what the data suggested. Furthermore, in addition to the L-% boundary tone in wh-questions,
there were also two different types of rising final boundary tones in wh-ISQs: a high rise
(i.e., H-^H%, 25.4%) and a low rise (i.e., L-H%, 27.8%). Since rising wh-questions are
usually associated with echo-questions (e.g., Grice et al., 2005; Isačenko & Schädlich, 1966;
Pheby, 1975; von Essen, 1964), the occurrence of those two rising boundary tones in wh-ISQs
needs to be explained. Given the design of the previous contexts, it is possible that speakers
have interpreted those wh-questions as offers or polite invitations that could have triggered
these rising boundary tones due to (social) politeness strategies (e.g., Kohler, 2004: 135).
Hence, it needs to be investigated whether the wh-word "who" in wh-questions might be
responsible for this variety of final boundary tones and whether different wh-words might
cause more consistent results. Based on the findings for wh-ISQs, the final boundary tone is
not as reliable in marking an information-seeking illocution as in polar ISQs, where results
were clearer and showed no variation with respect to the boundary tone.
Hypothesis 3 stated that wh-RQs were more often realised with a nuclear L*+H pitch
accent type than wh-ISQs. This hypothesis was confirmed, since the most frequently realised
nuclear pitch accent type was the L*+H with 57.6% compared to 2.4% in ISQs. Additionally,
the L*+H nuclear pitch accent type was the most frequent one in both question types in RQs.
Hence, it seems reasonable to assume that compared to all other nuclear accent types, the
nuclear L*+H is the one that mainly signals RQs. In contrast to RQs, there was a clear
preference for the L* nuclear accent in polar ISQs, while wh-questions allowed for more
variation showing L+H*, L* and H+!H* as nuclear pitch accents. The prevailing nuclear
tunes in polar questions were L* H-^H% (79.0%) in ISQs and L*+H H-% in RQs (54.4%). In
wh-ISQs, the three most frequent nuclear contours were L+H* L-H% (22.8%), L+H* L-%
(21.2%) and L* H-^H% (19.7%) and L*+H L-% (54.0%), and L+H* L-% (22.2%) in RQs.
Additionally, similar to the results reported in Wochner et al. (2015), the findings of
the present study have shown that the nuclear early peak (H+L*/H+!H*) in ISQs and the
nuclear late peak (L*+H) in RQs (both followed by a final L-%) were the most specific
nuclear pitch accent types in wh-questions. In previous literature, the late peak L*+H accent
(in combination with an L-%) has been discussed as signalling emotionally committed
assertions (Grice et al., 2005), sarcasm (Grice et al., 2005; Lommel & Michalsky, 2017),
indignation (Féry, 1993) and the English late-peak has been defined as being associated with
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incredulity (Ward & Hirschberg, 1985). Hence, the nuclear late peak in RQs may signal a
speaker's attitude that is closely linked with or even caused by the fact that the answer to the
realised RQ or to the proposition is self-evident as indicated by the previous context. This
might have interacted with participants' prosodic realisations and resulted in a type of irony.
This finding points towards the special relationship between context and the prosodic
realisation of RQs that was discussed earlier (see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4) and suggests a
specific investigation of the interplay by analysing if the nuclear late peak also occurs in
different types of attitudinal contexts.
With respect to phonetics, Hypothesis 4 predicted that RQs are realised with longer
sentence durations and with a slower speech rate than ISQs. This is exactly what the results
show, especially with respect to the absolute and relative duration of the sentence-final object
noun. However, the longer durations found for RQs compared to ISQs were not only caused
by illocution type, but also by a breathily realised vowel in the stressed syllable where HNR
was measured (i.e., v2 and v3). The negative correlations indicate that the duration of these
constituents is longer if the HNR values are below the mean (indicating more breathiness).
Hence, even though voice quality was strongest in sentence-initial position in both question
types, it seems to be of importance throughout the whole utterance. A similar observation was
reported for Dutch with respect to the distinction between whispered declarative questions
and statements (Heeren & van Heuven, 2009), since whispered phonemes were realised with
longer durations than their phonated counterparts.
Additionally, speech rate was shown to be generally slower in RQs than in ISQs.
These results are in accordance with what has been reported for questions and corresponding
statements (e.g., van Heuven & van Zanten, 2005; Niebuhr et al., 2010), but also for irony
(Section 3.3.5). Utterances expressing irony have been reported to show longer durations than
their string-identical literal (or neutral) counterparts in both English and German
(Lœvenbruck et al., 2013; Niebuhr, 2014). Furthermore, compared to literally spoken
statements, it was shown that ironic utterances are characterised by a slower tempo
(Rockwell, 2000). A slower speech rate was characterised as important feature for the
identification of irony if the respective context is ambiguous allowing for both interpretations
(Cutler, 1974).
Hypothesis 5 stated that RQs are realised with a breathier voice quality than ISQs and
that this difference is most obvious in sentence-initial position. This hypothesis can be
accepted. Using a manual classification that was based on perception, which is less error122
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prone to different vowel quality modes and variations with respect to word-prosodic structure
than using an acoustic measure, results showed that RQs were more frequently produced with
a breathy voice quality than their string-identical ISQs. This main effect was not only
observed with respect to illocution type, but also with respect to two vowel positions (i.e., v2
and v3 as introduced earlier). Results for breathiness were overall more pronounced for whquestions than for polar questions and a breathy voice quality was most often realised
sentence-initially and decreased towards the end of the target interrogative in both question
types. Results hence indicate that it is crucial to investigate voice quality if RQs are produced
in specific contexts as suggested by Crystal (1969: 63).
RQ contexts that were used in this production study in order to trigger a rhetorical
interpretation were designed such that they expressed indignation, amusement or
astonishment by putting the speaker into the situation of reproving or reminding the addressee
of a fact that is (according to the context) self-evident (e.g., "everybody knows that X tastes
horrible/is corny/is dull"). Based on the design of the contexts, it is likely that they caused an
exasperated attitude resulting in a breathy voice quality (Schourup, 1982: 66) given that voice
quality is usually associated with attitudes (e.g., Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Niebuhr, 2014;
Yanushevskaya et al., 2011). Since RQs violate the maxim of quality (Brown & Levinson,
1978: 323) and since a speaker might want the addressee to recognise the RQ (Kotthoff, 2007:
3), the breathy voice quality might mark the contradiction or incongruity (Bryant and Fox
Tree, 2002: 101) between what is said and what is actually meant and allows the addressee to
detect the intended RQ.
Hence, voice quality in RQs (most likely in combination with other prosodic features,
e.g., nuclear tune or duration) might signal what has been previously introduced as prosodic
air quotes signifying that what is literally said diverges from what is actually meant and
referring to mutual knowledge between the speaker and the addressee. This might also explain
why the onset of RQs was "highlighted" most by breathy voice quality. Hence, similar to
irony (Kotthoff, 2007), the speaker might "help" the addressee to detect such a complex
linguistic phenomenon as RQs in order to minimise the risk of misunderstandings (Bryant &
Fox Tree, 2002). Furthermore, for the utterance-final position it has been shown in previous
studies that accented syllables are usually realised with a non-breathy voice in terms of a
small open-quotient (a.o. Ní Chasaide et al., 2013; Gobl, 1988; Yanushevskaya, Ní Chasaide,
& Gobl, 2016; Yanushevskaya et al., 2010). Given that sentence-final object nouns were in
sentence-final position in the present study, it is likely that accentuation goes hand in hand
with a reduced breathiness. In other words, breathiness is more likely where no accentuation
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is present, which is the prenuclear field in the case of the present study. Hence, with respect to
perception, future investigations will have to analyse if a breathy voice quality can help
participants to interpret a given target interrogative as ISQ or RQ irrespective of duration and
whether the positioning of a breathy voice quality influences participants' decisions
(see perception studies in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8).
Of course, voice quality does not necessarily have to be a mandatory phonetic cue for
the perception or the production of RQs. That is, even if an RQ is not realised with a breathy
voice, it still can be perceived as an RQ. Nevertheless, the results showed that a breathy voice
quality plays a role in the realisation of RQs compared to ISQs. A further analysis could shed
some light on the question whether a breathy voice quality is perceived as equally appropriate
in different types of contexts (e.g., amusement contexts vs. indignation contexts).
Furthermore, future investigations will have to analyse whether results concerning voice
quality are based on the assumption that speakers disregard the Gricean Maxim of quality,
similar to irony (e.g., Bryant & Fox Tree, 2002).
At first glance and according to Ohala's Frequency Code (1983), it might appear
contradictory to associate a breathy voice quality mode – which is mainly associated with
smallness – with RQs which are known to challenge or criticise the addressee. However,
similar to irony, which has been shown to be frequently realised with breathy voice
(e.g., Muecke, 1978; Niebuhr, 2014; see Section 3.3.5), a breathy voice does not necessarily
have to indicate smallness. For instance, from Lachixío (spoken in a Zapotec community in
Mexico, Oaxaca) it is known that breathy voice is mainly produced by speakers in
imperatives, strong assertions and in requests for confirmation (Sicoli, 2010: 523).
Getting empirical evidence in order to answer the question whether the realisation of a
breathy voice quality in the production of RQs is caused by speakers' attitude and whether the
vocal characteristic might hence be seen as an epiphenomenon in the realisation of RQs
requires a more fine-grained analysis of different attitudes (see also Braun et al. 2018: 20).
So far, the final boundary tone, the nuclear pitch accent, voice quality and duration
have been associated with the previous context and speaker attitude. The fact that all these
parameters might be realised on the basis of context shows how important it is to consider
contexts in the investigation of RQs. Hence, if contexts trigger different shades or strengths of
attitude, it should be possible to observe not only prosodic differences between RQs and
string-identical ISQs, but also within the class of RQs based on the previous contexts
(see Chapter 9).
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6.6 Summary and conclusion
The present production study is the first study that investigates the prosodic realisation of
string-identical RQs and ISQs in German. To this end, participants were presented with short
contexts triggering either an RQ or an ISQ interpretation of the following target interrogative
(either wh- or polar question). Participants were asked to realise the target interrogatives as
naturally as possible according to the previous context. Each target interrogative was realised
in a rhetorical context and in an information-seeking context in order to be able to compare
the recordings of the string-identical question pairs with respect to their phonetic
(e.g., duration, voice quality) as well as phonological (i.e., nuclear pitch accent type,
boundary tone) properties.
The results of the production study have shown that RQs differ from string-identical
ISQs with respect to both their phonological and phonetic properties. Compared to whquestions, results for polar questions reveal a clearer result with respect to the final boundary
tone. While polar questions show two distinct boundary tones (i.e., RQs: H-%,
ISQs: H-^H%), results seem to be less clear for wh-questions (i.e., RQs: L-%, ISQs: L-%,
L-H%, H-^H%) showing more variety. With respect to the nuclear pitch accent type, results
seem to be clearest in polar ISQs (L*), while RQs of both question types were mainly realised
with two different nuclear pitch accent types each (polar: L*+H, L*; wh: L*+H, L+H*).
With respect to phonetics, results show that – in contrast to ISQs – RQs are realised
with longer durations (especially with respect to the absolute and relative duration of the
sentence-final object noun), a slower speech rate and a breathier voice quality. Moreover, the
phonetic analyses showed additional interactions between question type and illocution type
for the duration of the sentence-final object noun and voice quality. That is, for those two
phonetic characteristics, results showed that the effect of illocution type was stronger in whquestions than in polar questions. This finding might be interpreted as a potential
compensation with phonetic properties for fewer intonational contrasts. Nevertheless, results
concerning duration, especially of the sentence-final object noun, do not necessarily signal
illocution type, even though it was reported for both question types. Another explanation for
this sentence-final lengthening is that a speaker signals that they have reached the end of the
utterance and that nothing more will follow the utterance. This is what Bolinger (1989) calls
"relaxation" or "deceleration". Hence, this leaves open the opportunity that the prosodic
features of RQs do not necessarily express the contrast between RQs and ISQs alone and
needs further investigations.
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Furthermore, it has been argued that speakers signal that they do not literally mean
what they actually say. This could explain why the results for duration and breathiness in the
production study were similar to those found for the realisation of irony as reported earlier
(see nonliteral language in Section 3.3.5). What is known from studies on irony is that
speakers often provide additional information to make their utterance clear to allow listeners
to understand such complex speech acts (Bryant & Fox Tree, 2002). Even if both the
production and the processing of, for example, voice quality or longer utterance durations
(or the combination thereof) as disambiguation cues involve certain costs, these features are
necessary to get the message across to the addressee and to minimise the risk of
misunderstandings.
Future investigations will have to specifically investigate the relevance of duration for
the perception of RQs compared to ISQs. It is important to note that duration is not further
investigated in this thesis since voice quality (as a vocal mechanism) might serve as a more
fine-grained prosodic cue with respect to the investigation of RQs. However, since voice
quality showed a main effect with respect to the findings reported for duration, duration has to
be neutralised in order to avoid a potential interplay. Furthermore, in terms of minimizing the
possibility of an interplay, context also needs to be left out in the subsequent perception
studies to ensure that participants focus on the perception of RQs compared to ISQs only on
the basis of the questions' prosodic features.
Overall, for the investigation of phonetic parameters, wh-questions seem to be more
suitable than polar questions. Therefore, the subsequent perception studies will exclusively
focus on the analysis of wh-questions.
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Perception I: On-line identification of wh-RQs

7.1 Introduction
Based on Chapter 4 and the previous findings, the present perception study investigates
whether interrogatives can be identified as rhetorical or information-seeking on the basis of
their nuclear pitch accent type as well as their voice quality. The stimuli of the present eyetracking study22 were designed according to the results of the previous production study
(see Chapter 6). More specifically, for the purpose of the present perception study, it was
important to choose two nuclear pitch accent types that fulfilled two criteria: First, they
should be the most specific nuclear accents for each of the two illocution types (i.e., the
nuclear accent that clearly occurred more in one illocution type than in the other). Secondly,
the pitch accents should be distinct enough from one another to avoid confusion between
illocution types.
Results of the production study (see Chapter 6) have shown that speakers mark whquestions as rhetorical by realizing them predominantly with a nuclear late peak accent
(followed by a low boundary tone: L*+H (L-%)), i.e., the most specific nuclear accent type
across the productions of RQs. Regarding the realisations of wh-ISQs, L+H* was the most
frequent accent type in the productions of ISQs, but not the most specific one. The most
specific nuclear pitch accent type was the early peak (also followed by a low boundary tone:
H+!H* (L-%)) 23 which characteristically reaches its F0-maximum on the syllable that
precedes the accented one, while late-peak accents reach their F0-maximum either towards
the end of the accented syllable or only on the following syllable (Grice & Baumann, 2002:
269; see also Kohler, 1991). These two nuclear accents were chosen since there is
experimental evidence that L+H* and L*+H frequently cause disagreement in the perception
between transcribers (e.g., Braun, 2005; Grice et al., 1996). In contrast, regarding the
phonological distinction, it is well known that the early peak (H+!H*) is clearly distinct from
the late peak (L*+H) in German (e.g., Kohler, 1987; Kohler, 2004a; Niebuhr, 2007). Hence,

22

Part 1 of this two-part perception study was based on the MA thesis written by Kusterer (2016), which was in
turn based on the basic ideas of P6. I designed and recorded the stimuli (my own voice) that were used in this
MA thesis and for two further pilot studies. In consultation with Kusterer, the results of this thesis were
published as Part 1 of a two-part perception study in Neitsch, Braun, and Dehé (2018), using an eye-tracking
system. In the present chapter, I provide more details and a reanalysis of the set of participants, which is different
from the published paper.
23
As stated earlier, following Rathcke and Harrington (2006), it is not assumed here that there are distinct
phonological categories for the two types of early peaks H+!H* and H+L*.
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the choice of the nuclear accents was driven by their distinctiveness rather than by their
absolute occurrence in the dataset.
Compared to other intonation patterns, the communicative meanings of early and late
peak are well understood. An early peak has been associated with signalling a polite request
(Grice et al., 2005: 72). Kohler's (1991: 160) early-peak (translated as H+L*/H+!H* into
GToBI, Baumann, 2006: 162), is assumed to signal established facts that are given and
unchangeable (Niebuhr, 2007: 177) in the general sense of argumentation structure. In
contrast, the late peak (L*+H) has been discussed as signalling emotionally committed or
self-evident assertions (Grice et al., 2005), sarcasm (Grice et al., 2005; Lommel &
Michalsky, 2017), surprise (Niebuhr, 2007), indignation (Féry, 1993), and the English latepeak has been associated with incredulity (Ward & Hirschberg, 1985).
Based on the findings in Chapter 6 it was stated that the nuclear late peak in RQs may
signal a speaker's attitude that is closely linked with or even caused by the fact that the answer
to the realised RQ is self-evident as indicated by the previous context. This might have
interacted with participants' prosodic realisations and resulted in signalling a type of irony.
Furthermore, results have shown that wh-RQs were realised with a breathier voice quality
than wh-ISQs, most obviously on the wh-word. Voice quality, as the fourth prosodic
dimension (Campbell & Mokhtari, 2003), is specifically investigated in the present two-part
study due to three reasons: first, voice quality is assumed to be a fine-grained and important
prosodic cue that is crucial for the production and the perception of German RQs. Secondly,
voice quality is usually associated with attitudes (e.g., Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Niebuhr,
2014; Yanushevskaya et al., 2011) that are assumed here to interact with the realisation of
RQs (see Chapter 3). Thirdly, compared to prosodic cues, such as duration or F0, voice
quality belongs to those parameters that are usually defined as being complex and is hence not
specifically investigated so far with respect to German RQs.
In order to extensively investigate the role of voice quality and whether a breathy
voice, as a fine-grained prosodic cue, can help listeners to interpret a given target
interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking, voice quality is manipulated on the
sentence-final object noun in the present study, i.e., in the most unlikely position according to
the results of the production study (see Chapter 6). In contrast, the subsequent perception
study (i.e., an identification tasks using a button box, see Chapter 8) specifically investigates
the role of voice quality in sentence-initial position, i.e., where breathiness would be expected
according to the results of the production study.
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Furthermore, the potential pragmatic influence of the German modal particle denn
(introduced in Section 3.3.1) for the interpretation of RQs and ISQs is empirically
investigated in the present two-part perception study, since there are no empirical indications
that denn triggers either of the two interpretations so far. Hence, Part 1 of the study uses
stimuli that contain the particle, while Part 2 of the study uses stimuli where denn was cut out
of the recordings. It is important to note that, as a first step, the present study investigates the
perception of target interrogatives in isolation, given the assumption that context might
interact with the prosodic realisation of the target interrogatives.
Previous to the explanation of the eye-tracking method, the following section
elaborates on the specific investigation of wh-questions and why polar questions are excluded
from all following perception studies of this thesis.

7.2 Focussing on wh-questions
The perception studies presented in Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 10 all focus on the
investigation of wh-questions for three reasons: The first and most important reason is the
assumption that the syntactic structure of wh-questions (Wer VERB PRT …? "Who VERB
PRT…?")

used in this thesis is more frequent in everyday language than that of the respective

polar questions with the same verb and the subject pronoun jemand "anyone" (VERB PRT
jemand …? "VERB PRT anyone…?"; see Table 1 on page 35). To support this assumption, the
syntactic structure of both target sentences was counterchecked via Google counts in absolute
terms. The target interrogatives (without the sentence-final object noun) from the production
study were analysed since all other studies used target interrogatives with a similar syntactic
structure (Chapter 6, see Table A1 in the Appendix for the target interrogatives).
Google counts have often been used for linguistic purposes (e.g., Cilibrasi & Vitanyi,
2007; Matsuo, Tomobe, & Nishimura, 2007; van Hage, Katrenko, & Schreiber, 2005). One
advantage is that Google counts represent everyday language use by taking several kinds of
sources into account, such as chats, newspaper articles and internet forums, instead of
focussing on a specific kind of source, e.g., newspaper language or political speeches.
Furthermore, the worldwide web offers by far the world's largest database consisting of data
from independent users with various social backgrounds and different age groups. In order to
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achieve a more exact number of counts of the dynamic corpus, the syntactic structures were
examined on the same day of two consecutive years (1st check: October, 23rd 2017; 2nd check:
October, 23rd 2018). The numbers of the absolute counts for the syntactic structure of whand polar questions is shown in Table 7.

Google counts
absolute
1st check
2nd check
154.200
156.000
5.270
5.230
19.110
21.100
192.000
202.000
10.800
10.500
681
3.230
41.600
44.600
192
290
514
1.130
200.000
212.000
40.500
40.600
27.800
27.900
57.722
60.382

wh-question
Wer mag denn ...? "Who likes...?"
Wer tanzt denn …? "Who dances...?"
Wer isst denn …? "Who eats...?"
Wer will denn …? "Who wants...?"
Wer trägt denn …? "Who wears...?"
Wer schenkt denn …? "Who donates...?"
Wer liest denn …? "Who reads...?"
Wer züchtet denn …? "Who breeds...?"
Wer studiert denn …? "Who studies...?"
Wer braucht denn …? "Who needs...?"
Wer möchte denn …? "Who would like to...?"
Wer kennt denn …? "Who knows...?"
mean

mean
155.100
5.250
20.105
197.000
10.650
1.956
43.100
241
822
206.000
40.550
27.850

polar question
Mag denn jemand …? "Does anyone like...?"
Tanzt denn jemand …? "Does anyone dance...?"
Isst denn jemand …? "Does anyone eat...?"
Will denn jemand …? "Does anyone want...?"
Trägt denn jemand …? "Does anyone wear...?"
Schenkt denn jemand …? "Does anyone donate...?"
Liest denn jemand …? "Does anyone read...?"
Züchtet denn jemand …? "Does anyone breed...?"
Studiert denn jemand …? "Does anyone study...?"
Braucht denn jemand …? "Does anyone need...?"
Möchte denn jemand …? "Does anyone like to...?"
Kennt denn jemand …? "Does anyone know...?"
mean

789
5
131
3.850
380
0
630
18
277
911
1.900
11.400
1.691

947
5
127
10.400
359
6
427
29
159
914
3.880
10.300
2.296

868
5
129
7.125
370
3
529
24
218
913
2.890
10.850

Table 7: Absolute Google counts for the syntactic structures of each question type for whquestions (upper part: Wer VERB PRT …? "Who VERB PRT …?") and for polar questions
(lower part: VERB PRT jemand …? "VERB PRT anyone…?").

The mean values of each verification in Table 7 show that absolute frequencies of both
question types were higher in the second check than in the first one. Furthermore, the results
clearly show that mean counts were unexceptionally higher for wh-questions than for polar
questions in all cases. For this reason, and since the present thesis aims at investigating how
RQs are actually used in daily conversation, the wh-question structure is more reliable than
that of polar questions. In order to exclude possible effects of the difference concerning the
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frequency of the syntactic structures of the two question types, the perception studies (Chapter
7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 10) will exclusively focus on wh-questions.
A second reason for the specific investigation of wh-questions is that the results of the
study in Chapter 6 showed that the two most specific nuclear configurations for the two
illocution types of polar questions showed a different final boundary tone (RQ: L*+H H-%,
ISQ: L* H-^H%). In contrast, the two most specific nuclear tunes in wh-questions where both
followed by a low final boundary tone (RQ: L*+H L-%, ISQ: H+!H* L-%), excluding a
possible influence of a differing final boundary tone.
The third argument in favour of wh-questions comes from the previous results
concerning voice quality. Results were much more obvious for wh-questions than for polar
questions showing a gradual decrease of breathiness towards the end of the utterance and
significantly more breathy labels in all three vowel positions. Taken together, wh-questions
were more appropriate for the following analyses and hence served as stimuli in the
subsequent perception studies.

7.3 On-line processing using eye tracking
This section introduces eye tracking as an on-line method and addresses its advantages for the
purpose of the present perception study.
In (psycho)linguistics, researchers particularly rely on insights and knowledge from
studies in cognitive science. Based on this knowledge, it is well-known that there is a close
connection between eye gazes and eye movements on the one hand and cognitive processes
on the other hand (e.g., Ahrenholz, 2012). Participants' eye movements allow researchers to
draw conclusions about their cognitive behaviour (e.g., Duchowski, 2007; Yarbus, 1967). For
instance, gaze durations are a good index for cognitive activities while the brain processes and
interprets visual information. Frequent or familiar words are usually associated with shorter
fixation durations, while infrequent and unknown words are characterised by longer fixation
durations. This process is also described as the so-called "eye-mind link" (e.g., Reichle,
Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2006; Reichle et al., 2011), describing the close relation between "overt
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attention" (i.e., eye movements) and "covert attention" (i.e., cognitive processing; e.g.,
Duchowski, 2002; Rayner, 2009).
Eye movement and fixation patterns are closely connected with the type of input
(e.g., visual vs. auditory, pictures vs. words) a listener is presented with (Yarbus, 1967).
Cooper (1974) first showed that while the speech signal unfolds over time, participants' eye
movements are directed towards the objects that are presented in an accompanying visual
display which individual words in the signal refer to. For instance, participants are more likely
to shift their attention to the picture of a dog when they hear the word "dog" (or only a part of
the word, e.g., /do/) rather than to a picture that is unrelated (e.g., "table"). This means that
participants who are presented with an incoming speech signal tend to look at the relevant
objects they are auditorily presented with in order to identify the objects, which facilitates and
supports the cognitive processes of retrieving information that is associated with these objects
(e.g., Duchowski, 2002: 456; see also Huettig, Olivers, & Hartsuiker, 2011a; Huettig,
Rommers, & Meyer, 2011b).
In the 70s, Cooper suggested to use this "practical new research tool for the real-time
investigation of perceptual and cognitive processes and, in particular, for the detailed study of
speech perception, memory, and language processing" (cf. Cooper, 1974: 84). However, in
psycholinguistics, Cooper's study was largely ignored for more than two decades until the
methodology was discovered again in a similar fashion by Tanenhaus and colleagues (1995;
see also Eberhard et al., 1995). Since then, the "visual-world paradigm", pioneered by Cooper
and later by Tanenhaus and colleagues, is frequently used to analyse participants' on-line
responses that are related to the interaction between a participant's mental processing of
spoken language comprehension, relevant visual information, and participant's attention
(e.g., Duchowski, 2002).
A central issue in all studies using the visual-world paradigm is the question whether
objects that are either phonologically, visually or semantically related to the object that is
auditorily presented attract participants' attention (Huettig et al., 2011b). If, at a certain point
in time, listeners recognise that the object they are fixating is not the one that is presented in
the auditory input, they start to shift their attention to one of the other objects presented in the
visual display. When participants start to shift their attention, this is usually accompanied by a
so-called saccadic eye movement (Tanenhaus, 2007: 311). Saccades are very quick eye
movements, which are defined as low-threshold and low-cost on-line responses (Tanenhaus,
2007: 311). More specifically, low-cost response means that each shift in attention also
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involves a saccadic planning, which describes the delay between the programming of a
saccadic eye-movement and the subsequent fixation. Depending on the literature, the duration
of a saccade ranges from 150ms (Tanenhaus, 2007: 311) over 200ms (Dahan et al., 2001: 515;
Saslow, 1967: 1024) to 300ms (Goettker et al., 2018: 3). According to Ito (personal
communication), the saccadic planning heavily depends on the complexity of the respective
task participants have to complete and can therefore vary. Following Tanenhaus (2007: 311),
the probability of a shift in attention, which usually involves fixations to a particular object or
picture in the paradigm, is a function of the response strength of that particular object or
picture relative to all the other objects or pictures in the display at a specific point in time.
This stresses the importance of timing and time resolution in the visual world eye-tracking
paradigm.
The influential eye-tracking study by Tanenhaus and colleagues (1995) included a
physical visual display with four real objects. Participants were asked to follow the
instructions and to move the objects in a scenario (Tanenhaus et al., 1995). Due to modern
technology, the real-object display has been replaced by pictures or drawings of four objects
each occupying a quarter of the computer screen (e.g., Huettig & Altmann, 2005; Weber,
Braun, & Crocker, 2006). It has been observed that the number of objects presented in the
display delays participants' competition effect (Altmann & Kamide, 1999). Attentional effects
in the visual-world paradigm generally underlie capacity limitations. There is a general
consensus that "four" is the maximum number of presented objects that can be efficiently
counted, actively remembered, prioritised, and tracked (e.g., Huettig et al., 2011a: 145).
Consequently, attentional effects should be diminished if more than four objects are presented
in the visual display (Huettig et al., 2011a; see also Luck & Vogel, 1997; Yantis & Johnson,
1990). In fact, displays that are limited to four objects is what can be found most often in eyetracking studies. However, there are also studies using three (Hawthorne, Järvikivi, & Tucker,
2018) or only two objects (Beddor et al., 2013; Petrone et al., 2016; Zamuner et al., 2016).
Depending on how the visual display looks like and by how many objects it is
occupied, participants are usually given a short moment to become familiar with the objects
on the screen before the auditory stimulus starts. Following Huettig et al. (2011b), the time of
the preview, i.e., the time participants are given for the retrieval of the objects, is very
important, since it affects the likelihood of directing the fixations to particular objects
(see also Huettig & McQueen, 2007). So far, however, there is hardly any literature on eyetracking studies dealing with an odd number of visual candidates and the arrangement of the
labels on the screen.
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A visual display does not necessarily have to present pictures of objects. In the study
by Altmann and Kamide (1999), for instance, listeners were presented with a display showing
drawings of semi-realistic scenes on a computer screen (e.g., a boy on the floor with a
birthday cake and with a balloon, a toy train set and a toy car as distractors). Simultaneously,
participants' listened to sentences that described the current scene (e.g., "The boy will eat the
cake" or "The boy will move the cake"). By using semi-realistic scenes, researchers can assess
(among others) how participants' world knowledge about the presented scene affects the
understanding of the spoken stimulus (Huettig et al., 2011b: 152).
There are also eye-tracking studies using printed words instead of pictures
(e.g., Huettig & McQueen, 2007; McQueen & Viebahn, 2007). An advantage of this version
is that words do not necessarily have to be concrete objects which extends the amount of
possible stimuli (e.g., abstract nouns, verbs; Huettig et al., 2011b: 153). Moreover, it has been
shown that printed words are more sensitive to a phonological manipulation and less sensitive
to semantic processing than pictures (e.g., Huettig & McQueen, 2007; Huettig & McQueen,
2008; Salverda & Tanenhaus, 2010).

A subject undergoing intense study concerning intonation is the analysis of how intonational
meaning emerges and is perceived by listeners. Eye tracking as an on-line method has been
shown to be very useful in the field of prosody. For instance, Weber et al. (2006) analysed the
importance of contrastive pitch accents in German. In two eye-tracking studies, the authors
show that listeners fixate the picture of a referent that belongs to a contrast pair earlier
(e.g., "red scissors" vs. "purple scissors") when there is a contrastive accent (L+H*) on the
colour adjective in the instruction (e.g., Klicke die LILA Schere an, "click on the PURPLE
scissors") than when the colour adjective was unaccented. Dahan, Tanenhaus, and Chambers
(2002) investigated the interpretation of pitch accent in reference resolution by monitoring
listeners' fixations to lexical competitors (e.g., candle vs. candy) while participants had to
follow instructions asking for moving objects below or above geometric shapes by using a
computer mouse. Results show that English listeners make use of intonation in order to decide
whether a speaker introduces a new referent or refers to a previously mentioned referent
(e.g., "Put the CANDLE above the square" vs. "Now put the candle ABOVE THE
SQUARE"). The study indicates that when listeners hear accented noun phrases, they prefer
to interpret them as referring to an unfocused entity that was previously mentioned and
instead of interpreting them as being used for the introduction of a new entity (Dahan et al.,
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2002: 292). Snedeker and Trueswell (2003) analysed the conditions under which a listener
makes use of prosodic cues in order to differentiate the various meanings of target phrases
that are syntactically ambiguous (e.g., "Tap the frog with the flower"). The authors found that
the prosody of the speaker affects the listener's interpretation of the syntactically ambiguous
phrase even prior to the onset of the ambiguous phrase. Their findings indicate that prosodic
cues can influence initial parsing, but they seem to predict speech material that has not been
realised at this point in time (Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003: 103).
With respect to question intonation, a current study investigates the effect of prosody
with respect to the interpretation of speaker commitment in French string-identical incredulity
questions and assertions (Petrone et al., 2016). Results of the eye-tracking study show that
listeners relied more on pre-nuclear prosodic cues when they were presented with incredulity
questions and more on nuclear cues when they listened to assertions. Hence, results indicate
that listeners are able to identify and differentiate between two string-identical utterances on
the basis of their prosodic characteristics and that eye tracking with two AOIs (area of
interest, i.e., splitting the screen into two parts of equal size) seems to be an appropriate
method.
Taken together, the visual world eye-tracking paradigm has been shown to be of
central importance in the analysis of the integration of information in the interpretation of an
utterance (e.g., Dahan et al., 2002; Ito & Speer, 2008; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003; Watson,
Tanenhaus, & Gunlogson, 2008). Overall, the findings of these studies show that listeners are
able to combine the visual information on the one hand and the prosodic cues they are
presented with on the other hand to identify an intended referent on the visual display while
the spoken speech stream unfolds over time. This indicates that eye tracking constitutes an
appropriate method to investigate the interplay between prosody and listeners' on-line
responses. So far, however, there is no eye-tracking study that investigates listeners' on-line
responses in terms of fixations on the basis of German RQs that are controlled with respect to
their nuclear pitch accent type (late peak vs. early peak) and voice quality (breathy vs. modal).
Using the visual world eye-tracking paradigm has several advantages: first, since eye
gazes are measured on-line, they only have a relatively reduced response demand while the
signal unfolds over time (e.g., Chita-Tegmark et al., 2015). For instance, it has been shown
that interactions based on eye movement are faster than pointing-based off-line interactions
(Tanriverdi & Jacob, 2000). Secondly, the time resolution of eye tracking constitutes a clear
advantage compared to off-line methods. Contemporary eye-tracking systems in combination
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with the visual-world paradigm provide researchers with fine-grained and high-resolution
evidence shedding light on listeners' visual and attentional behaviour processes
(e.g., Duchowski, 2002). Compared to off-line methods (i.e., measuring participants'
behaviour after they have processed the incoming speech signal), on-line measures, such as
eye tracking, allow to collect closely time-locked measures of ongoing cognitive processing
in terms of tracking participants' gaze movements and fixations as the auditory speech signal
unfolds over time (e.g., Batinic & Appel, 2008). Third, even if participants are able to guess
the aim of a study, they are hardly able to control such an intuitive behaviour as their gaze
patterns. By using the visual world eye-tracking paradigm participants automatically show
where exactly their attention is located.
The present perception study makes use of the visual-world paradigm to test whether
participants make use of the nuclear pitch accent type, voice quality and the modal particle
denn during the unfolding speech signal in order to interpret an auditorily presented target
interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking.

7.4 Hypotheses
There is hardly any knowledge about the role of prosodic cues for the perception and the
interpretation of RQs in German, and still less with respect to such a fine-grained parameter
as voice quality. Therefore, the present study aims at closing this gap by analysing the
perceptual relevance of pitch accent type and voice quality for the identification of German
wh-questions on the basis of the findings reported in Chapter 6. More precisely, one of the
central questions of the study is whether the nuclear pitch accent type and the voice quality of
a given wh-question are sufficient for listeners to identify a given target interrogative as
rhetorical or information-seeking when they are presented out of linguistic context. As a first
step, voice quality was manipulated sentence-finally in the present study, i.e., in the least
likely position. If voice quality turns out to play a role in this position, it is expected that there
are more remarkable results in initial position, i.e., in the most likely position. Hence, the
following hypotheses were tested in the present two-part eye-tracking study, going from
general hypotheses to the more specific one.
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Hypothesis 1A: In any of the two voice quality conditions, a late peak accent will result in
more click decisions in favour of RQs than an early peak.
Hypothesis 1B: In any of the two pitch accent type conditions, a breathy voice quality will
result in more click decisions in favour of RQs than a modal voice quality.
Hypothesis 2: Target interrogatives that are realised with a nuclear late peak accent (L*+H)
and a breathy voice quality will result in the highest click decisions in favour of RQs.

The following two hypotheses address the empirical investigation of the German modal
particle denn (see Section 3.3.1) and whether it influences the interpretation of a given target
interrogative. As already shown in Section 3.3.1, denn is not expected to cause rhetoricity on
its own. Instead, with respect to wh-questions it is assumed that denn can occur in both
illocution types (e.g., Thurmair 1991b). Hence, no bias towards one of the possible
interpretations (rhetorical vs. information-seeking) is expected to arise from this particle.

Hypothesis 3: Click decisions for RQs and ISQs for stimuli with denn do not differ
significantly from one another.

The second hypothesis concerning denn addresses the naturalness of the stimuli, since denn
has previously been defined as a general and ordinary element of a German sentence (Rattler,
1943: 378) creating familiarity (Hentschel, 2011: 238f.). Hence, even though it is expected
that the German modal particle denn can occur in both illocution types, its presence is
expected to support the naturalness of the stimuli in both illocution types (i.e., RQ vs. ISQ).

Hypothesis 4: The presence of the particle denn in both illocution types is perceived as more
natural eventuating in more click decisions in favour of RQs and ISQs with respect to the
matching conditions than for stimuli without the particle in the same conditions.

With respect to click latencies, it is expected that both matching conditions (i.e., early peak
with modal voice and late peak with breathy voice) result in shorter click latencies compared
to the mismatching combinations of the prosodic cues (i.e., early peak with breathy voice and
late peak with modal voice). This is formulated in Hypothesis 5:
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Hypothesis 5: The two matching conditions (early peak with modal voice and late peak with
breathy voice) will result in shorter click latencies compared to any other combination of
parameters.

Regarding participants' gaze patterns and fixations, it is expected that the incoming speech
signal results in closely time-locked fixations on an RQ label that was presented on the
screen. It is assumed that while participants listen to the sentence-final object noun of the
target interrogative, i.e., when all the prosodic information (nuclear pitch accent type and
voice quality) is available, fixation patterns give indications about how a given interrogative
is interpreted. Regarding fixation patterns, the following hypothesis is formulated in favour of
RQs, since empirical logits (elogs) were exclusively analysed with respect to the respective
RQ label.

Hypothesis 6: Wh-questions that are produced with a nuclear late peak accent (L*+H) and a
breathy voice quality on the sentence-final object noun result in most fixations to the RQ label
compared to any other combination of the prosodic features.

7.5 Methodology
7.5.1 Materials
For the purpose of the study, 32 wh-interrogatives were designed. They had the same
syntactic structure as the stimuli that were used in the production experiment (see Chapter 6).
Each question started with the wh-word wer ("who") followed by one of four finite verbs
(mögen "like", essen "eat", spielen "play", wollen "want", i.e., 8 target interrogatives per
verb). The finite verb was followed by the modal particle denn (Thurmair, 1991b) and by a
sentence-final object noun (e.g., Vanille "vanilla", see (35)).

(35)

Wer mag denn Vanille?
"Who likes vanilla?"
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All final object nouns were mostly sonorous, consisted of three syllables and carried the
lexical stress on the penultimate syllable. Hence, these 32 wh-questions were not biased
towards either possible reading by their formal linguistic properties, e.g., by inserting modal
particles that are strongly associated with one of the two illocution types (see Section 3.3.1).
A list of all 32 target interrogatives is provided in Table A2 in the Appendix.
All experimental stimuli were audio-recorded in a sound-attenuated booth in the
PhonLab at the University of Konstanz using an MXL 990 condenser microphone and a
Tascam HDP2 portable stereo audio recorder (44.1 kHz, 16 Bit). Given the two voice quality
modes that were mapped onto each of the contour types (i.e., early peak - modal voice, late
peak - modal voice, early peak - breathy voice, late peak - breathy voice), target interrogatives
were recorded according to a specific procedure.
A phonetically trained female native speaker of German (28 years, BadenWuerttemberg) first produced each of the 32 wh-questions with a nuclear late-peak accent
(L*+H) with a low boundary tone (L-%) in modal voice quality. After each modal version,
she recorded the same target interrogative with the same contour again, but realised the
sentence-final object noun with a breathy voice quality, resulting in a pitch accent pair
(i.e., same pitch accent but different voice quality). This recording procedure was repeated for
all stimuli with a nuclear early peak accent (H+!H*) followed by a final L-%. Since both
nuclear pitch accent types had the same final boundary tone, an additional influence of the
boundary tone was neutralised. Overall, this procedure resulted in string-identical question
pairs with the same pitch accent type but different voice qualities (breathy vs. modal) and
helped furthermore to achieve an acoustic similarity of the global intonation contour between
the two respective target interrogatives. Figure 14 shows example contours for all four
experimental conditions.
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Figure 14: Example contours showing the four pitch accent conditions in Part 1 of the study
with "denn" (top: early peak (H+!H*) with a final object noun in modal and breathy voice
quality; bottom: late peak (L*+H) with a final object noun in modal and breathy voice
quality).

In total, the phonetically trained speaker recorded 128 experimental items (32 interrogatives x
2 pitch accent conditions x 2 voice quality conditions), which were used in Part 1 of the study.
For part 2 of the study, the modal particle denn was cut out of the recordings (i.e., Part 1: with
denn, Part 2: without denn).
Results of the production study (see Chapter 6) showed that wh-ISQs that were
realised with a nuclear late peak accent were equally often produced with the prenuclear pitch
accent H* or without any prenuclear pitch accent across both illocution types. Hence, the
speaker was allowed to realise the stimuli such that the most natural recordings of the stimuli
were ensured, resulting in a prenuclear H* in all of the stimuli. Both versions of the early
peak stimuli (H+!H*) in Figure 14 show a delayed prenuclear H* accent on the wh-word
indicated by the "<",24 illustrating that the contour rises on the wh-word and reaches its peak
on the verb. The modal particle denn is still realised with a perceivably high pitch before the
contour clearly decreases on the first unstressed syllable of the sentence-final object noun and
continues over the next two syllables (i.e., stressed and unstressed) of the object noun.
In Chapter 6, duration has been shown to differ significantly between string-identical
realisations of RQs and ISQs. This was also true for the naturally realised stimuli that were
recorded for the present study. Therefore – as a confounding factor – durational differences
had to be neutralised for pitch accent pairs that differed only in their voice quality. However,
24

It is important to note that the initial slope of the contour was not steep enough for a prenuclear L*+H or
L+H*.
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duration was not the only factor that might affect listeners' identification of a given
interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking. For instance, with respect to the initial
pitch, Sicoli et al. (2015) have shown that the realisation of the first accented syllable of
evaluative questions (which also included RQs) started more often in the top 10% of a
participant's speaking range than ISQs. Even if the difference between the first pitch in RQs
and string-identical ISQs in the study reported by Braun et al. (2018) was not significant, a
possible effect of initial pitch as confounding factor was neutralised between pitch accent
pairs in the present study. Table 8 below (upper part) shows both the mean overall sentence
duration (in ms) and the mean initial pitch (lower part) of the original stimuli (in Hz) in all
four experimental conditions to give an idea of how the stimuli were originally realised (see
Figure 15 below for final adjustment of duration and initial pitch). Given the slight time
differences with respect to the incoming speech signal and the expected closely time-locked
measures related to participants' fixations, all values will be reported in ms in the following.

early peak (H+!H*)

late peak (L*+H)

Original mean overall sentence duration (ms)
breathy
modal

1335.88 (95.00)
1343.91 (87.81)

1363.73 (108.63)
1281.72 (92.89)

Original mean initial pitch (Hz)
breathy
modal

218.61 (8.78)
212.93 (23.64)

175.24 (41.23)
189.42 (32.47)

Table 8: Mean sentence duration (in ms, upper part) and mean initial pitch (in Hz, lower
part) of the original target interrogatives in all four experimental conditions. SD is given in
brackets.
The mean difference between original and time normalised target interrogatives was 28ms in
the late peak condition and 22ms in the early peak condition. Differences in duration between
all pitch accent type pairs were normalised with the help of a Praat script (Boersma &
Weenink, 2017). The duration of the stimuli pairs was normalised syllable by syllable in order
to minimise serious alignment shifts. The Praat script created two new versions of the original
two stimuli such that each syllable of the new string-identical pitch accent type pair had the
average duration of the respective syllable of the original modal and breathy version. Figure
15 shows the final time normalised average F0-contours for each of the four experimental
conditions. Grey shaded areas around the lines indicate SE.
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Figure 15: Final time normalised average F0-contours of wh-questions with the modal
particle "denn" in all four experimental conditions. Grey highlighting on the right shows the
normalised duration of the breathily realised object noun.

Initial pitch was controlled by using the PSOLA-resynthesis (Pitch Synchronous Overlap
Add) in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017). Acoustically, the final stimuli sounded natural as
confirmed by several native speakers of German who were neither aware of the purpose of the
study nor of the process they went through in order to exclude confounding factors
(e.g., duration, initial pitch).
To statistically corroborate the natural realisation of voice quality, HNR values were
extracted in the middle of the vowel of the wh-word, the verb and in the stressed vowel of the
final object noun for all stimuli. Values for the verb essen (3rd Person SG, "to eat") as in
stimuli like Wer isst denn Garnelen? were excluded from the analysis since the verb was
realised with an initial glottal stop. In contrast, in the stressed syllable of the object noun
Theater [teˈaːtɐ] "theatre", there was no audible glottal stop and hence no reason to exclude
the vowel from the voice quality analysis.
In contrast to the production study (see Chapter 6), in which participants' realised any
kind of voice quality, the trained speaker's voice quality of the present stimuli is either clearly
breathy or clearly modal. Hence, the question is how breathy the speaker's voice quality is in
terms of HNR. Generally, higher HNR values indicate a less breathy voice. The mean HNR
value was compared between pitch accent type pairs. Results of the analysis showed a higher
mean HNR value for the modal object noun version than for the breathy object noun version
(modal: 16.35 dB vs. breathy: 11.54 dB). In contrast, the HNR values of the wh-word (modal:
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15.60 dB vs. breathy: 15.48 dB)25 and the verb (modal: 16.23 dB vs. breathy: 16.52 dB) of an
accent type pair showed similar mean values. The differences between HNR means in the
three positions (wh-word, verb, object noun) in each voice quality condition were statistically
analysed. Hence, the vowel measured in the object noun in the breathy version was expected
to show the lowest HNR values. Results, illustrated in Table 9, show that all HNR values
differed significantly from the HNR value measured in the middle of the vowel in the stressed
syllable of the sentence-final object noun that was realised with a breathy voice quality.

Voice quality version
breathy wh-word version
modal wh-word version
breathy verb version
modal verb version
modal object noun version

Main effect of condition
β = 4.04 [2.81; 5.27], SE = 0.63, df = 319.50, t = 6.41, p < 0.0001
β = 4.06 [2.83; 5.29], SE = 0.63, df = 319.50, t = 6.44, p < 0.0001
β = 4.95 [3.63; 6.27], SE = 0.68, df = 328.60, t = 7.30, p < 0.0001
β = 4.65 [3.33; 5.97], SE = 0.68, df = 328.60, t = 6.86, p < 0.0001
β = 4.81 [3.58; 6.04], SE = 0.63, df = 319.50, t = 7.63, p < 0.0001

Table 9: Condition effects with respect to HNR values in all three vowel positions in modal
and breathy versions of all target-interrogatives.

Moreover, there were no significant differences between any of the other vowel positions in
their respective voice quality (all p-values > 0.18). Overall, the voice quality analysis
corroborates that the difference for mean HNR values was clearest on the object noun
between modal and breathy versions, while modal voice quality was realised in a consistent
manner throughout the recorded stimuli.

7.5.2 Procedure
For each experimental part of the present study, the 128 wh-stimuli were divided into four
lists of 32 items each (8 items x 4 conditions) following a Latin Square design (i.e., each
participant listened to each experimental condition, but never for the same item). The
experimental lists were pseudo-randomised to ensure that no more than two items from the
same experimental condition immediately followed one another. Each experimental list was
contained two blocks of 16 items each (i.e., four target interrogatives per condition). In the
other two lists, the two blocks were switched. Each of the four lists was doubled but with the
25

The word "version" refers to target interrogatives in which only the final object noun was realised with a
breathy (hence breathy version) or a modal voice quality (hence modal version).
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respective stimulus counterpart differing in voice quality, resulting in a total of eight
experimental lists. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight experimental lists.
The experimental lists were the same in both parts of the experiment (with denn and without
denn) and both experimental parts followed the same procedure as described in the following.
Prior to the study, participants were asked to read an instruction of the experiment that
contained definitions of an RQ and an ISQ with unambiguous examples of each illocution
type (e.g., ISQ: Wie spät ist es denn? "What time is it?", RQ: Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern?
"Who likes paying taxes?"; see original German Instruction A2 provided in the Appendix).
Participants were also told that it is much more difficult to identify given interrogatives as
RQs if they are presented out of linguistic context since they often tend to be ambiguous
between both illocution types. Thus, participants were aware of the fact that RQs are not
always easy to identify and that it is important how the interrogative is realised in such cases.
Each experimental session started with four practice trials. Participants were seated
comfortably in front of an LCD screen in the PhonLab at the University of Konstanz. Since
the desktop mounted "EyeLink 1000 Plus" system with head support was used for monitoring
the fixations, participant's dominant eye was calibrated (pupil and corneal reflection) and
validated prior to the experiment. Participants' fixations were tracked and recorded during the
experimental session with a sampling rate of 250Hz. An automatic drift correction was
conducted after every fifth trial. Each trial started with a black fixation cross that appeared for
300ms in the centre of the screen on white background.
Since the present study focuses on the prosodic characteristics of RQs compared to
ISQs, the perception of the target interrogative was reduced to the auditory input. However,
participants were presented with a visual trigger in terms of a picture corresponding to the
respective object noun in order to situate the target interrogative. The picture was presented
for 2500ms at the centre of the screen after the fixation cross.
Following the picture, the two labels wirkliche Frage ("genuine question",
corresponding to ISQ) and rhetorische Frage ("rhetorical question", corresponding to RQ)
were shown on the screen. The label wirkliche Frage was presented to the participants for two
reasons. First, the term informationssuchende Frage ("information-seeking question")
contains more characters than rhetorische Frage which is prejudicial in an eye-tracking study.
Second, wirkliche Frage was chosen for reasons of simplification since it is easier to
understand. These two labels were displayed side by side on the screen, each presented in a
rectangular frame (238x220 pixels, see Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Experimental procedure showing a picture of the final object noun on the screen
before participants were presented with the acoustic stimulus via headphones. The final
screen shows the two labels. The grey triangle visualises the mouse cursor.

The labels' position (left vs. right) was counterbalanced such that a label never occurred in the
same position for more than three trials in a row. The presentation of the auditory target
interrogative started 1000ms after the appearance of the labels over headphones at a
comfortable loudness. This preview time was relatively short, since listeners were presented
with the same labels in each trial. After each presented target interrogative, participants were
asked to indicate whether they had heard an RQ or an ISQ by clicking as quickly as possible
on the corresponding label by using a computer mouse. No feedback was provided during the
experiment. Each experimental session took about 20 minutes.
Any potential filler trials would have had to be created as RQ or ISQ to be mapped
onto the same two labels as the target interrogatives. However, every change with respect to
syntax or prosody might have diverted participants' attention from the distinction between
RQs and ISQs that was investigated in this study. Hence, filler items were not introduced.

7.5.3 Participants
Twenty-four native speakers of German, between the age of 18 and 31 years, participated in
each part of the study (i.e., N = 48; Part 1: 19 female, 5 male, average age = 23.8 years,
SD = 3.1 years, 3 left-handed participants; Part 2: 17 female, 7 male, average age = 22.8
years, SD = 2.9 years, no left-handed participants). They were tested individually and
received a small payment for their participation. All of them were students at the University
of Konstanz and were unaware of the purpose of the study. Prior to the experiment, they were
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asked to fill in a questionnaire regarding their personal background, such as foreign language
skills, and former experiences with phonetics and phonology (see Questionnaire A1 provided
in the Appendix). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of them
reported any hearing disorders or had participated in any other studies that were related to
RQs. All left-handed participants revealed that they were used to utilise a computer mouse for
right-handers with their left hand and were hence allowed to use their strong hand for the task.
All participants signed a consent form (see Consent A1 provided in the Appendix).

7.5.4 Data treatment and analysis
In Part 1 of the experiment, seven additional participants were tested, but they had to be
excluded from the analysis for several reasons: participation in related experiments (N = 2),
technical problems (N = 3) or misinterpretation of the task (N = 2), i.e., if participants
exclusively clicked on the ISQ label even though they were previously told that both labels
are relevant to complete the task. In Part 2, three participants had to be excluded from the
analysis due to problems during the calibration phase (N = 1) and technical problems (N = 2).
The resulting data were statistically analysed using RStudio (R Development Core
Team, 2018, R version 3.2.2). P-values were calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation
in the R-package lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017). Click decisions
were statistically analysed by using logistic mixed effects regression models. Click latencies
and fixations were analysed by calculating linear mixed effects regression models. In both
types of models, accent type (early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy)
were included as fixed factors and participants and items as crossed random factors, allowing
for random adjustments of intercepts (Baayen, 2008).
In the report of the statistics, values in square brackets indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the estimate. Random slopes were added for the fixed factors to the random-effects
structure. They were only kept if the fit of the model was improved (Bates et al., 2015;
Matuschek et al., 2017). For the comparison of the models, the anova function in R was used.
In the case of an interaction, the dataset was split up according to one of the factors which,
however, does not mean that this cue was considered to be more important than the other
factors. For each of the dependent variables, an additional threefold interaction was calculated
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between accent type, voice quality and experimental part (i.e., with denn vs. without denn) in
order to see if participants' behaviour was influenced by the presence (Part 1) or absence (Part
2) of the particle (e.g., in terms of more confident or faster click decisions).
Participants' mouse clicks and fixations were registered as pertaining to a particular
label if they were directed within the rectangle of each of the two labels. For the statistical
analysis, click decisions and fixations were both coded as a binary variable as directed in
favour of the RQ label (coded as 1) and as not directed in favour of an RQ interpretation
(i.e., ISQ interpretation, coded as 0). In total, all 768 clicks per experimental part were
analysed (i.e., 24 participants x 32 items).
Participants' click latencies were measured relative to the onset of the auditorily
presented target interrogatives. Click latencies were analysed relative to the onset of the
penultimate syllable of the sentence-final object noun, since the perception of pitch accent
type and voice quality were both available on the penultimate syllable of the object noun and
provided participants with the complete information that was expected to influence their
decision. The mean duration of the last two syllables of the object noun was 661.93ms in both
experimental parts. All data points showing earlier reaction times, (i.e., before the penultimate
syllable; Part 1: N = 1, 0.1%; Part 2: N = 1, 0.14%) and those longer than 4000ms (Part 1:
N = 15, 1.96%; Part 2: N = 52, 6.77%) were excluded from the analysis. In Part 1 of the study,
the dataset of the final click latencies contained 752 data points and 715 data points in Part 2.
Fixations were analysed following Barr, Gann, and Pierce (2011). Empirical logits
(elogs) were calculated by dividing fixations directed to the RQ label by fixations that were
directed elsewhere. Following the suggestion by Ito (personal communication), 150ms were
considered as planning time between the programming of a saccadic eye movement and the
subsequent fixation.

7.6 Results
This section presents the results of both Part 1 and Part 2 of the perception study. Results of
the click decisions are presented first, followed by click latencies and participants' fixations.
In all bar charts, whiskers indicate standard errors (SE).
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7.6.1 Click decisions
The analysis of click decisions showed most clicks on the RQ label when participants listened
to wh-questions that were realised with a late peak accent (L*+H) and a breathy voice quality
(Part 1: 81%, N = 155; Part 2: 73%, N = 141; Figure 17 for Part 1 and Figure 18 for Part 2).
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Figure 17: Clicks on the RQ label in Part 1 (with particle "denn") split by accent type (early
peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy). The dashed red line indicates
chance level.
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Figure 18: Clicks on the RQ label in Part 2 (without particle "denn") split by accent type
(early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy). The dashed red line indicates
chance level.
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In both parts of the study, the amount of clicks on the RQ label dropped for wh-questions that
were realised with a modal voice quality (Part 1: 43%, N = 82; Part 2: 39%, N = 74). Stimuli
that were realised with an early peak accent and a modal voice quality were mostly
interpreted as ISQs in both parts of the experiment, since RQ interpretations were lowest in
this condition (Part 1: 7%, N = 178; Part 2: 12%, N = 168). In contrast, the same accent type
in combination with a breathy voice quality resulted in increased RQ interpretations. Based on
the click results, the term matching conditions will be used from now on to refer to the
conditions that resulted in the most distinct interpretations: a nuclear late peak with a breathy
voice quality for RQ interpretations and a nuclear early peak with a modal voice quality for
ISQ interpretations.
Results for click decisions in favour of RQs based on the respective matching
condition (i.e., late peak with breathy voice) were first aggregated for participants and items
in order to analyse whether click decisions were above chance level (indicated by the dashed
red line in Figure 17 and Figure 18). In both parts of the study, click decisions (Part 1: 81%;
Part 2: 73%) were above chance level (participants in Part 1: t = 8.65 [0.74; 0.88], df = 23,
p < 0.0001; Part 2: t = 4.85 [0.63; 0.83], df = 23, p < 0.0001; items in Part 1: t = 10.28
[0.75; 0.87], df = 31, p < 0.0001; Part 2: t = 6.28 [0.66; 0.81], df = 31, p < 0.0001). The data
aggregation with respect to ISQs showed that results (Part 1: 93%; Part 2: 88%) differed
significantly from chance level for both participants (Part 1: t = 4.03 [0.23; 0.41], df = 23,
p = 0.0005; Part 2: t = 3.06 [0.26; 0.45], df = 23, p = 0.006) and items (Part 1: t = 3.91
[0.24; 0.41], df = 31, p = 0.0005; Part 2: t = 3.54 [0.27; 0.44], df = 31, p = 0.001) for the
matching condition (i.e., early peak with modal voice) in both parts of the study.
With respect to Hypothesis 1A, results showed a significant effect of accent type in
both parts of the experiment (Part 1: β = 2.39 [1.99; 2.81], SE = 0.21, z = 11.46, p < 0.0001;
Part 2: β = 1.77 [1.40; 2.15], SE = 0.19, z = 9.36, p < 0.0001) indicating significantly more
clicks on the RQ label if stimuli were realised with a late peak than with an early peak.
Regarding Hypothesis 1B, there was also an effect of voice quality (Part 1: β = 1.91
[1.53; 2.32], SE = 0.20, z = 9.49, p < 0.0001; Part 2: β = 1.63 [1.28; 2.02], SE = 0.19, z = 8.70,
p < 0.0001) showing significantly more RQ interpretations if the sentence-final object noun
was realised with a breathy voice quality than with a modal voice quality. There was no
interaction between accent type and voice quality in either of the experimental parts (p-values
in both experiments > 0.61).
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With respect to Hypothesis 2, the highest result for click decisions in favour of RQs
(i.e., late peak with breathy voice) were compared to the second highest results (i.e., late peak
with modal voice) in a subset of those two combinations of experimental conditions. Results
showed a highly significant effect of condition (Part 1: β = 1.86 [1.36; 2.37], SE = 0.26,
z = 7.23, p < 0.0001; Part 2: β = 1.85 [1.32; 2.37], SE = 0.27, z = 6.95, p < 0.0001) indicating
that there were significantly more clicks in the 'late peak with breathy voice' condition than in
the 'late peak with modal voice' condition in Part 1 and Part 2 of the study.
The following analysis addresses Hypothesis 3. Accordingly, it was analysed if the
highest click result for RQs and ISQ (both with denn) differed significantly from one another.
To this end, a two-proportions z-test was calculated for Part 1 of the study (ISQs: N = 179 vs.
RQs: N = 155). Results indicate that the difference between click decisions for both illocution
types containing denn only approached significance (x2(1) = 2.02, p = 0.08).
According to Hypothesis 4, it was first of all analysed if the click results differed
between Part 1 (with denn) and Part 2 (without denn). With respect to RQs, the three-way
interaction between accent type, voice quality and experimental part (absence vs. presence of
particle) was not significant (p > 0.68), but there was an interaction between accent type and
experimental part (β = 0.70 [0.18; 1.22], SE = 0.26, z = 2.64, p = 0.008) showing significantly
more clicks on the RQ label after late peak stimuli compared to early peak stimuli when the
particle was present (β = 2.02[1.67; 2.38], SE = 0.18, z = 11.25, p < 0.0001). In comparison,
this effect went into the same direction when the particle denn was absent, but the difference
was bigger in Part 1 than in Part 2 (β = 1.61 [1.26; 1.98], SE = 0.18, z = 8.92, p < 0.0001).
In order to address the two matching conditions only, a two-proportions z-test was
calculated comparing the two highest click results of the matching condition for both
illocution types between the two experimental parts (RQs: N = 155 in Part 1 vs. N = 141 in
Part 2; ISQ: N = 179 in Part 1 vs. N = 168 in Part 2). Results indicate no significant
differences between the click results for the matching conditions (both p-values > 0.20).

7.6.2 Click latencies
Participants' mean click latency was 1354.39ms in Part 1 and 1410.81ms in Part 2. Click
latencies were lowest for the matching conditions in both parts of the experiment (late peak
with breathy voice: 1304.51ms in Part 1, 1414.50ms in Part 2; early peak with modal voice:
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1130.75ms in Part 1, 1199.93ms in Part 2) and shorter for target interrogatives that were
associated with the ISQ label compared to those that were associated with the RQ label.
Rounded click latencies are given in Figure 19 for Part 1 and Figure 20 for Part 2.
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Figure 19: Click latencies (in ms) in favour of the RQ label in Part 1 (with particle "denn")
split by accent type (early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy).
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Figure 20: Click latencies (in ms) in favour of the RQ label in Part 2 (without particle "denn")
split by accent type (early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy).

The following analyses address Hypothesis 5. The statistical analysis of the data gained from
Part 1 showed a significant interaction between accent type and voice quality (β = 564.47
[366.12; 762.70], SE = 101.24, df = 713.10, t = 5.58, p < 0.0001). Breaking down the data for
ease of interpretation of the interaction showed an effect of voice quality (β = -248.87
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[-392.70; -104.61], SE = 73.28, df = 223.13, z = -3.40, p = 0.0008) indicating that participants
reacted faster if stimuli were realised with a breathy voice quality than with modal voice on
the sentence-final object noun within the late peak data subset. In contrast, in the early peak
subset, participants reacted significantly faster if the object noun was realised with a modal
voice quality than with a breathy voice quality (β = -317.24 [-462.60; -171.58], SE = 73.11,
z = -4.34, p = 0.0002). Furthermore, regarding the two voice quality subsets, there was a main
effect of accent type in the breathy voice subset (β = -147.70 [-288.81; -6.42], SE = 71.92,
z = -2.05, p = 0.04) indicating significantly shorter reaction times in the late peak condition
than in the early peak condition. There was also a main effect of accent type in the modal
voice subset (β = 414.55 [273.44; 555.52], SE = 71.86, z = 5.77, p < 0.0001), which, in
contrast, indicates significantly slower reaction times in the late peak condition than in the
early peak condition.
In order to further analyse the difference in reaction times between the two matching
difficulty conditions, the two specification levels match (late peak and breathy voice, early
peak and modal voice) and mismatch (late peak and modal voice, early peak and breathy
voice) were introduced into the dataset. The variable matching difficulty was included as a
fixed factor into the linear mixed effects regression model and item as well as participant as
crossed random factors allowing for random adjustments of intercepts and slopes (Barr et al.,
2013). Results revealed an effect of matching difficulty on participants' click latencies
indicating that participants reacted on average 239.17ms faster to stimuli that were coded as a
match than to those that were coded as a mismatch (ß = -239.17 [-366.03; -112.40],
SE = 63.43, df = 22.23, t = -3.77, p = 0.001).
In two further linear mixed effects regression models, click latencies of the matching
difficulty conditions were compared by creating subsets for match and mismatch. The
statistical analysis of the mismatch subset showed no significant difference between the
conditions 'early peak with breathy voice' and 'late peak with modal voice' (p = 0.25,
N = 373). Participants' click latencies in the 'late peak with modal voice' condition were on
average 80.13ms longer than click latencies in the 'early peak with breathy voice' condition.
In contrast, the comparison between the two matching conditions (early peak with modal
voice vs. late peak with breathy voice, N = 379) showed a significant effect of matching
difficulty condition (ß = 127.61 [23.17; 232.22], SE = 53.23, df = 303.92, t = 2.40, p = 0.02)
indicating that participants reacted on average 127.61ms slower after listening to 'late peak
with breathy voice' stimuli compared to 'early peak and modal voice' stimuli.
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The analysis of click latencies in Part 2 of the study showed an interaction between
accent type and voice quality (β = 441.89 [222.31; 661.47], SE = 112.03, df = 637.00,
t = 3.94, p < 0.0001). For ease of interpretation of the interaction, the data were split up into
an early peak subset, which showed an effect of voice quality (β = -332.12 [-480.20; -184.10],
SE = 75.09, df = 92.40, z = -4.42, p < 0.0001) indicating that participants reacted faster if
stimuli were realised with modal voice than with breathy voice on the sentence-final object
noun. In contrast, there was no effect of voice quality in the late peak subset (p = 0.26). With
respect to the two voice quality subsets, there was an effect of accent type in the subset of
stimuli with a modal voice quality (β = 292.39 [137.47; 447.59], SE = 78.95, df = 274.20,
z = 3.70, p = 0.0003) indicating that participants showed significantly longer reaction times in
the stimuli with a late peak compared to an early peak. However, this effect only approached
significance in the breathy voice subset (p = 0.08).
The data were further analysed with respect to possible differences in participants'
click latencies between the two matching difficulty conditions (match vs. mismatch). The
preparation of the data for this analysis was identical to the one described for Part 1. The
analysis showed an effect of matching difficulty indicating that participants reacted on average
187.96ms faster to stimuli that were coded as a match than to those that were coded as
mismatch (ß = -187.96 [-287.49; - 88.37], SE = 50.76, df = 621.70, t = -3.70, p = 0.0002).
In two further linear mixed effects regression models, click latencies of the matching
difficulty conditions were compared by creating a subset for each condition (match vs.
mismatch). Results with respect to the mismatch subset (N = 356) showed that participants'
click latencies in the 'late peak with modal voice' condition were on average 59.26ms shorter
than click latencies in the 'early peak with breathy voice' condition. However, this difference
was not significant (p = 0.43). In contrast, the comparison between the two matching
conditions in the matching subset (N = 359) showed that participants reacted on average
157.94ms slower after listening to stimuli with a late peak and a breathy voice than for stimuli
with an early peak and a modal voice (ß = 157.94 [26.00; 290.54], SE = 67.32, df = 311.08,
t = 2.35, p = 0.02).
The analysis of the combined dataset of Part 1 and Part 2 showed no significant
threefold interaction between accent type, voice quality and experimental part nor a twofold
interaction with experimental part and one of the two other factors (all p-values > 0.35).
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7.6.3 Fixations
Fixation proportions to the RQ label were analysed in 100ms time windows. Results for Part 1
were not significant for either of the time windows of the wh-word, the verb, the following
modal particle denn or the sentence-final object noun (all p-values > 0.18). Fixation
proportions began to differ at the offset of the sentence-final object noun. To statistically
corroborate this observation, fixation proportions to the RQ label were analysed in 100ms
time windows starting from the onset of the sentence-final object noun. In a first step,
fixations were analysed with respect to all conditions. For the analysis of fixations with
respect to the two matching conditions (i.e., early peak with modal voice vs. late peak with
breathy voice), these conditions were respectively coded. Only (almost) significant main
effects and interactions will be reported.
Figure 21 below illustrates the evolution of the fixation proportions to the RQ label of
Part 1 after the 150ms planning time with respect to the saccadic eye movement. Since
significant results in participants' fixations occurred only at the offset of the sentence-final
object noun, the x-axis is scaled in such a way that it shows the relevant time windows
relative to the onset of the sentence-final object noun until 1800ms after onset, which is
already after the offset of the object noun.

Experiment 1: Fixations to RQ in all four experimental conditions
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Figure 21: Evolution of fixation proportions to the RQ label in Part 1 (with "denn") in all four
experimental conditions over the course of the target interrogative (in s). Straight vertical
lines indicate acoustic landmarks.
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Results for Part 1 of the study showed two almost significant effects of accent type and voice
quality starting in the time window ranging from 800ms to 900ms after the onset of the object
noun, i.e., the transition between the final part of the third syllable and the time after the offset
of the object noun (see Figure 23 below on page 159).
With respect to Hypothesis 6, the effect of accent type indicates that more fixations to
the RQ label were registered for stimuli that were realised with a late peak than with an early
peak (β = 0.42 [0.03; 0.87], SE = 0.23, df = 959.00, t = 1.82, p = 0.07). The additional effect
of voice quality shows significantly more looks to the RQ label when stimuli were realised
with a breathy voice quality than with a modal voice quality (β = 0.42 [0.03; 0.88], SE = 0.23,
df = 859.00, t = 1.84, p = 0.07). There was no significant interaction between accent type and
voice quality (p = 0.43). In the same time window, there was an effect of the matching
condition showing more fixations to the RQ label in the 'late peak with breathy voice'
condition than for stimuli with an early peak and a modal voice quality (β = 0.84 [0.22; 1.46],
SE = 0.32, df = 464.00, t = 2.66, p = 0.008).
In the subsequent time window, i.e. 900ms to 1000ms after the onset of the object
noun, results showed an effect of voice quality (β = 0.59 [0.09; 1.10], SE = 0.26, df = 959.00,
t = 2.30, p = 0.02) indicating more fixations to the RQ label for stimuli with breathy voice
than with modal voice. In the same time window, there was an additional effect of accent type
approaching significance showing more fixations to the RQ label for stimuli that were
realised with a late peak than with an early peak (β = 0.45 [0.06; 0.96], SE = 0.26,
df = 959.00, t = 1.74, p = 0.08). There was no interaction between accent type and voice
quality (p = 0.59) but an additional effect of the matching condition showing significantly
more fixations to the RQ label for stimuli with a late peak and a breathy voice than for stimuli
with an early peak and a modal voice (β = 1.05 [0.35; 1.74], SE = 0.35, df = 464.00, t = 2.95,
p = 0.003).
In the time window ranging from 1000ms to 1100ms after the onset of the object
noun, the main effect of voice quality remained significant indicating more looks to the RQ
label for stimuli with breathy voice than with modal voice (β = 0.72 [0.29; 1.15], SE = 0.22,
df = 959.30, t = 3.29, p = 0.001). There was no significant interaction between accent type and
voice quality (p = 0.78). There was an additional effect of the matching condition in the same
time window indicating significantly more looks to the RQ label, again for stimuli with a late
peak and a breathy voice compared to the combination of an early peak and a modal voice
(β = 1.05 [0.47; 1.65], SE = 0.30, df = 446.40, t = 3.51, p = 0.0005). For the sake of
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convenience and since results were similar for each of the time windows ranging from
1100ms to 1800ms, findings are summarised in Table 10.

Time window
1100ms-1200ms
1200ms-1300ms
1300ms-1400ms
1400ms-1500ms
1500ms-1600ms
1600ms-1700ms
1700ms-1800ms

Main effect of accent type
β = 0.44 [0.02; 0.85], SE = 0.21, df = 938.40, t = 2.07, p = 0.04
β = 0.58 [0.18; 0.98], SE = 0.20, df = 938.80, t = 2.85, p = 0.005
β = 0.58 [0.18; 0.95], SE = 0.20, df = 939.70, t = 2.88, p = 0.004
β = 0.68 [0.31; 1.05], SE = 0.19, df = 939.30, t = 3.63, p = 0.0003
β = 0.83 [0.48; 1.18], SE = 0.18, df = 939.10, t = 4.65, p < 0.0001
β = 0.92 [0.59; 1.26], SE = 0.17, df = 969.60, t = 5.39, p < 0.0001
β = 0.76 [0.48; 1.05], SE = 0.14, df = 972.70, t = 5.27, p < 0.0001

1100ms-1200ms
1200ms-1300ms
1300ms-1400ms
1400ms-1500ms
1500ms-1600ms
1600ms-1700ms
1700ms-1800ms

Main effect of voice quality
β = 0.66 [0.24; 1.07], SE = 0.21, df = 929.30, t = 3.10, p = 0.002
β = 0.76 [0.36; 1.16], SE = 0.20, df = 929.30, t = 3.75, p = 0.0002
β = 0.93 [0.55; 1.32], SE = 0.20, df = 929.40, t = 4.73, p < 0.0001
β = 0.74 [0.37; 1.10], SE = 0.19, df = 929.40, t = 3.93, p < 0.0001
β = 0.74 [0.39; 1.08], SE = 0.18, df = 929.40, t = 4.15, p < 0.0001
β = 0.68 [0.34; 1.01], SE = 0.17, df = 959.40, t = 3.97, p < 0.0001
β = 0.41 [0.13; 0.69], SE = 0.14, df = 959.90, t = 2.83, p = 0.005

1100ms-1200ms
1200ms-1300ms
1300ms-1400ms
1400ms-1500ms
1500ms-1600ms
1600ms-1700ms
1700ms-1800ms

Main effect of matching condition
β = 1.08 [0.52; 1.65], SE = 0.29, df = 445.60, t = 3.78, p = 0.0002
β = 1.33 [0.79; 1.88], SE = 0.28, df = 471.90, t = 4.82, p < 0.0001
β = 1.50 [0.99; 2.01], SE = 0.26, df = 494.00, t = 5.75, p < 0.0001
β = 1.42 [0.95; 1.89], SE = 0.24, df = 440.90, t = 5.91, p < 0.0001
β = 1.56 [1.12; 2.00], SE = 0.23, df = 464.00, t = 6.92, p < 0.0001
β = 1.60 [1.17; 2.03], SE = 0.22, df = 494.00, t = 7.29, p < 0.0001
β = 1.17 [0.81; 1.54], SE = 0.19, df = 494.00, t = 6.33, p < 0.0001

Table 10: Significant main effects of accent type, voice quality and matching condition in the
time windows ranging from 1100ms-1800ms in Part 1.

There was a main effect of accent type in all time windows (see Table 10), indicating more
looks to the RQ label if wh-questions were produced with a late peak compared to when they
were realised with an early peak. An additional effect of voice quality in the same time
window indicates that more looks to the RQ label were registered if stimuli were produced
with breathy voice than with modal voice (see Table 10). As before, there was an additional
effect of the matching condition indicating significantly more looks to the RQ label, again for
stimuli with a late peak and a breathy voice than for stimuli with an early peak and a modal
voice (see Table 10). There was no significant interaction between accent type and voice
quality (all p-values > 0.11) for any of the reported time windows.
The statistical analysis of the fixations of Part 2 was identical to the analysis of Part 1.
Figure 22 below shows the evolution of the fixation proportions over the course of the
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utterance (in s) to the RQ label in Part 2 and the time windows relative to the onset of the
sentence-final object noun.

Experiment 2: Fixations to RQ in all four experimental conditions
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Figure 22: Evolution of fixation proportions to the RQ label in Part 2 (without "denn") in all
four experimental conditions over the course of the target interrogative (in s). Straight
vertical lines indicate acoustic landmarks.

Similar to Part 1, there were no significant results in the analysis windows of the wh-word, the
verb or the sentence-final object noun (all p-values > 0.14). Results began to differ after the
offset of the sentence-final object noun, i.e., after the offset of the target interrogative. More
specifically, results showed a first almost significant effect of voice quality in the time
windows starting from 900ms to 1000ms showing more looks to the RQ label on screen if the
stimuli were realised with breathy voice than with modal voice (β = 0.44 [0.03; 0.92],
SE = 0.24, df = 711.00, t = 1.85, p = 0.06). In this time window, there was no interaction
between accent type and voice quality (p = 0.44). In the same time window, there was an
effect of matching condition showing significantly more fixations to the RQ label if the
stimuli were produced with the combination of a late peak and a breathy voice than with the
combination of an early peak and a modal voice (β = 0.66 [0.02; 1.31], SE = 0.33,
df = 325.00, t = 2.01, p = 0.05).
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A similar effect was present in the time window ranging from 1000ms to 1100ms.
There was an effect of voice quality approaching significance showing more looks to the RQ
label on screen if the stimuli were realised with breathy voice than with modal voice (β = 0.41
[0.05; 0.88], SE = 0.24, df = 711.00, t = 1.76, p = 0.08). There was no significant interaction
between accent type and voice quality (p = 0.26), but an effect of matching condition
indicating more fixations to the RQ label if participants listened to stimuli that were produced
with a late peak and a breathy voice than with an early peak and a modal voice (β = 0.70
[0.07; 1.34], SE = 0.32, df = 359.00, t = 2.19, p = 0.03).
Similar results were found for the following time windows ranging from 1100ms to
1700ms. For the sake of convenience, results of participants' fixations for these time windows
after the offset of the object noun will be summarised in Table 11.

Time window
1100ms-1200ms
1200ms-1300ms
1300ms-1400ms
1400ms-1500ms
1500ms-1600ms
1600ms-1700ms

Main effect of accent type
β = 0.54 [0.09; 0.98], SE = 0.23, df = 742.00, t = 2.37, p = 0.02
β = 0.44 [0.01; 0.87], SE = 0.22, df = 742.00, t = 1.99, p = 0.05
β = 0.44 [0.03; 0.85], SE = 0.21, df = 711.00, t = 2.09, p = 0.04
β = 0.55 [0.14; 0.95], SE = 0.20, df = 742.00, t = 2.66, p = 0.008
β = 0.54 [0.15; 0.93], SE = 0.20, df = 742.00, t = 2.72, p = 0.007
β = 0.40 [0.03; 0.78], SE = 0.19, df = 742.00, t = 2.12, p = 0.03

1100ms-1200ms
1200ms-1300ms
1300ms-1400ms
1400ms-1500ms
1500ms-1600ms
1600ms-1700ms

Main effect of voice quality
β = 0.61 [0.16; 1.05], SE = 0.23, df = 742.00, t = 2.67, p = 0.008
β = 0.83 [0.39; 1.23], SE = 0.22, df = 742.00, t = 3.75, p = 0.0002
β = 1.02 [0.61; 1.44], SE = 0.21, df = 711.00, t = 4.86, p < 0.0001
β = 0.80 [0.40; 1.20], SE = 0.20, df = 742.00, t = 3.91, p = 0.0001
β = 0.78 [0.39; 1.17], SE = 0.20, df = 742.00, t = 3.94, p < 0.0001
β = 0.61 [0.24; 0.99], SE = 0.19, df = 742.00, t = 3.22, p = 0.001

1100ms-1200ms
1200ms-1300ms
1300ms-1400ms
1400ms-1500ms
1500ms-1600ms
1600ms-1700ms

Main effect of matching condition
β = 1.15 [0.54; 1.75], SE = 0.31, df = 359.00, t = 3.69, p = 0.0003
β = 1.26 [0.68; 1.85], SE = 0.30, df = 359.00, t = 4.27, p < 0.0001
β = 1.46 [0.91; 2.01], SE = 0.28, df = 334.10, t = 5.22, p < 0.0001
β = 1.35 [0.81; 1.88], SE = 0.27, df = 331.80, t = 4.94, p < 0.0001
β = 1.32 [0.80; 1.84], SE = 0.27, df = 359.00, t = 4.99, p < 0.0001
β = 1.02 [0.52; 1.52], SE = 0.26, df = 351.00, t = 3.98, p < 0.0001

Table 11: Significant main effects of accent type, voice quality and matching condition in the
time windows ranging from 1100ms-1700ms in Part 2.

There was no significant interaction between accent type and voice quality for either of these
time windows (all p-values > 0.12), but a main effect of voice quality showing more looks to
the RQ label when wh-questions were realised with breathy voice than with modal voice. An
additional effect of accent type indicates that the RQ label was significantly more often
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fixated when the target interrogatives were produced with a late peak than with an early peak.
In all the analysis windows listed in Table 11, there was also an effect of matching condition
showing more fixations to the RQ label for stimuli that were produced with a late peak and a
breathy voice than with an early peak and a modal voice.
In the very last window (1700ms-1800ms), there was also a main effect of accent type
(β = 0.49 [0.14; 0.84], SE = 0.18, df = 765.00, t = 2.72, p = 0.007) showing that the RQ label
was more often fixated when the target interrogative contained a late peak than when it was
realised with an early peak. There was no effect of voice quality (p = 0.23). In this time
window, there was also an effect of matching condition showing more fixations to the RQ
label for stimuli that were produced with a late peak and a breathy voice than with an early
peak and a modal voice (β = 0.70 [0.23; 1.17], SE = 0.24, df = 382.00, t = 2.90, p = 0.004).
Figure 23 summarises the effects for both voice quality (grey bars) and accent type
(white bars) with respect to the fixations over the course of the target utterance for both
experimental parts (Part 1: upper two horizontal bars, Part 2: lower two horizontal bars).

with denn
without denn

Figure 23: Summary of the effects found for fixations relative to the onset of the object noun
(in ms) in Part 1 with "denn" and Part 2 without "denn" for voice quality (grey bars) and
nuclear pitch accent type (white bars).

The coloured frames (0ms to >800ms) indicate the duration of each of the three syllables of
the sentence-final object noun. Accordingly, the earliest effects occur at the end of the final
syllable of the sentence-final object noun (Part 1) and after the offset of the noun (Part 2),
respectively.
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7.7 Discussion
The present two-part eye-tracking study investigated the relevance of nuclear pitch accent
type (early peak vs. late peak), voice quality (modal vs. breathy) and the German modal
particle denn (present vs. absent) with respect to the perception of German wh-RQs compared
to string-identical wh-ISQs. To this end, participants were presented with wh-target
interrogatives out of linguistic context that were previously found out to be realised most
specifically with a nuclear late peak accent (followed by a low boundary tone: L*+H L-%) in
the case of wh-RQs and with a nuclear early peak (H+!H* L-%) as in the case of wh-ISQs
(see Chapter 6). In previous literature, the nuclear late peak accent is mainly defined as
signalling emotionally committed or self-evident assertions (Grice et al., 2005), sarcasm
(Grice et al., 2005; Lommel & Michalsky, 2017), surprise (Niebuhr, 2007), indignation (Féry,
1993) and incredulity (Ward & Hirschberg, 1985), while the nuclear early peak is mainly
defined as signalling polite requests (Grice et al., 2005: 72), established facts and givenness
(Baumann, 2006; Kohler, 1991). In order to extensively investigate the role of voice quality,
an often ignored prosodic parameter, and whether a breathy voice can help listeners to
interpret a given target interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking, voice quality was
manipulated in the most unlikely position according to the results of the production study (see
Chapter 6), namely on the sentence-final object noun. Hence, if voice quality becomes
relevant for the interpretation even in this position, the present study emphasises the role of
this fine-grained prosodic parameter. Participants task was to indicate, on the basis of the
prosodic realisation alone, whether a given target interrogative was an RQ or an ISQ by
clicking on the corresponding label presented on screen. Participants' click decisions,
fixations and click latencies were monitored.
First of all, it was shown for the click decision results that the respective matching
condition differed significantly from chance level for both participants and items in both parts
of the study.
Hypothesis 1A and Hypothesis 1B both focused on the prosodic cues that were tested
in the present study. Hypothesis 1A stated that in any of the two voice quality conditions, a
late peak accent results in more click decisions in favour of RQs than an early peak. Similarly,
Hypothesis 1B claimed that in any of the two pitch accent type conditions, a breathy voice
quality results in more click decisions in favour of RQs than a modal voice quality. This is
what the results suggest. More specifically, with respect to Hypothesis 1A, a main effect of
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accent type was reported in both parts of the experiment indicating significantly more clicks
on the RQ label if stimuli were realised with a late peak than with an early peak. Regarding
Hypothesis 1B, there was an additional effect of voice quality in both experimental parts
showing significantly more RQ interpretations if the sentence-final object noun was realised
with a breathy voice quality than with a modal voice quality. In contrast, if wh-questions were
realised with a nuclear late peak but with a modal voice quality, participants interpreted them
as being less rhetorical, i.e., below 50% chance level (Part 1: 43%, Part 2: 39%) and hence in
favour of an information-seeking interpretation. This suggests that both cues are of equal
importance for the perception and hence the interpretation of RQs and that both hypothesis
can be accepted. Hence, voice quality as a fine-grained prosodic parameter which is
frequently ignored, turns out to be of central importance for the identification of and
disambiguation between German wh-ISQs and their string-identical rhetorical counterparts.
Hence, in contrast to Hypothesis 1A and B, where the single parameters are relevant
for the interpretation, Hypothesis 2 focuses on the importance of their combination for the
interpretation of a given target interrogative. More specifically, Hypothesis 2 predicted that
wh-questions that are realised with a nuclear late peak accent (L*+H) and a breathy voice
quality on the sentence-final object noun are most often interpreted (i.e., in terms of click
decisions) as rhetorical. This is what the findings suggest for both experimental parts. The
statistical comparison between the highest (i.e., late peak with breathy voice) and the second
highest (i.e., late peak with modal voice) result for click decisions in favour of RQs showed
that there were significantly more clicks in the 'late peak with breathy voice' condition than in
the 'late peak with modal voice' condition. Since all other experimental conditions reached
only lower results, it is clear that the combination of a late peak with a breathy voice quality
resulted in the highest click decisions in favour of RQs in Part 1 and Part 2 of the study.
Thus, results show that German wh-questions are predominantly interpreted as
conveying a rhetorical illocution if they are realised with a nuclear late peak accent (L*+H)
and a breathy voice quality on the sentence-final object noun (Part 1: 81%, Part 2: 73%).
Additionally, click decisions for this condition in both parts of the study were above chance
level. Hence, results indicate that even if breathiness is realised in the most unlikely position
(i.e., sentence-finally) according to the findings of the production study where breathiness
was mainly realised sentence-initially (see Chapter 6), participants make use of the
combination of both nuclear pitch accent type and voice quality when interpreting a given
interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking.
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Hypothesis 3 stated that participants' click decisions for RQs with denn and for ISQs
with denn do not differ significantly from one another. Previous literature has assumed that
denn can appear in both illocution types (see Section 3.3.1) indicating that the particle does
not bias either one of the two possible readings (e.g., Bayer & Obenauer, 2011; Meibauer,
1986; Rattler, 1943; Thurmair, 1991b). Regarding the results, it was first of all shown that the
two matching condition differed significantly from chance level for both participants and
items. Furthermore, it was analysed if the highest click results for RQs and ISQs both with
denn differed significantly from one another. Results showed no significant difference
between participants' final click decisions. Hence, it is expected that there is no bias towards
one of the possible interpretations (rhetorical vs. information-seeking) that arises from this
particle and that the German modal particle denn can occur in both illocution types. The
present results suggest accepting Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 4 stated that the presence of denn in both illocution types is perceived as
more natural eventuating in more click decisions in favour of RQs and ISQs with respect to
the matching conditions than for stimuli without the particle in the same conditions. In
previous literature, the particle denn was defined as a general and ordinary element of a
German sentence (Rattler, 1943: 378) creating familiarity (Hentschel, 2011: 238f.). Hence,
the presence of denn was expected to support the naturalness of the two matching conditions.
Generally, removing the modal particle from the target interrogatives led to a similar pattern
in Part 2 of the study. A direct comparison between participants' click decisions showed that
for the late peak condition, results were more pronounced in Part 1 than in Part 2.
The more specific analysis addressed the click proportions of the two matching
conditions only. However, the comparison between the respective clicks in both parts of the
study showed no significant differences indicating that stimuli with the perfect match
contours in combination with denn have no advantage compared to those without denn. This
suggests that RQs without denn are not marked in everyday language in terms of being less
acceptable or natural, which is in line with the observation formulated by Rattler (1943: 386),
who assumes that denn is often dropped. Based on these findings, click results indicate that
participants are still able to reliably interpret the original contours even when they were
presented without denn and hence with a different syntactic sentence structure.
Of course, with respect to denn a replication of this study by using a within-subjects
design would be advantageous, making sure that the same participants react to both kinds of
stimuli (with and without denn). Then, however, both researchers and participants will
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struggle with the length of the study and, especially in eye-tracking studies, with an effect of
fatigue due to the repetition of the stimuli or with the loss of stimuli and data reduction.

Regarding click latencies, Hypothesis 5 predicted that the two matching conditions (early
peak with modal voice and late peak with breathy voice) result in shorter click latencies
compared to when any of those parameters is changed. With respect to Part 1 of the study,
this is what participants' click latencies indicate, since they were shorter in both matching
conditions than in the respective mismatching conditions, but even shorter in the matching
early peak condition than in the matching late peak condition. That is, the matching condition
for ISQs resulted in significantly shorter latencies than in the matching condition for RQs. In
Part 2 of the study, however, results were different showing no significant difference between
the two voice quality conditions for stimuli that were realised with a nuclear late peak.
Furthermore, the difference between the two pitch accent type conditions only approached
significance with respect to breathy voice quality. Hence, statistically, click latencies were not
significantly faster in the matching condition for RQs in Part 2 of the study, which is why
Hypothesis 5 has to be rejected.

Regarding fixations, Hypothesis 6 predicted that wh-questions that are produced with both a
nuclear late peak accent and a breathy voice quality result in most fixations to the RQ label
compared to any other combination of the prosodic features. Results showed main effects of
pitch accent type or voice quality or both, but no interactions. All main effects went into the
same direction indicating that looks in favour of RQs increased if stimuli were realised with
breathy voice compared to modal voice and with a nuclear late peak compared to an early
peak. This was true for both experimental parts of the study.
Furthermore, the analyses of both parts of the study showed a significant and stable
effect of matching condition over a relatively long time frame starting shortly before (Part 1)
or after (Part 2) the offset of the target interrogative and ranging until 1700ms or 1800ms
relative to the onset of the object noun (see Figure 23). This indicates more fixation
proportions to the RQ label if the stimuli were realised with a late peak and a breathy voice
than with an early peak and a modal voice. Hence, Hypothesis 6 can be accepted, since
fixations were directed towards the RQ label on the basis of a late peak and a breathy voice.
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Moreover, comparing participants' fixations of Part 1 and 2, it becomes obvious that
the order of the prosodic cues for the identification in Part 2 differs from Part 1 (see Figure
23). When stimuli were realised with the modal particle denn, the (almost significant) effects
of voice quality and accent type both set in directly after the offset of the target interrogative.
In contrast, in Part 2, the effect of voice quality was present before the effect of accent type,
but almost a 100ms later than when the particle was present. The delay of this effect in Part 2
might be explained by the absence of denn and the loss of an additional syllable to derive the
meaning of the two labels that were presented on screen. In future investigations, particles
such as schon, which are clearly associated with a rhetorical illocution, might be investigated
(e.g., Bayer & Obenauer, 2011: 455; Grésillon, 1980; Meibauer, 1986: 63; Zaefferer, 1984:
89). With respect to denn, this would help to find out whether the delay is caused by the
particle itself or by the absence of the particle. However, as already mentioned above, this
could be tested in a within-subjects design.
Additionally, there were no significant effects concerning fixations before the end of
the unfolding signal in either of the experimental parts. This suggests that listeners' were not
initially biased towards one of the two labels after participants were presented with the picture
showing the sentence-final object noun of the preceding acoustic stimulus.
Generally, the fixation results are not trivial to understand. Differences in fixations
became obvious only after the offset of the target sentence. However, if fixations were closely
time-locked, effects should occur as soon as the nuclear pitch accent type and voice quality
become available to listeners, i.e., around the penultimate syllable of the object noun. That is,
the significant differences in participants' fixations after the offset of the target interrogative
(i.e., when listeners were sure that no more information would follow) indicate that the
monitoring of fixations was not on-line in the sense that participants' eye movements
immediately changed as the speech signal unfolded over time. This might be due to the
absence of context, which has been defined as the most obvious marker of RQs. Further
investigations will have to analyse whether participants' fixations change if a previous context
is provided. Pragmatic inferences make use of the semantic content postulating the sequential
access of phonological, lexical, semantic, pragmatic, and syntactic information during the
processing of an incoming speech signal (e.g., Huang & Snedeker, 2009; Was, Sansosti, &
Morris, 2017). For this reason, participants were presented with a definition of RQs and ISQs
prior to the experiment in order to activate the respective concepts and to keep it similar in
much the same manner for all participants across the experiment.
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A further explanation for the late effects might be the complexity of the task. Listeners
had to decide for one of two possible labels on the screen on the basis of what they heard. In
contrast to many other eye-tracking studies, participants of the present study could not deduce
from what they have heard to the visual shape (e.g., a ball) or typeface (i.e., the written word).
Instead, they had to deduce the abstract concept of a definition and its meaning. Huettig and
Altmann (2005: B23) demonstrated that participants' eye movements and fixations patterns
are primarily "driven by the degree of match" between a spoken word on the one hand and the
mental representations of the objects that are presented in the visual display on the other hand.
The phonological and semantic knowledge as well as the knowledge about the visual shape is
retrieved from the long-term memory at different points in time during the processing of an
unfolding speech signal (e.g., Huettig & McQueen, 2007). In the present study, however, the
degree of match was much more indirect and abstract.
Furthermore, the present fixation results might also be explained by the restriction to
two answer options (RQ vs. ISQ). Therefore, a third category ("something else", i.e., neither
ISQ nor RQ) will be introduced in the subsequent perception study (see Chapter 8).
Additionally, it might also be argued that cutting out the particle denn results in
unnatural sounding target interrogatives since this process might extract further prosodic
information from the speech signal that possibly conveys whether the target stimulus is an RQ
or an ISQ. However, previous to the actual study, a group of naïve native speakers of German
confirmed that the final stimuli sounded natural. Additionally, cutting out the particle was the
best way to keep the rest of the signal constant and to avoid further confounding factors. If
participants were confused by an unnatural sounding speech signal caused by the extraction of
the particle, this would have been obvious with respect to all dependent variables, especially
click latencies and fixations (see Figure 21 and Figure 22). For instance, a potential
unnaturalness should have resulted in longer click latencies across all conditions. This,
however, is not the case in comparison with Part 1 since the late peak and a modal voice
quality result even in shorter latencies in Part 2 than in Part 1. In other words, it seems rather
unlikely that a potential unnaturalness of the target interrogatives becomes obvious in three
out of four experimental conditions.
Furthermore, the naturalness of the stimuli was preserved by the realisation of the
prenuclear H* on the wh-word in stimuli that were produced with an early peak. In previous
investigations, prenuclear accents have been described as optional (Baumann, Mertens, &
Kalbertodt, 2017), ornamental (Büring, 2007) and as being used for rhythmic purposes
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(Calhoun, 2010). Hence, the prenuclear H* can either be seen as a rhythmic pattern or as an
epiphenomenon preparing the H+!H*, which both result in more natural stimuli. Furthermore,
if the prenuclear H* would have had any effect on listeners' interpretation, differences in
participants' fixation patterns should have become obvious in the signal. However, results of
both parts of the study showed that participants' fixations to the RQ label did not differ before
the sentence-final object noun of the target interrogative but rather after its offset.
Another issue that needs to be discussed here is the cut-off point concerning click
latencies since results depend on the time frame restricting reaction times. As discussed
above, it was decided to measure click latencies in both experimental parts relative to the
onset of the penultimate syllable of the sentence-final object noun. In both experimental parts,
all data points showing earlier reaction times were excluded from the analysis. While the right
edge of reaction times was defined by the distribution of the click latency data in both
experimental parts (i.e., < 4000ms), the left edge was determined by the crucial part of the
incoming speech signal where pitch accent type and voice quality were both available to
listeners. As a consequence, participants who reacted before the penultimate syllable of the
object noun did not react on the basis of the whole prosodic information of the target
sentence. In contrast, participants who reacted after the target sentence did not exclusively
react on the basis of what they perceived and processed in the beginning of the stimulus.
Consequently and for a better comparison, the cut-off point for click latencies was kept
constant across both experimental parts. The analysis hence focused on click latencies within
this time frame to be sure that participants listened to the crucial part of the unfolding speech
signal and perceived the relevant prosodic cues that were of importance for the current
analysis.

7.8 Summary and Conclusion
In the present two-part eye-tracking study, participants were presented with string-identical
wh-question pairs via headphones (e.g., Wer mag denn Vanille? ''Who likes vanilla?''). The
stimuli pairs (RQ vs. ISQ) were previously recorded by a phonetically trained speaker on the
basis of the findings of the production study presented in Chapter 6. That is, they were
recorded with the most specific nuclear pitch accent type, i.e., a nuclear early peak (H+!H*)
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for ISQs and a nuclear late peak for RQs (L*+H), each of them once realised with a modal
voice quality and once with a breathy voice quality on the sentence-final object noun. Target
interrogatives were presented without any linguistic context. Instead, a picture of the object
noun mentioned in the target interrogative was previously presented to situate the stimuli.
Participants were asked to listen to each stimulus carefully and to decide whether they had
heard an RQ or an ISQ by clicking on the corresponding label presented on a screen with a
computer mouse. Participants' click decisions, click latencies and fixations were monitored.
The second part of the study was a repetition of Part 1, but the German modal particle denn
was cut out of the recordings and hence manipulated in a between-participants design, while
pitch accent type and voice quality were manipulated within-participants.
Primarily, the results showed that both the most specific nuclear pitch accent types and
voice quality help listeners to identify a given interrogative as rhetorical or informationseeking. More specifically, wh-questions with a nuclear late peak accent and a breathy voice
quality are reliably identified as RQs while a nuclear late peak and a modal voice lead to ISQ
interpretations. Even though the nuclear early peak in ISQs was not the prevailing nuclear
pitch accent type according to the findings of the production study (Chapter 6), results clearly
showed that participants reliably interpreted target interrogatives on the basis of the early
peak as the most specific nuclear pitch accent type of ISQs. Furthermore, even if voice quality
is often ignored, participants make use of this fine-grained cue when interpreting a given
interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking as shown in the present study.
The present results have shown that participants are able to distinguish between stringidentical wh-RQs and wh-ISQs in German solely on the basis of their prosodic characteristics
and without any kind of linguistic context that could disambiguate the processing of the
incoming speech signal. However, the absence of context might also explain the clearer click
latency results for ISQs than for RQs with respect to the two matching conditions (early peak
with modal voice for ISQs, late peak with breathy voice for RQs), since RQs have been
defined as not occurring out of the blue. This, however, needs to be further investigated.
Moreover, since it is generally assumed that other languages have equivalent tonal patterns
that are comparable to the German early and late peak (Niebuhr, 2007), the findings of the
present perception study may be of cross-linguistic interest.
The study also sheds light on the role of the German modal particle denn in wh-RQs
and wh-ISQs in empirical data. The findings suggest that generally denn can occur in both
illocution types and hence supports several theoretical approaches (e.g., Meibauer, 1986;
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Thurmair, 1991b; Zaefferer, 1984). With respect to click decisions, results are more
pronounced in Part 1 than in Part 2 but only for RQs. Nevertheless, a direct comparison of the
click proportions for ISQs and RQs between both experimental parts indicates that there is no
significant difference. Hence, stimuli with and without denn seem to be equally acceptable
according to the present results and the experimental design.
In the light of the present findings it is furthermore important to investigate if a
different distribution of participants' click decisions is achieved if a further answer option is
included in the design of the present study. That is, if the labels and the respective prosodies
still fit together well even if no forced choice task is used, only few clicks on this additional
answer option would be expected. In order to test the goodness of the design of this study, a
third answer option is introduced in the following study (Chapter 8). This, however, is
difficult by using the eye-tracking system since there is hardly any literature on using three
options in the visual display so far. Therefore, the subsequent perception study makes use of a
button box allowing for three different choices (RQ vs. ISQ vs. something else).
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Perception II: Off-line identification of wh-RQs

8.1 Introduction
The present perception study is a two-part identification study using a button box. One reason
for the new methodology is that participants were not presented with a further option allowing
them to assign target interrogatives to "something else" than RQ or ISQ in the previous eyetracking study (see Chapter 7). However, it is difficult to carry out an experimental design
with a third response options in an eye-tracking study, since the arrangement of the odd
number of areas of interest on the visual display is not well investigated so far. The second
reason is that participants' fixations were monitored as off-line rather than on-line responses
since effects occurred only shortly before or even after the offset of the target interrogative. If
results concerning click decisions and click latencies of the previous eye-tracking study are
robust, they should be replicable with the new methodology. Hence, participants' button
presses and click latencies were monitored in the present two-part identification task.
Part 1 of the present study is a replication of Part 1 of the previous eye-tracking study
(see Chapter 7) and investigates whether listeners can identify German wh-questions as
rhetorical or information-seeking on the basis of their nuclear pitch accent type (H+!H* vs.
L*+H) and their voice quality (modal vs. breathy), both manipulated on the sentence-final
object noun. Results of the previous study showed that nuclear pitch accent type and voice
quality are both relevant prosodic cues for the interpretation of a given interrogative as
rhetorical or information-seeking. Hence, voice quality as a rather expressive characteristic
rendering the "tone of voice" cannot be ignored in the perception of RQs, since it influences
the interpretation of an utterance as such (see Chapter 7). Therefore, Part 2 of the present
study analyses the same stimuli but with voice quality manipulation in sentence-initial
position on the wh-word, i.e., where it is most likely to occur according to the results of the
production study (see Chapter 6). Hence, based on the findings of the production study, the
question is if participants' click decisions and click latencies become even more obvious in
Part 2 than in Part 1 if voice quality is manipulated sentence-initially.
In order to investigate this question, participants were presented with an additional
answer option called "something else" (etwas anderes in the sense of "neither A nor B, but
something else") in the present study if they were not sure about whether the interrogative
they were presented with was an ISQ or an RQ.
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Additionally, in order to extensively investigate voice quality, it will be analysed if the
position of the voice quality manipulation (i.e., sentence-initial vs. sentence-final) has a
different impact on the interpretation of RQs. Physiology might explain why a breathy voice
quality was most obvious in sentence-initial position in the production study. Phonetically,
breathy voice can be regarded as a state between voiceless and voiced phonation, with slightly
tensed vocal cords (Cleghorn & Rugg, 2011). This allows the egressive air stream to pass the
arytenoids in a voiceless manner and by causing some vibration at the ligamental folds at the
same time. For this process, a speaker usually uses their breath in order to spend the required
energy (Suneetha, 2011). This suggests that the most intuitive realisation of breathiness is in
the beginning of an utterance due to two reasons: first, the respective voice quality mode can
be easily applied in the beginning and is already set before the onset of an utterance. Second,
in the beginning of an utterance, it is more likely that the speaker still has enough energy in
terms of egressive air stream compared to the end of an utterance. Hence, this might be what
both speakers and listeners are used to thus putting more attention on sentence-initial voice
quality with respect to speech perception.

8.2 Hypotheses
As in the previous perception study (see Chapter 7), the central question of the present study
is whether the prosodic characteristics are sufficient for listeners to identify a given whquestion as rhetorical or information-seeking when they are presented out of linguistic
context. Since Part 1 of the current perception study is a replication of Part 1 of the previous
eye-tracking study (see Chapter 7), the same hypotheses are tested. With respect to
participants' interpretation in terms of click decisions, the following two hypotheses can be
formulated, again starting with the more general hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1A: In any of the two voice quality conditions, a late peak accent will result in
more click decisions in favour of RQs than an early peak.
Hypothesis 1B: In any of the two pitch accent type conditions, a breathy voice quality will
result in more click decisions in favour of RQs than a modal voice quality.
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Hypothesis 2: Target interrogatives that are realised with a nuclear late peak accent (L*+H)
and a breathy voice quality will result in the highest click decisions in favour of RQs.

Furthermore, the results of Part 1 of the present study and results of Part 1 of the previous
eye-tracking study are compared with one another in order to analyse whether the new
methodology simultaneously influences click decisions and click latencies.

Hypothesis 3: Click decisions for stimuli with a breathy voice quality on the sentence-final
object noun that were collected with two different experimental methodologies (Part 1 of the
eye-tracking study vs. Part 1 of the button box study) will not differ from one another.

Finally, Hypothesis 4 addresses the position of voice quality manipulation (i.e., sentenceinitial vs. sentence-final). Based on the production results (see Chapter 6), it is assumed that a
sentence-initial voice quality manipulation should result in more pronounced results than a
sentence-final manipulation. Hence, the following hypothesis can be formulated:

Hypothesis 4: Wh-questions that are realised with a breathy wh-word and a nuclear late peak
are expected to be interpreted as rhetorical more often than wh-questions with a breathy
sentence-final object noun and a nuclear late peak.

8.3 Methodology
8.3.1 Materials
Given that Part 1 of the present study is a replication of Part 1 of the previous perception
study (see Chapter 7), the same 32 wh-stimuli with the modal particle denn were used
(e.g., Wer mag denn Vanille? "Who likes vanilla?"; see all 32 experimental items in Table A2
provided in the Appendix).
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The stimuli with initial breathiness were recorded according to the same procedure as
the one described in Section 7.5.1 by the same female native speaker of German (30 years,
Baden-Wuerttemberg). As before, the recording procedure resulted in pitch accent pairs
consisting of two string-identical target interrogatives with the same pitch accent type but
different voice qualities. Wh-ISQs that were realised with an early peak accent were recorded
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with an additional prenuclear delayed peak (H*) on the wh-word (see Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Example contours showing the four pitch accent conditions (top: nuclear early
peak accent (H+!H*) with wh-word in modal (m) and breathy (b) voice quality and a delayed
prenuclear H* on the wh-word; bottom: nuclear late peak accent (L*+H) with wh-word in
modal (m) and breathy (b) voice quality).

Since breathy versions of a pair showed longer durations than modal versions in the original
recordings (see Table 12), the potential influence of duration as a confounding factor was
neutralised with the help of a Praat script (Boersma & Weenink, 2017) by normalizing the
duration syllable by syllable as described in the previous perception study (see Section 7.5.1).
Acoustically, the final stimuli still sounded perfectly natural, according to five randomly
chosen native speakers of German who were asked for their opinion. In accordance with the
previous chapter, results will be reported in ms for a better comparison.
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early peak (H+!H*)

late peak (L*+H)

Original mean overall sentence duration (ms)
breathy
modal

1376.34 (89.89)
1369.11 (91.01)

1355.52 (96.25)
1320.76 (95.03)

Original mean initial pitch (Hz)
breathy
modal

212.92 (3.19)
227.10 (8.68)

167.61 (44.18)
190.66 (2.73)

Table 12: Mean sentence duration (in ms, upper part) and mean initial pitch (in Hz, lower
part) of the original target interrogatives used in Part 2 (i.e., with manipulated voice quality
on the wh-word) in all four experimental conditions. SD is given in brackets.

In each part of the study, 32 recorded wh-questions were used in four prosodic realisations,
resulting in 128 experimental items (32 interrogatives x 2 pitch accent conditions x 2 voice
quality conditions). The time normalised average F0 of all final stimuli in the four experimental conditions are shown in Figure 25. Grey shaded areas around the lines indicate SE.
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Figure 25: Final time normalised average F0-contours of wh-questions in all four
experimental conditions. Grey highlighting on the left shows the normalised duration of the
wh-word.

To corroborate the voice quality manipulation statistically, HNR values of the final stimuli
were extracted from in the middle of the stressed vowel of the initial wh-word, the verb and
the final object noun. Since the first part of the study was a replication of Part 1 in Chapter 7
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where voice quality was manipulated on the final object noun, results of the HNR analysis are
identical to those described in Section 7.5.1. HNR values for the verb essen (3rd Person SG:
isst "to eat") were excluded from the analysis since the verb was realised with an initial glottal
stop in all four versions (early and late peak each in breathy and modal voice quality). In the
object noun Theater [teˈaːtɐ] "theatre" however, there was no audible glottal stop and hence
no reason to exclude the vowel from the analysis.
HNR values measured in the middle of the vowel in the stressed syllable of the
sentence-final object noun were significantly lower with a breathy voice quality compared to
all the other positions and their respective voice quality (all p-values < 0.0001). Moreover,
there were no significant differences between any of the other vowel positions and the
respective HNR values (all p-values > 0.18). In Part 2 of the study, where voice quality was
manipulated on the wh-word, results showed a significantly lower mean HNR value for the
wh-word in breathy versions (6.32 dB) than in modal versions (17.16 dB; β = 10.83 [9.86;
11.81], SE = 0.50, df = 117.00, t = 21.72, p < 0.0001) indicating significantly less breathiness
in the modal voice condition than in the stimuli with a breathy wh-word.26 There was no
difference between pitch accent type pairs with respect to voice quality for the verb (modal
wh-word version: 17.47 dB vs. breathy wh-word version: 16.99 dB; p = 0.44) or the final
object noun (modal wh-word version: 17.95 dB vs. breathy wh-word version: 17.31 dB;
p = 0.81).
Additionally, the differences between HNR means in the three positions (wh-word,
verb, object noun) in each voice quality condition were analysed. As expected, HNR values
differed significantly from the HNR value measured in the wh-word with a breathy voice
quality (see Table 13).

Voice quality version
modal wh-word version
breathy verb version
modal verb version
breathy object noun version
modal object noun version

Main effect of condition
β = 10.81 [9.47; 12.16], SE = 0.69, df = 315.60, t = 15.68, p < 0.0001
β = 10.68 [9.25; 12.10], SE = 0.73, df = 323.80, t = 15.68, p < 0.0001
β = 11.21 [9.78; 12.64], SE = 0.73, df = 323.30, t = 15.31, p < 0.0001
β = 10.96 [9.61; 12.31], SE = 0.69, df = 315.60, t = 15.90, p < 0.0001
β = 11.60 [10.26; 12.95], SE = 0.69, df = 315.60, t = 16.83, p < 0.0001

Table 13: Condition effects with respect to HNR values in all three vowel positions in modal
and breathy versions of all target-interrogatives.

26
The word "version" refers to target interrogatives in which only the final object noun (Part 1) or the wh-word
(Part 2) was realised with a breathy (hence breathy version) or a modal (hence modal version) voice quality.
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Moreover, there were no significant differences between other vowel positions with respect to
their voice quality (all p-values > 0.23). Mean HNR values indicate that modal voice quality
was well realised in a consistent manner across the stimuli in both versions of a pitch accent
type pair. Results indicate that the phonetically trained speaker was able to quickly change her
voice quality from the breathily realised wh-word to the subsequent verb with a modal voice
quality thus minimising the possibility of influences on the results caused by unintended
breathiness on other constituents.
Since the present perception study is a replication of Part 1 of the previous on-line
study (see Chapter 7), filler items were not introduced into the study since they should be
comparable in terms of keeping the stimuli constant. In a previous pilot study testing the
button box, imperatives were included as filler items (e.g., Lass mich in Ruhe! "Don't bother
me!"). First results of the pilot study showed that almost 18% of the imperatives were
interpreted as RQ or ISQ and reaction times were much longer than in the studies before
indicating that participants were confused. Hence, the task should not be overcomplicated by
adding further material to the experimental setup. What remained from this pilot study was
the additional answer option "something else" which helped to analyse if participants' results
with respect to the dependent variables were not forced to choose one of two labels.

8.3.2 Procedure
The procedure of both parts of the present identification task was identical. In each part, the
128 final recordings were divided into eight experimental lists (see Section 7.5.2). Each
participant listened to each experimental condition, but never for the same item. Nuclear pitch
accent type and voice quality were both manipulated within-participants, while voice quality
position was manipulated in a between-participants design due to the two experimental parts
to avoid potential repetition or learning effects. The study was set up with the experimental
software Presentation (Neurobehavioral-Systems, 2000), ensuring that no more than two
items with the same experimental conditions immediately followed one another.
The study took place in the PhonLab at the University of Konstanz. Participants were
seated comfortably in front of an LCD screen in the sound-attenuated booth of the laboratory.
Prior to the actual experiment, participants were asked to read the instruction which was
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identical to the one used in the on-line decision task (see Section 7.5.2) showing unambiguous
examples for ISQs and RQs (see Instruction A3 in the Appendix). The instruction sheet
showed a picture of the button box with three buttons they had to use during the experimental
session. From left to right, the first button was associated with an ISQ, the middle button with
the "something else" option if participants were not sure about the interpretation of the
stimulus, and the button on the right was associated with an RQ. The order of the buttons was
additionally illustrated on a sheet of paper at the lower edge of the monitor (see Figure 26).
All target stimuli were presented over head phones (Beyerdynamic DT 990 PRO,
250 Ohm) at a comfortable loudness. Participants were instructed to react as fast as possible
after each auditory stimulus and to press the appropriate button using a button box
(specifications: parallel LPT-port using interrupts (IRQ) for button presses resulting in very
accurate and quick results with a delay of < 1ms and a jitter of < 0.1ms).

Figure 26: Experimental procedure showing a picture of the final object noun on the screen
before participants are presented with the acoustic stimulus via headphones. The final picture
on the right shows the button box with the three choices ISQ, something else and RQ.

The order of the buttons was identical for both left- and right-handed participants and they
were allowed to use their strong hand for the task. In the beginning of each trial in both
experimental parts, a white fixation cross appeared in the centre of a black screen
(Dell UltraSharp U2211H 21.5-inch monitor) for 500ms. Given that the lighting in the soundattenuated booth was dimmed, a black background was perceived as more comfortable. After
the fixation cross, a colour picture (500 pixels x automatic aspect ratio based on the original
value) that showed the respective object noun mentioned in the target interrogative
(i.e., "bananas") was presented on black background for 800ms. This helped participants to
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situate the subsequent sound file. Together with the picture, the presentation of the auditory
stimulus started. A black screen was shown after the picture disappeared while participants
listened to the target interrogative. Participants' task was to indicate as quickly as possible
whether the interrogative they had heard was an RQ or an ISQ by clicking on one of the three
buttons of the button box in front of them.
To make participants familiar with the procedure of the study, each experimental
session started with the same four practice trials that were previously used in the on-line
decision task (see Section 7.5.2). The presentation of the familiarization trials was followed
by a short pause in which participants were allowed to ask questions if anything was left
unclear. No feedback was provided during the whole experiment. Each experimental session
took about 15 minutes. The eight experimental lists were identical to those used in the eyetracking study. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight experimental lists.

8.3.3 Participants
Thirty-two native speakers of German, between the age of 18 and 30 years, participated in
each part of the study (i.e., N = 64; Part 1: 21 female, 11 male, average age = 21.8 years,
SD = 3.1 years, 4 left-handed participants; Part 2: 22 female, 10 male, average age = 22.8
years, SD = 2.8 years, 1 left-handed participant). All of them were students at the University
of Konstanz and unaware of the purpose of the study. They were tested individually and
received a small payment for their participation. Prior to the experiment, they were asked to
fill in a questionnaire regarding their personal background, such as foreign language skills,
and former experiences with phonetics and phonology provided in the Appendix
(see Questionnaire A1).
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and none of them reported
any hearing disorders. None of the final participants had participated in any of the previous
studies that are related to RQs. All participants who took part in the study signed a consent
form (see Consent A1 provided in the Appendix).
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8.3.4 Data treatment and analysis
In each part of the experiment, 3 participants (N = 6) that were initially tested were excluded
from the analysis and replaced by another three participants. The reason for their exclusion
was the participation in a related experiment (Part 1: N = 1, Part 2: N = 1), due to technical
problems (Part 2: N = 1) or non-native influences that participants did not mention in the
questionnaire and were only brought up after the completion of the study (Part 2:
N = 1), and due to misinterpretation of the task (Part 1: N = 2), i.e., if participants exclusively
clicked only on one of the two labels even though they were told that only pressing the very
same button is not the correct way to complete the task.
Participants' button presses (i.e., click decisions) and click latencies were monitored.
The data were statistically analysed using RStudio (R Development Core Team, 2018,
R version 3.2.2). P-values were calculated by using the Satterthwaite approximation in the
R-package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Click decisions were statistically analysed by
calculating logistic mixed effects regression models while click latencies were analysed by
calculating linear mixed effects regression models. In both types of models, accent type
(early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy) were included as fixed factors
and participants and items as crossed random factors, allowing for random adjustments of the
intercepts (Baayen, 2008). Random slopes were added for the fixed factors to the randomeffects-structure. They were only kept if the fit of the model was improved (Bates et al., 2015;
Matuschek et al., 2017).
For the comparison of the models, the anova-function in R was used. In the case of an
interaction, the dataset was split up for ease of interpretation. Note, however, that the cue used
to create subsets was not considered to be more important than the other feature. An
additional threefold interaction between pitch accent type, voice quality and experimental
parts (final vs. initial manipulation of voice quality) was calculated for click latencies
(see below for an explanation). In the report of the statistics, values in square brackets
indicate the 95% confidence interval of the estimate.
In total, 1024 button presses (32 items x 32 participants) were collected in each part of
the experiment. Overall, there were 23 button presses (i.e., 2.25%) on button 2 in Part 1
indicating that participants were unsure about the interpretation (early peak + breathy: N = 4,
early peak + modal: N = 7, late peak + breathy: N = 5, late peak + modal: N = 7). In Part 2,
there were 18 clicks (i.e., 1.76%) on button 2 (early peak + breathy: N = 6, early peak +
modal: N = 4, late peak + breathy: N = 2, late peak + modal: N = 6). The original dataset of
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Part 2 consisted of 1006 data points. Since the amount of button presses was similar for all
four experimental conditions, no further inferences could be drawn from these results and no
clear pattern could be observed. Hence, these button presses were excluded from the analysis
such that the final dataset of Part 1 consisted of 1001 data points (early peak + breathy:
N = 252, early peak + modal: N = 249, late peak + breathy: N = 251, late peak + modal:
N = 249) and that of Part 2 of 1006 data points (early peak + breathy: N = 250, early peak +
modal: N = 252, late peak + breathy: N = 254, late peak + modal: N = 250). To account for the
categorical nature of click decisions as a dependent variable, they were coded as a binary
variable with click decisions in favour of an RQ interpretation (coded as 1) vs. elsewhere
(i.e., click decisions in favour of an ISQ interpretation or "something else" were coded as 0)
for the statistical analysis.
Presentation (Neurobehavioral-Systems, 2000) automatically measured participants'
click latencies relative to the onset of the target interrogatives that were presented via
headphones. Since pitch accent type and voice quality were both available on the penultimate
syllable and provided participants with the complete information that was assumed to
influence their decision in both experimental parts, click latencies were analysed relative to
the onset of the penultimate syllable of the sentence-final object noun. No clicks were
measured before the penultimate syllable of the object noun (Part 1: N = 0; Part 2: N = 0). All
data points showing click latencies > 4000ms (Part 1: N = 17, 1.7%; Part 2: N = 48, 4.8%)
were excluded from the analysis. That way, the analysis of click latencies to was kept similar
to the previous perception study (Section 7.5.4). The final click latency datasets consisted of
N = 984 data points for Part 1 and N = 953 for Part 2.
Regarding the comparison of participants' click latencies between the two
experimental parts, stimuli differed with respect to the position of the voice quality
manipulation (Part 1: sentence-final, Part 2: sentence-initial) and durations of all constituents
differed across experimental parts. More specifically, the mean duration of the last two
syllables of the object noun in Part 1 was 661.93ms (i.e., identical to Part 1 of the previous
perception study) and 636.58ms in the new stimuli with sentence-initial voice quality
manipulation in Part 2. Hence, since click latencies were measured from the beginning of the
second syllable of the sentence-final object noun (which had a 25.35ms difference in
duration), this was expected to influence the results of a comparison between both
experimental parts. Therefore, the comparison between click latencies was not analysed in the
present study. Since the stimuli that were used in each of the experimental parts were of a
different nature, results of the present study will be reported separately.
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8.4 Results
This section presents the results of both Part 1 and Part 2 of the perception study. Results of
the click decisions are presented first, followed by click latencies. In all bar charts, whiskers
indicate SE.

8.4.1 Click decisions
Overall, the analysis of the data collected in Part 1 showed that participants most often
pressed the button that was associated with an RQ interpretation when they listened to whquestions that were realised with a nuclear late peak accent (L*+H) together with a breathy
voice quality on the sentence-final object noun (76%, N = 191; see Figure 27).
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50%
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Voice quality
breathy
modal

40%
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Figure 27: Button presses in favour of an RQ interpretation in Part 1, split by accent type
(early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy), both realised on the sentencefinal object noun. The red dashed line indicates chance level.

In comparison, the amount of decisions in favour of RQs dropped for wh-questions that were
produced with the same nuclear accent type but with a modal voice quality (50%, N = 124). In
contrast, stimuli that were produced with an early peak accent and a modal voice quality were
most often interpreted as ISQs (79%, N = 197; i.e., inverted results of Figure 27). Hence, RQ
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interpretations were lowest in this condition (21%, N = 52) whereas a breathy voice quality in
the same accent type condition resulted in increased RQ interpretations (40%, N = 102).
Results for click decisions in favour of RQs were aggregated for participants and for
items in order to analyse whether they were above chance level (indicated by the red dashed
line in Figure 27) in the late peak condition with a breathy voice, i.e., the condition showing
most clicks on the RQ label in Part 1. Aggregated data with respect to participants and items
were both above chance level (participants: t = 5.56 [0.66; 0.85], df = 31, p < 0.0001; items:
t = 9.98 [0.71; 0.81], df = 31, p < 0.0001).
With respect to Hypothesis 1A, the statistical analysis of participants' click decisions
in Part 1 showed a significant effect of accent type (β = 1.63 [1.33; 1.93], SE = 0.15,
z = 10.53, p < 0.0001) indicating significantly more interpretations in favour of an RQ if
stimuli were realised with a late peak than with an early peak. With respect to Hypothesis 1B,
there was an additional effect of voice quality (β = 1.20 [0.90; 1.50], SE = 0.15, z = 7.89,
p < 0.0001) showing significantly more RQ interpretations if the sentence-final object noun
was realised with a breathy voice quality than with a modal voice quality. There was no
interaction between accent type and voice quality (p = 0.43). In contrast, for stimuli that were
realised with an early peak, RQ interpretations increased if the sentence-final object noun was
produced with a breathy voice quality compared to when it was realised with a modal voice
quality (β = 1.04 [0.77; 1.32], SE = 0.14, z = 7.49, p < 0.0001).
With respect to Hypothesis 2, the highest result for click decisions in favour of RQs
(i.e., late peak with breathy voice) were compared with the second highest results (i.e., late
peak with modal voice) in a subset of those two combinations of experimental conditions.
Results showed a highly significant effect of condition (β = 1.38 [0.93; 1.87], SE = 0.23,
z = 6.04, p < 0.0001) indicating that there were significantly more clicks in the 'late peak with
breathy voice' condition than in the 'late peak with modal voice' condition.
For the analysis of a threefold interaction with respect to Hypothesis 3, the datasets of
participants' click decisions of Part 1 of the previous eye-tracking study (Chapter 7) and its
replication presented in the current chapter were combined. Results showed no three-way
interaction between experiment, accent type and voice quality (p = 0.54), but an interaction
between experiment and voice quality (β = -0.98 [-1.40; -0.56], SE = 0.23, z = -4.33,
p < 0.0001). Splitting up the data for ease of interpretation showed an effect of experiment in
the early peak subset (β = 0.70 [0.04; 1.38], SE = 0.33, z = 2.12, p = 0.03) indicating that there
were significantly more clicks on the RQ label in the current study than in the eye-tracking
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study. In contrast, there was no effect of experiment in the late peak subset (p = 0.71).
Moreover, in the subset of modal voice quality, there was a significant effect of experiment
(β = 0.52 [0.13; 0.92], SE = 0.20, z = 2.65, p = 0.008) showing that in the present replication,
participants clicked significantly more often on the RQ label than in the eye-tracking study.
There was no effect of experiment in the breathy voice quality subset (p = 0.75).
The statistical analysis of Part 2 of the present study showed a similar click decision
pattern for target interrogatives with voice quality manipulation in sentence-initial position.
Results show that most decisions are in favour of an RQ interpretation when wh-questions
were realised with a nuclear late peak accent (L*+H) and a breathy voice quality (94%,
N = 238, see Figure 28).
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Figure 28: Button presses in favour of an RQ interpretation in Part 2, split by accent type
(early peak vs. late peak) realised on the object noun and voice quality (modal vs. breathy)
realised on the wh-word. The red dashed line indicates chance level.

As in Part 1 of the study, the number of button presses in favour of an RQ interpretation
dropped for wh-questions that were realised with the same nuclear pitch accent type but with
a modal voice quality (58%, N = 144). In contrast, wh-questions that were realised with an
early peak accent in combination with a modal voice quality were predominantly interpreted
as ISQs (i.e., 77%, N = 194). Again, this was the case where RQ interpretations were lowest
in the early peak condition with a modal voice quality (23%, N = 58), whereas a breathy voice
quality in the same accent type condition resulted in increased RQ interpretations (41%,
N = 102; see Figure 28).
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Results for click decisions in favour of RQs were aggregated for participants and for
items in order to analyse whether click decisions were above chance level (indicated by the
red dashed line in Figure 28) in the late peak condition with a breathy voice, i.e., the condition
showing most clicks on the RQ label. Aggregated data with respect to participants and items
were both above chance level (participants: t = 29.01 [0.90; 0.96], df = 31, p < 0.0001; items:
t = 25.49 [0.01; 0.09], df = 31, p < 0.0001).
The statistical analysis of participants' click decisions with respect to Hypotheses 1A
and B showed a significant interaction between accent type and voice quality (β = 2.48 [1.56;
3.48], SE = 0.49, z = 5.04, p < 0.0001). For ease of interpretation, the dataset was broken
down into a late peak and an early peak subset. The analysis of the late peak subset showed a
significant effect of voice quality (β = 5.04 [0.84; 2.37], SE = 0.39, z = 4.11, p < 0.0001)
revealing that participants interpreted a given interrogative significantly more often as
rhetorical if the stimuli were realised with a breathy voice quality than with a modal voice
quality. There was also an effect of voice quality in the early peak subset (β = 1.81
[1.20; 2.47], SE = 0.32, z = 5.63, p < 0.0001) indicating that participants interpreted a given
interrogative significantly more often as rhetorical if the stimuli were realised with a breathy
voice quality than with a modal voice quality. A further data splitting into a breathy voice
quality and a modal voice quality subset showed an effect of pitch accent type in both subsets
(breathy: β = 3.73 [2.95; 4.27], SE = 0.36, z = 10.47, p < 0.0001; modal: β = 2.20 [1.69; 2.75],
SE = 0.27, z = 8.19, p < 0.0001) showing significantly more clicks on the RQ label if the
stimuli were produced with a late peak compared to an early peak.
With respect to Hypothesis 2, the highest result for click decisions in favour of RQs
(i.e., late peak with breathy voice) were compared with the second highest results (i.e., late
peak with modal voice) in a subset of those two combinations of experimental conditions.
Results showed a highly significant effect of condition (β = 3.20 [2.33; 4.07], SE = 0.44,
z = 7.25, p < 0.0001) indicating that there were significantly more clicks in the 'late peak with
breathy voice' condition than in the 'late peak with modal voice' condition.
Since the overall result of participants' click decisions achieved 58% in the 'late peak
with modal voice' condition (see Figure 28), it was necessary to analyse whether the click
result that was achieved in this condition differed significantly from 50% chance level. For
the purpose of the analysis, data were aggregated for items and for participants with respect to
the dependent variable. The data aggregated for participants showed no significant result
(p = 0.16), whereas the data aggregated for item showed a significant result (t = 2.23 [0.51;
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0.65], df = 31, p = 0.004) indicating that click decisions differed significantly from chance level. Overall, the 58% of clicks in this condition did not differ significantly from chance level.

The following analysis addresses Hypothesis 4. The three-way interaction between accent
type, voice quality and experimental part was significant (β = -1.40 [-2.31; -0.48], SE = 0.47,
z = -2.98, p = 0.003). Hence, data were split up with respect to each of the three variables.
Breaking down the data into the smaller late peak subset for ease of interpretation showed an
interaction between experimental part and voice quality (β = -1.31 [-2.06; -0.61], SE = 0.37,
z = -3.60, p = 0.0003). Splitting up the dataset further into a breathy voice quality subset
showed an effect of experimental part (β = 1.72 [1.11; 2.39], SE = 0.32, z = 5.31, p < 0.0001)
with significantly more interpretations in favour of an RQ in the experimental part with initial
voice quality manipulation than in the part with final voice quality manipulation. In contrast,
in the modal voice quality subset the analysis revealed an almost significant result (p = 0.09)
indicating more click decisions in favour of RQ interpretations in the experimental part with
initial voice quality manipulation than in the part with final voice quality manipulation. In the
early peak subset, there was a main effect of voice quality (β = 1.10 [0.78; 1.42], SE = 0.16,
z = 6.87, p < 0.0001) indicating significantly more clicks in favour of an RQ interpretation if
the target interrogatives were realised with a breathy voice quality. There was no interaction
between experimental part and voice quality and the main effect of experimental part only
approached significance (p = 0.08).
In the subset for the experimental part with initial voice quality manipulation (i.e., Part
2 of the present study), there was a significant interaction between voice quality and accent
type (β = -1.60 [-2.36; -0.83], SE = 0.39, z = -4.11, p < 0.0001). In the respective subsets of
modal voice quality and breathy voice quality, there was a significant effect of accent type
(modal: β = 2.20 [1.69; 2.75], SE = 0.27, z = 8.19, p < 0.0001; breathy: β = 3.73 [3.07; 4.47],
SE = 0.36, z = 10.47, p < 0.0001), both showing more clicks in favour of an RQ if target
interrogatives were realised with a late peak accent than with an early peak accent. In the
subset for the experimental part with final voice quality manipulation (i.e., Part 1 of the
present study), there was no significant interaction between voice quality and accent type
(p = 0.43), but a main effect of voice quality (β = 1.20 [0.90; 1.50], SE = 0.15, z = 7.89,
p < 0.0001) indicating that participants clicked significantly more often on the RQ label if
stimuli were realised with a breathy voice quality than with a modal voice quality. There was
an additional main effect of accent type (β = 1.63 [1.33; 1.93], SE = 0.15, z = 10.53,
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p < 0.0001) showing that listeners interpreted a given interrogative significantly more often as
RQ if the stimuli were realised with a late peak than when they were produced with an early
peak.
The last data splitting was with respect to the two voice quality subsets. In the breathy
voice quality subset, there was a significant interaction between accent type and experimental
part (β = 1.63 [0.93; 2.37], SE = 0.37, z = 4.46, p < 0.0001). Splitting up the data with respect
to pitch accent type showed a significant main effect of experimental part in the late peak
subset (β = 1.72 [0.01; 0.60], SE = 0.32, z = 5.31, p < 0.0001) indicating that there were more
RQ interpretations for stimuli in Part 1 than in Part 2. In contrast, no such effect was observed
in the early peak subset (p = 0.36). In the modal voice quality subset, there was a main effect
of accent type (β = 1.60 [1.30; 1.91], SE = 0.15, z = 10.41, p < 0.0001) indicating
significantly more clicks on the RQ label if stimuli were realised with a late peak than with an
early peak and an additional main effect of experimental part (β = 0.31 [0.01; 0.60],
SE = 0.15, z = 2.03, p = 0.04) showing that there were significantly more clicks on the RQ
label in the experimental part with initial voice quality manipulation than in the experimental
part with final voice quality manipulation.
In the present study, results of participants' click decisions confirmed what was called
matching condition in Section 7.6. The term refers to the conditions that resulted in the most
distinct interpretations, i.e., stimuli with a late peak and a breathy voice quality for RQ
interpretations and stimuli with an early peak and a modal voice quality for ISQ
interpretations.

8.4.2 Click latencies
Participants' mean click latency in Part 1 was 1142.07ms and 1291.93ms in Part 2. Generally,
click latencies were lowest for the matching conditions in both parts of the study (late peak
with breathy voice: 1082.31ms in Part 1, 1216.97ms in Part 2; early peak with modal voice:
1138.77ms in Part 1, 1254.84ms in Part 2; compare the slight difference to 1255.12ms in the
'early peak with breathy voice' condition, see Figure 29 for Part 1 and Figure 30 for Part 2)
and shorter for target interrogatives that were intended as RQs than for those intended as
ISQs. Percentages are rounded in the figures to save space.
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Figure 29: Click latencies in favour of an RQ interpretation in Part 1 with varying voice
quality on the sentence-final object noun split by accent type (early peak vs. late peak) and
voice quality (breathy vs. modal).
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Figure 30: Click latencies in favour of an RQ interpretation in Part 2 with varying voice
quality on the initial wh-word split by accent type (early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality
(breathy vs. modal).

Results concerning click latencies of Part 1 showed an interaction between accent type and
voice quality (β = 138.26 [62.67; 213.83], SE = 38.58, df = 890.70, t = 3.58, p = 0.0004).
Breaking down the data into a smaller late peak subset for ease of interpretation showed an
effect of voice quality (β = -94.15 [-159.84; -28.40;], SE = 33.49, df = 422.70, t = -2.81,
p = 0.005) indicating that participants decided faster in favour of an RQ interpretation after
listening to stimuli that were produced with a breathy voice quality on the sentence-final
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object noun compared to a modal voice quality. In contrast, there was no effect of voice
quality (p = 0.39) in the early peak subset.
In order to further analyse the difference in click latencies between the two matching
difficulty conditions, the two specification levels match (late peak and breathy voice, early
peak and modal voice) and mismatch (late peak and modal voice, early peak and breathy
voice) were introduced into the dataset. The variable matching difficulty was introduced as a
fixed factor into the linear mixed effects regression model and item as well as participant as
crossed random factors allowing for random adjustments of intercepts and slopes (Barr et al.,
2013). Results revealed an effect of matching difficulty on participants' click latencies
indicating that participants reacted on average 69.06ms faster when they listened to stimuli
that were coded as a match than to those that were coded as mismatch (ß = -69.06
[-116.28; -21.84], SE = 24.09, df = 26.65, t = -2.87, p = 0.008).
In two further linear mixed effects regression models, click latencies of the matching
difficulty conditions were compared by creating a subset for each matching difficulty
condition (match vs. mismatch). The statistical analysis showed no significant difference
between the conditions 'early peak with breathy voice' and 'late peak with modal voice' in the
mismatch subset (p = 0.72; N = 493). Participants' click latencies in the 'late peak with modal
voice' condition were on average 11.89ms longer than click latencies in the 'early peak with
breathy voice' condition. In contrast, the comparison between the two matching conditions
(early peak with modal voice vs. late peak with breathy voice, N = 491) showed a significant
effect (ß = -76.91 [-143.54; -10.04], SE = 33.46, df = 27.13, t = -2.30, p = 0.03). In this subset,
participants reacted on average 76.91ms faster after listening to stimuli with a late peak and a
breathy voice compared to stimuli with an early peak and a modal voice.

The statistical analysis of Part 2 with voice quality manipulation on the wh-word showed an
interaction between accent type and voice quality (β = 247.36 [124.54; 370.07], SE = 62.66,
df = 895.10, t = 3.95, p < 0.0001). The data were broken down into a smaller late peak subset
showing an effect of voice quality (β = -251.03 [-349.09; -152.97], SE = 50.03, df = 26.56,
z = -5.02, p < 0.0001) indicating that participants reacted significantly faster if the wh-word
was realised with a breathy voice quality than with a modal voice quality. In contrast, there
was no effect of voice quality in the early peak subset (p = 0.96).
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Similar to Part 1, the data were further analysed with respect to possible differences in
participants' click latencies between the two matching difficulty conditions (match vs.
mismatch). The analysis showed an effect of matching difficulty and showed that participants
reacted on average 124.97ms faster to stimuli that were coded as a match than to those that
were coded as mismatch (ß = -124.97 [-287.44; -88.48], SE = 31.65, df = 904.40, t = -3.95,
p < 0.0001).
As in Part 1, in two additional linear mixed effects regression models, click latencies
were compared between matching difficulty conditions by creating a subset for each of the
conditions. Results with respect to the mismatch subset (N = 469) showed that participants'
click latencies in the 'late peak with modal voice' condition were on average 191.00ms longer
than click latencies in the 'early peak with breathy voice' condition. This difference was
significant (ß = 191.09 [99.88; 282.31], SE = 46.48, df = 416.80, t = 4.11, p < 0.0001). In
contrast, the comparison between the two matching conditions in the appropriate subset
(N = 484) showed that participants reacted on average 30.80ms faster after listening to stimuli
with a late peak and a breathy voice than for stimuli with an early peak and a modal voice.
However, this difference was not significant (p = 0.23).

8.5 Discussion
The present two-part perception study investigated the identification of a given target
interrogative as rhetorical or information-seeking on the basis of the nuclear pitch accent type
(early peak vs. late peak), voice quality (modal vs. breathy) and the relevance of the
placement of breathiness (sentence-initial vs. sentence-final) for the perception of German
wh-RQs compared to string-identical wh-ISQs.
Hypothesis 1A predicted that in both voice quality conditions, a late peak accent
results in more click decisions in favour of RQs than an early peak, while Hypothesis 1B
predicted that in any of the two pitch accent type conditions, a breathy voice quality will
result in more click decisions in favour of RQs than a modal voice quality. This was true for
Part 1 of the study showing a main effect of both pitch accent type and voice quality. For Part
2 of the study, results showed an interaction between pitch accent type and voice quality.
Results for the two subsets of early and late peak both showed that the number of clicks was
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higher if stimuli were realised with breathy voice than with modal voice. In both subsets, this
effect went into the same direction, but was more pronounced in the late peak condition than
in the early peak condition. Vice versa, the effect of pitch accent type was more pronounced
in the breathy voice subset than in the modal voice subset. Hence, results of both parts of the
study show what Hypothesis 1A and 1B predicted.
Hypothesis 2 focused on the specific combination of voice quality and pitch accent
type and predicted that target interrogatives that are realised with a nuclear late peak accent
(L*+H) and a breathy voice quality result in the highest click decisions in favour of RQs. This
is what the findings suggest. First of all, results showed that in favour of an RQ interpretation,
clicks were highest for the 'late peak with breathy voice' condition – a result that differed
significantly from chance level. The statistical comparison between the highest (i.e., late peak
with breathy voice) and the second highest (i.e., late peak with modal voice) result for click
decisions in favour of RQs showed that there were significantly more clicks in the 'late peak
with breathy voice' condition than in the 'late peak with modal voice' condition. Since all
other experimental conditions reached only lower results, it is clear that the combination of a
nuclear late peak with breathy voice resulted in the highest number of click decisions of all
experimental conditions in favour of RQs in Part 1 and Part 2.
Overall, the statistical results of participants' click decisions in both parts of the study
indicate that German wh-questions are predominantly interpreted as conveying a rhetorical
illocution if they were produced with a nuclear late peak accent on the sentence-final object
noun and a breathy voice quality, either sentence-initially or sentence-finally. In contrast, if
wh-questions were realised with the same pitch accent type but with a modal voice quality,
participants interpreted them as being less rhetorical, i.e., around chance level (Part 1: 50%,
Part 2: 58%, which did both not differ significantly from chance level). Hence, Hypothesis 2
can be accepted.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that participants' click decisions that were collected in Part 1 of
the eye-tracking study and in the present replication (Part 1) will not differ from one another.
This hypothesis must be rejected since results showed differences between participants' click
decisions in the two experiments. Nevertheless, these differences did not apply to the
conditions that were taken as a basis for an RQ interpretation (i.e., late peak and breathy
voice). Instead, the ISQ condition 'early peak with modal voice' was affected by the new
methodology in so far as they resulted in more RQ interpretations in the present study than in
the previous eye-tracking experiment. In contrast, results for the late peak with breathy voice
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did not change significantly. Hence, a further study might be conducted (e.g., such that
participants complete both the eye-tracking study and the button box identification task) that
specifically focuses on the comparison between the two methodologies.
Hypothesis 4 addressed the position of voice quality manipulation (i.e., sentenceinitial vs. sentence-final) and predicted that wh-questions that are realised with a breathy
wh-word and a late peak nuclear accent would be interpreted as rhetorical even more often
than wh-questions with a breathy sentence-final object noun and the same nuclear accent. This
hypothesis can be accepted since this was shown by a threefold interaction. Hence, these
findings are first of all in line with the observation made in the production data, where
breathiness was most obvious in sentence-initial position (see Chapter 6), but also with
research on attitude and speaker affect as they report differences in voice quality to be a
crucial prosodic parameter with respect to the perception of a speaker's current mood
(e.g., Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Grichkovtsova, Morel, & Lacheret, 2012).
In addition, the clicks of both studies suggest that voice quality as an early prosodic
cue in the signal results in even more pronounced results suggesting that – in line with the
production study (see Chapter 6) – voice quality (especially in sentence-initial position) plays
an important role in the identification of German RQs. Hence, in future studies it is necessary
to replicate the eye-tracking study with a breathily realised wh-word in order to analyse if online responses might be available on the basis of voice quality as an early prosodic cue.
Moreover, it was suggested that breathiness might be easier to be realised in the beginning of
a sentence, since speakers usually use their breath to realise a breathy voice quality (Suneetha,
2011). Therefore, it was suggested that the most intuitive realisation of breathiness is in the
beginning of an utterance. This assumption is supported by the results of the production study
and the present perception study.

The present results also made obvious that the third answer option that allowed participants to
interpret stimuli as "something else" than an RQ or an ISQ was hardly used in both
experimental parts. Hence, participants clearly tend to assign the auditory input directly to the
RQ and the ISQ label. More specifically, even though participants had a further option in
addition to the RQ and the ISQ label, the results show more clicks on the RQ label in the
present replication than in the eye-tracking study. Due to the lack of data points, no
systematic pattern could be figured out with respect to the different experimental conditions.
This indicates that participants were more focused on matching the stimuli they listened to
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with one of the two labels presented on the screen suggesting that listeners perceived the
stimuli not as unnatural with respect to the task they were asked to complete. Moreover, the
results suggest that both the prosodic realisations and the respective labels were adequate.
Otherwise, more clicks on the third option should be observable.

With respect to click decisions it was argued that the stimuli used in Part 1 and in Part 2
differed in their duration. Hence, no comparison between click latencies of the two
experimental parts was possible. To allow for a statistical analysis of click latencies, it is
necessary to control for duration differences across the experimental parts. This, however,
was previously tested and resulted in unnatural sounding target stimuli. Hence, since it was
assumed that a significant difference between participants' click latencies in both
experimental parts is mainly driven by the durational difference between the last two
syllables, no statistical analysis was conducted.
Additionally, comparisons of click latencies across experiments (i.e., present
perception study vs. eye-tracking study) revealed a shorter mean click latency in the present
study than in the eye-tracking experiment with an average difference of 165.60ms. One
reason for this difference is the experimental equipment because the professional button box
allows for very accurate and quick measurements compared to the computer mouse. Hence,
click latencies were not compared across the methodologies of the two perception studies.
Furthermore, participants' click decisions are considered to be more important since they give
information about the final interpretation on the basis of the acoustic cues, whereas click
latencies are sensitive to other cognitive processes, such as a missing context, for instance.
In a future analysis it would be useful to combine a breathily realised wh-word with a
breathily produced sentence-final object noun to shed light on the question if – compared to
the present findings – breathiness in two positions of the target stimuli further boosts RQ
interpretations. Future investigations should also focus on the question whether voice quality,
ranging gradually from modal voice to extremely breathy voice, influences RQ interpretations
to different degrees. Additionally, other voice qualities should also be investigated with
respect to the interpretation of target interrogatives as RQs. Furthermore, it would be useful to
replicate the eye-tracking study with sentence-initial breathiness in order to find out whether
participants show on-line responses while the speech signal unfolds over time.
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8.6 Summary and Conclusion
In the present two-part perception study, participants were presented with wh-target
interrogatives via headphones. Based on the findings of the production study (Chapter 6),
target stimuli were recorded such that they were realised with the most specific nuclear pitch
accent type on the final object noun, i.e., an early peak (H+!H*) for ISQs and a late peak for
RQs (L*+H). Additionally, in Part 1 of the study, the object noun in every ISQ was realised
with a modal voice quality, while the object noun in RQs was produced with a breathy voice
quality. Hence, Part 1 of this study was a replication of Part 1 of the previous eye-tracking
study. In contrast, in Part 2 of the present investigation, breathiness occurred in sentenceinitial position on the wh-word in RQ versions, while voice quality in ISQ versions was
modal. Furthermore, participants were not provided with any linguistic context. Their task
was to listen to each stimulus carefully and to decide whether they had heard an RQ, an ISQ
or something else by pressing the respective button. Participants' button presses and click
latencies were monitored.
The results first of all indicated that participants clearly prefer the concrete mapping of
what they heard onto the RQ and the ISQ label instead of matching the heard stimuli to the
third ''something else'' answer option. Instead, participants click decisions in favour of RQs
were primarily based on the combination of a nuclear late peak with a breathy voice quality
facilitating listeners' disambiguation from ISQs and identification as RQs. The present results
have shown that the late peak and a breathy voice quality support each other with respect to
participants' final click decisions. Hence, the perceptual relevance of the nuclear late peak
accent and a breathy voice quality on the one hand, and the frequent realisation of these two
characteristics in the production of RQs (see Chapter 6) on the other hand both suggest that
this combination of prosodic features is used to mark German wh-questions as rhetorical.
Additionally, the present results are in line with the findings gained from the
production study both indicating that – regarding both production and perception – a
sentence-initial breathy voice quality is more associated with RQs than a sentence-final
breathy voice quality. In this context it was earlier argued that this can be explained from a
physiological perspective, since it is reasonable to assume that the realisation of breathiness is
much easier in the beginning of a sentence. Overall, the present results also emphasise the
role of voice quality – an often neglected phonetic parameter – as a crucial prosodic cue for
the identification and interpretation of German RQs.
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Chapter 9

Production: A post-hoc analysis

9.1 Introduction
The present investigation is a post-hoc analysis of the production study (see Chapter 6) that
specifically analyses participants' realisations of rhetorical polar and wh-questions that were
produced in specific contexts triggering a particular attitude. Given that RQs are defined as
"emotive interrogatives" (Maynard, 2002: 256) because of the attitudinal stances they tend to
express in specific contexts and since context has been described as the most salient and
ultimate indicator for RQs (Frank, 1990: 737), the present analysis investigates the prosodic
realisation of RQs and its potential variation within the class of RQs depending on the
preceding context. More specifically, it focuses on the analysis of the strength of the speaker's
attitude (strong vs. weak) that is triggered by the previous context. Hence, the terms "strongattitude contexts" and "strong-attitude RQs" (i.e., contexts triggering a strong attitude; RQs
that were realised in contexts that triggered a strong attitude) as well as "weak-attitude
contexts" and "weak-attitude RQs" (i.e., contexts triggering a weak attitude; RQs that were
realised in contexts that triggered a weak attitude) are used in the following.
RQs have been discussed as a context-dependent phenomenon indicating that they are
usually not realised out of the blue (see Section 3.3.3). This is in line with previous literature
on RQs, since they are known to be realised in contexts where speakers have clear intentions
and purposes to achieve a pragmatic goal (Oraby et al., 2017: 310) and express their attitude
towards a specific state of affairs, often in an impolite way (Ilie, 1994: 54; Rudanko, 1997:
42f.) by criticising or challenging (e.g., Koshik, 2003: 55) the addressee, and also by attacking
or defending specific viewpoints (Ilie, 1994: 39). Given the close relationship between RQs
and context on the one hand and based on the observation that RQs are usually realised in
non-neutral contexts where attitudinal stances play an important role on the other hand, it is
suggested here that the prosodic characteristics of RQs should not be analysed independent of
their context. More precisely, the array of prosodic features that are found to be characteristic
for RQs may only be fully explained by taking the relation between prosodic realisation,
context and the speaker's attitude into account. In other words, an additional pragmatic effect
triggered by the attitude of a speaker that is anchored in the preceding context might influence
the prosodic characteristics an RQ is realised with. Hence, the question is whether the prosody
of RQs turns out to be context-sensitive (see Section 3.3.4). In this case it would not be
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correct to state that the prosodic difference between RQs and ISQs is exclusively based on
their illocution.
The close relationship between context and RQs is exactly what the production study
made use of (see Chapter 6). Participants decided solely on the basis of a given context
whether the presented target interrogative had to be realised as an RQ or ISQ. In order to
evoke RQ realisations, contexts contained trigger words, such as "disgust", "dull", "corny",
"rubber-like stuff", which primarily helped participants to differentiate between the realisation
of RQs and ISQs by suggesting the attitude of the speaker towards the proposition
(e.g., bringing roses is corny, a visit to the museum is dull). That is, to evoke RQ realisations
from the speaker, contexts had to be designed such that they triggered an additional undertone
of criticism, impoliteness or indignation compared to ISQ contexts. Hence, if the prosody of
RQs is context sensitive, the preceding context that usually triggers a specific speaker attitude
might influence the prosodic realisation of an RQ. For instance, Cruttenden (1984: 68) states
that distinct context types are unequally important to different aspects of intonation and
emphasise the interaction between a preceding context and the lexis of a subsequent utterance
(see also Athanasiadou, 1991; Wichmann, 2000).
If this is true for RQs, a potential influence on the prosodic realisation should be
detectable in terms of different attitudinal prosodic shades or gradations that become obvious
in the respective context. This, however, has not been investigated so far. In order to get the
rhetorical message across to the addressee in the production study (e.g., a visit to the museum
is dull), speakers may have used an exaggerated prosody that was triggered by the previous
context, just like in everyday conversation. It is thus possible that duration, voice quality and
nuclear tunes found to be characteristic for the realisation of RQs might be more obvious,
strengthened or attenuated in strong-attitude context than in weak-attitude contexts. To get a
more fine-grained picture of RQs, they are analysed in the present post-hoc study by
considering a potential influence of both context and attitude.
The interplay between context on the one hand and prosodic characteristics of a
following utterance on the other hand has been discussed in the literature on what has been
called "emotive prosody". However, besides context, there are other factors that should be
taken into account with respect to both the interpretation and the prosodic realisation of an
utterance, since individual meanings as well as attitudes that are conveyed by prosody are
caused by pragmatic interpretation – a process that relates the underlying abstract meanings of
intonation to the context and the message in which an utterance is realised (e.g., Wichmann,
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2000). Merritt (1976: 315, 320), for instance, emphasises that the pragmatic interpretation of
an utterance heavily depends on context, world knowledge and on the addressee's
expectations that are generated by inference (see also Rudanko, 1993: 29).
The growing interest in the influence of context or the speaker's attitude resulted in
studies focussing on, for instance, the relation between attitudinal expressions and vocal
correlates such as nonverbal channels that rely on a speaker's acoustic signal and are
transmitted by getting an utterance across to the addressee (e.g., Bänziger & Scherer, 2005;
Cowie & Cornelius, 2003; Ladd et al., 1985; Ohala, 1996; Uldall, 1964; Wichmann, 2000).
Following Bänziger and Scherer (2005), a common finding in studies investigating the
relation of vocal expressions and attitudinal stances is that attitudes affect intonation, the
intensity of an utterance and the relative duration of specific words in the utterance. Research
on the vocal expression of different emotions showed that speech rate, loudness, voice
quality, and duration are involved in this relation (e.g., Carlson, Granström, & Nord, 1992;
Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Ladd et al., 1985; Mozziconacci, 1998; Pell, 2001; Rodero, 2011;
Williams & Stevens, 1972). With respect to RQs, however, there is no extensive investigation
that is based on empirical data analysis so far. The present post-hoc study is a first step to fill
this gap.

The assumption of the importance of a speaker's attitude, the previous context, and prosody
for RQs is also based on results found for other linguistic phenomena (e.g., such as irony)
where sentences like "Well done my dear!" convey the opposite meaning of what a speaker
actually says (e.g., Niebuhr 2014: 608; see Section 3.3.5). Hence, in order to arrive at the
intended meaning of an ironic utterance, the addressee has to infer, e.g., from world
knowledge, contextual or prosodic characteristics, that the literal meaning is not what the
speaker wants to convey. These three features may also turn out to be crucial for the
distinction between string-identical RQs and ISQs.
Taking a closer look at the influence of attitude shows that it is well known for
English that utterances which are biased towards various attitudes do not only differ
significantly in duration from neutral utterances (e.g., Williams & Stevens, 1972; Yildirim et
al., 2004), but also among themselves (e.g., Mozziconacci, 1998). For instance, several
authors show that there are fine gradations with respect to duration for the basic emotions
sadness, anger, happiness and interest (e.g., Bänziger & Scherer, 2005; see also Ishi et al.,
2008 for monosyllabic emotional interjections; Mozziconacci, 1998; Pell, 2001; see also
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Rodero, 2011 for pitch levels of negative and positive emotions). Bänziger and Scherer
(2005), for instance, show that emotions that involve high arousal are realised with a faster
speech rate, a louder voice and a higher pitch than emotions that involve low arousal.
Similarly, it has been observed that ironic utterances show longer durations than their
string-identical neutral statements (e.g., Bryant, 2011; Niebuhr, 2014; Rodero, 2011). A more
fine-grained distinction was made by Anolli, Ciceri, and Infantino (2000: 295ff.), who
differentiate between "sarcastic irony" (i.e., blame by praise) and "kind irony" (i.e., praise by
blame). Their results show that respective target utterances expressing "sarcastic irony" tend
to be longer than utterances expressing "kind irony".
Besides duration, loudness – with the acoustic correlate intensity – belongs to the most
centrally investigated prosodic features with respect to emotive prosody (Cruttenden, 1994:
2). In previous studies, emotions with high arousal have been described as being expressed
with louder voice than emotions with low arousal (e.g., Bänziger & Scherer, 2005; Coutinho
& Cangelosi, 2011).
Voice quality is also frequently addressed in literature on emotive prosody. Following
Ishi et al. (2008), especially the non-modal voice qualities (often described as voice timbres)
are frequently observed in utterances of expressive speech. Gobl and Ní Chasaide (2003)
define voice quality as conveying the valence of a specific emotion rather than its activation.
For English, Murray and Arnott (1993) suggest that a breathy voice quality is often associated
with happiness, but also with anger or fear. Laver (1980) describes a breathy voice as being
characteristic for intimacy. However, previous research on voice quality has not yet
exhaustively investigated potential effects of different shades of breathiness (e.g., mildly
breathy vs. moderately breathy vs. severely breathy) in both production and perception
(Kreiman & Gerratt, 1990). In perception, however, it has been shown that it is difficult to
distinguish between different grades of the same voice quality mode (Keating & Esposito,
2007).
With respect to previous literature on intensity, it is assumed that there is an inverse
relationship between breathiness on the one hand and intensity on the other hand (Cruttenden,
1994: 3; Gordon & Ladefoged, 2001: 397). That is, the higher the breathiness, the lower the
intensity.
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One might argue that attitude is highly likely to play a role in the present investigation since
the contexts designed for the study presented in Chapter 6 either triggered an RQ or an ISQ
interpretation. This, however, does not automatically mean that effects of attitude will be
found since the production study (see Chapter 6) did not particularly control for attitudes in
the realisation of RQs, e.g., by using similar trigger words across all contexts. In addition to
that, a p-value correction will be conducted, making it even more difficult to reach the
significance level for potential effects of speakers' attitude on the prosodic realisation of RQs.

9.2 Hypotheses
Since the experimental stimuli that were designed for the production study had to allow for
both interpretations (RQ and ISQ), contexts were designed such that they triggered the
respective interpretation of a given target interrogative on its own (see Chapter 6). Hence,
context played the key role with respect to the interpretation of a given stimulus on the part of
the speaker and with respect to the prosodic realisation of the subsequent target interrogative.
Based on this fact and based on the assumption of a strong relationship between context, a
speaker's attitude and the realised RQ, the following hypotheses are formulated.
With respect to phonological characteristics, the results of the production study (see
Chapter 6) showed that the final boundary tone turned out to be of crucial importance for the
distinction between RQs and string-identical ISQs. Therefore, it might be possible that the
final boundary tone does not only constitute a major difference between RQs and ISQs, but
also between strong- and weak-attitude RQs. The present post-hoc analysis investigates if the
most frequent final boundary tones that were found for the realisation of polar RQs (i.e., H-%
and H-^H%) clearly differ between realisations of RQs in strong- and weak-attitude contexts.
In contrast, the low boundary tone L-% was by far the most frequent final boundary tone for
wh-RQs (i.e., 94%) making a similar comparison impossible.

Hypothesis 1: The most frequent boundary tones H-% and H-^H% in the realisations of polar
RQs are mainly driven by only one of the two attitude types, i.e., strong- or weak-attitude
RQs.
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The results of the production study (see Chapter 6) have also shown that RQs tend to be
longer than ISQs. This observation is similar to the one found for ironic utterances showing
longer durations than string-identical neutral statements (e.g., Bryant, 2011; Niebuhr, 2014;
Rodero, 2011). As mentioned above, the more fine-grained distinction between sarcastic irony
(i.e., blame by praise) and kind irony (i.e., praise by blame) by Anolli et al. (2000: 295ff.)
shows that utterances expressing (the stronger) sarcastic irony tend to be longer than
utterances expressing (the weaker) kind irony. Similarly, it is possible that contexts triggering
a strong attitude additionally strengthen durational aspects compared to contexts triggering a
weak attitude. If there is such a difference in duration between RQs depending on contextual
strength, this should become obvious most likely with respect to the sentence-final object
noun in wh-questions (see Chapter 6), which was shown to be realised with both a longer
absolute and relative duration in RQs compared to ISQs. This is formulated in Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 2: The absolute duration of the sentence-final object noun in wh-questions is
longer in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs.

In the perception studies presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, it has been shown that a
breathy voice quality can contribute to the identification of a given interrogative as an RQ.
However, since there is no research on different shades of breathiness so far it is assumed
here, similarly to duration, that strong-attitude RQs result in the intensification of the feature
while the same feature is attenuated in weak-attitude RQs. Hence, the following hypothesis is
formulated:

Hypothesis 3: Strong-attitude RQs are produced with a breathier voice quality than weakattitude RQs.

Given the inverse relationship between breathiness and intensity stated by several authors
(e.g., Cruttenden, 1994: 3; Gordon & Ladefoged, 2001: 397) who argue that more breathiness
lowers intensity, and based on the findings for voice quality in Chapter 6 and in the
perception studies (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), findings suggest that a breathy voice quality
lowers intensity. This assumption, however, is irrespective of attitudinal context strength and
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should be most obvious for the wh-word, since breathiness was shown to be more relevant in
sentence-initial position in both production and perception.

Hypothesis 4: More breathiness lowers the intensity on the wh-word irrespective of attitude.

Even though it is expected to find prosodic variation within the class of RQs on the basis of
their contexts triggering different attitudinal strengths, it is assumed here that – in
consideration of the respective attitudinal subset (i.e., strong RQ-ISQ subset vs. weak RQ-ISQ
subset) – RQs still differ prosodically from their corresponding string-identical informationseeking counterparts, as shown in Chapter 6.

Hypothesis 5: For those RQs that show an effect of attitude, the effect of illocution type is
also present (if the number of data points is sufficient).

If Hypothesis 5 can be accepted, the prosodic differences between RQs and string-identical
ISQs are not exclusively a question of illocution type, but rather a question of the attitude a
speaker has while producing an RQ.

9.3 Methodology
9.3.1 Materials
Table 14 shows two examples illustrating the difference between a weak and a strong context
(see Table A1 provided in the Appendix).
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Strong RQ context
Du bist erkältet und deine Freundin empfiehlt dir Lebertran. Doch jeder weiß,
dass das furchtbar schmeckt. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
"You have a cold and your friend recommends cod-liver oil to you. However,
everybody knows that this tastes horrible. You say to your friend:"
Weak RQ context
Deine Freundin bietet beim Kaffeekränzchen mit Freunden Tee an, darunter
auch Kamille. Doch es ist klar, dass man den nur trinkt, wenn man krank ist. Du
sagst zu deinen Freunden:
"Your friend offers her guests tea, including camomile. However, it is clear that
no one drinks this unless they are ill. You say to your friends:"

Table 14: Strong context version (upper part, corresponding interrogative: "Who likes codliver oil?"/"Does anyone like cod-liver oil?") and a weak context version (lower part,
corresponding interrogative: "Who wants camomile?"/"Does anyone want camomile?").

In both contexts, a rhetorical illocution is triggered. In the upper example (denoted as
"strong"), the context clearly states that cod-liver oil "tastes horrible". In comparison, the
context in the lower example (denoted as "weak") is less provoking and desists from
additional lexical-semantic information that may trigger a strong speaker's attitude. Hence, in
realisations of RQs that follow the upper contexts ("Who likes cod-liver oil?"/"Does anyone
like cod-liver oil?"), a speaker may not only make clear that the realised interrogative is an
RQ; a speaker may also put the focus on an additional effort conveying that cod-liver oil is
absolutely disgusting, which hence might differ in a further dimension from RQs realised
after weak contexts.
For the specific investigation of potential variation in the prosodic realisations of RQs
depending on their context, the recorded RQs (N = 250; wh: 57 strong, 69 weak; polar: 55
strong, 69 weak) and their string-identical information-seeking counterparts (N = 251; wh: 59
strong, 67 weak; polar: 58 strong, 67 weak) from the production study (see Chapter 6) were
reanalysed (N = 501).
To this end, 16 monolingual native speakers of German (average age = 22.3, SD = 2.4;
10 female, 6 male) were asked to classify all contexts that were originally designed for the
production study in Chapter 6 as either triggering a weak attitude (i.e., no specific overtone)
or as triggering a strong attitude (i.e., creating an attitudinal overtone in terms of being direct
and impolite) in a previous rating task. They participated voluntarily and all of them were
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naïve to the purpose of the study. Participants were presented with the 22 RQ contexts, but
not with the respective target interrogatives.
Results of the classification task showed that for each context, at least 75% of the
participants (i.e., 12 out of 16 participants) agreed about whether they were presented with a

Classification (in %)

context triggering a weak or a strong attitude, as illustrated in Figure 31 and Figure 32.
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Figure 31: Participants' ratings of strong-attitude contexts which are coded here on the basis
of their sentence-final object nouns (from left to right): algebra, shrimp, cod-liver oil,
limburger, chard, mayonnaise, museum, roses, sprouts, celery.
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Figure 32: Participants' ratings of weak-attitude contexts which are coded here on the basis
of their sentence-final object nouns (from left to right): angora, Bolognese, innards,
camomile, lambada, liver, lilies, limes, novellas, novels, stencils, worms.
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Participants classified 12 RQ contexts as weak and 10 RQ contexts as strong. Since the
sentence-final object nouns (e.g., Innereien, "innards") were explicitly mentioned in the
contexts, it might be assumed that participants' classification was mainly based on their
lexical properties by triggering specific (negative or positive) expectations. However, the
items on the x-axes in Figure 31 and Figure 32 clearly show that object nouns, such as Rosen
("roses"), which are usually associated with positive values, were classified as appearing in a
strong context, whereas Innereien ("innards"), which might be associated with disgust, were
classified as appearing in a weak context.

9.3.2 Participants
The present analysis focuses on the prosodic realisations of RQs (and string-identical ISQs) of
the same 12 participants (average age = 21.7, SD = 2.3; 10 female, 2 male) of the production
study (see Chapter 6).

9.3.3 Data treatment and analysis
Statistical models were implemented as described in Chapter 6. Final boundary tones, pitch
accents and nuclear tunes were statistically analysed with logistic mixed effects regression
models with attitude as a binary fixed factor and participants and items as crossed random
factors (Baayen, 2008; Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). Phonetic variables were
statistically analysed using linear mixed effects regression models with the same model
specification as described above. P-values were adjusted by using the Benjamini-Hochberg
correction (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). For the sake of completeness, both the raw and the
adjusted p-values will be reported. Values in square brackets indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the estimate.
Figure 33 illustrates the procedure of the current analysis. Contrary to the results
reported in Chapter 6, the present post-hoc analysis does not focus on the prosodic differences
between question types (i.e., wh and polar). For a better comparison of potential prosodic
differences within the class of RQs, question types were analysed in separate datasets. This
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post-hoc analysis exclusively focuses on the RQ dataset and a potential effect of attitude as a
first step. That is, the dataset that solely consisted of strong- and weak-attitude RQs (see blue
frame in Figure 33) was analysed with respect to a potential effect of attitude (on the basis of
participants' previous classification) for each of the dependent variables.

RQs
in strong-attitude contexts
ISQs
in weak-attitude contexts

ISQs
in strong-attitude contexts

RQs
in weak-attitude contexts

Figure 33: Datasets used for the statistical analyses.

In order to statistically analyse RQs that were realised in strong-attitude contexts (e.g., Wer
möchte denn Rosen? "Who wants roses?") and weak-attitude contexts (e.g., Wer isst denn
Bolognese? "Who eats Bolognese?"), it was important to account for the differing number of
syllables with respect to the verb (isst "eat" vs. möchte "would like") and the sentence-final
object noun (Bolognese "Bolognese" vs. Rosen "roses"). Hence, the additional factors verb
syllables and noun syllables were included into the statistical models if necessary.
The mid points of the vowels that allowed for voice quality measurements in terms of
HNR were the same as in Chapter 6 (i.e., previously introduced as v1, v2 and v3). The
predictor variable vowel quality was included into the statistical analysis of HNR in order to
account for the different vowels that were realised in words that were not identical between
target interrogatives that were compared with one another. For the statistical analysis of
intensity, the covariate vowel position (i.e., the three mid-vowel positions where voice quality
was measured) was included into the statistical model.
For the investigation of the inverted relationship between intensity and breathiness,
HNR values were coded as a binary variable (i.e., above the mean of all HNR values for a
vowel position vs. below the mean of all HNR values for a vowel position).
In a second step, in order to analyse whether RQs still differ from their corresponding
string-identical counterparts, ISQs served as string-identical counterparts for a further
comparison according to participants' attitude classification. That is, according to how
participants classified the contexts as strong or weak (see Figure 31 and Figure 32 above),
ISQs were coded respectively for the purpose of comparison (see Section 9.4.3). Hence, the
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RQ-ISQ comparison was carried out in two datasets separated into the two attitudinal context
strengths (strong vs. weak) for each dependent variable. That is, one dataset consisted of RQs
that were produced in strong-attitude contexts and their information-seeking counterparts
(see orange frame in Figure 33) and one dataset consisted of RQs that were realised in weakattitude contexts and their corresponding ISQs (see green frame in Figure 33). It is important
to note that the comparison between RQs and ISQs for each dependent variable is only
reported if attitude proved to be a crucial factor in the analysis of RQs.

9.4 Results
The findings of the phonological analysis will be reported first followed by the results
concerning the phonetic analysis, first for polar questions and then for wh-questions. It is
important to note that the comparison between polar RQs and their string-identical ISQs was
not possible for all the subsets of both attitudinal strengths due to insufficient data points.
Whenever possible, the report of the results is summarised. Only the most important results
are illustrated graphically. In all figures, whiskers indicate SE. At the end of the statistical
analysis, the reader will find a table summarising the main results (see Table 20 in Section
9.4.3 on page 221).

9.4.1 Phonological analysis
9.4.1.1 Final boundary tone
As shown for polar questions in Chapter 6, a final H-% was most frequent in the realisations
of polar RQs. With respect to Hypothesis 1, the statistical analysis of the RQ dataset
consisting of RQs that were realised after strong- and weak-attitude contexts showed a
significant effect of attitude for H-% (β = 1.65 [0.20; 3.59], SE = 0.78, z = 2.13, p = 0.02,
padjusted = 0.05) indicating that this boundary tone occurred significantly more often in RQs
that were produced in strong-attitude contexts (N = 43, 35%) than in weak-attitude contexts
(N = 39, 31%). Results are illustrated by the two left bars in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Distribution (in %) of the two most frequent boundary tones (H-% and H-^H%) in
the realisations of polar RQs in strong- and weak-attitude contexts.

For H-^H%, the second most frequent boundary tone (see two right bars in Figure 34), the
statistical analysis showed an almost significant effect of attitude after the p-value adjustment
(β = 1.22 [-0.01; 2.82], SE = 0.65, z = 1.88, p = 0.04, padjusted = 0.06) indicating that this
boundary tone occurred more often in RQs that were realised in weak-attitude contexts
(N = 25, 20%) than in strong-attitude contexts (N = 11, 9%).

9.4.1.2 Nuclear pitch accent type
The most frequent nuclear pitch accent types in polar questions were L*+H (weak: N = 45,
36.29%, strong: N = 40, 32.26%) and L* (weak: N = 21, 16.94%, strong: N = 12, 9.68%). No
significant effect of attitude was found for either of these two pitch accent types
(both p-values = padjusted > 0.23).
Results were similar for the two most frequent nuclear pitch accent types L*+H (weak:
N = 41, 32.54%, strong: N = 31, 24.60%) and L+H* (weak: N = 14, 11.11%, strong: N = 13,
10.32%) in wh-questions showing no effect of attitude for either of the two pitch accent types
(both p-values = padjusted > 0.45).
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9.4.1.3 Nuclear tune
As shown in Chapter 6, the most frequent nuclear tune in polar RQs was L*+H H-%. For the
subset of RQs realised in strong- and weak-attitude contexts, the statistical analysis showed an
effect of attitude that approached significance after the p-value adjustment (β = 1.51,
[0.24; 3.19], SE = 0.69, z = 2.20, p = 0.03, padjusted = 0.06). Results indicate that this nuclear
tune occurred significantly more often in strong-attitude RQs (N = 41, 33 %) than in weakattitude RQs (N = 37, 30%). Results are illustrated in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Distribution (in %) of the two most frequent nuclear tunes (L*+H H-% vs.
L* H-^H%) in polar RQs, each realised in strong- and weak-attitude contexts.

There was no significant effect of attitude for the second most frequent contour L* H-^H% in
polar RQs (p = padjusted > 0.18), even though it occurred almost twice as often in realisations of
RQs in weak-attitude contexts (N = 21; 17%) than in RQs in strong-attitude contexts (N = 11,
9%). Due to insufficient data points, an analysis of the RQ-ISQ dataset of both nuclear tunes
was not possible.
For the two most frequent nuclear tunes in wh-questions, L*+H L-% (weak: N = 39,
30.95%, strong: N = 23, 23.02%) and L+H* L-% (weak: N = 14, 11.11%, strong: N = 13,
10.32%), there was no effect of attitude either (both p-values = padjusted > 0.40).
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9.4.2 Phonetic analysis
9.4.2.1 Duration

Absolute utterance duration
Previous results concerning the absolute duration of both question types showed that RQs
were on average realised with significantly longer sentence durations than ISQs. Table 15
summarises the mean sentence durations of polar RQs and wh-RQs that were produced in
strong- and weak-attitude contexts and the mean sentence duration of the corresponding ISQs.
The control factor syllable number was added to the statistical model for the purpose of the
comparison between RQs with constituents of differing syllable number.

ISQ counterpart
strong
weak

strong RQ

weak RQ

polar questions

1410.2
(173.6)

1378.6
(223.6)

1223.9
(148.6)

1187.7
(154.8)

wh-questions

1349.2
(229.4)

1209.7
(188.7)

1108.2
(158.8)

1054.7
(145.6)

Table 15: Absolute mean utterance duration (in ms) of polar and wh-RQs realised in strongand weak-attitude contexts and their respective ISQs. SD is given in brackets.

The following analyses address Hypothesis 2. Results for polar RQs neither showed an effect
of attitude (p-value = padjusted > 0.48) nor interactions between attitude and one of the levels of
syllable number (all p-values = padjusted > 0.49). Figure 36 illustrates the results for polar and
wh-RQs in both context strengths.
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Figure 36: Absolute mean durations of the target interrogative (in ms) of polar and wh-RQs
realised in strong- and weak-attitude contexts.

Results for wh-RQs showed an effect of attitude (β = 129.34 [45.76; 214.03], SE = 44.38,
df = 17.91, t = 2.92, p = 0.009, padjusted = 0.02) indicating that strong-attitude RQs were
realised with a significantly longer mean duration than weak-attitude RQs (see Figure 36).
There was an additional effect of syllable number revealing that the mean duration was
significantly longer in target interrogatives that consisted of seven syllables than those that
consisted of five syllables (β = 194.06 [52.36; 338.26], SE = 75.27, df = 18.32, t = 2.58,
p = 0.02, padjusted = 0.04). There were no interactions between attitude and any level of the
factor syllable number (all p-values = padjusted > 0.83).

Absolute constituent duration
Exact durations of RQs (and ISQs) are given in Table 16. Results for the absolute mean
duration of the single constituents in polar questions showed no effect of attitude for either of
the constituents (all p-values = padjusted > 0.10; see Figure 37). Instead, results indicate that
durational differences were mainly based on syllable number (verb: p = 0.0001,
padjusted = 0.0006; object noun: p = 0.0009, padjusted = 0.004).
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ISQ counterpart
strong
weak

strong RQ

weak RQ

polar questions

681.4
(106.2)

639.8
(137.1)

573.8
(88.2)

539.6
(94.0)

wh-questions

766.9
(175.3)

625.5
(155.1)

596.0
(107.4)

534.6
(103.8)

Table 16: Absolute mean durations (in ms) of the sentence-final object noun in polar and whRQs realised in strong- and weak-attitude contexts and their corresponding ISQs. SD is given
in brackets.
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Figure 37: Absolute mean durations (in ms) of the sentence-final object noun in polar RQs
and wh-RQs realised in strong- and weak-attitude contexts.

Similar to polar questions, there was no effect of attitude for the absolute mean duration of
the wh-word, the verb and the particle in wh-questions (all p-values = padjusted > 0.13).
Durational differences concerning the verb were based on an effect of syllable number
(all p-values = padjusted < 0.002). For the sentence-final object noun in wh-questions, however,
results showed a different picture (see Figure 37). The analysis of the sentence-final object
noun in wh-RQs showed an effect of attitude (β = 135.54 [76.68; 195.32], SE = 31.30,
df = 17.18, t = 4.33, p = 0.0004, padjusted = 0.002) revealing that final object nouns in strongattitude RQs were realised with significantly longer mean durations than in weak-attitude
RQs. There was an additional effect of noun syllables revealing that the mean duration was
significantly longer for nouns that consisted of more syllables than those that consisted of
fewer syllables (three vs. two: β = 178.16 [95.56; 262.93], SE = 43.71, df = 18.55, t = 4.08,
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p = 0.0007, padjusted = 0.002; four vs. two: β = 256.86 [145.83; 370.69], SE = 58.88, df = 18.82,
t = 4.36, p = 0.0003, padjusted = 0.001). There were no interactions between attitude and any of
the levels of the factor noun syllables (all p-values = padjusted > 0.80).

Relative constituent duration
Similar to the analysis of absolute durations, the control predictors verb syllables and noun
syllables were included into the statistical model if necessary. Results concerning the relative
durations of the verb in polar RQs revealed no significant effect of attitude (p = 0.08,
padjusted = 0.15), but an effect of verb syllables (β = 0.11 [0.07; 0.16], SE = 0.02, df = 20.70,
t = 4.92, p < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0005) showing that the relative duration of the verb in RQs
was generally longer if it consisted of two syllables compared to one syllable. There was no
interaction between these factors (p = padjusted > 0.64).
Results for the modal particle denn, the subject pronoun jemand and the sentence-final
object noun in polar RQs showed no effect of attitude (all p-values = padjusted > 0.20). Results
concerning the relative duration of the sentence-final object noun showed an (almost
significant) effect of noun syllables indicating that the mean relative duration of object nouns
was longer in target sentences if they consisted of more syllables than when they consisted of
fewer syllables (three vs. two: β = 0.06 [0.01; 0.10], SE = 0.02, df = 18.93, t = 2.48, p = 0.02,
padjusted = 0.06; four vs. two: β = 0.12 [0.06; 0.18], SE = 0.03, df = 20.36, t = 3.91, p = 0.0009,
padjusted = 0.004). There were no interactions between attitude and any of the levels of the
factor noun syllables (all p-values = padjusted > 0.14).

The relative mean duration of the wh-word showed no effect of attitude (p = padjusted > 0.36).
But results concerning the relative duration of the verb in the RQ dataset revealed an effect of
attitude (β = -0.04 [-0.07; 0.01], SE = 0.01, df = 19.42, t = -2.96, p = 0.008, padjusted = 0.02)
indicating that verbs in RQs showed significantly shorter relative durations in strong-attitude
contexts than those that were produced in weak-attitude contexts (see Figure 38).
Additionally, there was an effect of the factor verb syllables (β = 0.10 [0.06; 0.14], SE = 0.02,
df = 19.63, t = 5.15, p < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0003) showing that relative durations were
generally longer if the verb consisted of two syllables compared to one syllable. There was no
interaction between these factors (p = padjusted > 0.74).
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Figure 38: Relative duration (in %) of the verb and the sentence-final object noun in wh-RQs
realised in strong- and weak-attitude contexts.

Results for the modal particle denn in wh-RQs showed no effect of attitude
(p = padjusted > 0.18). With respect to the relative durations of the sentence-final object noun in
wh-RQs, the analysis showed an effect of attitude (β = 0.14 [-0.26; 0.01], SE = 0.03,
df = 17.18, t = 4.33, p = 0.0004, padjusted = 0.002) revealing that the relative duration of the
object noun in strong-attitude RQs was significantly longer than the relative duration of the
object noun in weak-attitude RQs. There were no interactions between attitude and one of the
levels of noun syllables (all p-values = padjusted > 0.80), but an additional effect of noun
syllables showing that the mean relative duration was significantly longer in target
interrogatives that consisted of more syllables than those that consisted of fewer syllables
(three vs. two: β = 0.18 [0.01; 0.26], SE = 0.04, df = 18.55, t = 4.08, p = 0.0007,
padjusted = 0.002; four vs. two: β = 0.26 [0.15; 0.37], SE = 0.06, df = 18.82, t = 4.36,
p = 0.0003, padjusted = 0.002).

9.4.2.2 Speech rate
The mean speech rate (syllables per second) was calculated for each target interrogative by
dividing the number of the syllables of the utterance by the duration of the sentence. Table 17
shows participants' mean speech rate for RQs (and ISQs) in both question types.
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polar questions
wh-questions

ISQ counterpart
strong
weak

strong RQ

weak RQ

5.09 (0.69)
4.62 (0.78)

5.25 (0.82)
5.10 (0.79)

5.87 (0.78)
5.56 (0.80)

6.06 (0.82)
5.83 (0.82)

Table 17: Average speech rate (syll/sec) of polar and wh-RQs realised in strong- and weakattitude contexts and their corresponding ISQs. SD is given in brackets.

Overall, results showed that participants realised RQs of both question types with a
significantly slower speech rate than their information-seeking counterparts. The statistical
analysis of participants' average speech rate with respect to polar questions showed no effect
of attitude (p = padjusted = 0.39), but an effect of syllable number indicating a significantly
faster speech rate (i.e., a higher number of syllables per second) for target interrogatives
consisting of more syllables (seven vs. six: β = 0.66 [0.18; 0.45], SE = 0.25, df = 18.70,
t = 2.62, p = 0.02, padjusted = 0.05; eight vs. six: β = 0.85 [0.33; 1.38], SE = 0.28, df = 18.66,
t = 3.09, p = 0.006, padjusted = 0.02). There was no interaction between attitude and syllable
number (all p-values = padjusted > 0.64). Results for polar questions are illustrated in Figure 39
(see two left bars).
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Figure 39: Mean speech rate (syll/sec) of wh- and polar RQs realised in strong- and weakattitude contexts.
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The statistical analysis of speech rate with respect to wh-RQs showed an effect of attitude,
(β = -0.48 [-0.83; -0.14;], SE = 0.18, df = 18.02, t = -2.62, p = 0.02, padjusted = 0.04) indicating
that participants' mean speech rate was significantly slower with respect to strong-attitude
RQs compared to weak-attitude RQs (see two right bars in Figure 39). Additionally, there was
an effect of syllable number showing a significantly faster speech rate for target interrogatives
consisting of more syllables than those consisting of fewer syllables (seven vs. five: β = 0.92
[0.32; 1.51], SE = 0.31, df = 18.48, t = 2.95, p = 0.008, padjusted = 0.02; six vs. five: β = 0.55
[0.14; 0.96], SE = 0.22, df = 17.84, t = 2.56, p = 0.02, padjusted = 0.04).

9.4.2.3 Voice quality: HNR (Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio)
It is important to keep in mind that lower HNR values indicate more breathiness. Table 18
shows the mean HNR values of both question types, measured in three different positions
(polar: verb, subject pronoun, object noun; wh: wh-word, verb, object noun).

polar
strong
word

wh
weak

strong

weak

RQ

ISQ

RQ

ISQ

word

RQ

ISQ

RQ

ISQ

verb

10.86
(4.99)

12.38
(4.94)

11.18
(5.09)

12.56
(5.57)

wh-word

11.16
(6.10)

12.93
(4.55)

11.38
(5.13)

12.25
(4.88)

subject
pronoun

14.93
(3.55)

14.74
(4.15)

14.99
(3.01)

14.85
(3.34)

verb

11.37
(5.40)

13.35
(4.64)

12.24
(5.97)

13.71
(5.36)

object
noun

14.40
(6.79)

14.01
(5.66)

15.91
(6.93)

16.93
(6.06)

object
noun

14.35
(5.41)

15.63
(5.49)

14.37
(5.05)

16.56
(5.23)

mean

13.40

13.71

14.03

14.78

12.29

13.97

12.66

14.17

Table 18: Average HNR values (in dB) of polar- and wh-RQs realised in strong- and weakattitude contexts and in their corresponding string-identical ISQs. SD is given in brackets.

The current analyses address Hypothesis 3. For polar questions, the analysis of HNR (in dB)
measured in the vowel mid point of the verb showed no effect of attitude in the RQ dataset
(p = padjusted > 0.48), no effect of vowel quality (both p-values = padjusted > 0.77) and no
interaction between these factors (all p-values = padjusted > 0.44). There was neither an effect of
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attitude regarding the subject pronoun jemand nor the object noun (both p-values = padjusted
> 0.27). There was an (almost) significant effect of vowel quality with respect to the sentencefinal object noun indicating that open vowels (β = -7.498 [-11.07; -4.91], SE = 1.63,
df = 17.38, t = -4.89, p = 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0007) and closed vowels (β = -4.00
[-7.09; -0.92], SE = 1.63, df = 16.90, t = -2.45, p = 0.03, padjusted = 0.06) resulted in
significantly lower HNR values than semi-closed/open vowels. There was no interaction
between attitude and vowel quality (p = padjusted > 0.24).
The analysis of HNR in the wh-word in wh-questions showed no effect of attitude for
the RQ dataset (p = padjusted > 0.70). The analysis of the verb showed no effect of attitude
either (p = padjusted > 0.66), no effect of vowel quality (both p-values = padjusted > 0.65) and no
interaction between these factors (all p-values = padjusted > 0.71).
The analysis of the sentence-final object noun in wh-RQs showed no effect of attitude
(p = padjusted > 0.89), but an effect of vowel quality (β = -6.61 [-8.86; -4.36], SE = 1.19,
df = 17.64, t = -5.54, p < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0002) indicating that open vowels resulted in
significantly lower HNR values than closed vowels. There was no interaction between
attitude and voice quality (both p-values = padjusted > 0.84).

9.4.2.4 Intensity
Mean intensity was measured in dB for each word of the two question types. The respective
values are listed in Table 19.

Wh

Polar
verb

strong
RQ
32.34 (4.24)

weak
RQ
33.71 (5.09)

particle

36.74 (5.29)

subject
pronoun
object
noun

word

wh-word

strong
RQ
36.38 (5.15)

weak
RQ
36.88 (4.92)

35.71 (5.05)

verb

35.63 (4.90)

34.35 (4.01)

36.85 (5.22)

37.25 (4.18)

particle

35.01 (4.71)

34.90 (4.47)

35.26 (4.35)

35.70 (4.28)

object
noun

34.53 (4.18)

35.74 (4.03)

Table 19: Average intensity (in dB) of each constituent in polar and wh-RQs realised in
strong- and weak-attitude contexts. SD is given in brackets.
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Overall, results for RQs in absolute terms showed that the initial word in polar questions was
the constituent showing the lowest intensity, while the sentence-final object noun showed the
lowest intensity in wh-questions, both with respect to strong-attitude RQs.
In order to address Hypothesis 4, the factor breathiness was included into the
statistical analysis as well as verb syllables and noun syllables if necessary. Additionally,
vowel position, (i.e. the position of the mid-vowels of the stressed syllable of each word
where voice quality was measured) was included into the respective statistical models as a
further covariate. Results for verbs in polar RQs showed that there was no effect of attitude
(p = padjusted > 0.47) and no effect of verb syllables (p = padjusted > 0.67). There was an effect of
breathiness (β = -1.51 [-2.92; -0.09], SE = 0.73, df = 97.49, t = -2.07, p = 0.04, padjusted = 0.08;
see Figure 40) showing that RQs that were generally produced with more breathiness on the
verb (i.e., strong RQs with HNR values below the mean value) were also produced with a
significantly lower mean intensity than RQs that were realised with less breathiness (i.e.,
HNR values above the mean value; see Table 19). This effect still approached significance
after the correction of the p-values. There was no effect of vowel position (all p-values
= padjusted > 0.36) and no interaction between any of these factors either (p = padjusted > 0.16).

Average intensity (dB)

35
30
25

Voice quality

20

less breathiness (HNR above the mean)
more breathiness (HNR below the mean)

15
10
5
0
Polar: verb

Question type

Figure 40: Mean intensity (in dB) of the verb in polar questions realised with a breathy voice
quality (above and below the mean).

Concerning the particle denn in polar questions, for which no further factors had to be
controlled, results showed no effect of attitude (p = padjusted > 0.14). In the RQ subset of the
subject pronoun jemand, there were no effects of attitude, breathiness or vowel position
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(all p-values = padjusted > 0.44) and there were no interactions (all p-values = padjusted > 0.38).
Intensity results for the sentence-final object noun showed no effects of attitude, breathiness,
noun syllables and vowel position (all p-values = padjusted > 0.51) and no interactions between
any of these factors (all p-values = padjusted > 0.23).

Concerning wh-RQs, results for mean intensity in the initial wh-word showed no effect of
attitude (p = padjusted > 0.67), but an effect of breathiness (β = -3.29 [-4.73; -1.93], SE = 0.70,
df = 107.51, t = -4.72, p = padjusted < 0.0001) indicating that RQs with breathier voice quality
were realised with a significantly lower intensity on the wh-word than those with higher HNR
values (see Figure 41). There was neither an effect of vowel position (p = padjusted > 0.76), nor
an interaction between any of these factors (all p = padjusted > 0.21).
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Average intensity (dB)

40
35
30

Voice quality

25

less breathiness (HNR above the mean)
more breathiness (HNR below the mean)

20
15
10
5
0
Wh: wh−word

Question type

Figure 41: Mean intensity (in dB) in the wh-word realised with a breathy voice quality (above
and below the mean).

The statistical analysis of the mean intensity with respect to the verb was conducted in
consideration of the predictor variable verb syllables. Results for the RQ-dataset showed no
effect of attitude or of any of the covariates breathiness, verb syllables or vowel position
(all p-values = padjusted > 0.20), nor any interaction between these factors (all p-values
= padjusted > 0.39). Results concerning the mean intensity of the modal particle denn in the whRQ dataset showed no effect of attitude (p = padjusted > 0.77).
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For the sentence-final object noun, results showed an effect of attitude (β = -1.49
[-2.48; -0.51], SE = 0.49, df = 20.41, t = -3.04, p = 0.006, padjusted = 0.02) indicating that object
nouns in strong-attitude RQs were realised with significantly less intensity than in weakattitude RQs (see Figure 42). There were no effects of noun syllables, breathiness or vowel
position (all p-values = padjusted > 0.24) and no interaction between any of the predictor
variables (all p-values = padjusted > 0.16).

35

Average intensity (dB)

30

25

Attitude

20

strong
weak

15

10

5

0
wh

Wh: object noun
Question
type

Figure 42: Mean intensity (in dB) of the sentence-final object noun in wh-questions realised in
strong- and weak-attitude contexts.

9.4.3 The role of illocution type and summary of the main results
Hypothesis 5 needs to be addressed with respect to all the dependent variables that showed an
effect of attitude.
With respect to the final boundary tone H-% in polar questions, the comparison
between polar RQs and their respective string-identical ISQs showed a significant effect of
illocution type in the strong subset (β = 5.38 [3.40; 8.58], SE = 1.24, z = 4.33, p < 0.0001,
padjusted = 0.0001). This indicates that RQs that were realised after a strong-attitude context
were significantly more often realised with a final H-% than their respective informationseeking counterparts. Due to insufficient data points for ISQs, results for the weak subset
could not be analysed.
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Regarding H-^H% in polar questions, the comparison between polar RQs and ISQs
showed a significant effect of illocution type in the subsets of both attitudinal strengths
(strong: β = -4.40 [-6.14; -2.67], SE = 0.89, z = -4.97, p = padjusted < 0.0001; weak: β = -2.57
[-3.50; -1.63], SE = 0.48, z = -5.38, p = padjusted < 0.0001). Results indicate that RQs were
significantly less often realised with a final H-^H% than their corresponding ISQs in both
subsets.
Results regarding the nuclear tune (L*+H H-%) in polar questions could not be
analysed due to an insufficient amount of data points regarding ISQs.
Results concerning the intensity of the verb in polar questions were also analysed with
respect to Hypothesis 5. Results showed an effect of illocution type in the strong attitude
subset (β = -1.29 [-2.35; -0.24], SE = 0.54, df = 81.42, t = -2.41, p = 0.02, padjusted = 0.05) and
in the weak subset (β = -1.38 [-2.35; -0.42], SE = 0.49, df = 107.56, t = -2.81, p = 0.006,
padjusted = 0.02), both indicating that the modal particle in RQs was generally produced with
less intensity than in their respective ISQs.

Concerning the absolute duration of wh-questions, results showed an effect of illocution type
in the subset of strong-attitude RQs (β = 0.24 [0.19; 0.28], SE = 0.02, df = 95.71, t = 10.57,
p = padjusted < 0.0001) and weak-attitude RQs (β = 0.16 [0.12; 0.19], SE = 0.02, df = 112.36,
t = 9.64, p = padjusted < 0.0001) and their respective ISQs each. The findings indicate that
strong- and weak-attitude RQs were both produced with significantly longer mean durations
than their respective ISQs.
With respect to the absolute duration of the sentence-final object noun, the RQ-ISQ
comparison showed a significant effect of illocution type in the subsets of both attitudinal
strengths (strong: β = 0.17 [0.14; 0.20], SE = 0.02, df = 96.07, t = 10.76, p = padjusted < 0.0001;
weak: β = 0.09 [0.06; 0.12], SE = 0.01, df = 112.41, t = 6.61, p = padjusted < 0.0001) indicating
that object nouns in both strong- and weak-attitude RQs showed significantly longer mean
durations than object nouns in their respective information-seeking counterparts.
The comparison between string-identical target interrogatives with respect to the
relative duration of the verb in wh-questions showed no effect of illocution type in either of
the two RQ-ISQ subsets (both p-values = padjusted = 0.12). Results concerning the relative
duration of the object noun showed a significant effect of illocution type in the subsets of both
attitudinal strengths (strong: β = 0.17 [0.14; 0.20], SE = 0.02, df = 96.07, t = 10.76,
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p = padjusted < 0.0001; weak: β = 0.09 [0.06; 0.12], SE = 0.01, df = 112.41, t = 6.61, p = padjusted
< 0.0001) indicating that object nouns in RQs that were produced after both context types
showed significantly longer mean durations than object nouns in their respective ISQs.
Results concerning the speech rate in wh-questions showed an effect of illocution type
in the two subsets (strong: β = -0.96 [-1.13; 0.78], SE = 0.09, df = 95.39, t = -10.98,
p = padjusted < 0.0001; weak: β = -0.72 [-0.87; 0.57], SE = 0.08, df = 111.95, t = -9.47,
p = padjusted < 0.0001), both revealing that RQs of each subset were realised with a
significantly slower speech rate than their corresponding ISQs.
Results with respect to intensity of wh-questions showed an effect of illocution type in
both attitudinal strength subsets (strong: β = -1.49 [-2.57; -0.41], SE = 0.55, df = 95.07,
t = -2.71, p = 0.008, padjusted = 0.02; weak: β = -1.55 [-2.41; -0.69], SE = 0.44, df = 113.53,
t = -3.53, p = 0.0006, padjusted = 0.002), both indicating that the modal particle in RQs was
generally produced with less intensity than in their respective ISQs.
Concerning the intensity of the object noun, results showed an effect of illocution type
in the subsets of both attitudinal strengths (strong: β = -2.13 [-2.90; -1.37], SE = 0.39,
df = 92.53, t = -5.43, p = padjusted < 0.0001; weak: β = -1.57 [-2.27; -0.88], SE = 0.35,
df = 112.90, t = -4.49, p < 0.0001, padjusted = 0.0001), both indicating that final object nouns in
RQs that were realised in contexts of both attitudinal strengths were produced with
significantly less intensity than their respective ISQs. There was no effect of vowel position or
breathiness (all p-values = padjusted > 0.48), and no interaction between any of the predictor
variables (all p-values = padjusted > 0.14) in either of the two attitudinal subsets.

Table 20 summarises the most important findings with respect to the analyses of the RQ
dataset and the RQ-ISQ comparison for both question types. The table illustrates that the
factor attitude played a role with respect to the phonological analysis in polar questions. In
contrast, in wh-questions, attitude only played a role with respect to phonetic parameters.
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Variable name

Effect of attitude (padjusted)

Effect of
illocution type
strong

weak

Additional
effect of
breathiness

polar questions
boundary tone
H-%
H-^H%

0.05
0.06

strong > weak
weak > strong

0.001
< 0.0001

NA
< 0.0001

nuclear tune
L*+H H-%

0.06

strong > weak

NA

NA

> 0.05

weak > strong

0.05

0.02

< 0.0001

mean intensity:
verb

0.08

wh-questions
absolute
sentence
duration

0.02

strong > weak

< 0.0001

absolute
duration:
object noun

0.002

strong > weak

0.002

0.001

0.02

weak > strong
strong > weak

> 0.05

> 0.05

0.002

0.002

0.04

weak > strong

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

> 0.05

weak > strong

0.0001

0.0001

0.02

weak > strong

< 0.0001

0.0001

relative
duration:
verb
object noun
speech rate
mean intensity:
wh-word
object noun

1

0.0002

< 0.0001

Table 20: Main findings concerning the statistical effect of attitude for the phonological and
the phonetic analyses split by question type.

The findings concerning polar questions indicate that the most frequent final boundary tones
divide into strong-attitude RQs (H-%) and weak-attitude RQs (H-^H%). Accordingly, the
nuclear tune L*+H H-% appears more often in realisations of strong-attitude RQs than in
weak-attitude RQs. For wh-questions, findings showed that absolute sentence and object noun
durations were longer in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs except for the relative
duration of the verb, which was shorter in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs.
Overall, speech rate was slower in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs. Results
concerning mean intensity showed that RQs with a breathier initial wh-word were also
produced with a lower intensity. Mean intensity results analysed for the sentence-final object
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noun indicate less intensity in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs. Table 20 also
illustrates that in addition to the significant differences in the RQ dataset there was still a
significant difference between RQs and their respective information-seeking counterparts in
almost all comparisons. This indicates that in addition to the still existing prosodic differences
between illocution types, there is a finer gradation within the set of RQs depending on the
attitudinal strength that is triggered by the previous context.

9.5 Discussion
The aim of this post-hoc study was to investigate the relationship between the prosodic
realisations of RQs in consideration of the attitudinal strength that is triggered by the
preceding context. More specifically, the present analysis investigated whether there is
prosodic variation with respect to the realisation of RQs depending on the speaker's attitude
towards a particular opinion, situation or person, which is triggered by the previous context.
For this purpose, the dataset gained from the production study in Chapter 6 was reanalysed
since it is not clear yet, if and how the attitude that was used to trigger an RQ reading can
influence the prosodic realisation of RQs in different ways. In the production study, context
was the only indicator that helped participants to decide whether the given interrogative is
intended as an RQ or as an ISQ. Hence, the production data stimuli were more natural than
datasets consisting of target sentences that are realised by an actor, which is trained to convey
particular attitudes. Additionally, the dataset was not particularly designed for the
investigation of attitude, making the reanalysis even more natural.
As previously pointed out, RQs are considered as a context dependent and context
sensitive linguistic phenomenon in this thesis suggesting that the prosodic characteristics of
RQs should not be analysed independently of their context. In other words, an additional
pragmatic effect might be triggered by an attitude that is anchored in the preceding context
and can hence only be understood in consideration of the previous context. Therefore, the
present post-hoc analysis helps to better understand the role of context with respect to the
prosodic realisation of RQs and potential prosodic variation instead of assuming
"a prototypical prosodic profile" for the two RQ question types in German.
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Hypothesis 1 addressed the most frequent boundary tones H-% and H-^H% that were
found to be characteristic for polar RQs according to the production study (Chapter 6). It was
hypothesised that these boundary tones were mainly driven by only one of the two RQ types
(i.e., strong- or weak-attitude RQs). This is what the results confirm. The results showed that
H-% occurred significantly more often in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs. In
contrast, the occurrence of the second most frequent boundary tone H-^H% approached
significance as it occurred more often in weak-attitude RQs than in strong-attitude RQs.
Results with respect to the nuclear tune L*+H H-% were similar since it occurred more often
in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs.
Taken together, results indicate that within the class of RQs, speakers show some
variation with respect to the final boundary tone (and to the nuclear tune) depending on the
attitudinal strength that is triggered by the previous context. The late peak L*+H was
previously defined as being associated with self-evident and emotionally committed or
sarcastic assertions (Grice et al. 2005; Lommel & Michalsky, 2017), indignation (Féry, 1993)
and incredulity (Ward & Hirschberg, 1985). Hence, for polar questions, the present results
suggest that, compared to weak-attitude RQs, strong-attitude RQs might be realised with an
ironic or sarcastic overtone that is conveyed by the nuclear L*+H in combination with a final
H-% which enables speakers to prosodically emphasise their utterance even more. Future
investigations should specifically analysis the nuclear L*+H in RQs with respect to irony and
also with respect to perception.
Hypothesis 2 predicted that the absolute duration of the sentence-final object noun in
wh-questions is longer in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs. This hypothesis can
be accepted since this is what the results showed (besides an effect of syllable number).
Similarly, the analysis of wh-questions showed that strong-attitude RQs were generally
realised with longer absolute durations than weak-attitude RQs. There was no effect of
attitude in the subset of absolute durations of polar questions. Furthermore, the relative
duration of the object noun in strong-attitude wh-RQs was also reported to be longer than in
weak-attitude wh-RQs, while the relative duration of the verb was shorter in strong-attitude
wh-RQs than in weak-attitude wh-RQs. This was also the only case where illocution type
showed no effect indicating that the shorter duration was solely related to attitude. This is in
line with the assumption that the relative duration only of particular words in an utterance can
be affected by attitude in various ways (Bänziger & Scherer, 2005). With respect to speech
rate, results showed an additional gradation within the class of wh-RQs indicating that strongattitude RQs showed a slower speech rate than weak-attitude RQs.
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Taken together, results concerning durational aspects indicate that there is variation
within the class of RQs depending on the attitudinal strength that is triggered by the previous
context (e.g., towards a particular opinion, person or situation), but only with respect to whquestions. This is in line with what was previously reported for English. Findings have shown
that utterances that are biased towards various attitudes not only differ significantly in
duration from neutral utterances (e.g., Williams & Stevens, 1972; Yildirim et al., 2004), but
also among themselves (e.g., Mozziconacci, 1998). The present post-hoc analysis suggests
that different attitudinal strengths show more gradations with respect to duration, similar to
what has been reported with respect to the influence of different emotions on the duration of
an utterance (e.g., Bänziger & Scherer, 2005; see also Ishi et al., 2008 for monosyllabic
emotional interjections; Mozziconacci, 1998; Pell, 2001).
Similar findings concerning duration have also been reported with respect to irony.
Besides the observation that ironic utterances differ in duration from string-identical neutral
statements (e.g., Bryant, 2011; Niebuhr, 2014; Rodero, 2011), Anolli et al. (2000) show finer
durational differences between "sarcastic irony" and "kind irony". Longer durations in
utterances that are realised in contexts where strong attitudes are triggered might indicate that
(given a higher arousal in strong-attitude RQs compared to weak-attitude RQs) a speaker
might put particular emphasis on subsequent utterances to get the message across to the
addressee, as suggested by Attardo et al. (2003: 247) for ironic utterances.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that strong-attitude RQs are produced with a breathier voice
quality than weak-attitude RQs. This hypothesis has to be rejected. Overall, voice quality
differences were more pronounced in wh-questions than in polar questions. Findings showed
indications that the absolute HNR values in RQs of both question types were always smaller
in strong-attitude RQs than in weak-attitude RQs (see Table 18). Furthermore, in both strongand weak-attitude RQs of both question types, the HNR values of the first mid-vowel position
(verb in polar questions and wh-word in wh-questions) was lowest compared to all other
vowel positions, which is in line with the results of the production study, where breathiness
was most obvious in sentence-initial position. Statistically, however, differences for HNR
values were too small to show significant differences between strong- and weak-attitude RQs.
In absolute terms, there are fine-grained, measurable gradations of breathiness in terms
of HNR within the class of RQs that are realised in different context types which might
indicate the different valence of a strong attitude versus a weak attitude (Gobl & Ní Chasaide,
2003). Hence, the present results support the observation that non-modal voice qualities are
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frequently observed in utterances of expressive speech (Ishi et al., 2008), and even to different
degrees. Future investigations are necessary to analyse the relevance of different shades of
breathy voice quality with respect to both production and perception. In the previous
perception studies (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), it has been shown that a breathy voice
quality can contribute to the identification of a given interrogative as an RQ. In a further
perception study, breathiness might be controlled in several shades (e.g., mildly breathy vs.
moderately breathy vs. severely breathy) in order to investigate whether participants' click
decisions and click latencies differ with respect to the respective breathiness condition.
Another possibility with respect to production is to make use of electroglottography (EGG)
during the realisation of RQs, which is assumed to be the most accurate method of measuring
voice quality directly at its source.
Hypothesis 4 stated that more breathiness lowers intensity on the wh-word irrespective
of attitude. This hypothesis was based on the assumption that breathiness was most obviously
realised in sentence-initial position, as shown in the production study (see Chapter 6) and
furthermore tested in the previous perception study (see Chapter 8). Hence, it was assumed
that the attitudinal strength interacts with breathiness, which in turn lowers intensity. This is
what the results suggest since no effect of attitude, but an effect of breathiness was reported
with respect to intensity. Findings indicate that RQs that were realised with more breathiness
on the wh-word show a significantly lower mean intensity than RQs that were realised with
less breathiness on the first constituent. This result is in line with the assumption stating that
there is an inverse relationship between breathiness and intensity (e.g., Cruttenden, 1994: 3;
Gordon & Ladefoged, 2001: 397). That is, the higher the breathiness the lower the intensity
(e.g., Simpson, 2009b).
In contrast, results concerning the sentence-final object noun showed an effect of
attitude, but no effect of breathiness. This indicates that the intensity realised in the initial
word in wh-RQs is lowered by breathiness, while intensity on the sentence-final object noun
was lowered by an effect of attitude. This indicates the influence of voice quality in different
positions of the string, which needs to be further investigated. Additionally, vowel position
showed no effect suggesting that the three positions where breathiness was measured did not
differ significantly from one another. Hence it cannot be concluded that breathiness was more
prominent in one position compared to the others.
Hypothesis 5 predicted that if attitude shows a statistical effect in the analysis of RQs,
the effect of illocution type is still present – as long as the number of data points is sufficient –
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indicating prosodic differences between RQs and string-identical ISQs in consideration of
attitude. This is what the results predominantly suggest, but not so for the relative duration of
the verb in wh-questions, thus suggesting to reject Hypothesis 5. This indicates that in
consideration of attitude, not all prosodic differences between RQs and ISQs are based on the
influence of illocution type. Hence, besides the prosodic differences between the two
illocution types RQs and ISQs, the present findings furthermore suggest an additional
distinction with respect to the prosodic parameters within the classification of RQs.

Taken together, for polar questions results for attitude mainly showed differences with respect
to the phonological analysis while wh-questions showed clear differences with respect to
phonetic properties. This suggests that the prosodic realisation of wh-RQs and polar RQs is
affected differently by the attitude that is triggered by the previous context. Overall, results
were more pronounced for wh-questions that for polar questions. Hence, the findings suggest
that wh-questions seem to be better candidates for the specific investigation of the interplay
between context, attitude and the prosodic realisation of German RQs.
Previous research on the vocal expression showed that speech rate, loudness, voice
quality, and duration are involved in the expression of different attitudes (e.g., Carlson et al.,
1992; Gobl & Ní Chasaide, 2003; Ladd et al., 1985; Mozziconacci, 1998; Pell, 2001; Rodero,
2011; Williams & Stevens, 1972). Following Bänziger and Scherer (2005), a common finding
in studies investigating the relation of vocal expressions and attitudinal stances is that
attitudes affect intonation, the intensity of an utterance and the relative duration of specific
words in the utterance. Hence, with respect to the absolute duration, the relative duration and
intensity of specific words in the utterance, the present findings show similar results to what
was observed in previous studies.
As previously stated, Cruttenden (1984) claims that different context types are in turn
of differing importance to various intonational aspects and that a segmental message is
additionally undermined by its suprasegmentals. Hence, different kinds of context and the
respective prosodic realisation should be investigated in more detail. For RQs, it is essential to
understand when they appear in daily conversation and that their prosodic realisation can be
additionally influenced by the attitude the speaker wants to express in a certain context.
Further investigations using controlled contexts are necessary to analyse how the prosodic
realisation of RQs can vary depending on different attitudes that are triggered by the previous
context.
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9.6 Summary and conclusion
Results of this study have shown that although the production experiment in Chapter 6 was
not designed in favour of a specific analysis of speaker's attitude, there are effects of attitude
with respect to the prosodic realisation of RQs. The effects of attitudinal strength with respect
to the prosodic realisation of RQs cannot be ignored, even less so because the preconditions
were not in favour of attitude: the dataset was imbalanced with respect to the strong- and
weak-attitude classification (i.e., 10 strong-attitude RQs vs. 12 weak-attitude RQs), p-values
were Benjamini-Hochberg corrected, and contexts were not designed for a specific
investigation of attitudinal effects on prosody – which is usually the case for post-hoc
analyses.
The results of this post-hoc analysis suggest that the prosodic differences between a
rhetorical and an information-seeking illocution are not exclusively based on the illocution
type alone. Hence, the prosodic characteristics that can be analysed in terms of boundary
tones, duration or intensity are not exclusively based on the prosodic difference between RQs
and ISQs, but also driven by the speaker's attitude that is triggered by the context that
precedes the utterance of an RQ. Results showed that attitudes that are triggered by different
kinds of contexts are reflected in the following utterance in terms of fine-grained prosodic
distinctions, thus suggesting that the prosody of RQs is context-sensitive. Therefore, ignoring
context and hence the speaker's attitude means to ignore a pragmatic effect that can be
measured in the prosodic realisation of RQs. However, the finer distinction regarding the
prosodic realisation also suggests to further investigate the different types of RQs before a
general ''prototypical prosodic realisation'' for RQs is assumed.
Overall, results have shown that compared to weak-attitude RQs, strong-attitude RQs
are associated with a nuclear accent that is known to express sarcasm or irony, with a final
plateau (for polar questions), with longer absolute durations of the overall utterance and the
final object-noun, a faster speaking rate and a lower intensity and even a breathier voice
quality (for wh-questions). Thus, results of the present study suggest that strong-attitude RQs
can be seen as being even more distinct from string-identical ISQs than weak-attitude RQs.
Furthermore, the results found for strong-attitude RQs need to be further investigated
with respect to irony in order to intensify and strengthen the assumption that RQs are a
particular type of irony. This issue is particularly investigated in the following study.
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Perception: Interplay between prosody, context and
lexis

10.1 Introduction
The post-hoc analysis in Chapter 9 focused on context as an influencing factor and shed light
on its role as a trigger of specific attitudes that in turn interact with the subsequent prosodic
realisation of RQs. Besides context – perhaps the most salient determiner of RQs (Frank,
1990: 737) – and the respective attitude, there may also be other features, as observed for
irony, that are assumed to interact with the prosodic realisation of RQs. Therefore, the present
study 27 addresses the relationship between prosody, context, and the lexical choice of
elements (called "lexis" in the following) for the interpretation of RQs in German (see Figure
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43). The present study exclusively focuses on wh-questions (see Section 7.2).
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Figure 43: A three-dimensional paradigm assuming the three features context,
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In the present study, participants were asked to rate specifically designed target interrogatives
on a seven-point Likert scale (1: worst rating, 7: best rating) in two tasks. The participants
were presented with the target interrogatives via headphones.
27
This study profited immensely from feedback and suggestions provided by Oliver Niebuhr and productive
discussions with him.
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In the prosody-fit task, listeners were asked to indicate how well the prosodic make-up
(for ease of simplicity called "Tonfall" for participants, i.e., tone of voice) of an auditorily
presented interrogative was compatible with the previously presented context (which either
triggered a strong or a weak speaker's attitude, see Chapter 9). The presented target
interrogative was either realised with an RQ prosody (i.e., nuclear late peak with breathy
voice on the wh-word) or an ISQ prosody (i.e., nuclear early peak with modal voice on the
wh-word; both tested in the previous perception studies in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), and
contained either strong or weak lexical items in terms of predications (liking sloppiness vs.
liking dogs). In the irony-rating task, participants had to indicate how ironic a given target
interrogative is perceived on the basis of its prosodic realisation in a given context.
Furthermore, participants' click latencies were measured.

The three components context, lexis and prosody shown in in Figure 43 are based on the
development concerning the investigation of irony (see Section 3.3.5). Besides contextual
factors, researchers also started to place emphasis on lexis (i.e., the choice of the words and
their meaning) and the question whether prosodic characteristics become less important in the
production of an utterance when lexis is abundantly clear and conveys that the realised
sentence is an ironic remark. Besides contextual, social and interpersonal factors, a
psycholinguistic analysis has shown that lexical-semantic factors (e.g., particular words or
predications) have an effect on the use and the interpretation of irony in daily conversation
(e.g., Kreuz & Caucci, 2007). For instance, Utsumi (2000: 1787f.) discusses the importance of
prosodic features (e.g., intonation and tone of voice), nonverbal cues (e.g., facial expressions),
the importance of intensifiers (e.g., "really", "totally") and interjections (e.g., "Oh") as
indirectly expressing a negative attitude of the speaker in ironic utterances. Hence, after the
investigation of the prosody of RQs (see Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8) and the
relevance of context for a respective interpretation (see Chapter 9), the next step is a first step
shedding light on the importance of all these factors combined, including lexis, for the
interpretation of RQs since there is no literature addressing this issue so far.
Furthermore, it has been previously shown that RQs and irony can coincide
(e.g., Gibbs, 2000; Korobov, 2005; Kreuz, 2000; Leggitt & Gibbs, 2000, see also Hancock,
2004). In previous literature, irony is usually defined as a major function of RQs (e.g., Freed,
1994; Hudson, 1975; Oraby et al., 2017) since RQs are well known to be used by speakers in
order to express ironic remarks (e.g., Frank, 1990; Gibbs, 2000; Ilie, 1994; Meibauer, 1986).
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Both RQs as well as ironic utterances belong to what is known as "rhetorical figures"
(a.o., Corbett & Connors, 1965). By realising RQs and irony in everyday language, speakers
usually refer to something that is beyond the literal meaning of what they actually say. Hence,
RQs are often perceived as expressing an ironic flavour. However, RQs have not been
investigated as a particular type of irony so far.
In contrast to RQs such as "Who likes vanilla?", it has been shown that RQs of the
type illustrated in (36) to (38) are more inclined towards a rhetorical interpretation
(see Chapter 3).

(36) Wer mag denn Fußpilz?
"Who likes PRT athlete's foot?"
(37) Wer quält denn Haustiere?
"Who tortures PRT pets?"
(38) Wer mag denn Schlampigkeit?
"Who likes PRT sloppiness?"

However, being more inclined towards an RQ interpretation does not mean that those RQs
can appear out of the blue (a.o. Frank, 1990: 716, 737; Gunlogson, 2001: 2; see also Ilie 1995;
Koshik 2003; Schaffer 2005; Meibauer 1986), but that the lexical-semantic make-up rather
contributes to a rhetorical interpretation. They address common stereotypes and entail a
morally unacceptable or questionable content (see (36) to (38)).
Furthermore, similar to the stimuli that were designed for the production study
(see Chapter 6), the predications given in examples (36) to (38) interact with world
knowledge. For instance, "liking sloppiness" illustrates a predication causing contradiction
since a particular behaviour clashes with the knowledge about what is culturally and morally
acceptable or desirable. Therefore, the examples are expected to trigger a strong negative
speaker attitude. Schmidt-Radefeldt (1977: 381ff.) describes such RQs as implicative RQs,
whose answer can be extrapolated by the general knowledge and experience of an
interlocutor.
The new dimension of "lexical strength" also refers to the lexical make-up of a target
interrogative in terms of a predication that causes contradiction (e.g., "liking sloppiness").
Grésillon (1980) derives the close relation between RQs and irony from the fact that both
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phenomena are primarily characterised by contradiction (see also Alba-Juez, 2014: 148).
More specifically, contradiction in terms of saying what a speaker means without meaning
what a speaker says (e.g., Cutler, 1974) has been described to be caused by mismatches
between i) the prosodic intensification and the semantics of words (e.g., Landgraf, 2014),
ii) prosody and facial gestures (e.g., González-Fuente, Escandell-Vidal, & Prieto, 2015: 40),
iii) the observed and expected state of affairs (e.g., Alba-Juez & Attardo, 2014: 102), and
iv) the lexical meaning and its superimposed suprasegmental characteristics with an opposite
sense (e.g., Anolli, Ciceri, & Infantino, 2002: 268). This suggests that contradiction seems to
play an important role with respect to irony.
In this regard, Landgraf (2014) showed that the concept of irony is well understood
and captured by participants and that participants are good at reliably identifying irony on the
basis of contradiction. Contradiction is also what is expressed in the predications that were
included in lexically strong target interrogatives (e.g., "liking sloppiness"), while no such
contradiction was entailed in lexically weak target interrogatives in the present study
(e.g., "liking dogs"). This is based on the assumption that the obviousness of an answer to an
RQ is expressed by addressing cultural and/or real world knowledge which in turn results in
"analytic or synthetic truths or falsehoods" (cf. Schaffer, 2005: 452f.). The inherent
contradiction created by the lexical-semantic make-up of the target interrogative in
combination with the obviousness of the answer is usually defined as creating irony
(see Section 3.3.5), which occurs frequently in RQs.
Although everyone seems to have an intuition about what irony is (see Landgraf,
2014), it is not always easy to capture its definition since the concept of irony is rather vague
and multiform. Hence, it is necessary to focus on a particular type of irony in order to study
its respective prosodic properties. RQs are strongly associated with irony since RQs and irony
can conflate (e.g., "Do pigs fly?", see Section 3.3.5.1 for more similarities between RQs and
irony).
Taken together, on the basis of the previous findings in Chapter 9 and of what is
known from research on irony, it is assumed here that not only prosodic characteristics alone
convey the mere and abstract meaning that a given interrogative is intended as an RQ and has
to be interpreted as such. The present study assumes an interplay between the features shown
in the three-dimensional paradigm illustrated in Figure 43 above. These features are expected
to support an RQ interpretation if they are strong (i.e., RQ prosody, strong context, strong
lexis). This, however, would argue against H&H Theory (Lindblom, 1990) and the much
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older "principle of least effort" by Zipf (1949). According to the H&H Theory with respect to
RQs, the first H – Hyperarticulation – suggests that a speaker usually tends to show more
prosodic effort in order to compensate the lack of other missing factors. Hence, the speaker
endeavours to convey the maximal acoustic information to signal that a wh-question is an RQ
if there are no additional factors (e.g., context or lexis) disambiguating the target
interrogative. In contrast, according to the second H – Hypoarticulation – a speaker tends to
show least prosodic effort in terms of sufficient contrast if context or lexis already signal that
the wh-question is an RQ. Accordingly, the speaker aims at conveying minimal acoustic
information. Similarly, the principle suggested by Zipf (1949) suggests that a speaker would
not show more prosodic effort than necessary to signal the listener that a wh-question is
intended as an RQ if context and/or lexis already suggest the interpretation of a question as
rhetorical. If an RQ can be realised with the prosodic characteristics of an ISQ and is
nevertheless correctly understood as an RQ, it is expected that this is driven by further factors
such as the relationship between speaker and addressee and so-called "insiders" between
them. But this issue will not be addressed in this thesis.

10.2 Hypotheses
Based on the findings of the previous post-hoc analysis (see Chapter 9), the present study
investigates the interplay between context, the prosodic realisation and the lexical structure as
well as their relevance with respect to the interpretation of an auditorily presented whinterrogatives. It is assumed that all three dimensions contribute to the perception of an
interrogative as rhetorical. In the previous perception studies (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), a
late peak and a breathy voice quality are both associated with an RQ interpretation (hence
termed RQ prosody), while the early peak with a modal voice quality was associated with an
ISQ interpretation (hence termed ISQ prosody). Based on the previous post-hoc analysis
(Chapter 9), it was furthermore shown that there is an interplay between the prosody of RQs
and the attitudinal strength that is triggered by the previous context of RQs. With respect to
the two parameters prosody and context, the following hypothesis is postulated:
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Hypothesis 1A: Acceptance ratings in the prosody-fit task are higher if there is a matching
combination of RQ prosody and strong context.
Hypothesis 1B: Ratings become worse if an RQ prosody appears in combination with a weak
context.

As was mentioned above, RQs are indirectly identified via an irony-rating task in the present
study. With respect to lexis, it has been shown that the inherent contradiction created by the
lexical-semantic make-up of the target interrogative resulting in an obvious answer is usually
defined as creating irony. Additionally, it has been shown that RQs are frequently seen as a
type of irony. Hence, it is assumed that the irony query in the irony-rating task is an adequate
measurement for the identification of an RQ. It is hypothesised that participants associate
irony with the prosodic realisation that has been previously shown to be reliably identified as
an RQ realisation in the perception studies (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). Based on
observations with respect to irony, it is expected that the lexical strength of a given
interrogative influences its rating. These assumptions lead to the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2: Target interrogatives in the irony-rating task that are realised with an RQ
prosody will achieve higher ratings than when they are realised with an ISQ prosody.
Hypothesis 3: A strong lexis generally results in a higher irony rating than a weak lexis.

With respect to participants' click latencies, it is expected that the matching conditions
facilitate participants' identification and shortens their reaction times concerning the
identification. This hypothesis is based on the results of the two perception studies presented
in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, where click latencies were shortest for the two matching
conditions (i.e., early peak with modal voice for ISQ interpretations and late peak with
breathy voice for RQ interpretations). Additionally, the obvious contradiction caused by the
lexical information should help listeners to faster rate the target interrogative they are
presented with. Accordingly, the following hypothesis can be formulated:

Hypothesis 4: If participants are presented with an RQ prosody, shortest click latencies will
be achieved in the matching combination of strong context and strong lexis
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In contrast, the following hypothesis can be postulated with respect to ISQs:

Hypothesis 5: If participants are presented with an ISQ prosody, shortest click latencies will
be achieved in the matching combination of weak context and weak lexis.

10.3 Methodology
10.3.1 Materials
10.3.1.1 Web-based validation study
Prior to the actual perception study (see Section 10.3.2), a web-based validation study helped
to identify the most suitable contexts and target interrogatives that were specifically designed
for the purpose of this perception study. This web-based study was conducted with Sosci
Survey, a professional tool for scientific online surveys running on a survey server and
handled through the internet browser (Leiner, 2018). In what follows, the design of the
stimuli, the results of the validation and the recording procedure of the final stimuli are
described.
Overall, 36 target interrogatives were designed (18 lexically strong and 18 lexically
weak wh-questions) and for each of the 18 weak and the 18 strong target interrogatives, a
strong and a weak context was designed resulting in 36 weak contexts (half of them in
combination with weak and the other half in combination with strong target interrogatives)
and 36 strong context counterparts (again, half of them in combination with weak and the
other half in combination with strong target interrogatives) resulting in 72 contexts altogether.
The target interrogatives started with the wh-word wer ("who") followed by a
monosyllabic finite verb, the modal particle denn and a sentence-final object noun, just like
the stimuli that were used in the production study and in the perception experiments
(see Chapter 6 for production and Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 for perception). All object nouns
consisted of 2 to 7 syllables and they carried lexical stress on the first or second syllable, but
never on the ultimate syllable (see Table 21).
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Strong target
interrogative

Weak target
interrogative

Strong context (strong attitude)

Weak context (weak attitude)

Haustiere bereichern unseren Alltag und das
Streicheln von Tieren kann z.B. den Blutdruck
eines Menschen senken. Nicht nur deswegen
müssen wir unsere Vierbeiner stets gut
behandeln.

Eine unabhängige Umfrage zum Thema
"Haustiere" wurde kürzlich veröffentlicht.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass in jedem dritten
Haushalt in Deutschland mindestens eines
lebt.

"Pets enrich our everyday life and stroking
animals can, for example, reduce high blood
pressure. Not only because of that we need to
always treat our four-legged friends well."

"An independent survey on the subject of
'pets' was recently published. Results show
that in Germany, there lives at least one pet in
every third household."

Wer quält denn Haustiere?
"Who tortures PRT pets?"
In eine gute Tasse Kaffee darf nur Rohrzucker.
Ein echter Genießer nimmt dafür weder
Industriezucker noch Süßstofftabletten.

Zu einer guten Tasse Kaffee nehmen die
Deutschen am liebsten Rohrzucker. Die
meisten Kaffeegenießer trinken ihren Kaffee
schwarz mit ein wenig Zucker.

"Only cane sugar is acceptable in a nice cup of
coffee. A real gourmet does neither accept
refined sugar nor sweetener tablets."

"Germans prefer cane sugar in a nice cup of
coffee. Most coffee gourmets prefer their
coffee black with a little bit of sugar."

Wer mag denn Rohrzucker?
"Who likes PRT cane sugar?"

Table 21: Example of a strong (upper part) and a weak target interrogative (lower part), each
after a strong and a weak context triggering a strong and a weak speaker's attitude
respectively.

Each strong and each weak target interrogative was compatible with a strong and a weak
context. Strong contexts were designed such that they triggered an "evaluative" attitude,
whereas weak contexts triggered a "non-evaluative" attitude. Target interrogatives that were
intended as "strong" were designed such that they aimed at triggering a "dismissive/negative"
attitude and indicated an "obvious" answer to the question, whereas the design of "weak"
interrogatives was intended to cause a "non-dismissive/non-negative" attitude with an
"ambiguous" answer (see Table 21). Each version of a context pair (strong vs. weak)
consisted of two sentences. The sentence-final object noun that was mentioned in the target
interrogative was previously introduced in the first sentence of each context. Each whquestion was designed such that it fit in both a strong and a weak context (see Table 21), half
of them were strong target interrogatives, the other half consisted of weak ones. The strength
of the target interrogative was caused by the contradiction between the lexical-semantic
information given in the stimulus and world knowledge. Both the design of the target
interrogatives and of the contexts were primarily oriented towards common stereotypes and
real-world knowledge, allowing for variety with respect to the sentence-final object nouns and
the contexts compared to the production study described in Chapter 6 (see Table 21).
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If participants were presented with the combination of contexts and respective target
interrogatives – even in a randomised order – they probably would have guessed the link
between context and target interrogative. Hence, contexts and target interrogatives were
separated from one another into two experimental lists each, such that participants either had
to validate contexts or target interrogatives but not both.
In all experimental lists, participants were presented with an introduction prior to the
study and were asked to read the contexts or the questions carefully. They were also presented
with a definition of RQs and ISQs and with unambiguous examples of the two illocution
types for both question types showing the range of RQs and ISQs (e.g., RQs: "Who likes
paying taxes?", "Is the Pope Catholic?"; ISQ: "Are you at home tomorrow?", "What time is
it?", see Instruction A4 and Instruction A5 provided in the Appendix).
Participants' task was to indicate whether they perceived the given context as
evaluative (e.g., by expressing an opinion, such as dunning or giving advice) or whether it
was not evaluative in terms of an informal description of bare facts by choosing one of three
given alternatives: evaluative, not evaluative, unsure. The order of the three possible answer
options was randomised for each item.
For the evaluation of target interrogatives, participants were provided with a slider
scale in order to indicate whether the presented interrogative caused a dismissive/negative or
a non-dismissive/non-negative attitude and whether the answer to the given target
interrogative was obvious or not. Each participant was either presented with strong and weak
interrogatives or with strong- and weak-attitude contexts. Regarding contexts, participants
never saw both context versions of the same item. The order of the stimuli was randomised
for each participant.
The results of this study helped to identify the strongest and clearest candidates
consisting of pairs of context and respective interrogative that were shortlisted for the actual
perception study.

Validation study: participants
Participants who specified another language than German as their native language and
participants who have learned another language before the age of six were excluded from the
analysis. The results of 20 participants per list (N = 80) were analysed. Participants of all age
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groups participated in the web-based study (context list 1: average age = 44.0, SD = 9.4;
context list 2: average age = 32.1, SD = 13.1; question list 1: average age = 37.9, SD = 14.0;
question list 2: average age = 34.0, SD = 13.2). They were all native speakers of German.

Validation study: results
Contexts entailed in experimental list 1 showed an overall agreement of 83.3%, that is 30 out
of the 36 presented contexts showed a match between the intended strength and the
participants' perceived strength (i.e., intended as strong – rated as evaluative). Results for
matches of the experimental list 2 showed an agreement of 94.4% between intended and
perceived strength of the contexts (i.e., 34 out 36 possible matches between intended and
perceived strength). Results for target interrogatives of both experimental lists showed a high
overall agreement between the intended and perceived strength (i.e., intended as strong –
rated as triggering a dismissive/negative attitude; list 1: 94.4%, N = 17 out of 18; list 2:
94.4%, N = 17 out of 18) and of the obviousness of the answer (i.e., intended as strong – rated
as conveying an obvious answer; list 1: 83.3%, N = 15 out of 18; list 2: 94.4%, N = 17 out of
18). This indicates that the intended strength of both contexts and questions as well as the
obviousness of the answer to the target interrogatives were highly acceptable.
Contexts and their respective target interrogatives had to show a match between the
intended and the perceived strength (i.e., rated by participants) in order to be shortlisted for
the subsequent perception study. Furthermore, target interrogatives had to meet two criteria,
the perceived strength of the target interrogative and the obviousness of the answer to the
question. The combination of both answers had to reach at least 70% in order to be acceptable
for the subsequent perception study. The threshold of 70% was adopted as it frequently serves
as threshold in psycholinguistic studies (e.g., Gaines, 1970: 986), whereas values below 70%
are too close to chance level. Contexts, on the other hand, were only shortlisted if the mean
value of the percentage ratings of both versions of the same contexts (weak and strong,
presented in different experimental lists) achieved at least 70%.
In a further step, rating results of contexts and appropriate target interrogative had to
be matched, again by achieving at least 70% for the combination. The best contextinterrogative combinations that met the criteria were chosen considering that there had to be
an equal number of strong-weak and weak-strong context-interrogative combinations
respectively. This strict procedure resulted in 7 strong and 7 weak target interrogatives, each
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of them with two context versions (strong and weak). A list of the evaluation of the final
stimuli is provided in the Appendix (see Table A3) as well as a list of the final contexts and
their respective target interrogatives (see Table A4).

10.3.1.2 Recording procedure of the final stimuli
For the purpose of the present perception study, all experimental target interrogatives were
audio-recorded in a sound-attenuated booth in the PhonLab at the University of Konstanz
using an MXL 990 condenser microphone and a Tascam HDP2 portable stereo audio recorder
(44.1 kHz, 16 Bit). The final 7 strong and 7 weak wh-questions were recorded by a
phonetically trained female native speaker of German (30 years, Baden-Wuerttemberg). First,
she produced each target interrogative with an RQ prosody, i.e., with a nuclear late peak
accent (L*+H) and a breathy voice quality on the wh-word, according to the perception study
tested in Chapter 8. In a further step, she produced the same target interrogatives with an ISQ
prosody, i.e., with a nuclear early peak accent (H+!H*) and a wh-word in modal voice quality,
since it has been previously shown that participants reliably identify RQs and ISQs on the
basis of those two contours (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). In contrast to the perception
studies (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), the duration neutralisation was not necessary, since no
voice quality pairs were tested in the present study. Figure 44 shows example contours for the
two nuclear pitch accent types with a modal voice quality in the ISQ prosody (left) and with a
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Figure 44: Two examples of contours showing the two pitch accent conditions (left: ISQ
prosody; right: RQ prosody).

Table 22 shows the mean overall sentence duration (in ms), the mean initial pitch (Hz), and
the mean voice quality (dB) that was measured in the initial wh-word in both experimental
conditions.
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ISQ prosody

RQ prosody

Mean overall sentence duration (ms)
1519.63 (1202.55)

1493.71 (1198.39)

Mean initial pitch (Hz)
169.41 (50.66)

184.96 (6.92)

Mean HNR (dB)
10.71 (1.64)

7.43 (2.21)

Table 22: Mean sentence duration (in ms, upper part), mean initial pitch (in Hz, mid part)
and mean HNR (in dB, lower part) in both prosody conditions (RQ vs. ISQ). SD is given in
brackets.

The final stimuli were normalised with respect to their intensity level of 65 dB. Since there
was no further manipulation necessary, the final stimuli sounded acoustically perfectly natural
and were comparable to the ones used in the perception studies (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8)
Figure 45 shows the mean F0 over the normalised time of the contours in both prosody
conditions. Grey shaded areas around the lines indicate SE.
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Figure 45: Final time normalised average F0-contours of wh-questions in both experimental
conditions. Grey highlighting on the left shows the normalised duration of the wh-word.
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10.3.2 Procedure
Overall, four experimental lists were designed. Given the uneven number of the final
experimental stimuli consisting of combinations of context and interrogative, each participant
listened to one of the four experimental lists, each with block-wise randomisation of contextinterrogative combinations twice (i.e., strong-strong, strong-weak, weak-strong, weak-weak).
Participants listened to each of the context-interrogative combinations (i.e., same context and
same target interrogative) in order to complete both the prosody-fit task and the irony-rating
task. For this purpose, an algorithm separated the repetition as far as possible from one
another. The self-paced experiment was programmed with Presentation (NeurobehavioralSystems, 2000).
Each context was presented with the target interrogative realised with an RQ prosody
and once with an ISQ prosody (i.e., same context but different prosody of the target
interrogative). For the rating, two seven-point Likert scales were provided. Participants
indicated their decisions on a numeric keypad, where only numbers from 1 to 7 and the enter
key were visible and unlocked (1: worst rating, 7: best rating): By using the scale in the
prosody-fit task, participants indicated how well the prosodic make-up (for ease of simplicity
called "Tonfall", i.e. tone of voice, for participants) of the auditorily presented interrogative
was compatible with the previously presented context. In the irony-rating task, participants
used the same scale to indicate whether the prosodic make-up of the target interrogative
conveys irony in the previous context. The order of the tasks was randomised for each item
and for each participant. The experimental procedure is illustrated in Figure 46.

Figure 46: The experimental procedure showing the context on screen before participants
were presented with the target interrogative via headphones (see Table 21 for translation).
The final screen shows the rating scale for the prosody-fit task.
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Participants were seated comfortably in front of an LCD screen in a sound-attenuated booth in
the PhonLab at the University of Konstanz and were randomly assigned to one of the
experimental lists. Prior to the study, they were presented with an instruction of the
experiment that contained definitions of both RQ and ISQ with unambiguous examples of
each illocution type as in the previous perception studies (e.g., ISQ: Wie spät ist es denn?
"What tme is it?", RQ: Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern? "Who likes paying taxes?"; see
Instruction A6 provided in the Appendix). Furthermore, the instruction showed that the same
target interrogative can be interpreted as an RQ or ISQ depending on the previous context.
Additionally, participants were told that it is much more difficult to identify RQs if they are
presented out of context, since they can often be pragmatically ambiguous between RQs and
ISQs. Participants were told that RQs can also convey irony, depending on their prosodic
realisation, their previous context and their lexical information. Since both the irony-rating
task as well as the prosody-fit task were not trivial, the experimental procedure should not be
overcomplicated by additional filler items.
In order to become familiar with the ratings and the numeric keypad, each
experimental session started with the same four practice trials that were presented in the
previous perception studies (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). This time, however, according to
the procedure of the present study, the practice trials were presented with an additional
context. The familiarization trials were followed by a short break which participants could use
for questions if anything was unclear.
Each experimental trial started with a black fixation cross on white background that
appeared for 500ms in the centre of the screen. Subsequently, the context was presented on
white background until participants had read it in their own reading speed and pushed the
enter key. After this, the sound file was presented at a comfortable loudness via headphones
with a 100ms delay. The presentation of the target interrogative via headphones was followed
by the rating screen either to evaluate irony or prosody (see Figure 46). Participants were
asked to react as spontaneously and quickly as possible. Depending on the key they pressed
on the numeric keypad, they got a visual feedback in the picture of the key that was shown on
the computer screen such that the key the participant pressed was highlighted in blue for
300ms on the screen. After another 300ms, the next experimental trial started. Each
experimental session took about 20 minutes.
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10.3.3 Participants
Twenty-four native speakers of German (15 female, 9 male), between the age of 19 and 28
years (average age = 22.17 years, SD = 2.25 years), participated in the perception study (i.e.,
6 participants per experimental list). They received a small payment for their participation.
None of them had participated in any of the previous studies. Most of them were students at
the University of Konstanz and they were unaware of the purpose of the study. Prior to the
experiment, they were asked to fill in a questionnaire regarding their personal background,
such as foreign language skills, and former experiences with phonetics and phonology (see
Questionnaire A1 provided in the Appendix). All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision and none of them reported any hearing disorders. Additionally, all participants
who took part in the study signed a consent form (see Consent A1 provided in the Appendix).

10.3.4 Data treatment and analysis
Originally, eight additional participants were tested, but they had to be excluded from the
analysis due to technical problems (N = 5) and very long click latencies (N = 3). The data
were statistically analysed using RStudio (R Development Core Team, 2018, R version 3.2.2).
P-values were calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation in the R-package lmerTest
(Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Click decisions were statistically analysed according to the analysis
by Armstrong and Prieto (2015). Hence, linear mixed effects models were calculated in order
to analyse participant's ratings on the basis of contour, context and lexis with respect to irony
and prosody fit. According to the hypotheses formulated earlier, respective subsets consisting
of specific experimental conditions were generated. As before, click latencies were analysed
by calculating linear mixed effects regression models. In both types of models, context (strong
vs. weak), contour (early peak vs. late peak) and voice quality (modal vs. breathy) were
included as fixed factors and participants and items as crossed random factors, allowing for
random adjustments of intercepts (Baayen, 2008). In the report of the statistics, values in
square brackets indicate the 95% confidence interval of the estimate. Random slopes were
added for the fixed factors to the random-effects-structure. They were only kept if the fit of
the model was improved (Bates et al., 2015; Matuschek et al., 2017). For the comparison of
the models, the anova-function in R was used. It is important to note that if the analysis
showed an interaction, the dataset was split up in order to see the equivalent main effects.
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All rating decisions (N = 1344, i.e., N = 672 clicks for prosody fit task and N = 672
clicks for the irony task) were analysed (for each task: 14 items x 2 prosody types x 24
participants). Click decisions were analysed separately for each of the task participants had to
complete (prosody fit rating vs. irony rating). Since pitch accent type and voice quality were
both available on the penultimate syllable and provided participants with the complete
information that was expected to influence their decision, click latencies were measured
relative to the onset of the penultimate syllable of the sentence-final object noun (compare
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). The mean duration of the last two syllables of the object noun for
both experimental parts was 898ms. Similar to the previous perception studies (see Chapter 7
and Chapter 8), all data points showing earlier click latencies, i.e., before the penultimate
syllable (N = 0) and those after 4000ms (N = 87, 6.47%) were excluded from the analysis.
This resulted in a final dataset of 1257 data points and a mean click latency of 1.51s. Click
latencies were analysed across all items and across both tasks. It is important to note that a
potential effect of task (prosody fit vs. irony) was not the main concern of this study.

10.4 Results
This section presents the results of both the prosody fit rating and the irony rating followed by
the click latencies measured in the prosody-fit task. In all bar charts, whiskers indicate SE.

10.4.1 Rating tasks
Results of the prosody-fit task indicate that target interrogatives were rated best when they
were realised with an RQ prosody if they had a strong lexis and occurred after a strong
context (mean: 5.25). Worst ratings for target interrogatives with an RQ prosody were
achieved if they had a weak lexical structure and occurred after a weak context (mean: 3.80).
In contrast, target interrogatives with ISQ prosody achieved best mean ratings in weak
contexts and with a weak lexical structure (mean: 5.21). Interestingly, the worst result was
achieved if target interrogatives with ISQ prosody had a strong lexis, but occurred in a weak
context (mean: 3.71). Figure 47 shows participants' mean ratings in the prosody-fit task.
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Figure 47: Mean prosody-fit rating in all experimental conditions
(left: RQ prosody, right: ISQ prosody). The red dashed line indicates chance level.

Figure 48 shows participants' mean ratings in the irony-rating task. Results concerning the
irony-rating task showed that target interrogatives with an RQ prosody (mean: 5.44) generally
achieved higher mean ratings than target interrogatives with an ISQ prosody (mean: 2.54).
For target interrogatives realised with an RQ prosody, the highest irony rating was achieved
in the combination of strong lexis with strong context (5.74) and the worst rating again in the
combination of a weak lexis and a weak context strength (mean: 5.10). In contrast, mean
ratings for target interrogatives with an ISQ prosody were highest in the combination of
strong lexis and weak context (mean: 3.39) and lowest in the 'weak lexis with strong context'
condition (mean: 1.74). In the following, results concerning the specific statistical analysis
with respect to the hypotheses (see Chapter 10.2) will be reported first. For the sake of
completeness, the results of the fully specified model (i.e., including all conditions) for each
of the dependent variables will also be reported if necessary.
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Figure 48: Mean irony rating in all experimental conditions
(left: RQ prosody, right: ISQ prosody). The red dashed line indicates chance level.

First of all, the variable encounter (i.e., the repeated presentation of the combination of
context and respective target stimulus) showed no interaction and no effect on the click rating
tasks (all p-values > 0.12). Furthermore, ratings in both tasks for the combination of RQ
prosody, strong contexts and strong lexis were significantly higher than the mid point of the
scale (prosody fit: 5.25, irony: 5.74). In other words, they were significantly higher than a
rating of 3.5 (indicated by the red dashed line in Figure 47), aggregated for participants
(prosody fit: t = 12.32 [4.58; 5.92], df = 11, p = 0.0001; irony: t = 6.57 [4.99; 6.49], df = 11,
p < 0.0001) and for items (prosody fit: t = 12.32 [4.90; 5.60], df = 6, p < 0.0001; irony:
t = 13.72 [5.34; 6.14], df = 6, p < 0.0001).
With respect to Hypotheses 1A and 1B, a subset for all stimuli with an RQ prosody
was created that either appeared in a strong context or in a weak context. A comparison
between the two experimental conditions (i.e., RQ prosody with strong context vs. RQ
prosody with weak context) showed a highly significant effect of the RQ prosody with strong
context (β = 0.69 [0.37; 1.01], SE = 0.30, df = 299.18, t = 4.23, p < 0.0001) indicating a higher
rating for this combination compared to the combination with a weak context (see Figure 49).
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Figure 49: Mean prosody-fit rating for ISQ prosody (left) and RQ prosody (right) each in a
strong and a weak context.

The analysis of the fully specified statistical model with respect to the prosody-fit task
showed significant interactions between context strength and prosody type (β = -0.77
[-1.36; -0.18], SE = 0.30, df = 599.00, t = -2.56, p = 0.01), prosody type and lexical strength
(β = -2.19 [-3.47; -0.90], SE = 0.66, df = 27.50, t = -3.34, p = 0.002), and between context
strength and lexical strength (β = 0.88 [0.29; 1.47], SE = 0.30, df = 599.30, t = 2.92,
p = 0.004). There was no significant threefold interaction (p = 0.52). The first interaction
(context strength x prosody type) was split up according to the two levels of prosody type (RQ
vs. ISQ). In the subset of RQ prosody, there was an effect of context strength (β = 0.72
[0.41; 1.03], SE = 0.16, df = 296.51, t = 4.54, p < 0.0001) indicating that RQ prosody in
strong contexts received significantly higher ratings in the prosody-fit task than when target
interrogatives with RQ prosody were presented after weak contexts. In contrast, there was no
effect of context strength in the ISQ-prosody subset (p = 0.83).
In the case of the second interaction (prosody type x lexical strength), the dataset was
split up according to the two levels of lexical strength. In the subset of target interrogatives
with weak lexis, there was an effect of prosody type (β = 1.17 [0.22; 2.11], SE = 0.48,
df = 22.00, t = 2.42, p = 0.02) indicating that target interrogatives achieved significantly
higher ratings when they were realised with an ISQ prosody compared to when they were
realised with an RQ prosody. In contrast, there was no effect of prosody type (p = 0.19) in the
subset of target interrogatives with strong lexis.
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For the last interaction (context strength x lexical strength), the dataset was split up
according to the two levels of context strength. In the subset of weak context, there was an
effect of lexical strength (β = 0.65 [0.10; 1.21], SE = 0.28, df = 12.00, t = 2.35, p = 0.04)
indicating that weak contexts resulted in significantly better ratings if they occurred together
with a weak lexis than with a strong lexis. In the subset of strong context, there was an
additional effect of lexical strength (β = 0.38 [-0.01; 0.77], SE = 0.19, df = 311.00, t = 1.96,
p = 0.05) showing significantly better ratings if they occurred together with target
interrogatives that showed a strong lexis than when they occurred with a weak lexis, but this
effect was weaker than the effect in the weak context subset.
Furthermore, the perfect match combination for RQs (2.25) was slightly better rated
than the perfect match combination for ISQs (2.21, see Figure 47), but this difference was too
small to be significant (p = 0.87).

With respect to Hypothesis 2 and the irony-rating task, ratings for the RQ and the ISQ
prosody were compared with one another. Results revealed a highly significant effect of
prosody (β = 2.90 [2.65; 3.16], SE = 0.13, df = 634.00, t = 22.44, p < 0.0001) showing that an
RQ prosody achieved a higher overall rating in this task than an ISQ prosody (see Figure 50).
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Figure 50: Mean irony rating split by prosody type (left: ISQ prosody, right: RQ prosody).
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With respect to Hypothesis 3, results showed an effect of lexical strength (β = 0.99
[0.65; 1.33], SE = 0.17, df = 647.00, t = 5.75, p < 0.0001) indicating that target interrogatives
with strong lexis achieved significantly higher ratings in the irony-rating task than target
interrogatives with weak lexis (see Figure 51).
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Figure 51: Mean irony rating split by lexical strength (left: strong, right: weak).

The same two effects (i.e., of prosody and lexical strength) were also shown in the fully
specified statistical model (i.e., also including ISQs) indicating that there was no effect of
context (p > 0.74) and no interactions between these factors (p > 0.17).

10.4.2 Click latencies
Table 23 gives an overview of the mean click latencies in all experimental conditions in ms.

RQ prosody
strong context
weak context

ISQ prosody
strong context
weak context

strong lexis

1406.13
(1214.63)

1495.87
(1253.58)

1558.98
(1252.02)

1515.55
(1183.94)

weak lexis

1404.98
(1214.41)

1653.97
(1114.93)

1483.47
(1194.71)

1519.29
(1191.20)

Table 23: Mean click latencies (in ms) in all experimental conditions. SD is given in brackets.
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It shows that the two shortest click latencies for target interrogatives with an RQ prosody
were achieved in the strong context condition (strong lexis: 1406.13ms, weak lexis:
1404.98ms), while the analysis showed the longest click latency for the combination of weak
context and weak lexis (1653.97ms). In contrast, target interrogatives with an ISQ prosody
showed the longest click latency in the combination of strong context and strong lexis
(1558.98ms), with the shortest click latency in the strong context-weak lexis condition
(1483.47ms). Overall, mean click latencies were only slightly shorter for target interrogatives
that were realised with an RQ prosody (mean: 1493.71ms) compared to those that were
produced with an ISQ prosody (mean: 1519.63ms).
The variable encounter showed no interaction with any of the dependent variables
(all p-values > 0.49), but a main effect (β = -166.18 [-302.82; -29.53], SE = 69.72,
df = 748.00, t = -2.38, p = 0.02) indicating that the second encounter showed shorter click
latencies than the first encounter.
For the sake of completeness, the main effect of task (irony rating vs. prosody fit) is
reported here, but – as previously indicated – this was not the main concern of this study and
will not be further expounded. Click latencies were generally shorter in the irony-rating task
than in the prosody-fit task (prosody fit: 1758.66ms, irony rating: 1277.31ms). This difference
was statistically significant (β = -476.29 [-610.89; -341.64], SE = 68.61, df = 923.30,
t = -6.94, p < 0.0001) and is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Mean click latencies (in ms) in both rating tasks (prosody fit vs. irony).
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With respect to Hypotheses 4 and 5, the following analyses were carried out. A subset for
each of the two prosody types was created. That way, fitting factors were compared with a
mismatch in lexis and context for each prosody type. With respect to RQ prosody and
Hypothesis 4, results showed an effect of context (β = 201.81 [11.18; 391.94], SE = 96.98,
df = 499.80, t = 2.08, p = 0.04) showing that when participants were presented with weak
contexts, they showed longer click latencies than when they were presented with strong
contexts (see Figure 53). There was no interaction (p-value = 0.56) and no main effect of lexis
(p-value = 0.97).
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Figure 53: Mean click latencies (in ms) for target interrogatives that were realised with an
RQ and an ISQ prosody split by context strength.

With respect to ISQ prosody and Hypothesis 5, results showed no main effects (both p-values
> 0.86) and no interaction (p-value = 0.66) indicating that click latency differences were too
small (see Figure 53).
In an additional analysis, the complete dataset was split up according to the two levels
of prosody type. There was an effect of context strength (β = -0.20 [-0.39; -0.01], SE = 0.10,
z = 466.60, p = 0.04) indicating that participants showed significantly shorter click latencies if
they listened to target interrogatives that were realised with an RQ prosody that appeared after
a strong context than when they occurred after a weak context. In contrast, in the subset of
ISQ prosody, there was no effect of context strength (p = 0.88).
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10.5 Discussion
The present perception study investigated the interplay between the prosodic realisation of
RQs (with a nuclear late peak and a breathy wh-word) and ISQs (with a nuclear early peak
and a modal voice quality on the wh-word), the strength of the context in which they appeared
(strong vs. weak) and the lexical strength of the target questions itself (strong vs. weak) with
respect to the interpretation of a given target interrogative as being rhetorical or informationseeking. In a previous web-based study, participants evaluated both the contexts and the target
interrogatives. Only those combinations of context and target interrogative were used as
stimuli in the present perception study that were rated best.
First of all, results indicate that the repeated presentation of the combination of context
and respective target interrogative had no effect on the present results. This shows that the
design of the experimental lists was adequate for the present study and that additional fillers
might have made the task even more complex. Moreover, ratings in both tasks for the
combination of RQ prosody, strong contexts and strong lexis (prosody fit: 5.25, irony: 5.74)
were not only highest, but also significantly higher than the mid point of the scale (i.e., 3.5).
This indicates that participants were focussed on the task and did not guess.
Hypothesis 1A predicted that acceptance ratings in the prosody-fit task are higher if
there is a matching combination of RQ prosody and strong context. In contrast, Hypothesis
1B predicted that ratings become worse if an RQ prosody appears in combination with a weak
context. Results clearly showed that the RQ prosody with strong context combination reached
a higher rating than the RQ prosody and weak context combination. Hence, Hypotheses 1A
and 1B can both be accepted. In contrast, there was no effect of this combination with respect
to ISQs indicating that ISQs seem to be equally acceptable in both context types.
Given those findings – including the decrease of ratings in combination with weak
contexts regarding the prosody-fit task – the results are in line with previous literature arguing
that RQs are context dependent (a.o. Frank, 1990: 716, 737; Gunlogson, 2001: 2; see also Ilie
1995; Koshik 2003; Schaffer 2005; Meibauer 1986). In contrast, ISQs are more "flexible" and
can appear in both contexts. Furthermore, the results are in line with the assumption that RQs
usually appear in contexts that are characterised by a particular (strong) attitude of the speaker
(e.g., Cohen, 2007; Egg, 2007; Frank, 1990; Gibbs, 2000; Ilie, 1994; Koshik, 2003)
emphasising the findings of the previous post-hoc analysis (see Chapter 9). In other words,
the present findings suggest that the more obvious the triggered attitudinal stance in the
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context is, the better are the ratings of RQs with the particular prosody in the prosody-fit task.
Furthermore, the results of the prosody-fit task showed that target interrogatives were rated
significantly better for the combinations strong context with RQ prosody, strong context with
strong lexis, ISQ prosody with weak lexis, and weak context with weak lexis. This indicates
that the interplay between matching experimental conditions strengthens the rating of the
target interrogative in contrast to mismatching combinations.
Hypothesis 2 stated that target interrogatives that are realised with an RQ prosody are
expected to achieve higher ratings in the irony-rating task than when they are realised with an
ISQ prosody. This is what the results indicate. Hence, Hypothesis 2 can be accepted.
In general, the present results indicate that participants reliably associated the
presented RQs and their respective prosodic realisation to a high degree with irony. This in
turn suggests that the irony query is an adequate measurement for the identification of RQs
that express an ironic flavour. Additional support comes from the click latencies in the ironyrating task. More specifically, if participants had problems with the identification of irony
(e.g., if the presented prosody was not compatible with the task), then this probably would
have resulted in much longer click latencies in the irony-rating task. Hence, results suggest
that irony might also be used as a reliable measure of RQs of the type used here in future
studies. The present results also indicate that meanings and functions that are related to irony
can be prosodically depicted. Nevertheless, further investigations are needed.
Hypothesis 3 predicted that a strong lexis results in a higher irony rating than a weak
lexis. Since results showed that interrogatives with a strong lexis achieved significantly higher
ratings in the irony-rating task than target interrogatives with a weak lexis, this hypothesis can
be accepted. Furthermore, results of the fully specified model showed that participants rely
more on prosody and on lexis than on context when they were asked to rate irony.
The observation that contradiction plays a role in irony (e.g., Alba-Juez, 2014; Anolli
et al., 2002; Cutler, 1974; González-Fuente et al., 2015; Landgraf, 2014) is also reflected in
the present results. RQs as a type of irony can create contradiction in terms of lexical
elements that contrast with world knowledge. This, however, does not refer to contradiction
of the kind as suggested by Cruttenden (1994: 114). As pointed out earlier, he argues that
when nothing is in question and a speaker realises a questioning tone – which is here
understood as ISQ prosody – irony is strengthened even more. With respect to the present
study this would mean to have high irony ratings if target interrogatives with strong lexis (and
perhaps a strong context) are realised with an ISQ prosody. This, however, is not what the
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findings suggest – at least not with those prosodic parameters that were identified as
conveying a wh-RQ. Instead, findings show higher irony ratings if there is no contradiction
between the single features (i.e., prosody, context and lexis) indicating that the present
contradiction with respect to RQs is restricted to the contradiction between lexical
information and participants' world knowledge. In other words, given the result that target
interrogatives with strong lexical strength achieved higher ratings than target interrogatives
with weak lexis in the fully specified model, results are neither in line with Ladgraf (2014),
who argues that irony arises if there is a mismatch between prosodic intensification and the
semantics of words, nor with Cruttenden (1994).
The present findings also argue against H&H Theory (Lindblom, 1990) and the much
older principle of least effort by Zipf (1949), as pointed out earlier. Against the expectation of
both hypotheses, speakers are not expected to convey the minimal acoustic information if
context and lexis are already in favour of an RQ interpretation. However, given the present
results, it might be possible that expressive and emotional signals cannot be explained by any
of the above-mentioned hypotheses. Similar to irony, one reason might be that complex
speech acts such as RQs are realised to be recognised by the listener, i.e., if they are realised
they should not result in misunderstandings (Bryant & Fox Tree 2002). Hence, a stronger
marking in terms of an unambiguous RQ prosody in combination with a strong lexis and a
strong context seems to be the safest way to make sure that the listener understands that the
realised wh-question is intended as an RQ.
This should be further investigated in a specifically designed production study since
various factors are known to influence the prosodic effort of a speaker during the realisation
of an RQ such as familiarity between speaker and listener. Hence, it is possible that so-called
"insiders" in terms of jokes between speaker and listener might work with an ISQ prosody.
But this also needs to be specifically analysed.
Hypothesis 4 predicted that if participants are presented with an RQ prosody, shortest
click latencies are expected for the matching combination of strong context and strong lexis.
Likewise, Hypothesis 5 predicted that if participants are presented with an ISQ prosody,
shortest click latencies are expected for the matching combination of weak context and weak
lexis. Both hypotheses have to be rejected. Regarding Hypothesis 4, results showed an effect
of context, but no significant results were found with respect to lexis. Nevertheless, the effect
of context with respect to RQ prosody showed that strong contexts decrease participants' click
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latencies compared to weak contexts. With respect to ISQ prosody and Hypothesis 5,
differences with respect to click latencies were too small and hence showed no effects.
Overall, these results revealed differences depending on the task participants were
faced with. Click latencies were significantly shorter in the irony condition than in the
prosody-fit condition. This indicates that participants decided faster with respect to the
identification of irony compared to the mapping of a specific prosody of a target sentence
onto a given context. Additionally, the faster click latencies regarding the irony identification
indicate that there is something like a common basic understanding of the concept of irony
that was well captured by the stimuli.

The purpose of the prosody-fit task was based on the previous perception studies (see Chapter
7 and Chapter 8) since they showed that an initial breathy voice quality with a nuclear late
peak resulted in RQ interpretations, while a modal voice quality on the wh-word with a
nuclear early peak resulted in ISQ interpretations. Independent of the irony-rating task, the
prosody-fit task should serve as a way to identify whether these contours were still acceptable
in combination with particular contexts, an issue which was not investigated so far. Results
showed that target interrogatives with strong lexis and RQ prosody in strong contexts
achieved the highest ratings closely followed by the combination of target interrogatives with
weak lexis and ISQ prosody in weak contexts.
The purpose of the irony-rating task was to investigate whether an RQ prosody might
be identified as conveying irony in combination with context and/or lexis. The irony-rating
task was assumed to be an adequate measure of the identification of RQs in the present study
due to the assumption that specific combinations of the features that were investigated in the
present thesis would cause contradiction. This contradiction was assumed to arise when a
combination of strong features (e.g., RQ lexis and strong context) is "interrupted" by a weak
feature (e.g., ISQ prosody) and vice versa that were tested in the previous web-based study.
Results for the irony-rating task suggest that an RQ prosody, strong lexis and context are all
important for the identification of irony. Furthermore, highest ratings were achieved in
combination with a matching strong lexis, while second highest ratings were achieved in
combination with a mismatching strong lexis causing contradiction. This suggests that irony
does not necessarily have to involve contradicting features, e.g., in terms of ISQ prosody and
strong lexis. Nevertheless, the RQ prosody has been reliably identified as expressing irony.
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Moreover, results have shown that – depending on the task participants are faced with
– they rely on different means. Furthermore, the present study sheds light on the issue
whether different parameters are more important than others. Taking a closer look at the
linguistic phenomenon of RQs, it is likely that variation within the classification of RQs
occurs on the basis of the factors that have been investigated in this study but have widely
been ignored so far. That is, even if certain prosodic features are characteristic for the
realisation of RQs, various contexts as well as different lexical make-ups do affect the
perception of RQs. The present study hence suggests that in addition to a particular prosodic
realisation of RQs (see Section 3.2), context and lexis also need to be well controlled in order
to make established conclusions about the prosodic realisation and the perception of RQs.
Moreover, as a starting point for the investigation of the prosody of RQs in German it
is useful to compare RQs with string-identical ISQs in order to shed light on the question
which prosodic characteristics play a role in the production and the perception of RQs
compared to ISQs. In the longer term, however, it is also important to compare RQs with
other linguistic phenomena that are considered as nonliteral language (or other rhetorical
figures), in terms of expressing something different from what is actually realised, and to
compare whether they show prosodic similarities in consideration of context, a speaker's
attitude, and lexis.
Future research concerning the production of RQs will have to investigate the prosodic
characteristics on the basis of i) lexically ambiguous and unambiguous target interrogatives in
isolation and of ii) the realisation of those target interrogatives in context. Such an
investigation would shed more light on the relevance of lexical and contextual information for
the realisation of RQs. Furthermore, it might answer the question whether RQs that are more
inclined towards a rhetorical interpretation (e.g., Wer quält denn Hautstiere? "Who tortures
pets?") can be prosodically less distinct from ISQs since speakers may withdraw from
marking RQs prosodically because of the given contextual and/or lexical information that take
over the function of triggering rhetoricity or even have to strengthen the prosodic realisation.
In this regard, another question that is left unanswered is whether such RQs would still be
interpreted as RQs with the prosodic characteristics of an ISQ. This issue needs to be tested in
a further perception study, similar to those presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
Of course, besides context and the lexical choice of elements in a target interrogative,
there are further factors that can additionally influence the prosodic realisation of an RQ, such
as the speaker-addressee relationship and social hierarchies (e.g., Wichmann, 2000; also
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Athanasiadou, 1991). Analysing RQs with respect to social relationships would address the
settings as well as the course of the conversation and can shed light on the use of RQs and
when exactly they are (in)adequate.

10.6 Summary and conclusion
First, based on the development concerning the investigation of irony, it has been shown that
researchers have started to place emphasis on lexical-semantic features and the interplay
between prosodic and lexical characteristics. Second, the role of contradiction was
emphasised with respect to irony. Third, it was shown that the concept of irony is well
understood and captured by participants who can reliably identifying irony, e.g., on the basis
of contradiction.
Results indicate that depending on the task participants were faced with (i.e., prosodyfit task vs. irony-rating task), participants relied on different features: Ratings with respect to
the prosody-fit task can be explained on the basis of all three factors, whereas ratings with
respect to the irony rating were mainly based on lexis and prosody.
Click latencies were shorter in the irony condition than in the prosody-fit condition
indicating that participants were more confident in the identification of irony compared to the
mapping of a specific prosody of a target sentence onto a given context. Moreover,
participants achieved shorter click latencies if they listened to target interrogatives that were
realised with an RQ prosody that appeared after a strong context compared to when they
occurred after a weak context. Taken together, click decisions and click latencies both reveal
that participants were able to reliably detect irony in RQs.
Overall, the present results suggest that with respect to the paradigm presented in
Figure 43 (Section 10.1), all three dimensions (i.e., prosody, context, lexis interacting with
world knowledge) are valid candidates that contribute to the perception of RQs as a type of
irony.
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Final summary and conclusion

RQs are a multifunctional and complex linguistic phenomenon, which has been the subject of
investigation especially within the disciplines of semantics and pragmatics. Hence, little is
known about the prosodic characteristics of RQs so far. Therefore, the aim of this thesis was
to close this gap by contributing to the empirical investigation of both the production and the
perception of German RQs compared to string-identical ISQs with respect to phonetics and
phonology in Part II of this thesis. Regarding production, this thesis investigated the prosodic
characteristics that are crucial for the distinction between polar and wh-RQs and their
information-seeking counterparts. Furthermore, the relevance of the nuclear pitch accent type
(early peak vs. late peak) in combination with voice quality (modal vs. breathy) and the
German modal particle denn for the interpretation of a given target interrogative as RQ or ISQ
were analysed.
Part III of this thesis focused on the interplay between the prosodic realisation of RQs
and their context, a speaker's attitude and the lexis of a target interrogative as further
influencing factors regarding the production and the perception of RQs. With respect to
production, it investigated whether there is prosodic variation within the classification of RQs
in terms of fine prosodic gradations caused by the attitude of the speaker. The perception
study focussed on the interplay between context, lexis and prosody. Taken together, on the
basis of the findings presented in this thesis, the research questions formulated in Chapter 5
(see page 88) can be answered in this way:

Research question 1
How do string-identical RQs and ISQs of the same question type (polar question vs. whquestion) that are realised in specifically designed contexts differ prosodically from each
other with respect to their phonological and their phonetic characteristics?
•

RQs differ prosodically (i.e., phonologically and phonetically) from ISQs mainly
in terms of their nuclear configuration, duration and voice quality.
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Research question 2
Can phonological and phonetic characteristics in terms of nuclear pitch accent type and voice
quality contribute to the identification of RQs and ISQs?
•

Wh-RQs can be distinguished from ISQs and identified as RQs on the basis of
nuclear pitch accent type (i.e., late peak) in combination with voice quality
(i.e., breathy voice).

Research question 3
Does a breathy voice quality have to be realised sentence-initially or sentence-finally in order
to contribute to the respective identification of RQs?
•

A breathy voice quality clearly contributes to the identification of RQs, especially
if it is realised in sentence-initial position.

Research question 4
Does the German modal particle denn contribute to the interpretation of RQs and ISQs?
•

The modal particle denn is acceptable in both illocution types; wh-RQs with and
without denn show similar identification patterns, but the presence of denn results
in more RQ interpretations compared to when denn is absent.

Research question 5
Does the previous context lead to prosodic variation within the class of RQs?
•

Based on the previous context, there is variation in the realisation of RQs in terms
of fine prosodic distinctions.

Research question 6
Do the prosodic characteristics of RQs differ from ISQs when attitude is taken into
consideration?
•

The prosodic differences between RQs and ISQs are not exclusively based on the
respective illocution type alone, but also on other features, such as the previous
context, attitude and the choice of the lexis elements of the target interrogative.
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Research question 7
Are given interrogatives identified as RQs on the basis of their prosodic characteristics, their
context or their lexical properties and do these features interact with one another?
•

Given interrogatives are identified as RQs on the basis of their prosodic
characteristics, their context and their lexical properties: when participants identify
an ironic overtone that is characteristic for RQs, lexis and prosody play an
important role; but when participants' rate how well a given prosody of a target
interrogative fits into a given context, all three factors (i.e., prosody, context and
lexis) are of importance.

Given that one of the central aspects of human interaction is that it enables speakers not only
to express the bare propositional content in terms of words, but also their attitude, intentions,
expectations and personal beliefs in respect to the propositions, prosody functions as a vehicle
to convey these key aspects and to get the message across to the addressee. In turn, the
prosodic characteristics of emotive interrogatives such as RQs can be influenced by attitude.
Considering that RQs are frequently realised in non-neutral contexts that express
particular attitudinal stances, such as criticism, contradiction or incredulity (e.g., Cohen,
2007), both attitude and context cannot be detached from the prosodic realisation of RQs. In
other words, the prosody of RQs should not be investigated irrespective of context as a
contributor to the prosodic characteristics of RQs. Based on the observation that RQs are
usually not realised out of the blue (a.o. Frank, 1990: 716, 737; Gunlogson, 2001: 2; see also
Ilie 1995; Koshik 2003; Schaffer 2005; Meibauer 1986), but are strongly related to their
context which has been defined as a salient determiner of RQs (Frank, 1990: 737), it was
suggested here to consider RQs as a context-bound phenomenon. Since RQs have been
observed to occur in contexts where attitude plays a crucial role, this thesis suggested to
consider their prosodic realisation as context sensitive which must not be considered as
exclusively conveying a rhetorical illocution alone. Instead, it was argued that the prosodic
characteristics of RQs might be a function of the respective context they are realised in, which
in turn is closely related to the attitude that a speaker wants to express by realising an RQ.
Results have shown that the prosodic differences between RQs and ISQs are additionally
based on attitudinal properties.
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It was furthermore shown that, in addition to prosody, context and a speaker's attitude
as well as the lexical choice of elements an utterance is realised with play a role in the
perception of RQs. A similar interplay between these factors has also been observed for irony.
More specifically, RQs and irony show several overlappings with respect to their definition,
their usage, their functions and their prosodic characteristics. Therefore, this thesis suggested
treating ironic utterances and RQs not necessarily as two completely distinct phenomena and
instead discussed a first approximation between them. That means that – with respect to irony
and nonliteral language – this is the first thesis that investigates the link between irony and
RQs as nonliteral language. It was shown that a nuclear late peak in combination with a
sentence-initial breathy voice quality (compared to a sentence-final breathy voice) clearly
contributes to RQ interpretations. In order to minimise the risk of misunderstandings and to
help the addressee to detect the RQ, it was suggested that speakers prosodically mark RQs by
what has been called "prosodic air quotes". The results obtained in this thesis serve as the
basis for further investigations concerning the prosodic relation of other types of RQs
(e.g., see Section 3.2).
Based on the findings, it is assumed that there is an array of prosodic characteristics
that are qualified for the production and perception of RQs and that they – either single
characteristics or particular combinations of prosodic cues (e.g., late peak and breathy voice
quality) – serve as signalling a contradiction28 between what is said and what is actually
meant by the speaker and additionally refer to mutually believed knowledge between the
speaker and the addressee. Future research will have to analyse which and how many of these
features are necessarily mandatory and which of them are optional in order to get the actually
intended meaning across to the addressee and simultaneously serve as a reliable prosodic
signal for the listener.
Extensive empirical investigations are necessary in order to work out and further
specify the (combination of the) prosodic similarities between RQs and irony. Detecting and
breaking down the array of prosodic features that are characteristic for nonliteral language is
an essential and advanced step with respect to more human-like man-machine interaction
since nonliteral language is an issue that still causes problems. In a further step, valid prosodic
28

Pike was also aware of the factor "contradiction" and its great impact with respect to everyday conversation:
"[T]he hearer is frequently more interested in the speaker's attitude than in his words – that is, whether a
sentence is 'spoken with a smile' or with a sneer […] If one says something insulting, but smiles in face and
voice, the utterance may be a great compliment; but if one says something very complimentary, but with an
intonation of contempt, the result is an insult. A highly forceful or exciting statement in a very matter-of-fact
intonation may, by its lack of balance, produce one type of irony." (cf. Pike, 1972: 22)
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characteristics need to be investigated, as suggested in this thesis, with respect to the interplay
between context, attitude and lexis in terms of withdrawal or strengthening of prosodic cues.
This in turn involves the investigation of social relationships, i.e., the relationship between
speaker and addressee, in order to analyse whether RQs are less prosodically marked if they
are realised in a conversation with a familiar addressee compared to when the addressee is an
unfamiliar person. Another dimension in this respect are facial gestures, which need to be
investigated with respect to the question whether they can compensate for a prosodic
withdrawal of the speaker signalling an RQ. Hence, the relationship between these different
features that potentially contribute to the realisation of RQs needs to be further investigated,
whether the relation can be characterised as a tug-of-war or rather as a mutual support and
whether there are features that are "stronger" or "weaker" than others.
Another issue that is related to more human-like man-machine interaction is the fact
that RQs can create familiarity. For instance, in a study by Ainsworth‐Vaughn (1994) it was
shown that RQs were realised by patients in the context of doctor's appointments if they were
unsure or aggressive. For instance, a patient's health condition or even the attitudinal state of a
speaker in general might be automatically detected and determined by automatic speech
recognition systems if RQs are detectable in everyday life's speech signal. This does not only
include the perception of fine-grained prosodic characteristics such as voice quality, but also
the frequency of realised RQs. Such an interaction with respect to the medical context is not
farfetched since robots are already used in German hospitals for measuring blood pressure.
Moreover, by both understanding and reacting to such a multifunctional and complex
linguistic phenomenon as RQs (e.g., as "insiders"), machines, with respect to man-machine
interaction and automatic speech perception, are able to obtain the most important and
valuable thing a human could impart: their faith.
Moreover, regarding nonliteral speech, it has been shown that children with autism
spectrum disorders (ASD) are disadvantaged with respect to the identification of irony
compared to children without ASD (Wang et al., 2006), since both context and prosody seem
to be affected by ASD – still an underresearched area. Investigations concerning RQs and
irony are needed in order to work out which kind of cues might be most relevant for the
perception of nonliteral speech and which features do mandatorily have to be present in order
to help children with ASD to arrive at the correct interpretation.
Since irony and RQs have been described as nonliteral speech, it is necessary to
distinguish or combine those two linguistic phenomena with other types of nonliteral speech
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in further experimental investigations. For instance, metaphors and proverbs might be realised
differently from what is reported for German RQs in this thesis (e.g., like a poem committed
to memory and a respective prosodic realisation). In contrast, bad jokes that are often
commented by the speaker himself with statements such as "No, I didn't mean it!" might be
realised in a similar fashion.
The investigation of RQs is also interesting for second language (L2) acquisition
– a further gap in the literature. It has been suggested that the recognition of humour and irony
improves as a speaker's proficiency level of the respective target language increases
(e.g., Shively, Menke, & Manzón-Omundson, 2008). Similarly, with respect to RQs and
string-identical ISQs, learners of German are expected to show immense difficulties when
they are faced with RQs and their correct interpretation. An extensive investigation of RQs
might result in a linguistically motivated instruction providing L2 learners with important
tools giving them the possibility to better and even earlier understand such complex
phenomena by attracting their attention to those features (e.g., context, facial gestures, voice
quality) that are crucial for the decoding of RQs.
Additionally, a cross-linguistic or a cross-dialectic comparison of the prosodic features
that are crucial with respect to the production and the correct identification of RQs will shed
light on the question whether RQs are prosodically marked by and perceived on the basis of
similar prosodic characteristics across languages and regional varieties. With respect to native
speakers of the northern part of Germany (e.g., Kiel), speech production data have been
collected in a replication of the experiment presented in Chapter 6.29
A further issue that was consciously disregarded in this thesis is body language
including facial micro gestures. More specifically, for future investigations it would be very
interesting to analyse if speakers are able to support the prosodic marking by using body
language, e.g., in various noise settings. The research questions are if and how speakers use
their body in order to convey that a wh-question is intended as an RQ with special focus on
facial gestures on the one hand and the use of the upper body (e.g., hands and arms).
Overall, in order to be able to properly define RQs, to understand their usage in
everyday language and to specify their prosodic characteristics, context, a speaker's attitude
and lexical information need to be taken into account since these factors can explain how RQs
are shaped. Therefore, this thesis emphasised that the prosodic characteristics of such an
29

Thanks to Benno Peters, Suzanna Wrzeszcz, Tuarik Buanzur und Stephanie Berger for helping me to record
the participants at Kiel University.
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attitudinally driven and complex phenomenon like a rhetorical question need to be
investigated in consideration of context rather than in isolation. Only such an analysis enables
researchers to make robust statements about RQs and their prosodic realisation in its entirety.
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Table A1: List of all experimental contexts and target interrogatives that were used in the
production study presented in Chapter 6.
German

English
RQ Sellerie wh
In der Mensa gibt es Auflauf mit Sellerie. Du weißt jedoch, In the canteen they have casserole with celery on the menu.
dass keiner so etwas Widerliches mag. Du sagst zu deinen However, you know that nobody likes this disgusting
Freunden:
vegetable. You say to your friends:
Wer mag denn Sellerie?
Who likes celery?
ISQ Sellerie wh
Du hast ein Gericht mit Sellerie gekocht. Du möchtest You have cooked a dish with celery. You would like to
wissen, welcher deiner Gäste dieses Gemüse mag und know which of your guests like this vegetable and wants
davon essen will. Du sagst zu deinen Gästen:
some of it. You say to your guests:
Wer mag denn Sellerie?
Who likes celery?
RQ Sellerie p
In der Mensa gibt es Auflauf mit Sellerie. Du weißt jedoch, In the canteen they have casserole with celery on the menu.
dass keiner so etwas Widerliches mag. Du sagst zu deinen However, you know that nobody likes this disgusting
Freunden:
vegetable. You say to your friends:
Mag denn jemand Sellerie?
Does anyone like celery?
ISQ Sellerie p
Du hast ein Gericht mit Sellerie gekocht. Du willst wissen, You have cooked a dish with celery. You want to know
ob deine Gäste dieses Gemüse mögen und davon essen whether your guests like this vegetable and will eat it or not.
wollen oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Gästen:
You say to your guests:
Mag denn jemand Sellerie?
Does anyone like celery?
RQ Lambada wh
Du bist mit Freunden in einem Club, in dem You and your friends are at a club where Latin-American
lateinamerikanische Musik gespielt wird. Deine Freundin music is played. Your friend suddenly starts to dance
beginnt plötzlich Lambada zu tanzen, allerdings ist dieser Lambada, although this dance is totally out of fashion. You
Tanz schon seit Jahren aus der Mode. Du sagst zu deiner say to your friend:
Freundin:
Wer tanzt denn Lambada?
Who dances Lambada ?
ISQ Lambada wh
Du willst Lambada tanzen lernen. Du möchtest wissen, You want to learn how to dance Lambada and want to know
welcher deiner Freunde dir das beibringen kann. Du sagst who of your friends could possibly teach you. You say to
zu deinen Freunden:
your friends:
Wer tanzt denn Lambada?
Who dances Lambada ?
RQ Lambada p
Du bist mit Freunden in einem Club, in dem You and your friends are at a club where Latin-American
lateinamerikanische Musik gespielt wird. Deine Freundin music is played. Your friend suddenly starts to dance
beginnt plötzlich Lambada zu tanzen, allerdings ist dieser Lambada, although this dance is totally out of fashion. You
Tanz schon seit Jahren aus der Mode. Du sagst zu deiner say to your friend:
Freundin:
Tanzt denn jemand Lambada?
Does anyone dance Lambada?
ISQ Lambada p
Du willst Lambada tanzen lernen. Du möchtest wissen, ob You want to learn how to dance Lambada and want to know
es dir einer deiner Freunde beibringen kann oder nicht. Du whether one of your friends can teach you or not. You say
sagst zu deinen Freunden:
to your friends:
Tanzt denn jemand Lambada?
Does anyone dance Lambada?
RQ Garnelen wh
Deine Freundin serviert bei einem Fest Garnelen als At a dinner party your friend serves shrimps as an appetizer.
Vorspeise. Doch es ist offensichtlich, dass sich all eure However, it is obvious that all your friends are disgusted by
Freunde vor dem gummiartigen Zeug ekeln. Du sagst zu this rubber-like stuff. You say to your friend:
deiner Freundin:
Wer isst denn Garnelen?
Who eats shrimps?
ISQ Garnelen wh
Auf einer Dinner Party servierst du Garnelen. Du möchtest At a dinner party you serve shrimps. You would like to
wissen, wer von deinen Freunden das isst und davon know who of your friends likes this and wants some of it.
möchte. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
You say to your friends:
Wer isst denn Garnelen?
Who eats shrimps?
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RQ Garnelen p
Deine Freundin serviert bei einem Fest Garnelen als At a dinner party your friend serves shrimps as an appetizer.
Vorspeise. Doch es ist offensichtlich, dass sich all eure However, it is obvious that all your friends are disgusted by
Freunde vor dem gummiartigen Zeug ekeln. Du sagst zu this rubbery stuff. You say to your friend:
deiner Freundin:
Isst denn jemand Garnelen?
Does anyone eat shrimps?
ISQ Garnelen p
Auf einer Dinner Party servierst du Garnelen. Du möchtest At a dinner party you serve shrimps. You would like to
wissen, ob deine Freunde das essen und davon möchten know who of your friends likes this and whether they want
oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
some of it or not. You say to your friends:
Isst denn jemand Garnelen?
Does anyone eat shrimps?
RQ Museum wh
Deine Klasse ist auf Studienfahrt und der Lehrer schlägt Your class is on a field trip and the teacher suggests going
vor, in ein Museum zu gehen. Doch es ist offensichtlich, to a museum. However, it is obvious that you have no desire
dass ihr keine Lust auf so etwas Langweiliges habt und das for such a dull thing and do not want to do this. You say to
nicht wollt. Du sagst zu deinem Freund:
your friend:
Wer will denn ins Museum?
Who wants to go to the museum?
ISQ Museum wh
Du bist Jugendgruppenleiter und ihr seid in Berlin. Du You are a leader of a youth group and your group is visiting
möchtest wissen, welche der Jugendlichen in ein Museum Berlin. You would like to know which of the teenagers want
wollen. Du sagst zu den Jugendlichen:
to go to a museum. You say to them:
Wer will denn ins Museum?
Who wants to go to the museum?
RQ Museum p
Deine Klasse ist auf Studienfahrt und der Lehrer schlägt Your class is on a field trip and the teacher suggests going
vor, in ein Museum zu gehen. Doch es ist offensichtlich, to a museum. However, it is obvious that you have no desire
dass ihr keine Lust auf so etwas Langweiliges habt und das for such a dull thing and do not want to do this. You say to
nicht wollt.
your friend:
Will denn jemand ins Museum?
Does anyone want to go to the museum?
ISQ Museum p
Du bist Jugendgruppenleiter und ihr seid in Berlin. Du You are a leader of a youth group and your group is visiting
möchtest wissen, ob die Jugendlichen in ein Museum gehen Berlin. You would like to know whether the teenagers want
wollen oder nicht. Du sagst zu den Jugendlichen:
to go to a museum or not. You say to them:
Will denn jemand ins Museum?
Does anyone want to go to the museum?
RQ Bolognese wh
Deine Schwester serviert beim Abendessen Spaghetti Your sister serves pasta Bolognese with juicy beef for
Bolognese mit saftigem Rindfleisch. Und das obwohl sie dinner. And this, although she knows that there are only
eigentlich weiß, dass am Tisch nur Vegetarier sitzen. Du vegetarians sitting at the table. You say to your sister:
sagst zu deiner Schwester:
Wer isst denn Bolognese?
Who eats pasta Bolognese?
ISQ Bolognese wh
Du organisierst den Geburtstag einer Freundin. Für das You plan a friend's birthday party. You want to know who
Essen möchtest du wissen, welcher der Gäste Bolognese of the guests likes pasta Bolognese. You say to the guests:
isst. Du sagst zu den Gästen:
Wer isst denn Bolognese?
Who eats Pasta Bolognese?
RQ Bolognese p
Deine Schwester serviert beim Abendessen Spaghetti Your sister serves spaghetti Bolognese with juicy beef for
Bolognese mit saftigem Rindfleisch. Und das obwohl sie dinner. And this, although she knows that there are only
eigentlich weiß, dass am Tisch nur Vegetarier sitzen. Du vegetarians sitting at the table. You say to your sister:
sagst zu deiner Schwester:
Isst denn jemand Bolognese?
Does anyone eat pasta Bolognese?
ISQ Bolognese p
Du organisierst den Geburtstag einer Freundin. Für das You plan a friend's birthday party. You want to know
Essen möchtest du wissen, ob deine Gäste Bolognese essen whether the guests like pasta Bolognese or not. You say to
oder nicht. Du sagst zu den Gästen:
the guests:
Isst denn jemand Bolognese?
Does anyone eat pasta Bolognese?
RQ Mayonnaise wh
Deine Cousine serviert euren Freunden bei einem On movie night, your cousin serves your friends fries and
Filmeabend Pommes und will wissen, ob sie dazu auch asks whether they would like some mayonnaise. However,
Mayonnaise mögen. Doch jeder weiß, dass keinem eurer everybody knows that none of your friends like this stuff.
Freunde dieses Zeug schmeckt. Du sagst zu deiner Cousine: You say to your cousin:
Wer mag denn Mayonnaise?
Who likes mayonnaise?
ISQ Mayonnaise wh
Du möchtest deinen Freunden Mayonnaise zu den Pommes You would like to offer your friends some mayonnaise to go
anbieten. Allerdings bist dir nicht sicher, wer von ihnen das with their fries. However, you are not sure who of them like
mag. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
this. You say to your friends:
Wer mag denn Mayonnaise?
Who likes mayonnaise
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RQ Mayonnaise wh
Deine Cousine serviert euren Freunden bei einem On movie night your cousin serves your friends fries and
Filmeabend Pommes und willst wissen, ob sie dazu auch asks whether they would like some mayonnaise. However,
Mayonnaise mögen. Doch jeder weiß, dass keinem eurer everybody knows that none of your friends likes this stuff.
Freunde dieses Zeug schmeckt. Du sagst zu deiner Cousine: You say to your cousin:
Mag denn jemand Mayonnaise?
Does anyone like mayonnaise?
ISQ Mayonnaise wh
Du möchtest deinen Freunden Mayonnaise zu den Pommes You would like to offer your friends some mayonnaise to go
anbieten. Allerdings bist du dir nicht sicher, ob sie das with their fries. However, you are not sure whether they like
mögen oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
this or not. You say to your friends:
Mag denn jemand Mayonnaise?
Does anyone like mayonnaise?
RQ Angora wh
Deine Freundin geht in die Stadt, um sich ein Oberteil aus Your friend goes shopping in order to buy a pullover made
Angora zu kaufen. Allerdings trägt dieses Material kaum from magenta. However, almost no one wears this material,
jemand, da es viel zu teuer ist. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
because it is much too expensive. You say to your friend:
Wer trägt denn Angora?
Who wears magenta?
ISQ Angora wh
Du möchtest dir einen neuen Anzug aus Angora kaufen. Du You would like to buy a new suit made from angora wool.
kennst dich allerdings nicht aus und möchtest wissen, However, you are not sure about this and would like to
welcher deiner Freunde dieses Material trägt. Du sagst zu know which of your friends wear this material. You say to
deinen Freunden:
your friends:
Wer trägt denn Angora?
Who wears angora wool?
RQ Angora p
Deine Freundin geht in die Stadt, um sich ein Oberteil aus Your friend goes shopping in order to buy a pullover made
Angora zu kaufen. Allerdings trägt dieses Material kaum from angora wool. However, almost no one wears this
jemand, da es viel zu teuer ist. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
material, because it is much too expensive. You say to your
friend:
Trägt denn jemand Angora?
Does anyone wear angora wool?
ISQ Angora p
Du möchtest dir einen neuen Anzug aus Angora kaufen. Du You would like to buy a new suit made from angora wool.
kennst dich allerdings nicht aus und möchtest wissen, ob However, you are not sure about this and would like to
einer deiner Freunde dieses Material trägt oder nicht. Du know whether one of your friends wears this material or not.
sagst zu deinen Freunden:
You say to your friends:
Trägt denn jemand Angora?
Who wears magenta?
RQ Lebertran wh
Du bist erkältet und deine Freundin empfiehlt dir Lebertran. You have a cold and your friend recommends cod-liver oil
Doch jeder weiß, dass das furchtbar schmeckt. Du sagst zu to you. However, everybody knows that this tastes horrible.
deiner Freundin:
You say to your friend:
Wer mag denn Lebertran?
Who likes cod-liver oil?
ISQ Lebertran wh
Du hast noch eine Flasche Lebertran übrig. Du möchtest You have a spare bottle of cod-liver oil. You want to know
wissen, welcher deiner Freunde das mag und bei wem du sie which of your friends like it, so you can get rid of it. You
loswerden kannst. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
say to your friends:
Wer mag denn Lebertran?
Who likes cod-liver oil?
RQ Lebertran p
Du bist erkältet und deine Freundin empfiehlt dir Lebertran. You have a cold and your friend recommends cod-liver oil
Doch jeder weiß, dass das furchtbar schmeckt. Du sagst zu to you. However, everybody knows that this tastes horrible.
deiner Freundin:
You say to your friend:
Mag denn jemand Lebertran?
Does anyone like cod-liver oil?
ISQ Lebertran p
Du hast noch eine Flasche Lebertran übrig. Du möchtest You have a spare bottle of cod-liver oil. You want to know
wissen, ob deine Freunde das mögen und du sie loswerden whether one of your friends likes it or not, so you can get
kannst oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
rid of it. You say to your friends:
Mag denn jemand Lebertran?
Does anyone like cod-liver oil?
RQ Rosenkohl wh
Deine Freundin stellt sich in der Mensa für den Auflauf mit In the canteen, your friend is in line for the casserole with
Rosenkohl an. Es ist allerdings bekannt, dass dieses bittere Brussels sprouts. However, it is known that almost no one
Gemüse kaum jemand isst. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
likes this bitter vegetable. You say to your friend:
Wer isst denn Rosenkohl?
Who eats Brussels sprouts?
ISQ Rosenkohl wh
Du hast Rosenkohl geerntet. Nun möchtest du wissen, You have harvested Brussels sprouts. Now you would like
welcher deiner Freunde das isst und davon möchte. Du sagst to know which of your friends eat this vegetable and would
zu deinen Freunden:
like some of it. You say to your friends:
Wer isst denn Rosenkohl?
Who eats Brussels sprouts?
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RQ Rosenkohl p
Deine Freundin stellt sich in der Mensa für den Auflauf mit In the canteen, your friend is in line for the casserole with
Rosenkohl an. Es ist allerdings bekannt, dass dieses bittere Brussels sprouts. However, it is known that almost no one
Gemüse kaum jemand isst. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
likes this bitter vegetable. You say to your friend:
Isst denn jemand Rosenkohl?
Does anyone eat Brussels sprouts?
ISQ Rosenkohl p
Du hast Rosenkohl geerntet. Nun möchtest du wissen, ob You have harvested Brussels sprouts. Now you would like
einer deiner Freunde das isst und welchen möchte oder to know which of your friends eat this vegetable and
nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
whether they would like some of it or not. You say to your
friends:
Isst denn jemand Rosenkohl?
Does anyone eat Brussels sprouts?
RQ Limonen wh
Deine Tante bietet ihren Gästen Limonen an. Doch jeder Your aunt offers limes to her guests. However, it is known
weiß, dass diese viel zu sauer sind, um pur gegessen zu that this fruit is too sour to be eaten on its own. You say to
werden. Du sagst zu deiner Cousine:
your cousin:
Wer isst denn Limonen?
Who eats limes?
ISQ Limonen wh
Du bietest auf einer Party Kuchen mit Limonen an. Du At a party, you offer cake made with limes. You would like
möchtest wissen, welcher der Gäste das isst und davon to know which of the guests like this fruit and would like
möchte. Du sagst zu deinen Gästen:
some of it. You say to your guests:
Wer isst denn Limonen?
Who eats limes?
RQ Limonen p
Deine Tante bietet ihren Gästen Limonen an. Doch jeder Your aunt offers limes to her guests. However, it is known
weiß, dass diese viel zu sauer sind, um pur gegessen zu that this fruit is too sour to be eaten purely. You say to your
werden. Du sagst zu deiner Cousine:
cousin:
Isst denn jemand Limonen?
Does anyone eat limes?
ISQ Limonen p
Du bietest auf einer Party Kuchen mit Limonen an. Du At a party, you offer cake made with limes. You would like
möchtest wissen, ob die Gäste das essen und davon möchten to know which of the guests like this fruit and whether they
oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Gästen:
would like some or not. You say to your guests:
Isst denn jemand Limonen?
Does anyone eat limes?
RQ Novellen wh
Die Lehrerin will eine Novelle von Kleist lesen. Allerdings In class, the teacher wants to read a novella written by
sind bei euch Schülern Comics angesagt. Du sagst zu deiner Kleist. However, you students naturally prefer to read
Tischnachbarin:
comics. You say to your neighbour:
Wer liest denn Novellen?
Who reads novellas?
ISQ Novellen wh
Ihr sucht nach geeigneter Literatur für den Buchclub. Du You look for suitable literature for your book club. You
schlägst Novellen vor und möchtest wissen, wer diese liest. suggest novellas and would like to know who reads this
Du sagst zu den Mitgliedern:
genre. You say to the other members:
Wer liest denn Novellen?
Who reads novellas?
RQ Novellen p
Die Lehrerin will eine Novelle von Kleist lesen. Allerdings In class, the teacher wants to read a novella written by
sind bei euch Schülern Comics angesagt. Du sagst zu deiner Kleist. However, you students naturally prefer to read
Tischnachbarin:
comics. You say to your neighbour:
Liest denn jemand Novellen?
Does anyone read novellas?
ISQ Novellen p
Ihr sucht nach geeigneter Literatur für den Buchclub. Du You look for suitable literature for your book club. You
schlägst Novellen vor und möchtest wissen, ob diese suggest novellas and would like to know whether anyone
jemand liest oder nicht. Du sagst zu den Mitgliedern:
reads this genre or not. You say to the other members:
Liest denn jemand Novellen?
Does anyone read novellas?
RQ Innereien wh
Dein Freund kocht gerade für ein gemeinsames Abendessen Your friend is preparing a dinner party with friends and you
mit Freunden und du möchtest ihm helfen. Als du im Topf want to help him. When seeing innards in the pot, it is
Innereien siehst, ist dir vollkommen klar, dass keiner der completely clear to you that none of the guests will eat it.
Gäste davon essen wird. Du sagst zu deinem Freund:
You say to your friend:
Wer isst denn Innereien?
Who eats innards?
ISQ Innereien wh
Du servierst deinen Freunden einen Teller mit Innereien. Du You serve a plate with innards to your friends. You ask who
erkundigst dich, wer davon essen möchte. Du sagst zu would like to eat it. You say to your friends:
deinen Freunden:
Wer isst denn Innereien?
Who eats innards?
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RQ Innereien p
Dein Freund kocht gerade für ein gemeinsames Abendessen Your friend is preparing a dinner party with friends and you
mit Freunden und du möchtest ihm helfen. Als du im Topf want to help him. When seeing innards in the pot, it is
Innereien siehst, ist dir vollkommen klar, dass keiner der completely clear to you that none of the guests will eat it.
Gäste davon essen wird. Du sagst zu deinem Freund:
You say to your friend:
Isst denn jemand Innereien?
Does anyone eat innards?
ISQ Innereien p
Du servierst deinen Freunden einen Teller mit Innereien. Du You serve a plate with innards to your friends. You ask
erkundigst dich, ob jemand davon essen möchte oder nicht. whether anyone would like to eat it or not. You say to your
Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
friends:
Isst denn jemand Innereien?
Does anyone eat innards?
RQ Würmer wh
Du liest in der Zeitung eine Annonce, in der nach jemandem You see an advertisement in the newspaper in which
gesucht wird, der Würmer züchtet. Es ist aber klar, dass es somebody searches for someone who breeds worms.
so jemanden nicht gibt. Du sagst zu deinem Freund:
However, it is clear that there is no such person. You say to
your friend:
Wer züchtet denn Würmer?
Who breeds worms?
ISQ Würmer wh
Du möchtest Angeln gehen. Du brauchst dazu Würmer und You would like to go fishing. Therefore, you need worms
erkundigst dich bei bekannten Anglern, wer in der Nähe and ask some people who are known to be anglers who
welche züchtet. Du sagst zu den Anglern:
might breed worms nearby. You say to the anglers:
Wer züchtet denn Würmer?
Who breeds worms?
RQ Würmer p
Du liest in der Zeitung eine Annonce, in der nach jemandem You see an advertisement in the newspaper in which
gesucht wird, der Würmer züchtet. Es ist aber klar, dass es someone searches for somebody who breeds worms.
so jemanden nicht gibt. Du sagst zu deinem Freund:
However, it is clear that there is no such person. You say to
your friend:
Züchtet denn jemand Würmer?
Does anyone breed worms?
ISQ Würmer p
Du möchtest Angeln gehen. Du brauchst dazu Würmer und You would like to go fishing. Therefore, you need worms
erkundigst dich bei bekannten Anglern, ob jemand in der and ask some people who are known to be anglers whether
Nähe welche züchtet oder nicht. Du sagst zu den Anglern:
anybody breeds worms nearby or not. You say to the
anglers:
Züchtet denn jemand Würmer?
Does anyone breed worms?
RQ Algebra wh
Ein Nachbar denkt fälschlicherweise, dass du Algebra A neighbour falsely thinks that you study algebra. However,
studierst. Doch jeder weiß, dass dir Mathe schon immer viel everybody knows that maths was always too difficult and
zu schwierig und kompliziert war. Du sagst zu deinem complicated for you. You say to your neighbour:
Nachbarn:
Wer studiert denn Algebra?
Who studies algebra?
ISQ Algebra wh
Du triffst dich mit deinen ehemaligen Mitschülern der You meet your former schoolmates who were in the algebra
Algebra AG. Dich interessiert, wer von ihnen nach der club with you. You want to know which of them are
Schule Algebra studiert. Du sagst zu deinen ehemaligen studying algebra. You say to your former schoolmates:
Mitschülern:
Wer studiert denn Algebra?
Who studies algebra?
RQ Algebra p
Ein Nachbar denkt fälschlicherweise, dass du Algebra A neighbour falsely thinks that you study algebra. However,
studierst. Doch jeder weiß, dass dir Mathe schon immer viel everybody knows that maths was always too difficult and
zu schwierig und kompliziert war. Du sagst zu deinem complicated for you. You say to your neighbour:
Nachbarn:
Studiert denn jemand Algebra?
Does anyone study algebra?
ISQ Algebra p
Du triffst dich mit deinen ehemaligen Mitschülern der You meet your former schoolmates who were in the algebra
Algebra AG. Dich interessiert, ob einer von ihnen nach der club with you. You want to know whether one of them is
Schule Algebra studiert oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen studying algebra or not. You say to your former
ehemaligen Mitschülern:
schoolmates:
Studiert denn jemand Algebra?
Does anyone study algebra?
RQ Romane wh
Deine Freundin kommt auf die Idee, einen Lesezirkel zu Your friend has the idea of founding a reader circle in which
gründen und wöchentlich Romane zu besprechen. Es ist you discuss novels on a weekly basis. However, it is clear
jedoch offensichtlich, dass alle dafür viel zu beschäftigt that everyone is too busy for this. You say to your friend:
sind. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
Wer liest denn Romane?
Who reads novels?
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ISQ Romane wh
Du möchtest gerne einen Lesezirkel mit Freunden gestalten. You would like to form a reader circle with friends.
Du weißt jedoch nicht, wer von ihnen Romane liest. Du However, you do not know which of them read novels. You
sagst zu deinen Freunden:
say to your friends:
Wer liest denn Romane?
Who reads novels?
RQ Romane p
Deine Freundin kommt auf die Idee, einen Lesezirkel zu Your friend has the idea of founding a reader circle in which
gründen und wöchentlich Romane zu besprechen. Es ist you discuss novels on a weekly basis. However, it is clear
jedoch offensichtlich, dass alle dafür viel zu beschäftigt that everyone is too busy for this. You say to your friend:
sind. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
Liest denn jemand Romane?
Does anyone read novels?
ISQ Romane p
Du möchtest gerne einen Lesezirkel mit Freunden gestalten. You would like to form a reader circle with friends.
Du weißt jedoch nicht, ob einer von ihnen Romane liest However, you do not know whether they read novels or not.
oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Freunden:
You say to your friends:
Liest denn jemand Romane?
Does anyone read novels?
RQ Limburger wh
Dein Freund bietet seinen Gästen am Abend eine Käseplatte Your friend offers his guests a cheese tray, including
an, unter anderem auch Limburger. Doch es ist schon lange Limburger. However, it is long known that none of your
bekannt, dass keiner eurer Freunde stinkenden Käse mag friends likes stinky cheese and therefore, nobody will touch
und ihn deshalb niemand anrühren wird. Du sagst zu it. You say to your friend:
deinem Freund:
Wer isst denn Limburger?
Who eats Limburger?
ISQ Limburger wh
Du bietest auf einer Gartenparty Schnittchen mit Limburger At a garden party you offer canapés with Limburger cheese.
an. Du möchtest wissen, welcher der Gäste das isst und You would like to know which of the guests eat this and
davon möchte. Du sagst zu den Gästen:
want some of it. You say to the guests:
Wer isst denn Limburger?
Who eats Limburger?
RQ Limburger p
Dein Freund bietet seinen Gästen am Abend eine Käseplatte Your friend offers his guests a cheese tray, including
an, unter anderem auch Limburger. Doch es ist schon lange Limburger. However, it is long known that none of your
bekannt, dass keiner eurer Freunde stinkenden Käse mag friends likes stinky cheese and therefore, nobody will touch
und ihn deshalb niemand anrühren wird. Du sagst zu it. You say to your friend:
deinem Freund:
Isst denn jemand Limburger?
Does anyone eat Limburger?
ISQ Limburger p
Du bietest auf einer Gartenparty Schnittchen mit Limburger At a garden party you offer canapés with Limburger cheese.
an. Du möchtest wissen, ob die Gäste das essen und davon You would like to know which of the guests eat this and
möchten oder nicht. Du sagst zu den Gästen:
whether they want some of it or not. You say to the guests:
Isst denn jemand Limburger?
Does anyone eat Limburger?
RQ Schablonen wh
Du und ein paar Freunde basteln eine Geburtstagskarte. Ihr You and a few friends craft a birthday card. You want to
wollt ein paar Herzen zeichnen, wofür eine Freundin draw a few hearts for which a friend offers stencils.
Schablonen anbietet. Doch offensichtlich könnt ihr alle sehr However, since you can obviously all draw very well you
gut zeichnen und braucht diese nicht. Du sagst zu deiner do not need this. You say to your friend:
Freundin:
Wer braucht denn Schablonen?
Who needs stencils?
ISQ Schablonen wh
Du malst mit ein paar Kommilitonen ein Plakat. Du Together with a few fellow students you paint a poster. You
möchtest wissen, wer von ihnen Schablonen zum Zeichnen would like to know which of them need stencils. You say to
braucht. Du sagst zu den Kommilitonen:
your fellow students:
Wer braucht denn Schablonen?
Who needs stencils?
RQ Schablonen p
Du und ein paar Freunde basteln eine Geburtstagskarte. Ihr You and a few friends craft a birthday card. You want to
wollt ein paar Herzen zeichnen, wofür eine Freundin draw a few hearts for which a friend offers stencils.
Schablonen anbietet. Doch offensichtlich könnt ihr alle sehr However, since you can obviously all draw very well you
gut zeichnen und braucht diese nicht. Du sagst zu deiner do not need this. You say to your friend:
Freundin:
Braucht denn jemand Schablonen?
Does anyone need stencils?
ISQ Schablonen p
Du malst mit ein paar Kommilitonen ein Plakat. Du Together with a few fellow students you paint a poster. You
möchtest wissen, ob einer von ihnen Schablonen zum would like to know whether one of them needs stencils or
Zeichnen braucht oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen not. You say to your fellow students:
Kommilitonen:
Braucht denn jemand Schablonen?
Does anyone need stencils?
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RQ Kamille wh
Deine Freundin bietet beim Kaffeekränzchen mit Freunden Your friend offers her guests tea, including camomile.
Tee an, darunter auch Kamille. Doch es ist klar, dass man However, it is clear that no one drinks this unless they are
den nur trinkt, wenn man krank ist. Du sagst zu deinen ill. You say to your friends:
Freunden:
Wer will denn Kamille?
Who wants camomile?
ISQ Kamille wh
Du möchtest deinen Gästen verschiedene Sorten Tee You would like to offer your guests different kinds of tea,
anbieten, unter anderem auch Kamille. Du möchtest wissen, including camomile. You want to know which of them like
wer von ihnen das will. Du sagst zu deinen Gästen:
this tea. You say to your guests:
Wer will denn Kamille?
Who wants camomile?
RQ Kamille p
Deine Freundin bietet beim beim Kaffeekränzchen mit Your friend offers her guests tea, including camomile.
Freunden Tee an, darunter auch Kamille. Doch es ist klar, However, it is clear that no one drinks this unless they are
dass man den nur trinkt, wenn man krank ist. Du sagst zu ill. You say to your friends:
deinen Freunden:
Will denn jemand Kamille?
Does anyone want camomile?
ISQ Kamille p
Du möchtest deinen Gästen verschiedene Sorten Tee You would like to offer to your guests different kinds of tea,
anbieten, unter anderem auch Kamille. Du möchtest wissen, including camomile. You want to know whether one of
ob einer von ihnen davon will oder nicht. Du sagst zu them likes this tea and wants some or not. You say to your
deinen Gästen:
guests:
Will denn jemand Kamille?
Does anyone want camomile?
RQ Rosen wh
Dein Kumpel erzählt dir, dass er bei einem Blind Date einen Your buddy tells you that he wants to bring a bunch of red
Strauß roter Rosen mitbringen möchte. Doch dir ist klar, roses to a blind date. However, it is clear to you that no
dass so etwas Abgedroschenes kaum eine Frau möchte. Du woman likes something that corny. You say to your friend:
sagst zu deinem Kumpel:
Wer möchte denn Rosen?
Who would like roses?
ISQ Rosen wh
Du möchtest deinen Freundinnen eine Freude bereiten und You would like to treat your friends and give them roses.
ihnen Rosen schenken. Du möchtest wissen, wer welche You want to know who would want some. You say to your
möchte. Du sagst zu deinen Freundinnen:
friends:
Wer möchte denn Rosen?
Who would like roses?
RQ Rosen p
Dein Kumpel erzählt dir, dass er bei einem Blind Date einen Your buddy tells you that he wants to bring a bunch of red
Strauß roter Rosen mitbringen möchte. Doch dir ist klar, roses to a blind date. However, it is clear to you that no
dass so etwas Abgedroschenes kaum eine Frau möchte. Du woman likes something that corny. You say to your friend:
sagst zu deinem Kumpel:
Möchte denn jemand Rosen?
Does anyone want roses?
ISQ Rosen p
Du möchtest deinen Freundinnen eine Freude bereiten und You would like to treat your friends and give them roses.
ihnen Rosen schenken. Du möchtest wissen, ob jemand eine You want to know whether they want them or not. You say
möchte oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen Freundinnen:
to your friends:
Möchte denn jemand Rosen?
Does anyone want roses?
RQ Leber wh
Deine
Tante
bietet
der
Verwandtschaft
beim During coffee your aunt offers your relatives a tray with
Kaffeekränzchen eine Platte mit Leber an. Doch ganz liver. However, obviously no one wants this, because it does
offensichtlich mag das keiner, denn es passt gar nicht zu not go with coffee and cake. You say to your aunt:
Kaffee und Kuchen. Du sagst zu deiner Tante:
Wer mag denn Leber?
Who likes liver?
ISQ Leber wh
Du servierst deiner Verwandtschaft Schlachtplatte mit You serve your relatives a meat platter with sauerkraut,
Sauerkraut, Leber und vielem mehr. Du willst wissen, wer liver and many other things. You want to know which of
davon haben möchte. Du sagst zu deinen Verwandten:
them would like to have some of it. You say to your
relatives:
Wer mag denn Leber?
Who likes liver?
RQ Leber p
Deine
Tante
bietet
der
Verwandtschaft
beim During coffee your aunt offers your relatives a tray with
Kaffeekränzchen eine Platte mit Leber an. Doch ganz liver. However, obviously no one wants this, because it does
offensichtlich mag das keiner, denn es passt gar nicht zu not go with coffee and cake. You say to your aunt:
Kaffee und Kuchen. Du sagst zu deiner Tante:
Mag denn jemand Leber?
Does anyone like liver?
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ISQ Leber p
Du servierst deiner Verwandtschaft Schlachtplatte mit You serve your relatives a meat platter with sauerkraut,
Sauerkraut, Leber und vielem mehr. Du möchtest wissen, ob liver and many other things. You want to know whether
jemand Leber haben möchte oder nicht. Du sagst zu deinen someone would like to have some of it or not. You say to
Verwandten:
your relatives:
Mag denn jemand Leber?
Does anyone like liver?
RQ Mangold wh
Deine Freundin erzählt in der Runde begeistert von ihrem In a circle of friends your friend talks enthusiastically about
Lieblingsgemüse
Mangold,
doch
alle
schauen her favourite vegetable, Swiss chard. However, your friends
verständnislos. Dir ist klar, dass kaum jemand dieses seem confused. To you it is clear that hardly anyone knows
Gemüse kennt. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
this vegetable. You say to your friend:
Wer kennt denn Mangold?
Who knows Swiss chard?
ISQ Mangold wh
Du möchtest im Kochkurs ein Gericht mit Mangold kochen. At a cooking class, you would like to cook a dish with
Du möchtest wissen, welcher der Teilnehmer das Gemüse Swiss chard. You want to know which of the participants
schon kennt. Du sagst zu den Teilnehmern:
know this vegetable already. You say to the participants:
Wer kennt denn Mangold?
Who knows Swiss chard?
RQ Mangold p
Deine Freundin erzählt in der Runde begeistert von ihrem In a circle of friends your friend talks enthusiastically about
Lieblingsgemüse
Mangold,
doch
alle
schauen her favourite vegetable, Swiss chard. However, your friends
verständnislos. Dir ist klar, dass kaum jemand dieses seem confused. To you it is clear that hardly anyone knows
Gemüse kennt. Du sagst zu deiner Freundin:
this vegetable. You say to your friend:
Kennt denn jemand Mangold?
Does anyone know Swiss chard?
ISQ Mangold p
Du möchtest im Kochkurs ein Gericht mit Mangold kochen. At a cooking class, you would like to cook a dish with
Du möchtest wissen, ob einer der Teilnehmer das Gemüse Swiss chard. You want to know whether any of the
schon kennt oder nicht. Du sagst zu den Teilnehmern:
participants know this vegetable already or not. You say to
the participants:
Kennt denn jemand Mangold?
Does somebody know Swiss chard?
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Table A2: List of the 32 wh-questions that were used in the perception studies presented in
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. There were only four different verbs that were used in order to keep
the sentence structure of the stimuli more constant.

wh-question
Wer isst denn
"Who eats PRT"

Wer mag denn
"Who likes PRT"

Wer spielt denn
"Who plays PRT"

Wer will denn
"Who wants PRT"

Object noun
Bananen "bananas"
Forelle "trout"
Garnelen "shrimp"
Limonen "limes"
Melonen "melons"
Oliven "olives"
Rosinen "raisins"
Sardinen "sardines"
Flamingos "flamingos"
Gymnastik "gymnastics"
Lavendel "lavender"
Libellen "dragonflies"
Novellen "novellas"
Rodeo "rodeo"
Vanille "vanilla"
Zigarre "cigar"
Canasta "canasta"
Gitarre "guitar"
Ligretto "Ligretto" (game)
Mikado "pick-up sticks"
Oboe "oboe"
Posaune "trombone"
Sudoku "sudoku"
Theater "theatre"
Angora "angora"
Champagner "champagne"
Kamille "chamomile"
Orangen "oranges"
Pralinen "chocolates
Sandalen "sandals"
Schablonen "templates"
Sombreros "sombreros"
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Table A3: Overall agreement of 20 participants per experimental list showing the evaluation
of strong and weak contexts and of strong (dismissive with obvious answer) and weak (nondismissive with unobvious answer) wh- and polar questions in the web-based validation study
in Chapter 10.

Item

Hunde
dogs
Scheuermilch
cream cleanser
Sandalen
sandals
Rohrzucker
cane sugar
Sonnenbaden
sunbathing
Baukunst
architecture
Zahnseide
dental floss

Agreement of context strength
(in %)
evaluative
(intended as
strong
context)

non-evaluative
(intended as
weak context)

90

Agreement of
dismissive/negative
attitude in questions
(in %)

Agreement of
answer obviousness
in questions
(in %)

non-dismissive

not obvious

intended as weak question
wh

polar

wh

polar

70

80

90

70

85

100

70

95

95

70

70

95

70

75

60

75

60

100

75

75

75

70

70

80

85

70

80

90

80

80

90

95

100

75

85

65

70

85

60

85

60

dismissive

obvious

intended as strong question
Fußpilz
athlete's foot
Schimmelpilz
mildew
Schadstoffe
harmful substances
Verkehrsbehinderungen
traffic obstructions
Haustiere
pets
Hotelbaustellen
hotel construction zones
Schlampigkeit
sloppiness

wh

polar

wh

polar

70

85

90

75

100

80

75

70

80

85

80

90

70

85

90

75

90

75

70

90

85

95

80

95

70

100

90

90

70

70

85

85

85

70

90

70

90

85

85

70

80

70
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Table A4: Final contexts and respective target interrogatives that were used in the perception
study in Chapter 10.

Strong context - strong target interrogative Weak context - strong target interrogative
Haustiere bereichern unseren Alltag und das Streicheln
von Tieren kann z.B. den Blutdruck eines Menschen
senken. Nicht nur deswegen müssen wir unsere
Vierbeiner stets gut behandeln.

Eine unabhängige Umfrage zum Thema "Haustiere"
wurde kürzlich veröffentlicht. Die Ergebnisse zeigen,
dass in jedem dritten Haushalt in Deutschland
mindestens eines lebt.

"Pets enrich our everyday life and stroking animals can, for "An independent survey on the subject of 'pets' was recently
example, reduce high blood pressure. Not only because of that published. Results show that in Germany, there lives at least
we need to always treat our four-legged friends well."
one pet in every third household."

Wer quält denn Haustiere?
"Who tortures PRT pets?"

Kürzlich wurden ekelerregende Schimmelpilze in
Kaffeebohnen nachgewiesen. Die giftigen Sporen
schaden dem Menschen und vermiesen damit vielen
den Genuss ihres Lieblingsgetränks.

Zum Thema "Angst vor Schimmelpilzen" wurde
kürzlich eine Studie in Baden-Württemberg erhoben.
Brot wird demnach weit vor Ende des
Haltbarkeitsdatums entsorgt.

"Recently it was verified that there is disgusting mildew in "There was recent survey on the subject of 'fear of mildew' in
coffee beans. The poisonous spores harm people and spoil Baden-Wuerttemberg. Bread is therefore often thrown away
people's enjoyment with respect to their favourite beverage." even before the end of the best-before date."

Wer will denn Schimmelpilze?
"Who wants PRT mildew?"

Im Reisejahr 2017 haben sich die meisten Deutschen im
Urlaub über nervende Hotelbaustellen beschwert. Die
Deutschen sind bekannt für ihre Überempfindlichkeit,
denn im Urlaub legen sie vor allem Wert auf Ruhe.

Eine Umfrage zum Thema "Hotelbaustellen" in
Spanien zeigt bereits erste Ergebnisse. Demnach sind
vor allem Regionen um Barcelona und Sevilla
betroffen.

"In the travel year 2017, most Germans complained about "A survey on the subject of 'hotel construction zones' in
annoying hotel construction zones. The Germans are well- Spain already shows first results. Accordingly, most of them
known for their over-sensitivity, because on holiday they are in the regions of Barcelona and Seville."
mainly value the silence."

Wer braucht denn Hotelbaustellen?
"Who wants PRT hotel construction zones?"

Im Punkt um seinen fahrbaren Untersatz kennt der
durchschnittliche
deutsche
Autobesitzer
keine
Schlampigkeit. Ein echter Liebhaber pflegt sein Auto
regelmäßig und pflegt es gründlichst von innen und
außen.

Kürzlich wurde eine Umfrage zum Thema
"Schlampigkeit im Haushalt" durchgeführt. Laut den
Ergebnissen ist den Befragten Ordnung und Sauberkeit
in der Küche wichtig.

"With respect to their car, German car owners know no "Recently, a survey on the subject of 'sloppiness in the
sloppiness. A real enthusiast cares regularly about the car, household' was conducted. According to the results, the
both from the inside and the outside."
tidiness and cleanliness in the kitchen is important to the
survey participants."

Wer mag denn Schlampigkeit?
"Who likes PRT sloppiness?"

Eine Untersuchung zum Thema "Verkehrsbehinderung"
zeigt, dass besonders in Süddeutschland unnötige
Baustellen zu Verkehrsstörungen führen. Langes
Warten und Stau sind vorprogrammiert.

Aus einer kürzlich durchgeführten Datenerhebung zum
Thema "Verkehrsbehinderungen" gehen bereits erste
Ergebnisse hervor. Nahe Köln wurde auf der A3 der
längste Stau mit 120km gemessen.

"A survey on the subject of 'traffic obstruction' shows that "There are first results from a recently conducted data
mainly in Southern Germany, unnecessary construction sites collection on the subject of 'traffic obstructions'. Near
cause obstructions of traffic. Hours of waiting and traffic jams Cologne, the longest traffic jam was observed with 120km."
are inevitable."

Wer mag denn Verkehrsbehinderungen?
"Who likes traffic obstructions?"
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Zu einem gepflegten Äußeren gehören auch gepflegte
Füße ganz frei von Hornhaut und Fußpilz. Vor allem im
Sommer wird deutlich, wer seinen Füßen über die
grauen Monate etwas Gutes getan hat.

In einer Befragung zum Thema "Probleme mit
Fußpilz" wurde kürzlich das Verhältnis von Menschen
zu ihren Füßen abgefragt. Rund 50% aller Frauen in
Deutschland gehen regelmäßig zur Fußpflege.

"Neat feet without any hard skin and athlete's foot belong to a "In a survey on the subject of 'problems with athlete's foot'
well-groomed appearance. Especially in summer time, it people were asked about their relation to their feet. About
becomes obvious who has cared for one's feet during the dark 50% of all women in Germany regularly get pedicures."
winter months."

Wer mag denn Fußpilz?
"Who likes PRT athlete's foot?"

Stiftung Warentest hat kürzlich in einem Bericht
Bedenken über die Schadstoffe in Sonnencremes
geäußert. Sie seien durch Silikone und Plastikmoleküle
belastet.

Ein unabhängiges Labor hat kürzlich eine Liste mit
Schadstoffen veröffentlicht, die in Shampoos enthalten
sind. Jeder Europäer wäscht sich im Durschnitt alle
zwei Tage die Haare.

"'Stiftung Warentest' (the leading German consumer safety "An independent laboratory recently published a list with
group) recently published a report expressing their concerns harmful substances that are contained in shampoos. Each
about harmful substances in sun lotions. They are polluted by European washes their hair on average every other day."
silicone and plastic molecules."

Wer braucht denn Schadstoffe?
"Who needs PRT harmful substances?"

Weak context - weak target interrogative

Strong context - weak target interrogative

Der deutsche Durchschnittsbürger nutzt Zahnseide Die richtige Zahnpflege und der Umgang mit
regelmäßig. Das ist das Ergebnis einer Umfrage zum Zahnseide ist bereits von Kindesbeinen an ein Thema,
Thema "Zahnpflege", die kürzlich veröffentlicht wurde das nicht vernachlässigt werden darf. Dabei ist
regelmäßiges Zähneputzen für die Pflege und den
Erhalt der eigenen Zähne unerlässlich.
"A German average citizen regularly uses dental floss. That is "Correct dental care and the use of dental floss is important
the result of a survey on the subject of 'dental care' that was from an early age, which cannot be disregarded. Especially
recently published."
regular thoothbrushing is essential for the care and the
preservation of one's own teeth."

Wer mag denn Zahnseide?
"Who likes PRT dental floss?"

Zum Thema "Hausputz mit Scheuermilch" wurde Richtiges Putzen geht nur mit der altbekannten
kürzlich bekannt, dass 72% aller Deutschen regelmäßig Scheuermilch. Nur mit ihr wird wieder alles sauber und
auf dieses Mittel zurückgreifen. Die meisten Deutschen, rein.
so die Statistik, putzen ihr Badezimmer zweimal pro
Woche.
"On the subject of 'housecleaning with cream cleanser' it was "Correct cleaning is only possible with the well-known
published that 72% of all Germans regularly use this cleanser. cream cleanser. It is the only way to get everything neat and
Most Germans, according to the statistics, clean their clean."
bathroom twice per week."

Wer kennt denn Scheuermilch?
"Who knows PRT cream cleanser?"

Eine Umfrage zeigt, dass knapp 60% aller Deutschen
ihren Balkon oder ihre Terrasse regelmäßig zum
Sonnenbaden nutzen. Zum Schutz der Privatsphäre
wird meist ein Sichtschutz angebracht.

Wenn deutsche Urlauber ihre Erholung beim
Sonnenbaden in Gefahr sehen, führt ihr Weg meist
direkt zum Hotelchef. Diese Überreaktion scheint
darauf zurückzuführen, dass die Deutschen europaweit
gesehen am meisten Geld für den Urlaub ausgeben.

"A survey shows that almost 60% of all Germans use their "If German vacationers feel like their relaxation during
balcony or their patio for sunbathing. For the protection of sunbathing is endangered, they usually immediately want to
privacy, there is usually a mounted partition."
talk to the hotel director. This overreaction might be
attributed to the observation that within Europe, Germans
spend the most money for their holiday."

Wer mag denn Sonnenbaden?
"Who likes PRT sunbathing?"
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Kürzlich wurden die Ergebnisse einer Befragung zum Wer absolut im Trend liegen möchte, darf dieses Jahr
Thema "Sandalen im Urlaub" bekannt. Frauen tragen keinesfalls auf Sandalen verzichten. Diese Schuhart
wird immer beliebter und kann ganz schön trendy
demnach sehr gerne offenes Schuhwerk.
aussehen.
"Recently, results of a survey on the subject of 'sandals on "People who want to be in vogue should not miss out on
holiday' were published. Accordingly, women like wearing sandals this year. The popularity of this type of shoe steadily
open shoes."
increases and can be really trendy."

Wer trägt denn Sandalen?
"Who wears PRT sandals?"

Derzeit werden deutschlandweit Banken aufwändig
saniert, um die Baukunst der Gebäude zu erhalten. Die
Umbau- und Erneuerungsmaßnahmen werden noch bis
2020 andauern.

Ein intellektueller Mensch interessiert sich nicht nur
für Kunst und Musik, sondern auch für Baukunst. Für
sie stellt die Unterscheidung der unterschiedlichen
Stilepochen und Bauwerke kein Problem dar.

"Currently, banks are costly renovated all over Germany to "An intellectual person is not only interested in art and
retain the buildings' architecture. The renovation and renewal music, but also in architecture. Those people do not have any
will continue until 2020."
problems in differentiating between various stylistic eras."

Wer mag denn Baukunst?
"Who likes PRT architecture?"

Viele Menschen mögen Hunde. In Deutschland lebt fast Tiere bereichern den menschlichen Alltag, denn das
Streicheln von Tieren, wie z.B. Hunden, hilft den
in jedem dritten Haushalt ein Haustier.
Blutdruck eines Menschen zu senken. Unsere
Vierbeiner verdienen es also, gut behandelt zu werden.
"Many people like dogs. There is a pet living in every third "Animals enrich a human's everyday life, because stroking
German household."
animals, e.g., dogs, helps to lower a human's blood pressure.
Therefore, our four-legged friends deserve to be treated
well."

Wer mag denn Hunde?
"Who likes PRT dogs?"

Zu einer guten Tasse Kaffee nehmen die Deutschen am In eine gute Tasse Kaffee darf nur Rohrzucker und
liebsten Rohrzucker. Die meisten Kaffeegenießer kein Industriezucker. Ein echter Genießer nimmt dafür
trinken ihren Kaffee schwarz mit ein wenig Zucker.
allerdings keine Süßstofftabletten.
"Germans prefer cane sugar in a nice cup of coffee. Most "Only cane sugar is acceptable in a nice cup of coffee. A real
coffee gourmets prefer their coffee black with a little bit of gourmet does neither accept refined sugar nor sweetener
sugar."
tablets."

Wer will denn Rohrzucker?
"Who wants PRT cane sugar?"
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Questionnaire A1: Questionnaire participants had to fill in before each of the studies.

Studienteilnahme

Alias der Studie
VP
Liste
Händigkeit

1. Name:
2. Geschlecht: [

] weiblich

[

] männlich

[

] keine Angabe

3. Alter:
4.1 Wo sind Sie geboren? (Stadt/Bundesland)
4.2 Wo sind Sie aufgewachsen? (Stadt/Bundesland)
5.1 Sind sie bilingual aufgewachsen? Wenn ja, mit welchen Sprachen?
[

] Ja (Sprache:

)

[

] Nein

5.2 Welche Fremdsprachen sprechen Sie? Wie lange haben Sie sie gelernt? Wo?
Sprache

Dauer (in Jahren)

Ort (Einrichtung)

5.3 Bitte geben Sie auf einer Skala von 1 bis 7 an, wie Sie ihre Fähigkeiten in folgenden
Bereichen einschätzen: (1 ≈ schlecht, 2 ≈ A1, 3 ≈ A2, 4 ≈ B1, 5 ≈ B2, 6 ≈ C1, 7 ≈ C2/muttersprachliches
Niveau)

Englisch
Französisch
Italienisch
Spanisch
Sonstige

Schreiben
Schreiben
Schreiben
Schreiben
Schreiben

Lesen
Lesen
Lesen
Lesen
Lesen

Sprechen
Sprechen
Sprechen
Sprechen
Sprechen

Hören
Hören
Hören
Hören
Hören

6. Musikalische Bildung (Instrument, Chor, Orchester)
7. Haben Sie bereits an (sprachwissenschaftlichen) Experimenten teilgenommen? Wenn ja,
wann und bei wem?
8. Falls Sie Sprachwissenschaft studieren:
-Haben Sie bereits einen Kurs zu Intonation belegt?
[
] ja
[
] nein
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Consent A1: Consent form participants were presented with before each study. The consent
form was signed by participants after the completion of the experiment.

Einverständniserklärung zur Teilnahme an unserer Studie

Hiermit bestätige ich

, dass ich über das Vorgehen der Studie und

über deren Ziele aufgeklärt wurde.
Die Instruktionen habe ich gelesen/ wurden mir erläutert und ich hatte die Möglichkeit Fragen
zu stellen. Ich weiß, dass ich meine Studienteilnahme jederzeit ohne Angabe von Gründen
abbrechen und meine Einwilligung zur Teilnahme an der Studie zurückziehen kann, ohne
dass mir dadurch Nachteile entstehen.
Mir ist bekannt, dass meine Daten anonymisiert gespeichert und ausgewertet werden. Ich bin
damit einverstanden, dass meine Daten für wissenschaftlichen Zwecke (Artikel, Vorträge,
Seminare) in anonymisierter Form genutzt werden können.

Ort, Datum

Unterschrift
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Instruction A1: Experimental instruction of the production study presented in Chapter 6.

Vielen Dank für Ihre Bereitschaft, an der Studie teilzunehmen!
Im Folgenden werden Sie auf dem Bildschirm Beschreibungen von Situationen lesen. Bitte
lesen Sie sich diese Situationen SORGFÄLTIG durch! Danach werden Sätze in blauer
Schrift eingeblendet. Sprechen Sie diesen Satz so aus, wie Sie ihn in dieser Situation äußern
würden.
Die Aufnahme startet, sobald der blaue Text erscheint und endet, wenn Sie die rechte Taste
drücken. Drücken Sie daher bitte nicht zu früh, sondern erst, wenn Sie fertig sind!
Sollten Sie sich versprechen, klicken Sie bitte NICHT weiter, sondern wiederholen den Satz
direkt im Anschluss.
Sollten Sie noch Fragen zum Ablauf der Studie haben, können Sie diese jetzt stellen.
Ansonsten haben Sie nach drei Übungstrials noch mal die Möglichkeit, Fragen zu stellen.
Starten Sie das Experiment bitte mit dem rechten Knopf.

Vielen Dank!
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Instruction A2: Experimental instruction of the on-line decision task in Chapter 7.

Lieber Teilnehmer, liebe Teilnehmerin,

die folgenden Sätze sind eindeutige Beispiele für wirkliche Fragen, denn der Sprecher
möchte eine Antwort haben:
-

Wie spät ist es denn?
Wo finde ich hier die Post?

Eine rhetorische Frage ist eine Äußerung, die einer Feststellung ähnelt. Der Sprecher
erwartet i.d.R. keine Antwort:
-

Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern?
Ist der Papst katholisch?

Doch wirkliche Fragen und rhetorische Fragen müssen nicht immer so offensichtlich sein.
Dann ist es besonders wichtig, WIE die Frage gesagt wird:
-

rhetorische Frage: Wer spielt denn Domino? PlayStation ist doch viel cooler.
wirkliche Frage: Wer spielt denn Domino? Der geht bitte an den hinteren Tisch.

Ihre Aufgabe:

Über Kopfhörer werden Ihnen im Folgenden Sätze vorgespielt. Ihre Aufgabe besteht darin auf
Grund des Ausdrucks in der Stimme zu entscheiden, ob es sich um eine wirkliche Frage oder
eine rhetorische Frage handelt.
Klicken Sie bitte mit der Maus nach jedem Satz entweder auf "wirkliche Frage" oder auf
"rhetorische Frage".

Vielen Dank für Ihre Teilnahme !
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Instruction A3: Experimental instruction of the on-line decision task in Chapter 8.

Lieber Teilnehmer, liebe Teilnehmerin,

die folgenden Sätze sind eindeutige Beispiele für wirkliche Fragen, denn der Sprecher
möchte eine Antwort haben:
-

Wie spät ist es denn?
Wo finde ich hier die Post?

Eine rhetorische Frage ist eine Äußerung, die einer Feststellung ähnelt. Der Sprecher
erwartet i.d.R. keine Antwort:
-

Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern?
Ist der Papst katholisch?

Doch wirkliche Fragen und rhetorische Fragen müssen nicht immer so offensichtlich sein.
Dann ist es besonders wichtig, WIE die Frage gesagt wird:
-

rhetorische Frage: Wer spielt denn Domino? PlayStation ist doch viel cooler.
wirkliche Frage: Wer spielt denn Domino? Der geht bitte an den hinteren Tisch.

Ihre Aufgabe:

Über Kopfhörer werden Ihnen Sätze vorgespielt.
Entscheiden Sie auf Grund des Ausdrucks in der Stimme so schnell wie möglich, ob es sich
um eine wirkliche Frage (1) oder um eine rhetorische Frage (3) handelt.
Handelt es sich um etwas anderes, drücken Sie dafür Knopf (2):

1
Frag

2

3
Frag

wirkliche Frage

etw. anderes

rhetorische Frage

Vielen Dank für Ihre Teilnahme !
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Instruction A4: Experimental instruction of the on-line validation task of contexts and an
example of context validation (see Chapter 10).
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Appendix

Instruction A5: Experimental instruction of the on-line validation task of target interrogatives
and an example of question validation (see Chapter 10).
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Appendix

Instruction A6: Experimental instruction of the perception study presented in Chapter 10.

Vielen Dank für die Teilnahme an unserem Experiment!
Im Folgenden sehen Sie eindeutige Beispiele für wirkliche Fragen auf die der Sprecher eine Antwort
haben möchte:
-

Wie spät ist es denn?

-

Wo finde ich hier die Post?

Eine rhetorische Frage ist eine Äußerung, die einer Feststellung ähnelt. Der Sprecher erwartet i.d.R.
keine Antwort:
-

Wer zahlt schon gerne Steuern?

-

Ist der Papst katholisch?

Im Deutschen kann ein und derselbe Satz mehrere Bedeutungen haben, je nachdem in welchem
Kontext er geäußert wird. Hier ein Beispiel für eine rhetorische und eine wirkliche Frage:
Kontext A:
Bei einer Verkaufsparty des Hausfrauenclubs stehen
heute extrem wirksame Putzmittel auf dem Programm.
Um seine Kunden besser einschätzen zu können, fragt
wer Verkäufer sein Publikum:

Kontext B:
Sie haben einen Fettfleck auf Ihrer Hose und sind
davon überzeugt, dass sich dieser mit Kernseife
entfernen lässt. Ihre Freundin, die wesentlich erfahrener
ist und auf Chemiekeulen schwört amüsiert sich sehr
darüber und sagt zu Ihnen:

Wer schwört denn auf Kernseife?

Wer schwört denn auf Kernseife?

Wirkliche und rhetorische Fragen müssen nicht immer so offensichtlich sein wie im Beispiel. Dann ist
es wichtig, WIE die Frage gesagt wird, v.a. wenn kein Kontext vorhanden ist.

Ihre Aufgabe:
Im Folgenden werden Ihnen kurze Kontexte präsentiert. Nach jedem Kontext hören Sie einen Satz
über Kopfhörer. Ihre Aufgabe besteht darin, den Satz – so wie er gesagt wird – spontan auf einer
Skala von 1 (Ganz klar NEIN) bis 7 (Ganz klar JA) zu bewerten. Die Bewertung findet anhand der
2 folgenden Fragen statt:
1. Hat der Tonfall der Frage gut zum Kontext gepasst?
2. Drückt der Tonfall in diesem Kontext Ironie aus?
Rhetorische Fragen können, je nach Frage, Kontext und Tonfall Ironie erzeugen (z.B. Kontext B).
Dabei ist häufig etwas anderes gemeint, als tatsächlich gesagt wird. Mit dem Nummernblock vor
Ihnen können Sie die Zahlen von 1 bis 7 auswählen. Mit der ENTER-Taste klicken Sie sich
selbständig durch das Experiment.

Ganz klar NEIN

1

Ganz klar JA

2

3

4

Ganz klar JA

Ganz klar NEIN

7
4 5 6
1 2 3
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